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This is a social anthropological study of a Tibeto-Burman ethnic group,
the Yakha, based in East Nepal. The field research involved was carried
out from from January 1989 until October 1990. To the best of my
knowledge, the Yakha have never before been the subject of
anthropological study, and hence this work aims at filling a void in the
ethnographic and linguistic record of Nepal. A central question
addressed in this regard is the extent to which the Yakha can be treated
as a cu l tural whole. The twin problems of over-general i ty and over
specificity in anthropological accounts, highlighted respectively by the
diversity encompassed by the term 'Yakha' and the many similarities
between Yakha and neighbouring ethnic groups, are addressed.

At the same time this study is a contribution to ecological
anthropology. Much anthropological work in this genre takes a
materialistic, ethnocentric and overly empiricist approach to
'environment', regarding it as something with which people interact at a
purely subsistence level. Whi l e not ignoring the importance of the
'natural' environment, this study argues that a wider definition should
be used which allows for other analytic perspectives, and people's own
perceptions, to be taken into account. Expanding our conception of
'environment' thus allows the inclusion of elements such as the
household environment, spirit pantheon and the outside world.

The fieldwork conducted took place during a tumultuous period in Nepal's
political history, and the ethnography records the outcome of the
changes in a Village community in the East. The effects of migration,
education and development projects in the community observed are also
discussed with a view to understanding both how the Yakha are influenced
by and involved in the changing world around them.
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A Note on Transliteration and Transcription

There is no perfect way of converting Nepali, which is
conventionally written in devan8sarI, into Roman script. Turner <1931>
provides one authoritative system, and I have used his dictionary, as
well as that of Pokhrel et s l (2040 V, S.), as the source of t.he
devanagari for my transcriptions, However, the system developed by
Adhikary (1988) is diacritically simpler and thus has the merit of being
directly usable by a wider range of contemporary word-processors. For
this reason it is the system I have chosen to use for Nepali
transcriptions throughout. The only exception is where I use this form
of transcription for proper names or to begin a sentence, when
(following English convention) I use a capital letter. Where there is
variation in the pronunciation of Nepali consonants (such as exists with
y, for example) and where there is a choice of spellings in Turner or
elsewhere, I choose that closest to the pronunciation normally found in
East Nepal. Nepali words are presented underlined.

The Roman i z ed Nepa 1i one oft en sees in Nepa 1 (on some governmen t
buildings, for example, in English language newspapers or when people
write their names and addresses on letters abroad) tends to follow
ne i ther Adh i kary nor Turner. It is perhaps closer to Meerendonk (1958)
but without his diacritics, and with the Nepali 'e' merged with "ch ",
This is by far the simplest system for the lay person to read smoothly,
and so words which are commonly rendered in this form (such as caste
names and place names), I present similarly.

The transcription of Yakha is more complex since it is a language
which was previously unwritten and unrecorded, and which has some
interesting phonological features, Van Driem (1987) has an excellent
system for the transcription of the related Limbu language, but
unfortunately his complex diacritics are also beyond the scope of the
majority of word-processors, I have therefore developed my own,
simpler, orthography for the transcription of Yakha words, which are
italicized, For instance, I use I rather than van Driem's to
represent a glottal stop. Words which were the same in Nepali and
Yakha are sometimes both italicized and underlined. However, there were
usually pronunciation differences between such words used by Yakha and
their equ i ve l en t s used by speakers of Nepal i as a first language. A
selected list of Yakha words appears in Appendix I.
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Chapter One: Searching for the Yakha - Research History and Methodology

1.1 Introduction

The last person to have studied the Yakha was shot dead in a bar in

Bangkok in 1988. He was the German linguist Alphonse Weidert, and prior

to his death all his Yakha field notes were lost. 1. As far as I know,

Weidert was the only scholar to have conducted any sort of in-depth

study of the Yakha, the Tibeto-Burman ethnic group concentrated in the

middle hills of the Koshi Zone of East Nepal, who are the focus of this

thesis. Hodgson (1857) provided a basic word-list of Yakha, and in a

paper published the following year argued for the group to be

recognized, with the neighbouring Limbu, as belonging to the "Kt r en t I

tribe" ... "perhaps the most interesting of all the Himalayan races, not

even excepting the Newars of Nepal proper" <1858:447). As an ethnic

group the Yakha were mentioned by Northey and Morris (1927:215-6;

239fn), Morris <1936:85; 114-5) and by Bista <1967:32; 38). They were

also mentioned as marriage partners for members of other ethic groups in

the eastern hills by Jones and Jones (1976:65; 108), and Dahal records a

group of Yakha fami lies who had been integrated into Athpahariya Rai (a

neighbouring ethnic group) society <1985: 13; 47). But for the most

part, the Yakha have represented an ethnographic void.

This thesis aims to help fill this void and to clarify the position

of the Yakha as "a distinct group of Kirantl not fitting neatly into

either the Rai or Limbu groups" (Bf s t e : 1967:38). The focus will be on

Yakha perceptions of their environment and of themselves in that

environment from the perspective of social anthropology. I t is based

pr Imer I lyon research conducted in the eastern hi 115 of Nepal between
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March 1989 and October 1990, in the company of my partner in

anthropology and matrimony, Tamara Kohn.

No research takes place in a social, economic and political vacuum.

It is particularly important in social science research to try to tease

out some of the more significant influences and events which affected

what was studied and the methods that were used, in order to appreciate

the nature, strengthS and weaknesses of the final work: I the role of the

researcher' and I the construe tedness of the text', to use more

contemporary jargon. This chapter thus introduces the observer, and

looks at the reasons why I came to be interested in Nepal, ecological

anthropology and the Yakha. It also introduces Tamaphok, the Village in

which the bulk of my fieldwork was conducted, and outlines some of the

methods used in my research. Numerous texts are produced as part of the

research process, of which the thesis is only one. The structure of

this thesis derives in no small measure from texts produced as the

research progressed, as well as the ways in which my research experience

was constructed by events both within and beyond my control. This

chapter therefore brings together methods and results, observer and

observed, in a study of methodology which attempts to go beyond a simple

description of "how I studied the Yakha". It is both a prelude and an

explanation of the rest of the thesis, the structure of which is

outlined at the end of this chapter.
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1.2 Preparations

The Research Proposal and the Develop.ent Project

My research first began to be formulated when I received a copy of

the 1986 Studentship Handbook from the Economic and Social Research

Council. was delighted to read in the Handbook of the continued

existence of the ESRC's 'Collaborative Awards in the Social Sciences'.

The CASS programme was designed to foster closer links between academic

and non-academic institutions, by offering studentships for doctoral

research financed by the ESRC with assistance, if at all possible, from

the non-academic body.~·

had always been interested in the potential applications of

anthropology outside academia, and the CASS scheme seemed to me to offer

an ideal way to make my doctoral research 'useful' to someone. 3.

chose the University of Oxford as the 'academic institution' because

Tamara was returning there from our home on the Isle of ColI in Scotland

to wri te up her D. Phil research in soc i e 1 anthropology, and hav i ng

myself been an undergraduate at the University, knew my way around the

place and was happy to go back. The question I needed to resolve was

with which non-academic institution I wished to collaborate. 4 .

When wrote to Dr. Sean Conl in, Social Development Adviser at the

Overseas Development Administration (ODA - the chief foreign aid agency

of the UK government) he invited me to visit him the next time was in

London. On this v t s I t , Sean suggested ei ther social forestry in Nepal

or family planning in Bangladesh as two areas fitting my background in

which he saw scope for anthropological input in current ODA programmes.

•Social Forestry'. The words seemed to roll off the tongue, opening

up new and exciting vistas of learning and experience. "Teaching trees
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to be social?", friends aSked. "Encouraging local people to plant trees

in previously denuded areas, or to manage existing forests more

effectively", replied. This surely was a truly innovative field for

anthropological Inqut r y in which theory and practice could be brought

together in fruitful harmony for the benefit of all. The mountainous

grandeur of Nepal was also appealing, Nepal was a country I had visited

ten years previously and had vowed one day to return to on a more

organised footing. 6 . On my next visit south spent a busy few days

shut t ling between Oxford and London ingest ing a 11 the informat ion and

advice I could muster in order to put a CASS application together. This

was submitted by the Institute of Social Anthropology in Oxford and the

aDA in London as a proposal for a research project entitled

'Anthropology in Development Practice: Community Forestry in Nepal'.

I t was not unti I that time that saw a copy of the project

memorandum for the Kosi Hi lIs Communi ty Forestry Project (KHCFP), the

ODA funded project in the eastern middle and high hills of Nepal where

Sean Conlin had thought I could work, The KHCFP was the proposed third

phase of a project which had been running for nearly a decade under the

auspices of the Kosi Hills Area Rural Development Project (KHARDEP),

The project aimed. according to the Project Memorandum,

to increBse the Brea under and rate of establishment of
communi ty and privately managed forest in the four districts
of the Kosi Hills; thereby increasing the availability of
fodder, fuelwood and other forest products, while making a
significant contribution towards halting the current alarming
trend in environmental degradat ion. In the long-term, the
project seeks to restore a sustainable system of land use in
the Kosi Hills to a point where it will be independent of
outside financial and technical support <ODA, 1986:2),
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1 did not know then that Sean Conlin had been very critical of the

Project Memorandum in the planning phases of the project. The Project

Memorandum had initially been written by staff of the ODA's South East

Asia Development Desk (SEADD> in Bangkok. Sean saw the document only a

few days before the Project Evaluation Committee (PEC) meeting took

place in London on July 12th 1985. The PEG meeting is the final stage

before a large project such as this is approved, and he was annoyed that

the project had got that far in the project cycle without the Social

Development Advisers having been given the chance to advise. Having

conducted extensive baseline studies in the project area (Conlin and

Falk, 1979>, Sean f e l t that the memorandum fai led to address important

social considerations raised by the design and implementation of a

project of this type. E• • Unfortunately. as Sean had written elsewhere

"by the stage of a PEG submission there is already a great deal of

institutional commitment to the project, and indeed a great measure of

emotional investment by other Advisers and Desk Officers" (Conlin.

1985: 82). Because of this, his comments had made him some enemies in

Bangkok.

As is apparently usual, very little was changed in the final version

of the Project Memorandum, although as a result of the PEC meeting it

was agreed that a consultant social anthropologist should go to Nepal to

spend one month advising on the social aspects of the project. In the

event, the person recrui ted was unable to go, so my interest in doing

post-graduate research on the project was opportune. However, my

apparently straightforward desire to do research that would be of

practical value to a development project, and therefore hopefully to the
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people whom the project was designed to assist, had inadvertently landed

me in a minefield of internal aDA politics.

The First Year

The CASS award proposal was accepted by the ESRC in April 1987, and

arrived at Oxford to take up the award in October of that year, When

went to visit Sean Conlin at the ODA in London again, I discovered

that, since submitting my proposal, the decision had been taken to

employ a consortium headed by a firm of Cambridge-based consultants. W S

Atkins Land and Water Management, to implement the projects proposed

under the umbrella of the third phase of KHARDEP. This had been renamed

the Koshi Hills Development Programme, or 'K3' for short. The

employment of consul tancy firms in this capacity appeared to be an

increasingly common practice in international development work, the

consequences of which had been relatively little investigated. For the

funding organisation, consultancy firms offered a complete package,

including personnel who were emp Loyed for the duration of the project

but whom there were no troublesome ob l igations to redeploy once the

project was over. For the consultancy firms, there were substantial

profits to be made,

This did not seem a particularly significant change to me at the

time, but what the arrival of W S Atkins on the scene realistically

meant was another organizat ional level to convince about the

intellectual and pragmatic validity of what I was doing. Things did not

augur well on that front. Rumours came back from Nepa I that certain

expatriate staff on the project (who had seen a copy of my ESRC proposal

and had heard from Sean Conlin that I was 'somebody to watch what was
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going on and give advice') concluded from the frequent contact proposed

with the ODA that I was an ODA spy who was intending to check up on the

project team's performance in the field and report back to my bosses in

London. Sean Con11 n suggested drew up a more concrete research

proposal for the staff of W S Atkins which would put these doubts and

antagonisms to rest.

Further problems arose when, having submitted my application for

research approval from Tribhuvan University in Kathmandu as a

precondition for obtaining a non-tourist visa, in January 1988

received a letter from the University saying that,

according to the recently circulated regulation of HMG/N, no
foreign researchers would be provided with a non-tourist visa
unless he would have come under the bilateral or multilateral
agreement with govt , of Nepal or with Tribhuvan University or
unless the researchers would have come under the govt.
scholarship.

It suggested, furthermore, that even if I received non-tourist visa

pri vileges myself, these could not be extended to "family members".

This was a severe blow, because had every intention of doing research

with Tamara. The ODA, meanwhi Ie, was being asked to cut back its staff

numbers in Nepal, and it became clear that affiliation with their

bilaterally agreed project as a means of securing visas was unlikely.

In fact, collaboration of any sort threatened to become more

difficult. Shortly after the visa news, the hobgoblins of SEADD began

causing mischief. "Who the hell is this Andrew Russell, what the hell

is he doing, and why the hell do we not know about him?" was the gist of

a telex received by Sean Conlin from Bangkok in February. Sean was

quick to respond that I was an independent researcher, and that there
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was no reason why SEADD (who I iked to feel they controlled things in

Nepal, he explained to me) should have known who was, or what I was

doing. It seemed that before I had even reached Nepal, influential

people on both Atkins' staff and the staff of the aDA's SEADD office in

Bangkok viewed my work with hostility.7.

1n March 1988 Sean Conlin decided that in view of the visa problems

was facing as an independent researcher, the hostility from SEADD and,

to a certain extent, WS Atkins, it was better for me to 'cut my losses'

and swi tch to another project, The aDA were formulat ing a new project

to counteract some of the less desirable environmental and social

consequences of the Mahawel i water catchment scheme in Sri Lanka. This

project was to include a social forestry component and already had

provision for a student researcher written into the project proposal.

went along with this profound change in geographical direction at first,

as, ! felt, any applied anthropologist had to be prepared to do.

However, on further reflection! had increasing misgivings about the

new course of action being proposed. I had already completed two terms

of Nepali language learning at the School of Oriental and African

Studies in London, and while 1 did not feel terribly proficient, a

glance at some Sinhala language books and the new script and vocabulary

I would have to master made me realise how far I had progressed and how

reluctant I would be to start allover again. ! had been to Sri Lanka

several times before and the country had less immediate appeal for me as

a fieldwork destinat ion than the less fami I iar (but mentally prepared

for> Nepal. F'urthermore, knowledge of the aDA and other organisations

involved with the 'Third World' had alerted me to the cultural

propensity within them to present tentative plans as near certainties.
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This probably reflected not only an unconscious reliance on the 'magical

power of words' <1. e. 'if we say something wi 11 happen often enough,

then it will happen') but also that, with the timescale often involved

in making arrangements for the 'Third World', an over-tentative approach

in the planning phases can lead to even greater delays than necessary in

the unusual event of everything going more or less according to plan.

The Sri Lanka project was still only in the planning phases and, with

the considerable political unrest in the country at that time, there was

ultimately no greater guarantee that I would be able to go there than to

go to Nepal.

I finally decided that, despite my enthusiasm to do work of

practical utility for somebody else, I faced perhaps my last chance in

l i fe to do research I had planned in a place I had planned to do it.

There were always shorter-term tourist visas and, if the worst came to

the worst, I could simply give up the whole idea of collaborative

research and sequester myself in a Nepalese Village somewhere to

undertake some more conventional, if disjointed, periods of

anthropological fieldwork:. Ironically, my intentions of doing applied

research seemed to be being thwarted at every turn. did, however,

persist with the more specific proposal Sean Conlin wanted me to prepare

for W 5 Atkins.

In this proposal ('Social Research in the Koshl Hills') and its

transformations, I tried to be as specific as I could about the subjects

I was planning to study and how I was going to study them. My expressed

interests included the attitudes to deforestation and reforestation

amongst local groups in the project area, differences In knowledge and

use of forest resources by d I fferent ethnic groups, and the possi ble
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presence of institutions at the local level which might be involved

(using the word in either its transitive or intransitive senses) in the

communal management of forest resources, Of course, I omitted my

'hidden research agendas' such as the role of aid agencies in

development policy and planning and the role of consultancy firms in the

implementation of development projects. In style and structure

modelled the proposal as far as possible on the glossy document

submitted by W 5 Atkins to the ODA as their proposal for undertaking the

Koshl Hills project (which the project manager in Nepal subsequently

told me had cost £10,000 to produce).

Meanwhile, I started to focus my research more closely to the

interests of academic social anthropology. "Have you ever heard of the

Yakha?" asked Nick Allen during one of our meetings, "they used to be

ment ioned in the 11terature qui te regul ar Iy but I've not come across

them recently". According to Bista (1967:32) the Yakha were to be found

mainly in Terhathum District, one of the four districts covered by the

ODA scheme. Both as a potent i e 1 case study in commun i ty forestry for

the aDA and as an apparently prsv Ious Ly unstudied ethnic group with

their own unrecorded language, they seemed an ideal subject for my

anthropological inquiries in Nepal. 'Social Research in the Koshi

Hills' was thus expanded to incorporate the Yakha and became the basis

of the proposal I submitted to the ESRC in support of my fieldwork

budget in July 1988. By working with the Yakha, whose language fully

satisfied the ESRC's criteria of 'difficult', I was also fortunate in

being granted an extra year's fieldwork funding beyond the one year the

ESRC usually allowed.

In August 1988, Sean Conlin said that the 'time was now right'
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to submit my proposal to W S Atkins. Something he had found in his job

qUite frequently was that if one left a problem alone for long enough

often it would go away. This seemed to have been the case here.

Ruffled feathers, real or imaginary, had become smooth; the director of

W S Atkins was said to be coming around to seeing the value of having

social researchers on his projects. I submitted my proposal and

arranged a meeting, which seemed to go qUite well. The director

appeared to warm up considerably during a pub lunch, and afterwards he

said he could FAX a revised version of my proposal to the project office

in Kathmandu. However, when I spoke to him again after he had v t s i ted

Nepal he said there had been 'conceptual problems' between him and the

project manager and hence they had not discussed my proposal.

1 did take the initiative of visiting one of the expatriate project

s t sf f on her UK leave, however. I t became obvious there had been

cons Idereb l e misunderstandings about my role, fuelled by some me l t c Ious

gossip about me by other expatriates involved in forestry to whom I had

sent copies of my original ESRC 'CASS' proposal for informat ion and

feedback. According to her, the project stBff felt affronted that

everything had come through SeBn Conlin Bnd that I had not made direct

contact with them eBrlier. EI
, She had also previously experienced

development experts and reseBrchers coming and 'milking her' for

information about her community forestry work in Nepal without

subsequen t l y acknowledging her help. While we left on good terms, I had

the distinct impression that I was embBrking on fieldwork in a hornet's

nest. Living and doing fieldwork Bmongst the Yakha, 1 thought, would be

easy compared to doing fieldwork amongst the expatriate development

community in Nepal.
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I did have the opportunity to undertake some legitimate applied work

from another source before going overseas, for the London-based company

Environmental Resources Limi ted (ERU. had contacted the company

early on at Sean Conlin's suggestion, since they had been commissioned

by the aDA and the World Bank to write a report on the environmental

situation in Nepal. A phone cell from the ERL director four months

before we went to Nepal reveeled that they hed completed the first phase

of this project) but the report produced had been severely criticised by

the World Bank for appearing to ignore the substential amount of

anthropological literature pertaining to the environment in Nepal.

Since I had been researching this very topic for nearly a year, I was

ideally qualified to rectify this omission in the final interim report.

My piece appeared as a chapter 'CuI t ur a l Factors in Resource Use and

Management' (ERL 1989). I was able to use it as the basis for a chapter

entitled 'Culture and Environment in Nepal' in the 'substantial piece of

work' submitted in December 1988 to fulfil the requirements for transfer

from M.Litt to D.Phil status at the University of Oxford.

The three other chapters in the substantial piece were on

anthropology and the environment, development anthropology and the

history of my research to date. Much of the 'Anthropology in

Development' chapter was based on arguments I had formulated before

commencing my research which were well supported by the literature (e.g.

Grillo 1985; Partridge and Eddy 1987). perceived a disaffection on

the part of many social anthropologists for active involvement in

planned social change. put the blame for this fairly and squarely on

what I saw as ethically unjustified social and cultural constraints

acting against applied anthropology in academic eyes. I also argued for
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the importance of anthropologists adapting their input to the needs of

the project cycle and the requirements of development work (cf. Conlin,

1985). What I did not stress in this piece but was coming to real ise

all too plainly was that it was not enough for anthropologists to be

willing to become involved in the development process; the social and

institutional conditions had to be right to enable this work to be

accepted and effective.

1.3 In the Field

Kathmandu

Tamara and I arrived in Kathmandu on January 9th 1989, and spent our

first week exhausting other immediately obvious avenues for the

acquisition of non-tourist visas before taking a bus out to Tribhuvan

University to visit the Office of the Rector. Our welcome could not

have been more positive. The head of the research division greeted us

both and said that my application had been processed and that had been

affiliated with the University's Institute of Forestry in Pokhara.

There then followed three weeks of chasing letters through various

government departments but this was a remarkably smooth process and

culminated in us both being issued with non-tourist visas valid for one

year, extendable after that until the following October.

We used our time in Kathmandu to work on our Nepali. Despite my

language preparation in the U. K., realised on reaching Nepal how

little I could effectively understand and communicate. We also made

contact with academic staff at Tribhuvan University. Dilli Ram Dehe l

was particularly helpful and said that he thought we would find most

Yakha Rai in southern Sankhuwasabha district, rather than in Terhathum
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(Map 2).

We decided to make Kathmandu our base outside the field. Apart from

the contact this afforded us wi th Nepalese academics we decided the

British Council in Kathmandu was the safest place to continue to receive

our mail. We were also fortunate in finding a cheap flat to rent where

we could leave many of our belongings, and could enjoy space and privacy

when we were not doing fieldwork.

Kathmandu was also the place to meet expatriate and Nepalese people

involved in the development I scene' in the country, in part l cul ar those

concerned with forestry, such as the ODA financed Forest Research

Project (situated behind the Department of Forests in Kathmandu), staff

at the Nepal Australia Forestry Project, and the World Bank. From them,

I was able to start developing a comparative view of community forestry

in different parts of Nepal. We also met the British engineer in charge

of the Nepal operations of Water Aid, a small development charity which

provided improved water supplies to areas where they were needed. By

complete coincidence he was going to Sankhuwasabha the following day and

said he would look out for Yakha Rai for me. On his return several

weeks later he was able to give us a lot of practical advice on

travelling around southern Sankhuwasabha.

Another important meet ing was wi th the Social Development Adviser

for SEADD, Paul Francis, who was visiting Kathmandu from Bangkok to

discuss phase I I of the ERL project. He had been appointed after the

debacle concerning the lack of consultation between the SEADD and the

Social Development Advisers in London over the KHCFP and other projects,

and I had met him in Sean Conlin's off ice soon after his appointment

before he left for Bangkok. He said that the I K3' manager had I taken a
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stand' against my presence (which may have explained why the director of

W S Atk ins did not make progress on my behal f when he was in Nepal),

Paul suggested I try to meet the project manager, perhaps in Kathmandu,

before going to the field. He also suggested keeping clear of the 'K3'

headquarters in Dhankuta until after February 25th when an ODA

evaluation team was leaving. The last time such a team had visited the

area, the project manager had had a heart attack.

We thus decided to take something of a break before going out to the

East. We still felt quite 'green' in Nepal, and had not had any village

experience at that stage, so rather than make all our initial mistakes

in our eventual fieldwork village, we took up the invitation of a fellow

anthropologist, Kamal Adhikary, to go wi th him to a Magar vi llage in

which he was doing fieldwork, four hours' walk from his home in Tansen,

West Nepal. We also felt that by going to a different part of Nepal we

would be able to put our own subsequent experiences into better

perspective. While we were in the West we took the opportunity of

meet ing staff at the lnst i tute of Forestry in Pokhara and at Lumle

Agricultural Centre. This was one of two ODA-funded agricultural

research and extension centres in Nepal (the other one, Pakhribas, being

located in the Koshi Hills).

On our return to the capital I phoned the manager of the 'K3'

project while he was in Kathmandu. We went to see him in the project's

Kathmandu Rest House, which also had off ice accommodat ion. We had a

long meet i ng dur i ng wh i ch time we 1earn t some more about I K3', and we

left on good terms. As a result of this meeting, and a subsequent visit

in Dhankuta, the project manager wrote to Sean ConI in that he saw my

presence as 'nurturing' to the 'K3' project and not 'critical' of it.
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felt I had scored a small victory on the path of reason.

Our final departure to the East was delayed by the machinations of

the capitalist world system when the Midland Bank misdirected its first

transfer of my much-needed fieldwork funds to 'Kathmandu, China'. We

had to give up the offer of a ride in a British Council landrover going

to Dhankuta while this was sorted out, much to our chagrin. Instead we

decided to fly to Tumlingtar on the Arun valley in southern

Sankhuwasabha, go on a trek to select a field site, and go on to

Dhankuta after that. That way we would arrive at the project

headquarters having at least chosen the area where we planned to live

and knowing something about it. This course of action was obviously not

as collaborative in spirit as the way I had originally conceived of my

research, but in view of the suspicion which had gone before us, in the

circumstances it seemed that this was the best option for our first trip

to East Nepal.

Reconnalsance

We f lew to Tumlingtar on March 19th and walked up to Khandbari, the

district headquarters town for Sankhuwasabha. We had been advised we

should meet the Chief District Off ieer and District Superintendent of

Police (whose offices were in Khandbari) at an early stage in our

fieldwork. The Chief District Officer was impressively knowledgeable

about specific pancayats in which Yakha were concentrated,9. and gave us

the name of a 'social worker' and Yakha leader in Madi Mulkharka

pancayat whom he thought would be able to help us further, Majhiya Man

Bahadur.

Our route to Madi Mulkharka took us back to Tumlingtar and up to
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Chainpur (see Map 3). It was on the path up to this beautiful Newari

bazaar town that we had our first Yakha encounter. This was with two

old men who said they were Yakha but that they didn't speak the Yakha

language. I asked them if they knew the Yakha greeting, but they did

not (! SUbsequently discovered it was 'namaste', like Nepali). Majhiya

Man Bahadur and his wife were the first Yakha-speaking Yakha we met, and

we stayed with the family for several days. However, we were not

certain that Madi Mulkharka was where we wanted to do the bulk of our

research. As the most 'developed' pancayat In 5ankhuwasabha, we

wondered about how representative it was, and how easy it would be to

learn Yakha there. In the case of Majhiya Man Bahadur's fami l y , for

example, both he and his wi fe spoke Yakha, but their children, whi l e

understanding it, rarely spoke it and their grandchildren were growing

up speaking only Nepali. We also had a gut reaction against some cheeky

children there who shouted and laughed at us but wouldn't enter into any

form of more meaningful interaction. Majhiya Man Bahadur's wife had

come from iamaphok, a pancayat on the other side of the valley from Madi

Mulkharka, where she said everyone spoke Yakha. So after a few days,

with a letter of introduction for the daughter of the iamaphok pradhan

pa~c (the pancayat head), we picked up our rucksacks again and made our

way 2,000 feet down the hillside, across the Maya Khola river and up the

north facing side of the valley to iamaphok.

We were warmly received in Tamaphok, and since it was also obViously

a centre of Yakha language and c u l ture, it seemed idea 1 as far as our

'pure' research priorities were concerned. The Yakha did not constitute

the majority of the population in the pancayat as a whole, nor were they

even the single largest ethnic group found there. However, of the
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populat ion of 436 in ward 5 (where we were staying), 95% were Yakha ,

probably the largest number of Yakha in any single pancayat ward in

Nepa 1. 1('. Wi th the lower he lf of ward 6, th i s area was the source of

the name 'Tamaphok' <Tumok in Yekha) which was given to the pancayat as

a whole. To avoid confusion, from now on I shall use 'Tamaphok' to

refer to the area of wards 5 and 6 in which Yakha predominated, and

'Tamaphok pancayat' when referring to the pancayat as a whole.

We thus decided to make Tamaphok our research base while we were in

East Nepal. When we asked about the possibi 1i ty of accommodat ion in the

village, we were told there were no empty houses available, but we were

offered a small room <7' X 7') in the pradhan pa~c' s house. We had

certain qualms at first about staying with the political leader, in case

we found ourselves in too elevated or factionally divided a situation

within the community as a Whole. Yet while it gradually became clear

that the pradhan paNc had some 'enemies', he seemed in general to be a

humble man, liked and respected by people from all sections of the

community and by many outside it. Living with him gave us the chance to

see first hand the role of a pradhan pa-c at the grass roots level.

Another point was that, like quite a few other men we met, the pradhan

paNc had served in the Bri t ish Gurkhas. Di 11 i Ram Dahal had suggested

in Kathmandu that there were advantages in terms of our health and well

being in staying with a relatively wealthy member of the community with

experience of the outside world.

Quite apart from the relative affluence of the pradhan pa-c, and the

fact that he was the vi llage leader, this was not a typical Yakha

household because it was made up of just three people - the pradhan pa-c

himself, his wife and 25 year-old daughter, Kamala. Kamala was a
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primary level teacher at the Tamaphok School, and she was keen to teach

us both more Nepali and Yakha, her mother tongue, in exchange for

Engl ish lessons (since she had fai led her general Engl ish first year

Certificate level exam in Dhankuta campus and planned to retake it a

third time). Allen (1978:240) spoke of how hard it was to find people

"wi 11 ing, persistent and knowledgeable" to help in his fieldwork

endeavours amongst the Thulunge Rai, but in our case Kamala was

interested and, with her teaching background, reflective enough to make

an excellent teacher of both Nepali and Yakha, Living with our adopted

fami ly thus promised to be an almost ideal learning si tuation at that

stage of our fieldwork.

After a few days in Tamaphok we walked on over the Tinjure Danda

ridge and down to Basantapur, the roadhead town four hours' walk from

Tanaphok where we took a bus down to the 'K3' proj ec t headquarters in

Dhankuta. On the way to Basantapur we learnt about the start of the

'trade and transit' dispute with India. A treaty with India had

guaranteed special trade and transit arrangements for landlocked Nepal,

but this had come up for renewal. The Indian government had used the

opportuni ty to flex some poli tical muscle, in retal iat ion for Nepal

buying arms from China. Sugar, kerosene and other essential commodities

were in increasingly short supply.

Exiting from a bus crammed with Nepalese travellers and their

animals and arriVing a few minutes later in the newly appointed 'K3 Rest

House' in Dhankuta, one had the dist inct impression one was moving

between two worlds. I had wanted to study the KHCFP and the si t ua t Ion

in Tamaphok as part of an interconnected development picture, but in

fact the connections were somewhat tenuous. It was notable that on most
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'K3' project maps we saw, Tamaphok was conspicuous by its presence as a

pancayat wi th apparent ly nothing happening in it. Thus, whi l e Tamaphok

had appeared ideal for the 'pure' aspec ts of my research, as a random

choice for 'applied' research, by contrast, Tamaphok lacked much

connection with the activities of the 'K3' project based in Dhankuta.

There were various practical reasons for this: one was the nature of

the Koshi Hills region itself, which was large and difficult to

traverse, particularly the northernmost district of Sankhuwasabha. 11.

Staff at the project headquarters in Dhankuta had therefore tended,

quite wisely, to concentrate their efforts in the more southerly

districts of Dhankuta, Bhoj pur and Terhathum. These were both more

accessible from Dhankuta and had greater average populat ion densi ties

than Sankhuwasabha <and hence more pressure on such th ings as forest

resources) .

Once we met the expatriate staff of the 'K3' project in Dhankuta in

person and appeared less threatening to them than they might have

imagined, as had been the case in Kathmandu, attitudes towards us

appeared to change qui te markedly. We were shown around, introduced to

people, offered maps and other assistance. Everyone was very helpful,

but, while I was still interested in the possibility of collaboration,

we fe It it was bet ter to wai t and see how things worked out first in

terms of our relationships with the 'K3' staff and with people in

Tamaphok ,

Perhaps because nothing was formal ised, as time progressed

collaboration with staff at the KHCFP slipped further out of my research

agenda. As we became more involved in life in Tamaphok, the questions

we as social anthropologists had about the things we were seeing -
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questions concerned with language, culture, identity, ritual and social

change, for example - seemed worlds apart from the kinds of questions

the KHCFP staff in Dhankuta had, such as "what requests for private

forests have there been?". l::~. We maintained good relat ions wi th the

I K3' project staff, v l s I t ing them whenever we came through Dhankuta.

However, in order to fulfil the requirements for a D.Phil in social

anthropology, I felt it was safer not to make collaboration with the

'K3' project the centrepiece of my endeavours. Thus rather than

anthropology in development, my research diversified into, amongst other

things, the anthropology of development. And as far as the anthropology

of development was concerned, the I K3' communi ty forestry project did

not figure prominently in the affairs of the Yakha in Tamaphok.

Down to Business

We returned to Tamaphok and settled into our small room for the

first major stint of our fieldwork at the beginning of June 1989, the

start of the monsoon. Some days clouds obliterated everything in a wall

of whi teness. When they cleared, we could see up and down the Maya

Khola valley and across to the Chainpur ridge. On rare days the clouds

1if ted further to reveal superb views northwards to Mount Makalu and

some of the other snow-capped Himalayan peaks. One day the pradhan pa~c

gave me a map he had drawn of the pancayat (Map 4). The perceptions of

the pancayat it reveals are quite different to those of the KHARDEP map

of the area (Map 5). For example, the pradhan pa-c's map is drawn

according to topography (the highest point is at the top of the map,

which is also south). All the schools in the pancayat are shown. The

KHARDEP map is drawn according to compass direction, with north at the
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top of the map. Contours and paths are shown, and Tamaphok, and some of

its satellite communities, are shown as centres. The ward boundaries of

the two maps also differ quite significantly.

Our days during the first year were very varied but tended to follow

something of the following pattern. Our family usually began getting up

at around 4.30am and, haVing ascertained early on that no special

rituals or other activities took place in these early hours, we tended

to follow suit between 5.30 and 6.00. The sounds of the kitchen fire

being fanned downstairs by someone blowing down a hollow bamboo tube,

and the pounding of the rice pounder (Dhiki) from across the yard, were

familiar accompaniments to our early morning slumbers. We usually

started the day in the kitchen wi th a cup of sweet black tea, a snack

such as pounded rice (cyureD, or rice with turmeric fried in pork fat

(camre>, or soya beans (bhatmas, cembek) and maybe a glass of warm raksi

(spirit distilled from fermented millet or maize and millet). I then

liked to sit on the porch to see who came to visit the pradhan pa~c

(whom we called Ap« - 'father'). Between 6.00am and lO.OOam he was

often busy deal ing wi th a lot of 'out of hours' pancayat business. as

well as organizing and administering the loans he gave people. Friends

and relatives were often invited into the kitchen for bowls of millet or

r ice beer (f aD, CUhB) which were liberally dispensed. At about 9.00am,

after a trip to the dhara for washing. we had our morning meal of dal

bhat in the k I t chen , Short 1y before 10.00am during term time, Kamala

would leave for school and ApB would go to the office. Ama ('mother')

stayed home, work ing wi th the goats, pigs, chickens or ducks which

formed the livestock in our house, doing some work in the house fields

(ghar-bari) or entertaining the various nearby female relatives who came
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to visit during the day.

Our own days were very varied. Sometimes we would walk the 500' or

so up the hill to visit the school. It was somehow expected we would

want to go to the school every day (and people we did not know often

assumed we worked there), but while we quickly realised the importance

of the school in the eyes of the community, and helped out with some

conversat l ona l English lessons, there were only four Yakha teachers out

of a staff of seventeen and we did not want to get too involved in the

sometimes lethargic life of the staff room. There was a small tea shop

and general shop just below the school along with the pancayat office.

This nucleus formed a service centre of sorts and provided some other

public venues in which to s I t and pass the time of day with varying

degrees of profit. We tried to attend any pub l i c events that took

place, together with life cycle rituals such as weddings and <later)

funerals. We helped in some of the agricultural activities in which

people were involved, such as preparing rice fields for rice planting,

e l though we found that the amount of effort expended in this form of

'participant observation' was often not matched by equivalent rewards in

terms of ethnographic information. We also sometimes stayed at home in

order to consolidate the language and other work we were doing.

At 4.00pm there was usually another snack at home, perhaps of

potatoes <boiled in their skins, which were removed with the fingers for

eating), roasted maize or boiled soyabeans (depending on season) served

with a cup of black tea or cube (beer). Evening di'il-bhi'it was usually

served soon after dark <which varied seasonally from 6.00 to 7. OOpm) ,

after which we would have an intensive evening language session with

Kamala in our room until 10.00 or 11.00, or until our eyes could not
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stay open any longer.

We introduced ourselves to people as being interested in Yakha

language and cuI ture. I did not want to mention forestry, which the

literature seemed to suggest might be a sensitive topic, until I had a

better grasp of the language and could be more confident of adequately

understanding peop l e ' s answers. Expressing a desire to learn their

language and (more vaguely) culture was not untruthful and allowed us to

see what concerns people had and talked about in thei r daily l I ves ,

Forestry did not feature highly as a conversational topic for most of

the time we were in the village, even though people were reliant on

trees for firewood, fodder, wood for building and many other purposes.

It seemed that Tamaphok, compared to the more southerly pancayats in the

districts where the 'K3' project staff were concentrating their

activities, still had relatively abundant forest reserves and so

concerns about forest resources were not high on peop l e ' s list of

priori ties. There also appeared to be cuI tural reasons for peop l e ' s

lack of interest in forests (see Chapter Six). Thus while I always kept

my ears and eyes open to discussions and activities concerning the

forest, forest knowledge and use began to fade as a primary focus of my

research as we became better attuned to the social and cultural

activities which excited the Yakha themselves.

Language learning remained a major preoccupation throughout the time

of our fieldwork, but particularly during this first year. It took a

long time to feel that my Nepali, let alone my Yakha, was good enough to

be able to understand the flow of conversation in public situations.

People took a lot of Interest in our efforts to learn both languages.

As we were something of a novel ty in the conscious efforts we made to
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learn the Yakha language, our progress was keenly observed. Some people

said it would take two or three full years to learn Yakha correctly. In

our surveys, those women who had migrated through marriage from a

community speaking a different language had generally taken about five

years to become competent in Yakha . Some claimed that Yakha was easier

than Tibetan or Limbu, and while all three languages have very

complicated conjugation patterns and pronominalization, in view of the

particular complexi ty of the verb endings in Limbu presented in van

Driem (1987) we would be inclined to agree with them in the latter case.

One man suggested that Yakha would be easier for us to learn than for a

Nepali-speaker, since one needed a thin tongue for Nepal i but a thick

tongue for both Yakha and Engl ish. Nevertheless, we struggled on but

quickly decided that our Yakha would never become good enough in the

time available for the survey and other work we hoped to carry out. We

therefore concentrated on recording the Yakha language, learning to

speak as much as we could, but depending on Nepali for most of our day

to-day interaction. Since every Yakha-speaker we met spoke at least

some Nepali (and most were fluent in both languages) this did not seem

to be as much of a disadvantage as I had at first feared.

Some of the disadvantages of doing fieldwork in Tamaphok

(particularly during the monsoon) became apparent as our fieldwork

progressed. In common with many other communities 1n East Nepal,

habitation in Tamaphok was extremely dispersed. Most houses were

located on their own, or in clusters of two or three. They were spread

out between 4,000 and 7,000 feet (see Fig. 1.1>. This made 'dropping

in' on people beyond our local area something of a major undertaking.

Furthermore, 1n the monsoon season people spent large amounts of their
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time working in their fields so that many of the houses we visited were

empty. There was also the problem of leeches, common in the monsoon

season above 5,000 feet. All these factors probably conspired to make

our initial fieldwork more localized than we had previously envisaged.

Feet Above
Sea Level

9000

8000

7000

6000

5000

4.000

F: Forest (Mo.)

0: Dry Fields (bari)
S: Scrub (pekbo)
R: Rice Paddies (kheT)
G: Grassland (~)

54-32
3000~-----r-------'---------~-----.-------r----

o
Miles

Fig. 1.1 Transect of Maya Khola Valley, SSW - NNE, between
Tamaphok and Madi Mulkharka, showing elevation and predominant

land-use <derived from KHARDEP Forest/Land-Use maps 6 & 10)

A Ho.e of our Own

I am not sure our family appreciated quite what they were letting

themselves in for when they offered us a room in their house. Apa

seemed to think we would be using their house as a base for our visits

to other Yakha communities in the area, which made sense in the light of

our expressed research interest in learning about Yakha language and

customs. We, however, wanted an in-depth acquaintance with the Yakha

community of Tamaphok. Apa wanted no money for our board and lodging,

but I insisted on thrusting an envelope containing NRs 200 <about £4) a
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week into his palm to cover the extra expenses and inconvenience they

experienced from our stay. We fel t badly about the extra burden we put

on Ama, who had a weak heart, but Kamala helped out and later the

daughter of a somewhat impoverished relative was employed as an

assistant. We were never allowed to do any work ourselves in the

ki tehen, a I though Tamara did insist on helping wi th the washing up. We

also brought water from the dhara whenever we could.

We were very happy living with our family and our network of social

relations gradually widened as we did so. However, regardless of the

money we were giving them we continued to have qualms about being a

strain (even though our family kept insisting that we were not). While

we were not aware of any antagonism between the pradhan paNe and other

Yakha in the community, we wondered whether liVing on a compound rather

than in our own house made people feel inhibited about coming to see us

<rather 1ike a person I i v Ing in a house as a lodger might feel in the

U. K. ).

Conversely, we also felt somewhat restricted in whom we could go to

see. We were rather surprised by the extent to which caste appeared to

have permeated the thinking of our family. The Yakha were viewed by

caste Hindus as matwali <i.e, of the 'drinking' castes) and were until

the latter part of the 19th century considered amongst the 'enslavable'

matwiUi (see Chapter Three). Thus it seemed to us they had little in

terms of status or prestige to gain from the caste system, and we rather

expected the egalitarian ideology which appeared to dominate their

thinking about the internal divisions in their group to pertain in

relations outside it as well. However, this was not so. We became

friends with an interesting Kami <untouchable blacksmith caste) family
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in Tamaphok and fell foul of caste beliefs when we told our family we

were going to visi t these Kamis one morning. We were told in a joking

but firm manner by Ama that if we ate or drank anything given to us by

the Kami, or stepped inside their threshold, we would be polluted and

could not go back inside her house. Whi l e the Yakha were our primary

research focus and we did not want to cause offence, we did want to meet

members of other castes, particularly those in the same community. We

began to feel that maybe other living arrangements would make this

slightly easier.

Apart from our social life, we had more immediate physical concerns.

We had been having a continual battle with intestinal problems which

were sapping our strength. These could not be attributed to our family

(we ate and drank widely around the vi llage, and Kathmandu, where we

returned every six weeks or so, was renowned for its sanitation

problems). However, it was difficult to be 111 in somebody else's

house, particularly when their attitude to any form of stomach complaint

was that one had to keep on eating regardless so as not to become weak.

We had both grown very thin and were finding it necessary to supplement

our diet of two meals a day (since even when our appetites were acute we

lacked our family's capacity for the piles of rice they consumed at

these times). We had snacks, in private, of items such as 'Baba Glucose

Biscui ts' (fortunately obtainable at the shop by the schoo l ) which we

smeared with peanut butter and jam brought in from Kathmandu. We

decided we had to achieve a situation of control over what we ate and

drank and when we did so, which was impossible in our 7' square room.

We thus both began to feel we needed to move to a place of our own

and when I returned to Tamaphok after a break in October 1989 I began to
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make enquiries. I found out about an empty house not too far away from

our family's which had been abandoned by its owners when they had

migrated to the Nepalese lowlands of the Tare t . Our fami ly had deemed

this unsuitable for us when we first arrived in Tamaphok because it was

in a state of considerable disrepair. Not only had the house in

question been abandoned for five years, but it had also survived the

major earthquake which had taken pIece in August 1988, and a strike by a

thunderbol t , Structura lly the place seemed sound, however, and whi l e

there were disadvantages in terms of its situation (rather isolated, and

with a bit of a walk across paddy fields to the nearest dh!ra) we felt

it 'had potentia ". The 'landlord' (the uncle of the owner who had

migrated to the Tar e t , the lowlands of Nepa1) agreed to renovate the

place and to prOVide some furniture, an outside pit latrine and a

smokeless stove. In return, we offered a rent of 200 NRs a month <about

£4), which was very generous by village standards.

Of course, we had to be very tactful and sensitive in broaching the

idea of roVing to our fami l y , At first they were alarmed for our

security living in a house alone on ..the other side of the stream". (A

stream separated our house from theirs and, perhaps, one social group

from another, although we never ascertained the basis of such 6

dIvis ion) , However j once our f ami I y rea I i sed our mi nds were made up

they acquiesced and, when most of the r enovat ions were complete, we

moved our goods and chattels up the hill.

We certainly enjoyed the space, privacy and gastronomic fleXibility

afforded by our new home. Our sociel circle widened (Plate 1) as we got

to know some of the people living in our Vicinity, particularly the

family of our 'landlord'. Kamala continued to visit us almost daily as
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a research assIstant after school. We also recruited another young

Yakha school teacher, ShIm Bahadur, to come in the mornings. He gave us

Yakha language lessons and later helped with survey work. He was a very

intelligent young man and had been very helpful in negotiating the

rental of our house for us. Whi l e we lacked the constant domestic

exposure to everyday conversations in Nepali and Yakha which had been a

very positive feature of life with our family, the regular visits of

Kamala and Bhim Behadur , for which we paid them 30 NRs an hour <about

60p - a fortune by village standards) meant we had more formal tuition

than had been the case before.

Living in a house on our own rather than in a compound with a family

also exposed us to less desirable elements in the community. It was

interesting that we were never asked for loans while we were living with

the pradhan RaNc (except for one man who asked me for money during the

Dasal N festival, almost as a joke, so that he could go on playing

cards). Once we were living on our own we obviously came to be seen as

a more possible source of much needed cash. Loan giving and taking was

not simply an economic act Ivi ty but was part of the web of social

relations in the communi ty (see Chapter Five). However, we were not

always sure who were the genuinely needy cases and also did not feel

able to follow the normal convent ions of the system. Wi thout these

provisos there were no end of people to whom we could potentially give

loans, so we quickly decided that the only policy we could adopt was to

refuse all requests by saying that giving loans was not our custom. We

had heard many stories of bitterness and recriminations on both sides to

do with anthropologists and loans, and felt this was the best course to

take. We helped out some really needy women running households on their
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own by g I vi og t hem sma11 jobs to do, s uc h as smea r I ng our mud f l oor s,

for which we pa id them t he same r a t es as they would have made for one

day's~ labour in the fi e l ds ( see Chap t er Fi ve ) .

Unfortunately, we had not been In OUr new home more than a few days

when Tamara, who had had a prob l em wit h sinus it Is e few weeks earl ier

and had subsequently had a bout of as t hm I de ve l oped a f ev er and ches t

pa i ns . Four hours walk. from Bese n t ap ur nd t he r o d , s wi th all

uni den t i fi ab l e d iseases in thelr initial s t ages our initial r eaction was

to wai t and see if I t was a f lu- t ype ail ment from which she would

r ecover of her own accord . After twenty- f our ho ur s, when the fever did

not i mpr ove s he began B cour se of an tl b Lot I c s . Al t hough she fe I t a

little be tter the f ol l owing day, [n the afternoon she start ed c ough ing

up fl ecks of bl ood and was unable to keep anything down. Various peop l e

c ame to se e Tamar wi t h ad v ice ab ou t , end remedies for, the disease .

Kama ] • for exampl e , brough t an Infus i on o f marigo l d petals and pumpk i n

seeds . However , when Tamara became de l i ri ous the following day 1t was

obviously t i me t o get her out. Si nce she was un ab l e to walk more t han a

few s teps , 1 arranged fo r a l oca l porter to carr y her to Basan t apur In a

bask e t for 200 NRs (about £4-). A man from a nearby house, who WIlS B

dhBml (shaman) carne an d perfor med a r itua l w· th he r sh wI to protect her

when she went to hospital.

The trip next day (Plate 2) t ook 7~ hour s end fini shed in Basa n t apur

in a h 11 storm. [rus hed on ahead o f the porter t o i nves ti gat e t he bus

schedules , only to di sc over the l as t bus had already left. The cost of

char t er i ng 6 vehicle was prohibltlve (not t ha t there were any to be

h d ) , but as paced up and down the muddy s tree t s ina sta te of

contro l ed dist r ac tion a vehi cl e emer ged out of t he h 11 which had come

Kama ] • for exampl e , brough t an Infusi on o f marigo l d petals and pumpk i n
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to coll e c t 8 VSO (Voluntary ~r v i c e Over s eBs) r pr es ent a t i ve on 8 fie ld

vi s l t od s r e t ur- n l g to Dhar en and Bi r t! nag r h t night, so w s e t

off for the a a i ( h Nep!!IJ ese l owhl l"l ds ) in that. We ar e f or t u a t e i n

hev i ng co: 55 to t he ad t i s Gurkha 1tary hoa p i t tn Dhar an en d,

after one weeK there wi t h splendid treatment for d iagnosed double

pneumonia, when Tamara was d i s ch ar ged we spent Christmas with some

xpa t r I te fr iends in Dhar en . We then r e t ur ne t o Kathme ndu from ~here

T8m ra went t o he r e t ve ~arm t h and comfort of friends in South lnd i

O li O tn lgh 's COn y l es cenca whi l e 1 re t ur ned to . ama ph ok .

We were able to r e t urn to t h vi liege to gether in February, and had

a ver y prod uc tive month of f ie ldwork. Bas t des our normal routine,

Tamara col lec t ed a 11 of body p r t In t e Y kha language for

cont ribu t ion to a Sino-Tibe n etyma ogle d ic t i onar y project run f r om

the l i nguis t i c dep~r t ant of the Un t e r ity of II forni a, er l e y. I

went to an all-night~ sees t n whi ch ta ugh t me a lot, On ar ch 7th

we tooK a break by goi ng t o Dhankuta to buy provi s ons,

The wea t her on our walk back from B s n t ep r WI!IS atrocious, wi th

dr i Vi ng he l l and rain, and I was car ryln 8 20kg b kp c k whe n 1 s l i pped

on B muddy pat h ne r t he st ar t of h man ab i t a t i on 1n Ta maphok and r -ke

my arm. It was gett i ng dar k and t ne r- e was n W8 Y we could have returned

to B santapur that d y, 90 I m e i t home an. took som st r ong pain

kil le r we had ~ f t o ve r- from Tana a ' s P I I 1n hosp it 1. W,e asked B im

her I ' No Do t o r I l he and the heal th

BBhadur to summon t vj l l s ge he

instru t i on r c th e book ' e e

t h '.;ro ke and, t-lh ile T Jne t r an l a t d

wor ker pul l ed my arm by th l i ght of a

we had eno t he r unexpected journey out

nd s p li n ted it. k t d Y

the vill age to the hospital in

went to an all-night ....._ .... sass l n whi ch ta ugh t me a lot, On arch 7 th
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Dha r an (wh i c h by t h i s stage had been g i ven up by t h e Gur khas end ha d

become the Reg iona l Hos p i t a l ) , My arm wa s f r ac t ured in two pl a ces bu t

af ter two o pe r a ions a we e k apart <th is t Ime under gene r a 1 an a s t he t t c)

it was set reasona b l y c or r e c t l y . After this we return ed to the village

for a week <Pl a t e 3) but it was too difficult for both Tamara and I to

ha ve my arm out of fiction. Since 1t was my ri gh t arm could not put

pen to pa pe r for seven we e ks, Tamara did valiant work as my amanuensis,

but It was hard not to s e e the whole ep i s ode as another t r a g ic episode

in a blighted fieldwork project. c o u l d on l y t ake 8 littl e cons o l tion

in having lear n t s omet h ing about Ya kha unde r s t a nd i ng of the s p t r t

which caus e mi s f or t une in the proc e s s (s ee Cha pt er Four ) .

resi s t e d the t e mp t a t i on to c a nce l a tal k I ha d a rranged to give at

the ODA- f unded Pekhr l ba s Agri c u l t ur a l Ce n t r e (an agricul t ur a l researc

and ex t ension centre), This talk Dutli ne d my fin d i ng s t o da t e on Ya kha

attitude s to the Jr for es t s . After t hat, we dec lded to head ba c k to

K t hma ndu, .....here we a ls o needed to renew our non- t our i s t v i s a s for t he

r e s t o f he year.

Political Eruptions

We we r e t hus i n Kathmand u for t he mos t dr ama t l c events of the pro 

democrac y ' revo lution' of 1990 . 1 ~ . Since the 'trade and transit'

d i spu t e wI t h Ind i a had st ar t e d , the political situation In Nepal had

gr own Increas tngl y t e ns e. Li s t ening t o t he news on our village radio we

heard a bo u t ' ant I- s oc Ial e l e men t s ' a nd ' illegal communists' wi th ' l e t hal

weapon • th reaten i ng po l i c e pos t s and be i ng fired upon. A pro- democ r acy

rally l n Kat hma ndu In Fe br- ua r- y had led to mor e concer t ed action In

dif feren t parts of the country (primarily Kathmandu and the Ta r ai

attitude s to the Jr for es t s . Af ter t hs t , we dec l ded to head ba c k to
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Demonstra t ions and s trikes wa r e common. 'Wo e n we e r r i ved in

Kat hma nd u at t he nd o f a r c h , t he r e w r c I us r S 0 f rio t po Ii c

standi n on s~ eet c o ne s dr es sed in kh Id riot un l f o ms and a y i ng

hu ge l....:.J..h1, the 5 ic k us e ' t o control unr u l y e men t s . We l earn t t h8 t

t he main streets en t e r lng Patan (the sec ond city of the Ka t hma nd u

Valley) had been b l ockedad by the popu lac e with trenches and concrete

slabs an d p i pe s . It see e d almost ine v itable that something would h a ve

to snap,

The \,le e k f r om ApriI 2nd W8 S t he li ms x of the s tr ugg l e , n t h e r e

wa. s a e n s e in the e I r of h i t or y be i ng made . On the 2n d , a s ri ke was

cal led and s hops eroa lned c1 s e d for most of t e d y . In th e ve n ing , a

ha l f - hour c r f ew wa g i mpo s e d to c l e the s t r , 5, bu t t hi s dege er ted

into riot s in severa l part s of Bo t mandu. Th e pro- de moc r a c y move en t

l l ed f or a b l ac k- o u t nd t.ha r-e e e n l igh ts t o be seen over 18 ge

erees of the c it y exce t f r the erie ill in i n c s t by fi r $ of

st r a w and ol d ty r es lit by demo n s tre tors in t h e streets,

In this atmosph e re our da i l y v i s its to the British Council became

cru - l a l as a means of g i n i ng more In f r mBtion about what was goi ng on.

The official Nep!'l ] ese med i a were of unc e rt .l n h p as so r e of n W$ .

A.s an e xamp l e , on A r l 2nd the Engl i sh l ang ue-ga ne wspe pe I The Ri ng

ep } ' announce d a t he king hed reconstituted ' hi s Council of

Ministers, dropping ten of the hi g he st portfolios end reducing the total

numbe r" from 31 to 25. No r e a s on was g- l v n for this un e x pected and

som@\",het p e l p t t ous ac t l on , l t hough we found ou t later that the 0 t d

minist ers ad in f eet r e s i g ne d b e c a us e h e y thought the king s hould

ne gd t i e t e wi t h h i s opp on e n t s . Anot he r da y he Ri s i ng Ne pa l ' car r i e d n

el no u eme n t that "all ha s p i tal services other than 0 t -P len t

erees of the c it y exce t f r the erie ill in i n cas t by fi r $ of
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Depar t men t ser v i ces were oper ated nor ma l l y In most of t he hos p ita l s In

Kathmandu Va l l ey t oday, accor d i ng to the Heal t h Minis t r y" , whi ch o f

cour se begged t he q uest i on as to why t hey s hould not have been nor ma l in

the fi r s t place (end what had been going on in th e mi nor i t y o f h osp i t a. s

not r e pr esen t ed by the word 'most', as ~lell es in the Out - Pa t i en t

depart men t s ) . Meanwh i l e camp uses were said t o have been cl osed "due to

lack of academ i c atmosphere" , whJ l e t he i ns ide pag es of t h e n ewp ap er

di sc us sed t he pr oblems of rat Inf es t a tion In Malawi and beach er os I on in

Barbados .

As Is usual in suc h s it ua t i ons , it was by t a l k I ng to peop l e that we

found out mote about what was goi ng on, at lea.s t in t hei r own eyes . Our

Nepa 1ese fr I ends I n Kat hmandu wer e becoml ng 1nc r ee 5 I ng 1y dis III us i oned

with the police who they felt had gone much too far, alienati ng even

those who at one time mi ght have been suppor t er s of the status quo. In

r esponse, the gover nment led by Prime Mini s t er Marich Man Singh Shresth

was tek l ng an increaslngly herd line. Thing s were comi ng t o 6 head .

Barricades which were erec t ed a t nigh t wer e no longe r d i sman t l ed du r i ng

t he day, and there were increas ing numbers of l ar ge black cir c l es in t he

r oad s around the city marking the sites where rubber lyres had burned.

An eff Igy of 8 yellow do 11 marked I th e s ys t em' hung [rom overh e d

electric ity wires on one of the r oads Into Durbar Square In the mid d l e

o f Ka t hmendu . This was not remove d . The pol Ice post further along our

road, a blue hut with g l ass windows, had been stoned, overturned and

aband oned . Ano t her g ener a l s t r i ke , Nepa l -wi de th i s time, was cal l ed for

Fr i da y , Apr ll 6 t h .

t eech i ng hos p ital

which t he po l l ee

Ot her , sp on taneous s t r i kes broke Qut e l sewher e . Th

was closed by doct ors protest lng about the way in

tr ied to remove bo d t es of dead demonst r a t ors bef or e

r esponse, the gover nment led by Prime Mini s t er Marich Man Singh Shresth
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post-mortem examinations could be carried out. The airport was brought

to a virtual standstill on Wednesday by striking engineers.

On Friday April 6th I awoke early, uncertain of the noises I was

hearing. In the volatile atmosphere, once familiar sounds became

menacing: the amalgam of cock crows sounded like chanting demonstrators,

roll er-door shop fran ts opened 1I ke vc 11eys of gun fire, At 6. 45affi

every radio seemed to be on loud, end the strains of the Nepalese

national anthem CBme through the air. The king was making 8

proc 1ema t Ion. He announced he had disbanded the government of Mar i ch

Man Singh Shrestha for incompetence, and was as ki ng an ex-Prime

Minister, Lokendra Bahadur Chand. to take over. "It is the popular wi 11

which has always guided the nature of our polity", the king said.

The day was very qui eta t first. Shops wh Ich had been open un til

8.00am were closed shut I and po l i C e were everywhere. Af t er an ebor t i ve

attempt to go for a walk (thwarted by an enormous fire of burning rubber

in the road, beyond which was a solid metal barricade) we went on to the

roof of our flat and could see fires burning along roads throughout the

ctty. We could hear the surging roar of 8 tremendous demonstration in

the city centre. and later the menacing rat-a.-tat sounds of gunfire.

There were rumours that foreigners as well as Nepa lese had been shot in

the Tundhlkel (the open area of ground in the centre of Kathmandu), and.

as night fell J sounds of hco t t ng and wh1s tl I ng emane ted from houses all

around. People shouting across the rooftops e~horted everyone to 5wltch

off t he ir lIghts,

On Saturday and Sunday an indefinite curfew was Imposed which was

only se lec t I ve l y lifted for a few hours on the second day for people to

go out for provtslons. Capt l v I t y in our home, listening to the r-ad l o ,

attempt to go for a walk (thwarted by an enormous fire of burning rubber
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but t oo preocc up ied with wha t migh t be g o i ng on t o do an y academi c work

or any t h ing requ i r i ng consi s t en t concen t r tlon , be ga n t o ge t qUite

stifling.

Ever ything seemed ext r aordinarily quiet on Sunda y night, but we wer e

awakened at 11 .55pro by the sound of f j r ecr ack er s end people shout i ng.

The ki ng had ag reed to int r od uce 8 mu l t i - par t y system 8nd the campa i gn

had been cell ed 0 f f . Everyon e was ce 1ebra t I ng . The ne x t dey we hea.rd

t hat s i x people wer e shot dead f or comi ng out onto the s t reets in

jub i l a t i on before t he se c ur it y forc es i n t he I r er ea had heard t he

announc emen t t ha t the c ur f ew w s l i f t ed .

Monday W 5 a dey of celebrati on . We wal ked up the rubb l e- s t r ewn,

r ubber - s t a i ned stree ts to Durbar Sq uar e wher e I r ge cr owds h d ga t hered .

Bi g process i on s wer e formi ng, primarily of young men, marching round the

streets whlst llng end shouti ng wh i l e on lookers clapped . Red sindur

powder was be i ng di s pens ed li ber a l l y , as at the HoB f es twa l , and th e

c o lour r ed WB S also on flags ever ywher e - the r ed and whit e of the

Congress par t y , t he hammer an d s i c k l e o f the Commun i s t part y (Plate 4).

Wav i ng s uch f l ag a week befor e wou l d hav e l ed t o ar r est, but now people

on motorb i kes and in cars cru ised round t he s t r ee t s h pplly ho l d i ng them

aloft. I Democ r acy' was sald to have dawned .

The sudden ef f lorascenca of t he pro-democr ac y movementwas qu i te

unexpec t ed end at the t i me was another disrupt i on t o my r esear ch pI os .

However , it WB S i nteres ting t o heve been i n Kathmandu du r i ng the he i gh t

of t he d i s t urbanc es and t o r e tur n to Tamaph o k and s ee how t he poli t i c al

ch anges t t he national level pan ned out in t he Vi l l age . Cont r ar y to

wha t many like t o ass ume abou t core-peripher y re le t Ions in ru r a l Nepal ,

peop l e in Tamaphok genera t l y kep t ~ell ab reas t of t he events in

powder was be i ng di s pens ed li ber a l l y , as a t the HoB f es twa l , and the
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Ka t hmandu and elsewhere, end t her e were sign if icant chang es at village

l eve l wh i ch f l owed from them ( as Chap t r Eigh wi l l show) .

The Final Onsllwght

We retur ned t o Tamaphok a t the end of Apri l , we 1 aware tha t af t er

ell the di s r up t ions t her e hoo been 1n our lives, our remaining r esearch

time was limited . We needed to supp l ement the inf orma l parti c i pant

observati on wh ' c h had been ou r m i n form of soc i a l r esearc h to dete wi t h

a small s ur ve y and o t her d t ga t her i ng meas ur es . With th e he l p of a

resear ch as sis t an t in Kathmandu we had put t og e t her a l i s t of ques i ons

which we hoped coul d form the bas i s of a sur vey . We d i s c ussed t hese in

so me det il wil h Bh lm Bahadur . In many ways we l earnt more from th es e

di scussions then we di d f r om c ar r y i ng o ut t h sur v ey it self. Once we

had fi nali s ed o ur ques t i ons, we used s t enc t l s end t he school' s very

bas i c pr i n t i ng facl l t tl e t o run off forms f or t he survey whic h we could

fill i n s we talked to people (see Append i x I I I ) .

We cond uc t ed the survey l n 20 ho uses, a househo 1d e ch morn i ng , in

the company of Bh i m Baha dur . lUe tried to r andom:ize our s amp l e to 6

certain extent by se t t Ing off in 6 different di r ec t i on from our hous e

each day with lhe inten t i on of go i ng to a 'r i ch ' househo l d or a ' poor'

one . There was an obvious bias In that Bhim Baha dur judged t he eco nomic

level of the hous e nd chose whom we sh ou l d go to see. On the other

hand, when we go t to t he hous e he had In mind , if no-one was in ( 5 was

qUi t e frequently the cas ) we wou l d go on to the ne ares t ne i ghbour until

we f ound somewhere wi t h peop 1ea t home . Bh i m Bahad ur ' s pr se nce was

very he l pf u l as a med I a t or between us and the people to whom we spoke .

He coul d exp la i n thi ngs when they did not under s t and the language we

bas i c pr i n t i ng facl l t tl e t o run off forms f or t he surve y whic h we could
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used (or we did not unde r s ta nd t hem) I and as a pe r s on wi th I l ccs l

knowl e dge' he could pr y f ur t her whe n peop le d i d not t e i I t he truth, or

told on l y half-t r ut hs , a bout t h i ng s l i ke l andhol d i ngs. I used 8 small

tape recorder t o r ec or d our in t e r v i ews , nd li s t e ned to this af t e r war ds

to p i c k up on items of vocab u l a ry nd nuances we might have missed tn

the conversation proper. Di s c us s i ng t he s e with Bhim Bahadur afterwar ds

often pro ved mos t en l igh t ening .

Our survey was not s t a t is t i ca l l y r e pr- es en t e t Ive.

some of the que s ti oris bec ame qui t e repe tt tf ve , and f or o t he r s t he

a ns wer s s eemed very erre t t c , a s pe op I e to ld us e J t he r wha t they knew,

wha t they thought we want ed to hea r , or what t he y wanted us to hear . For

e xamp l e , s i nce the c adas t r a l land sur vey <ne p i - a l an d monitor i ng nd

r eg i st r tlon e xe r c i s e ) was app r oach i ng Tema ph ck , with t he e xpre s s ed aim

of l eg t t Imat t ng de fac t o landholdi ngs , questions c once rning l a nd were

pa r t i cu l a r l y de l ic a t e and we d i d not feel we co u l d de pend on t he

r e l i a bil i t y of t he data t hus co llected , even with Bh im Bahadur ' s

pr es ence .

Rather t ha n quan t ita t i ve data , wha t eac h in t e r v i ew seemed to r eveal

was some new t op t c of i n t e r e s t which we would go on to talk about at

more leng th wi t h t he interv i ewee. rn consequenc e I e very .i n t er v i e,v

seemed to h ve its own d Is t i nc t i ve c ha r ac t e r : once it w 5 po l yg my, on ce

migrant l a bo ur, ano t he r t i me a nega tfve aspec t to dhe mi s and sh amani sm

was r evealed.

As wel l 5 the s ur ve y we continued our more informal methods of data

ge ther i ng . conti nued e r e ti ng a map of our locale, wh i c h took some

tIme beca use of the topogr aphy. We a lso discove r e d t he pancayat

secre t r y one day putting the fina.l touches on the 199 1 cens us he was

pa r t i cu l a r l y de l ic a t e and we d i d not feel we co u l d de pend on t he
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s ending t o Ka t hmandu, e l uc ky find since thi s provided re la t i ve l y

eu a t e de ogrep 1 e t , f o t he whol e co mmun i ty.

One uaef ul t e ch n i que we fo und was to use ma t e r 18 I publl s he on

-Bi gUBges and cultu es o f ot he r r e l!Ied e t ho l gr ups s a poin t o f

c ompar 1 ~ on in our d i s c us si ons bout the equivalent Yakha words or

GUs t o 9 . l ie ' er e l uc ky t there w s t i pre vious body of research on

el a ted groups (e. g, H8 dmen, 1 89 j J on es and J ones, 1976; van Drl em,

1 87 ) to which w coul d r e f e r, By d ing s o we found out 8. lo t ' bo ut

Bspec t s of Yekh cultur e which we migh t the wi s e not have Isc ve r ed in

the time a va i l ab l e . The Yakha s eem d t o e more rettcent t h n the Limbu

in talking about t h e i l ives , and c ha nc e and c ustom conspi r ed against

our wi t ne s si ng s ome e.spec t s of Yas he cu i ture <sue s f une r s nd

ch l 1dbi r h ) whi l e . l owi n g s a sur fe l t of othe r r l t ua s <e . g .

wed ings ) , We al e- h ad numerous s ess ns wi th 8 lcc a s!.b.im..l who wa s

widely r ega r ded as one of t he most kn ow e dgee b l e pr ec t i t ioners in t he

c ommun i ty. e t Id us a lot about t he t r a d i t iona l lore of the Ya kha a nd

nd chants con cerning p~ r t l c ul rwe recorded mBny of t he sto i e s

sp f r i 5 .

At t he end of July w were t nv i ted by 1I ma l e st ude n t at Tom phos

Hi gh School to vis i t h i s ro i l y in Danda g s n, 6 panc6yat in ne ighbouring

Dh nkut a dis t r c t . We had been in tend l ng to go t h e prey i ous ye a r a t

abo t th e sa me t 1 , but the wEiBther had been i nc l ment and the s udent

had not s hown up to es cor t us h re , Thi y e r we knew more of t he

pa t hs nd des t i a t ! ons r ound he hil ls end s o wer ab l e to go

eu se v es . As e pp oec: e t h vt 1 g f r m - bov e we kick e d our s 11/ .-

for not having discover e d the p l ace aar l i r , Un iIl e ok I end

unus ua l f or the a s t as a whole , her nuc I a t d Y~kh e t t 1 en t

widely r ege r ded as one of t he most kn w e dgee b le pr ec t i tioners in t he
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s 1 t ue t e al on g a il airy h i l l ri dge wl t h fa p t h5 1 d i ng into it. It

w s at a l owe 8 1 1t ude t he n Ta o!I.pho k nd con s eq uen t 1Y war mer ~ a p l u

pai n in he wi n t e ti me . Anol:. h e r b e ss ng Wfl S the c o mpl e t e absen t: of

l ,e ec es at th i s lower e e ve t l on . Fl e l wor k would have been much aas f e r

in such 8 se tti ng . However , at tha t st age it w :; too 1 t e t o consider

c hen l nS, and we h a to consi de r the p l s po i n ts of Ta mflphok . We wo I d

prob b ly not have app r e c 1 t e d 6 5 much bout migr at ion in Dand ags on,

s t nc no- on e f r om the vii I'Ige had eve r gone in t o the Br i t i s h Gurkh a s ,

and no-one had gone to 1 Ar b ". Whatever, 1t w s interesting to com f1l"'$

Dandagaon wi t h Tamaphok , Al t hougn the Yakha popu i on was sma l l er than

Temaphok I and 1t !~8S C 10 e r to cen reg s t ch a s hanku ta , t n son way s

Dsndeg on seemed a mor e t I'I d 1t t on e I' v i 111"1 ge' than T8l!D pholl . Ho eve ,

W co Ing to epprec r Om I l v i ng In h l e t t plac e , t r ad i ti on

l a r ge l y in the e ye of the beho l der.

We also, while r e' ur n l ng from a br eak In Kathmandu in e p t e mbe r ,

we' t to t he t own and d i s t r i c t h a d qua rt ,e r s of Ter he t hum. We h d not

b xpec: ng t o meet Yi!lkhB t h r-e , but by an aerez i ng o l n i enc e we

found h ar e was ab ou t to e a Li b -Y a ' a we dd I ng in the town end t h

bri de WEtS coming fr om Temephok . T . br ide 's par t y arrived the follo wi ng

dey , and we had the r a r e pr i v il ege of seei ng 1"1 we,ddl ng from the poi nt o f

v i ew of the I br ide ' s si de ' , Th i s WliS part i c ul a rl y use f u l for Ta ml!l ra in

he r r sear c h , but also g!'lve me d i f f erent per pac t i v on Yasha-Lt mou

e H on s and i d n t l t e s . Du tng he s t i v i t f ea , a man c a me up a nd

showe d us a copy of Rex Jone s' t hes i s ( 1973 ) on th Limbu . He

r a rnber the pre enc f R I( J nes and Sh i r l e y Kurtz J ones do i ng

research in the t own twenty ye r- s p r e v i o us l y with wa r mt h . We wonder e d

i f we woul d be remembered at 11 i n Ta m8ph ok in twe n t y ye a r s !

We also, while r e' ur n i ng from a b re ~ k In Kathmandu in e p t e mbe r ,
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Our ret ur n to Tama phok af ter this wa s the star t of our flnal s tin t

of f i e l dwor k In the vi l l age , We had grown ver y attached to t he place

desp i t e the probl ems we had experie nced ther e , an d it was a great wr e nch

to say our fi na goodbyes . Before that t her e w s a leaving ceremony for

us e t the s chool. The ma in Hindu festival of Da sa l ~ was appr oac h i ng ,

and we had decided t o leave the day a ft e r It finished. We de c i ded to

c l ear out of our house beforehand and spen d th e Dasa l~ fest . va l with our

family,14

We left the vil l age a day after th e end of Da s a l - , on Sep t ember 30th

1990 . "The vill age will be dark when you hav e gone" said one ol d l a dy

to us) politely. It was so sad to leave. Departure In Nepal is so

f orma l i zed wit h t he g i Vi ng o f Tika and gar l ands t ha t it all ows full vent

t o emot i ons whi ch , with cheery " Goodby e, see yo u agai n" , ar e usua l l y

s uppr e s s e d l n the western worl d , On top o f th is was the r'e l e t i ve

inacc essibility of the v l l l age an d the f act that, desp i t e our

i nc r e as ingly g l oba l {z e d, 'post- modern' world, we wer e un li ke ly to be

ab l e to r e t ur n to Tame phok f o r some ye r s , A p i ec e of our 1 i ves had

ended , At l ea s t there wer e Yakh from T' ama phok in t he Br i t i s h Gurkha s ,

s ome of whom wer e due to be s t e t roned t Chur c h Crookham ba r rac ks in

Hampshire after our return to the U, K, We also ha d p l an s t o pay for

Kama l a t o come to Britain for a visIt at s ome s t age i n t he f u t ur e .

Applied AnthropolDgy Revisited

I h ad begun wit h a research pr opos a l fo r a st ud y t n an t h r opo l og y

des igne d to contribu t e some t h ing to de vel opment prac ti c e , s peci f i c a l l y

c ommun i ty for estry in Ne pa l. Fo r vari ous r ee sons , I ha d ended with B

mor e pur e l y ' a c a demic' study of 8 s pe c if i c et hni c g r oup i n the c oun t ry ,

inacc essibility of the v l l l ege an d t he f act that, desp I t e our
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T e ft nt\l na i I n he co 1 of c o l 1a bor a t j on came n ar 1 0 when

Ros ln d Eyben a t the aDA ea dquarter s n London ( t ndi ng In s s enior

Socl D ve lop n Adviser or S an Co lin, who had b e n second d to the

Wor ld Bank In Ws h Jng t on ) r ee lved 8 Ie t r fro n grono 1s t t SE 0

1n Bangkok, Ev ry three man hs I ha d b en wi t I g r e search repor ts

l eh I sent to een Co l i n i Lond o d <fro h t h i r d onw rd s , a t

5 n' s sugges tion ) to Pa u l Franci s n Bangkok, as well a s t o rl bhuvan

Uni vers l t y ' s f fLee f the ecto an I ns t u e of For est r y e d to my

s up r v l s or I n Oxf or d . T ese repor s revi w my pr o r S od t r i ed to

f oc us ssues whl c were sa l lent t o d ve lopm n The l rd , r

exe pi e , had been a camp ttv s t dy of d i ff er nt commun ity fores y

p oj c sope r ti ng In P 1, while th e fifth was a s ed on t oe te l k

gaye a Pakhr l ba s Agricu lt u a 1 entre . The l ett r Ro 1 d Fyb n

r ce l ved s n respon ~y f if h repor t j and I quo te f r om the le tter

ve rbe 1m:

now hllve as s ume
hou l d

of h i s

I wrl e to yo u
the rol e 0' ODA s uperviso
be ew r o f SEADD dL qUi et
gen e n ,

2 , s research r ep r t no . 5 Is t o hand ; It de acr i s h w
r Ru 1 is ng 8 d 1n I nv s t Lg 6 ing Yakha t r l Mr

Russell eaves us n he or as t o wh r th is tr be lves,
how m ny peop le r 1n i s ranks an d how l mport on it i s n

h ch o f h 9 t n Nepe l . But 1t would be s renge, g yen
the pres sures DA budg t , th i t focus of ODA's
progr e i epe the r g need t he coun y if ODA
w re fun Ing ot ! c es eer c op Rus s 11 wi ll b
abl e to demonstr t e i n du r s e 50 prac t i ca l Y I ue of h i s
work or ODA' s programme . Yo' ey k ow we have f l hi HMGN
t o win each xp et i a t e pos lour mainstream progr mme.

3 . u t y n cone rn Is !!l pr v i "resear repor t " In
Rus se l ' 5 se ries \of t c .e... d unn cessft.r y c rt l s on h

K h I Hi l s P ogramme as d on one s de 0 an r gume n t w ch
was none of h concer n , T report w w dely r ul s t ad .

4 , Th t pa r t i c u l a r c t rcn 1 Mr R sl1 's reSEl!I C

dgm n op 0 to ques t ion beca use (e) it did not cons i der I I
e vi de II d (b ) l i e a ma Jn i ssue wh i ch shoul d have

ve rbe 1m:
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I hoUK ht lind t he ec t I v I t In of t he pr oJ ec t
_ny t o be lit t hl cu tt I ng edge of t he
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been h i s co ncer n:
cOllllun l t y f or e stry
are considered by
bus l nells .

5 , 1 hev. no IIddr es , t o wr i t e t o ond would be gr o t e f ul f or
you to f or wa r d t h i s le t l e r t o Mr RUl le l l . I would be gra tef ul
too , If !'Ir Rus.e l l would conte c t the Br iti s h Eabalilsy at ' 0'"
, t llKe t o see I f he cen meet ei t her Dr Froncl, or mys e lf on one
of our visi t. t o Nepa l In the In ter e l ts of cot Ie bc r-e i t c n ,

out thel I WII !I f unded by the £SIIC lind not t hl ODA, lind t ho t !IIY pr tnc i pe r

objec ti ve hod t o be t o _u t he r equ lre.nt o f my a(:adee l c supe r vl , or ,.

Fur t her mor !!, my off ici al l ink s wi th lh" /le pe l governltl!!nt were thr oug h

'rrienuven Un ive r sity, no t th e 001\. She . a l d ,he ha d f ound Illy research

report s · ver y l nte r u t l ng end I l l umi na ti ng ond wi t h po i nt , wor t h no t ing

conc!!r n l n! Ind i genous percept i ons around t he us e of f ores try r es our ee s - .

She elso po i n ted ou t the t I c I eerl y provided a pca t e l ad dren I n Nepel

o t the e nd of e l l .y reports .

wro te bock t o t he off r on l ed ogrono.I ,t (who never r epl i ed lind has

s i nce r et ire d) t o s ay thet h i s l e t te r had done nothi ng t o boost e y f o i th

In t he vo l u. of c o l labora ti on, a lt hough I r eftllin ed s t r ong l y co~l t t ed t o

t he pri nc i pl e of _ ki ng ' ac ade . l e ' r es e arch -are eeteven t t o ' non-

If h, ha d r ead ~y 1l8r l ler r ••e 8rch r epor t s he

woul d ha ve kno wn t hat t he Yakh8 wer e an e thn ic g r oup e t the heart of t he

' K3 ' proj ec t " r eo, 8nd th8t I wou ld have thought t ha t llny In fo r .lla t l on

co nc , r n l ng t he us e of t ha natural env i r onment by t hes e prev i ously

unr es eer ched pe ople WlIS far f r oll esoter ic and of grea t po t en ti a l va lue

t o the 001\ . s aw e yself 1II do i ng r-esea r-ch whi ch the 00 1\ . Wi t h I ts

t ight budgetary llnd tl.lle cons t r a in ts , wou ld no t nor_ ll y ne ve be en e bl e

to car r y out , In t he Ind igenous l anguago of t he hos t populat i on . 1 did
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no t consider I had been pe r t f culer l y c r i tt ce t o f ' K3' li t ell and t hat

t he repo r t to whi c h I lI",s~d he W&5 r efer r ll'lg wtlS bl!l!ed s ubs t el"l t l a l l y

on t he WIl ll-doc u_ n t ed h istory o f t lla project as we ll !I'5 pre$en t s taff

.ember s' own comaent s. I c ou l d no t under s t and h l s co=ent about ' one

s id e o f an IIr ! ulllfl n l wnl d\ WIIS non e of Ill)' concer n ' , bu t f el t t hat If on t!

of . y ll l~ lolli ' t o unde r s tand the deve lop_n l pr oc8ll, In t he I<oshl 1I 1l l s

t hen understand ing the h istory lind orgllntse t lon of lh e chief deveJop.ent

proj ec t In the r eg t on had 10 be Illy eonce r n c ou l d ha ve added t het I t

co uld j us tlf,lbly have been t he concer n of ony Bri ti sh laKpllyer .

t ook t he pr-eceut tcn of c onlect l n! t he head o f SEil.DO on h i s nex t

v i s it t o Ket hllllndu t o d l .c ",ss wit h him t he content s o f t h i s vitr i o li C:

l e tt er liS " ' dll_ SI ne t t et ren ' eKerc t . e When he r ead t h~ le t ter end

hea r-d . y !lldt! of the s tory, he ...IIS e t II l os s fo r words e xcept t o sll Y

tll!!.t th ~ ag r ono. l e t hed a net ur a l ly ebre a t ve e t y l e . I t s eeeee PaUl

Fnnci s ha d been aWllY on re eve lind the llgrono. lst he d bee n opening h i s

lIllIll In h i s absence. It s eemed had t ouched a rll W nerve In . y II nal y,1 1

of the orglln lzat l onll l c ult llr e o f the ' 1(3 ' pro jec t, wlllc !l probll. tll y lIeent

J 1111 d so-e t ht ngs wh Ieh were qu t r e c l ose t o t he _rk . Howevlr , I hsd

hl)d quit e enough o f 00 ... poll t l c l and , plln leu l arly I i nce t he pr oj e tt

the y were ope r a t i ng In t he Kos h l Hil l ' lIppeli red t o neve 90 llttl e Impact

on t he cOUlunlt y wh ich we had co. e t o know lind l ove , dec ideel not t o

s end Ollt lin)' lIlOre reports. Trlbhuvan Uni ve r s i t y was elso In cheos

f o l lowlng t he s uc ces s of the prc-eeeccrecv eoveeen t , ao t her e eee eee

littl e po i n t I n s en di ng r epor ts th e re e ither ,

Ther e lire 10M lltIo would Ilrgull t hllt t he ell. tl nc tlon between ' pur e '

!!. nd ' app lied ' Is ln vlI lld , bu t In Illy e xpe ri enc e t he d i v i s io n Beelled only

100 ree l . Gr i l l o. f or e Ke..p l e , writ es o f t he need f or t hs d i s s ol uti on
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o f t he " c r- ude d i stinct ion between 'applied ' lind ' pur e' wh i c h has

bedevi l l ed s o ~uch of t he th l nk lng tn er l ~aln e bout llon thropol ogy outs i de

"Th ere Is no logical r eason for s uppos i ng t ha t r es eorch In one
c on tex t Is neceeeer-t Iy Intell ec t ua l ly l esll de Nnd lng t hen
resear ch In enother-, lind t he eepi rl c ill evidence to s upport
s uc h e cont ention IIppeer. t o be lading. And where Is the
ev t ee nce t o .u!8ut t hat appl i ed research, In the con t e d ua l
sense , does no t ra l ee t heoret ical ques tions of .aj or
I.porlance to t he s ubj ect as a whole, t hough In eee e ca .e.
t he y Day be d iffer en t ques t i ons fr o. t hos e that a r e pursued In
ano t her , ~re trad it iona l con t e . I? Nor , fl naH y, . hou l d It be
lIupJl<lsed t hll t res ea rch f r oll wit hi n the acade. y, or Indeed
an thropo l ogy at l erge , can be che r- ec rerteed as e t h ica l ly or
pollttce ll y neu t r al or c tll'lduc t ed In II M r a l Or po ll Uc a l voId"
<1985: 8-9).

Before coemenc l ng .y own r..earch , I woul d have agreed Wi th these

eentreenve ent i r ely . In the l igh t of exper i en c e , I tlln not 10 l ure.

\olIa l I had not s uf f Icient l y appreclal ed be fore co_ ncl ng .y res ear c h

01 th. cul tural ,., Il el t a t Ions

a nt hropo log ical Invol ve aelll In a pro jec t l ike 'K3 ' , par t icul ar l y f or a

IIIr8 el y Ind ependen t resear ch er lik e eys el f . In seek I nil t o d lssolye t he

boundary be twe en ' pure ' and 'appl ied ' In pr epor l n8 f or lIy r es eer ch, by

argUing tho t both dr ew on ft t he seee body o f t he ory lind .ethod. t hat lire

c Ollllllonly rflc ogn lud os en t hr opo log l c llol" (Par t ri dge lind Eddy, 1967 :5) ,

hod fa l l ' d t o t ak e Inlo IIccount t he d i f f erences be l ween t he t wo In t e rms

of career and !le H l ng. To lIlt e lip t t o s traddl e t hes e bounda r Ies was t o

rl s~ tleeo.l ng ee enceeteue ta t'gor y. a danger t o the pur it y of t he SOC i a l

or der (Douglas , 1966) .

In nor NI cl rc uJllllll nc es, an app l Ied ent hropo l og l s t wor king I n the

deye loplllllnt s pher e would expect t o b' l aki ng up a pos i ti on In a

deve lop.ent se tt i ng whi ch was a t l eas t ea r g lna l l y s t ruc t ured t o
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accommoda te hl 9 or her presen ce . Ap proprlll l'" r es ",e r ch gOllls woul d

hopefu ll y he" e b"""n IIgreed with t he PllrtlClpentlii bef o r ehand , lind t he r e

would be need of t ile resu lts . 'S . Res ources fr olll the project wo uld be

ded lu t ltd t o fulf i l l InS t he r n ea r ch goa ls In 'lues t lon The

II n th r opo l os l!t mlgh l .....11 wort liS pllr t o f e t e llll . Who t ! hlld Ignore d ,

o r et l .... n no l reaen ful ly In t o ec coun t . w&s t ile Inter_d le le l int In

t h'" ene l n t y ltlg lIppl led en t hropolosy end t he o bJec l o f s t ud y toge t her,

~ h e In s t l t utl onlll conln t of t he devel op..en t project I lee if . The lIaj or

dlff er enn be t _ en ' eppl l ed ' lind ' pur e ' an thropo logy , It II pfMl llred I n

r e t r os pec t , was not t he degree of ueefu l n. s . but t he In s t l t ut lone l

con telt l of IHi operetl on .

1. 4 )frOID! <iulture; t he St ruc ture or tb Ls Tha l li

We re tur ned t o our home In Oxfor d In Janullry 1991 , and I began

wr i ti ng up. Fi rs t o f a ll , I COIIIM!nc ed ca t a logui ng lIy dl sr l es lind o ther

s our ces of f Ie ld da til around the s ubj ec t s I WlIS Intere,t oo In 1Ilt1l1ll1nlng .

Al t hough lIy ' lIpp ll ed ' reeue hod bl ur rl!d , Wllll 101l ih t o give up t he

resea r ch lnh r u t!! of Illy or ig i na l propollal on w, l ch J hod worhd \lo t

Oxford be fore Je a Yl ns f or t he f ie l d . Cons equently, I t d Id no t take 101'18

t o decld~ on the t i t l e of t h l !! tbes i li .

Dur i ng Illy f i e l dwor k, I h&d Ipen t & l ot of t l _ try l n! to p iece

t oge t her exec t l ~ what was 'Yakha ' In t he c on t ex t of t ha ' a t hn l c 1I0 s ~ l c'

of t he lIep \lo l h i l i . . At the 1010., t i llie , I had tr i ed t o l oo~ ~t t he

"env t een..nl ' t hrough Y~tha eyes. 'rnere WIlS .0lUl t hl ng of a hiatus In

th e onc e do:. lnant pa r ad l SIl of J ilpend i na H I IllI I ~ y an env lronllen la l

cat a5 t roph~, lind It u e_ d epproprl ll. te to 80 beck t o ba s ics In Ihe

d i llclp l lne of huaan ecolo!y ( 'the . t udy of t he rela t lon.h l p of peopl e
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conv~n t lonal vte... of 'env i ronul\ t ' wh. n l ook a t til. nal ura l

en viron me nt aro Wld Taaaphok. Ho.... ver , I aql:u that c u l tur a ll y d.r lved

a t ti tudes u . IS ... l len t In und"r.hnd lng how the Yaklla parce lYld t h.

d l (feren t coeponentl of the nat ural en Ylr on"'nt as i" an underl t an d lnll

ba5ed on the nore _ ler la l 15t l c dl ..nslons o f nalure.

T....pllok wes cer tain ly not Ihe on ly ' " nYlronlllen t ' of wh lcll the Ya klla

l l y lnll ther• ....r. awar e. The oul"ld" wor l d was a n Increas ingly

Illportsnt ' e ny l r onaen t ' In Ihe 'r II YI S, and one t o wh ic h Increas! ng

nWDba'n of Ya ll.lla _r" t r ave l I Inil, a s Cllap tlr seven wi ll I how. Chap ter

Eigh t por trays Tell5phok II "e lf as ,,1' 0 changing II e yarlety of -.:l la,

education, d..ve lop..n t prOJKU and po l i t ical ch anlles In f l l t raUd th.

fa br ic o f Yak ha "oc l. l y,

The conc ludl nll ellap te r returne aga i n t o tho 'lU!l"U On of what thl e

" Wdy r apr .." nt. In t e r _ o f ecologlcel ant hr opol ogy , and a r llu". for t he

vatue o f a 1... _ !er tellstlc, It llnoce n t r lc " nd e llplr lchn app roaCh to

1111 s ubjec t. I also pull t Olll tller c"r ta ln key f! nd lnllS wtllcll I bello,n

lIay. relava nce to ' d. v. l op_ n t ' In t he area, "5 II co nt r t bu t lQn t o

' "pp l l"d' an t llr opo lollY '

Chans" Is ac knowl edg ed as II d if f icu l t til i ng t o wr i t e a bou t In SOC ial

ant hr opol ogy , a pr obl aa no t he l ped by t h" Wld..pn"d t endenc y " t I l l to

wrl t. "ccoun ls In t h.. present t e n" '" This I" On accoun t o( TaMptlok an~

I t " p"epl" a!l I nperl ence4 ~h.a duri ng .y fieldwor k IIlnd (Ind irect l y,

t~rough l"ne r e lind other conhe t!l) IIfterwards . To " tle.pt to g l v" a

.or. "ccur "l " l lipresiion o r t"llporol lly a nd c hanll" tllan th.

' ethnogroplll ' pr""',,nt' all OW!! , have Md. a po in t of using t he pallt

I"n!le thro~hout . y IIl ccounl .
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Hotes; Chapter One

1. J s ho u l d e xp l a i n that th ] 0 5 S of We ide r t l s fi e l d no t es and h is
su bs equen t de ath in Bangk ok had no di r ec connect ion with hi s Yek he
s t udies . Ac c ording to Prof e s s o r Wi n ter a t the Uni v r sity of Ki a l (pers .
c oma.» , We ' de r t wa s r enown ed f or no t. maki ng du p l Lce ees o f hi s fi e ld
no t es , hence the catast rophic na t ur e of t he i r loss (on an Ind i a n t r a i n) .
His death , a e ord i ng t o pe op l e who h d known h i m in Ka t hmandu , was ue
to h is hsv i ng take n ove r t he r unning o f a ba r , a nd t hen pr e s uma b ly
f o i l ng to pa y of f t he r i gh t peop l e i n t he s ha dy unde r wor l d o f Ba ngkok .

2. CA SS a wards ho ve s i nce been d is on t Inued , a p pare n t l y bec ause of a
beli ef on t he pert of t he ESRC t ha t t oo many f i r ms w r e t aki ng ad van tage
of the m to ob t a in cheep r sea r c h l abo ur wi t ho t c on t r ibu t l ng much
t hems e l ves .

3 . Gril l o t l ks ebou t thos e who " a r e st r uc k by whe t Sa ndr Wallm n has
a l l ed ' a c hron i c des r e t o e us _fu l ' " (1 9B5: 28 ), Wh ile thi s e p i t het

cou d be app li ed t o me, t he r e were other foctors i nvol ved In my i n t er es t
i n t he CASS s cheme . CASS off er e d 6. doub l e c hanc e of gai n i ng a n SRC
a ward , s ince pu t t i ng In a CASS epp l Ics t on on beha lf of a n academ i c
de pa r t me n t d i d no t pre c lude one t. i l l opp l y ing fo r a n l nd l v i dua l
c ompetit ion award .

4 , My f i s t con tact was wit h t he or g a ni s a t i on ' Surv i val Int e rn ti ona l'.
Howeve r , I had s pe n t t h pr ev i ous t wo- an d- a-ha l f yea r s on Co ! 1 wor k Ing
fo r 6 sme l l -sc I e o r ga n is tion and, whe n I vi s I t ed t he ' Sur v i va l
l n t e r ne t Lo a ] ' of fices , 1 f e l I r I s ke d ' j ump i ng ou t of the f r y l ns pan
in t o th e f i r e ' by l ea v ing on e s uc h or gen I ee t I on end its pr obl ems f or
ano the r . F r t hermo e the r esear c h s ugge s ted, In areas such 6 t he wa r
zo nes of indon e s i a whic h t he d 1r c t or sai d would be t oo po H t tc e l y
sens i tive f o r member of the i r own staf f t o con duc t , d id no t appea l .

5 . Pr edomi nan t l y fl a t Bang ladesh , by co n t ras t , was a o un t r y I ha d
ne ve r vi s it ed, and , t r u t h be t o l d . had no g reat desi re to do so .
Howev er I th i s we s no t t he on 1y reason for r eJ ec t Ing t he pos s i b i lit Y of
do tng r e s ea r ch 1n Bang adesh . I ha d wr i t t e n ~ thesi s o n t he con t r ove r s y
s ur ro und ing the i nj ec t b l e con t racept i ve ' De po- Pr ove r a ' for my mas t e r ' s
degree In b i omedi ca l a n t hr po logy a t he Un i ver s l )' o f Pennsylva t e ,
an d . fr om \...ha t I had l e r n t abo ut r omi ly p l ann i ng an d i t s more dub i ous
pa r t ne r , popul t Ion c on t r o l , In the process , I though t ' act i on r esearch '
on soci a l fo r est r y would invo lv e f ewe r po l I t l ce I end ethica l prob l e ms ,
This vi e w was c t uo l l y mlsguide ( c r . Ho l e y 987 ) .

Anothe r f a ct or wa s th a t Sea n Conl i n t ho ugh t tha t med ica l
anthropo logy, wh i ch i n t e r ms of I t s m t hods a nd ac hi e ve men t s cou i d
j ustifi ably cl ai m maj e s t y ove r t he other applied n t hrop o l og i c e l
d i s c 1pli ne s , was perhaps now s tar 11n8 t o become somewha t
I nstltu tl ona U sed a nd oversubscribed . ' EnVI r onme nt al a n t hr opo l og y ' , he
pr ed l c t d , was e growt h rea i n t h f1 ld . F i na l l y the pr oj ect wit h
wh i c h ean en Visaged my co llabora ti n i n Bang ladesh had been ope r a ti ng
longer t ha n t he projec t in Nep I , a nd we bo t h felt it woul d be be t ter I f
I coul d becom i n vo lved i n a development pr oj ec t a t its earlie r s tages .

l n t e r n e t Lo B ] '
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of f ices , 1 f e l
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think t h t book s fo r the school libr ary wou l d be mo e pro f i t abl e way
t o spen d t.he one y , bu t t he 1 j br or y did no t seem B t r emendous 1y we It
used reso urce en d the be tt er book s were l1 ab l t o' wa lk ' fr om it . s we
f av ou r ed a con t i u tl on o f mOr"'e gener a l bene f it toll. The problem wa
we wer e no t go i ng to be I n Tamophok t o odmi I s t er d ispensi ng th e money
(a c l ss l c source o f pr ob l ems t n l a rger sea e ' s i d ' wor k >, but we made
ar r angemen ts as bes t we co u l d t ns r e I t wou l d be c r ! ed au t . We
also donated l ar ger I t ems , s uch os c upbo r d ond 0 Wli t r f i 1te l" ) t o the
sch oo l. We subsequen t l y I e rn t t ha t t he wh itewash war . took p l ace a
ye r 1a t el" , e t el" the ne t j ana €I ec t 1ons I de I eye d by the L ech er s wh
wer e communis l par 1y supporters beca use they d i d no t wen t i t t o appear
t h t ny t h ng worthwhi l e was done f or he pe op l e '...m il e t he l n t rim
gover nmen t w s in power .

15. Cf. Rami rez <.1 99 1 : 36 ) writ i ng abou t pr ob l ems In c l Lebor-a t i on
etwee t he CN RSIINRA G I ml and Ar gh - Khen I nter- D sc i p Jnar-y

Pr og r amme an d an EEC de velopmen t proj ect p lanned f or th same res:
" Our war )!; was o f 1j t I. Le use to the EEC deve 1oprnen t proj ect .. . when t he y
are no t part o f 6 cod i f i ed egr eeme t , exchanges be ween t he two parties
genera l l y seem no t t o ta.ke p l se II
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despite long-term involvement in the world-system, does not have a

colonial past in the normal sense of the word, and was largely closed to

outsiders un t I 1 1951. The 40 years since then have seen many social

researchers involved in basic ethnological spade work (or, perhaps a

better metaphor for Nepal, hoe work) filling in the blanks of the

cultural mosaic and establishing basic information about the 'modes of

livelihood' of the Himalayan peoples. Many of FUrer-Haimendorf's

monographs, and Bista's book 'People of Nepal' (1967) can be seen in

this 1ight. For an outsider to the rural scene, some of the most

compelling initial questions about Nepal might be 'how do people earn

themselves a living at an angle of 45' or at an altitude of 16,000

feet?' However, this in itself can be no more a reason for the interest

generated in ecology and demography in the Himalayan region than can

asking how people live in a Sudanese swamp or on an ice flow in

Greenland.

More important than its history or physical terrain, in my opinion,

has been an over-riding concern in academic circles about impending

ecological and demographic catastrophe in the Himalaya. This is not the

place to go into the social, cultural and poli tical factors underlying

the rise of environmentalism in the western world. 1 , Such is the

background, however, to Macfarlane (1976), in which he applies the

Malthusian co-ordinates of population and resources to the Nepalese

setting. His work needs to be seen in the context of many others before

and since concerned about a perceived natural resource crisis in the

Nepal Himalaya. 2 ,

If one looks at social anthropology In general, a trend can be

discerned of researchers interested in ecological and demographic
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questions at an early stage moving on to more fruitful 'mainstream'

anthropological fields such as kinship, ritual or religion as their

careers develop. Clifford Geertz is a case in point. His book

'Agricul tural Invo l ution: the Process of Ecological Change in Indonesia'

(1963) is in many ways a seminal work in ecological anthropology, but

one which seems now almost to embarrass the author. In an article

concerning the book and its critics written twenty years later, he

reminds us of the social milieu which led to the ecological discourse in

which the work was framed and asks for it to be seen as a prolegomenon

to the rest of his work on culture and society in Indonesia rather than

as a significant work in its own right <Geertz 1984).

However, in the Nepalese case at least, this passage of interest

appears if anything to be reversed. Thus we have authors such as

Messerschmidt writing about 'The Gurungs of Nepal: Conflict and Change

in a Vi llage Society' (1976a) and then moving into subjects such as

'Ecological Change and Adaptation among the Gurungs of the Nepal

Himalaya' <1976b). One reason for this is that with the western

ideology of concern for the environment and its easy application to the

Nepalese case, there is an unusual demand for anthropological expert ise

in the numerous development projects with an ecological focus in

Nepal.:'" Messerschmidt, for example, had moved into forestry by the

time of my fieldwork and was based at Tribhuvan University's Institute

of Forestry. Ramble, whose thesis (1984) was on Tibetan Bonpo

householder priests in Western Nepal presented a paper at the OXford

'Himalayan Society and Environment' seminar (Hilary Term 1991) on 'Park

Management in Eastern Nepal', based on research undertaken while on the

staff of the Woodlands Institute in Kathmandu.
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This chapter looks at how many of the assumpt ions made about the

environment by scholars working in Nepal have been challenged in recent

years, and what these challenges mean for ecological anthropology in the

country. It then goes on to chart the history of this sUb-discipline of

social anthropology with a view to establishing what contributions

social anthropologists might be expected to make to the study of the

environment in the Nepal case. In particular, it looks at the potential

for and impl icat ions of a 'post-environmentalist' anthropology in the

study of the Yakha, as a prelude to the rest of this thesis.

2.2 Ecological Anthropology in Nepal: Beyond Environmentalism

"In bygone ages the Himalaya seemed e t erne l : man's onslaught has

rendered them among the most fragi l e eco-systems of the earth" wri tes

Moddie <1981:342), presenting, as do many 'environmentalist' authors, a

doomsday scenario in which much of the blame for the environmental

changes bel ieved to be taking place in the Himalaya are placed on the

shoulders of local people. Because of population growth, many of the

basic resources on which people in the hills of Nepal depend for

subsistence <such as fuelwood - Eckholm, 1975) are considered to be

dwindling fast: an ecological catastrophe, it is predicted, is imminent.

This section looks at recent work which has brought many of these

assumptions into question.

The Effects of Population Growth

This environmentalism is tied to concerns about population growth.

At the national level, Goldstein calculates on the basis of the 1981

census that the population of Nepal is growing at an average rate of
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2·7% per year, with a doubling time, if those rates are maintained, of

27 years <Goldstein 1983). In 1960 the population had already trebled

since 1850 (Macfarlane 1976: 292). The est imated increase in population

size since 1911 is shown graphically in Fig. 2.1. Banister and Thapa

(1981) estimate that the population was 15 million in February 1983, and

that by the year 2000, assuming the current trends continue, it will be

between 23·7 and 25 million. Macfarlane (1968) is critical of

anthropologists for not according population change sufficient weight in

their analyses. He argues that population has to be seen as a

determinant of social and mental structures as well as being determined

by them, and suggests that "it is demographic fluctuations which

underlie many of the social and economic changes in the area" (1976:8).
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Poffenberger (1980) sees a direct and negative impact of population

growth on agriculture and the resource situation in general. The

effects of populat ion on food suppl ies have been calculated by Seddon

(1983). According to him, grain avai labi 1i ty in the country as a whole

moved from a surplus of 66,921 tonnes in 1971 to a deficit of 108,278

tonnes ten years later. Est imates of populat ion densi ty against food

supply indicate that, from 1971 figures, only four out of 36 districts

in the middle hills of Nepal were in any sense 'underpopulated' (Map 6).

Tuladhar (1977) made the point that in 1971 hill and mountain Nepal had

a population density per unit of arable land greater than that of

Bangladesh. Bangladesh is a country in which double and triple cropping

practices are more feasible and land is generally more productive than

is the case in large parts of Nepal. The total annual per capi ta

agr icul tural product ion for Nepa1 between 1966 and 1977J as calculated

by Banister and Thapa <1981>, is shown in Fig. 2.2.
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Fricke (1986) sees population expansion as a prime mover in people's

'adaptive strategies' in Timling, a Tamang village in central Nepal.

Dahal (1983) similarly records a number of processes he considers to be

responses to population pressure in a village in I lam district, East

Nepal. These inc 1ude the in tensif icat ion of agr i culture, the adopt ion

of cash crops, the increased use of marginal lands, the generation of

other sources of income (for example through the development of trade or

by joining the army), out-migrat ion and fert 11 tty controls. Thus while

not denying the importance of population pressure on social life,

researchers have come to see such responses (whether 'adaptive' or not)

as more positive and dynamic in their effects than had preViously been

imagined. Fisher (1987) has also argued that demographic models cannot

possibly explain the whole picture, since they do not take into account

the cultural variation in responses to growth amongst different ethnic

groups in Nepa1.

It is particularly interesting in this vein that Macfarlane appears

to have largely rescinded the gloomy prognostications he made in 1976.

In his recent film 'Return of the Gurung', for example, rather than the

intensification of agricultural production, demographic catastrophe and

ecological collapse he had predicted earlier, Macfarlane finds that, if

anything, agricultural production has decreased in the twenty years

since his first fieldwork in Thak. More land has gone out of production

than has come into it. Population growth has also ceased. People are

generally poorer than they had been twenty years previously: for

example, much of the women's gold and ornamentation had been pawned for

various purposes, reflecting a 'homogenization of poverty' at the

v ill age 1eve 1.
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The major variable which Macfarlane did not predict in 1976 is

migrat ion (a topic which has started to become more prominent in the

literature, e. g. Thapa 1989). Those who have been able to do so have

migrated to better opportunities and facilities in the urban centres, in

Macfarlane's case the town of Pokhara, which has experienced a fourfold

growth in population over a twenty year period. This appears to have

been a common pattern throughout Nepal. While the rural population

increased by 2-21% from 1961 to 1981, the urban population increased at

5· 37% per year, from 336,222 to 956,721 (H. B. Shrestha 1985). Much of

this urbanisation has taken place in the TaraL In the eastern Tarai,

Biratnagar (population 100,000) is the second largest ci ty in Nepal

after Kathmandu, while, moving inland a little, Dharan (20,000) is

typical of the thriving towns which have developed as meeting points of

hill/mountain and plains dwellers.

Hill towns (such as Dhankuta in the east and 'Belaspur', descr i bed

by Caplan (1975) in the west) have also been experiencing rapid growth,

their administrative and trading roles expanding with the growth in

influence of the state and an increasing number of roads. Whatever its

long term effects on the receiving areas, then, migration has been an

important 'safety valve' on the growth of population in the hills of

Nepa I.

Envlronl1lelltal Change and 1 ts Causes

At the same time as a re-evaluation of the effects of population

growth, questions have arisen about the nature and extent of the

environmental degradation supposedly taking place. Gurung argues,

contrary to Moddie, that soil erosion is caused by the "high energy
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environment" (1982:6) of the Himalaya, with extreme altitude, gradients,

tectonic and c 1 Ima t i c forces making the hi l l s and mountains a "conveyor

bel til for the transport of eroded material almost regardless of the

activities of people upon them. Thus rather than blaming Ganges floods

on Nepalese hill farmers (an issue with obvious foreign policy

impl icat ions) people downstream should consider that, were it not for

lithe transport of vast quantities of sand and silt by Himalayan rivers

over millions of years, there would be no Gangetic plain and no

developed economies to contrast with the poverty of the hills" (Gurung ,

1982: 7) •

The state of Nepal's forests is also being reassessed. Whi Ie

Hoffpauir (1978) described deforestation in the upper Trisuli valley and

Dobremez <1986, vo l , 11) wrote that forests around Salme were becoming

degraded at lower aIti tudes, Macfarlane cpers. comm.) could see 1ittle

evidence of forest decl ine around Thak over a twenty year period and

Thompson et a1 (1986) cite an observer who has found that large tracts

of the forests around Khumbu have remained intact over the years.

Observations like this lend credence to Gilmour at a1's assertion that

the crisis dimensions of deforestation in Nepal have often been

overplayed (1987).

Mahat et a1 (1986a,b) led the way in challenging many preconceptions

about deforestation in Nepal. They consider deforestation In the hills

to be a far from recent phenomenon (thus displacing the automatically

assumed link between it and popUlation growth) and suggest that It might

in fact be decreasing, being as much influenced by government land-use

policies and land taxes as with the demands of subsistence agriculture

for more land (c f , Bajracharya 1983). Rather than local people being
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the mindl ess inst igators of denudat ion, ind igenous forest management

systems have been found operat ing in many parts of the country (e. g.

Cronin 1979; Hawkins 1981; Chapagain 1984; Fisher et a1 1989). Interest

in such activities has been stimulated by the initiation of some very

forward-th ink ing legisl at ion towards I communi ty forestry' by the

Nepalese government in 1978. Indigenous community management systems

can conceivably form the basis for government sponsored community

forestry initiatives at the local level. However, some caution is in

order, since often the strategy used by local people to manage their

forests is one of total protection, at least unti 1 the forest is

regenerated, which does not always lead to optimal forest productivi ty

(Stewart, 1984).

Post-Environmentalism?

The book on the environmental situation which was perhaps the

greatest formative influence in my preparation for the field was

'Uncertainty on a Himalayan Scale' by Thompson, Warburton and Hatley

(1986). This work was produced as a result of a United Nations

Environment Programme initiative which was aimed at gaining some kind of

shared understanding of the ecological and demographic dynamics of the

Himalayan region. The authors spent five years collaborating at the

International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis in Laxenberg,

Austria to reach their over-riding conclusion that the only shared

understanding of the dynamics of the Himalayan region is that there is

no shared understanding. In such a mi I Leu, they see 'what would you

like the facts to be?' to be as valid a question as I what are the

facts?' .
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These conclusions must have been to the despair of the funding

organisation and many social and environmental scientists, but they

reflect current thinking about the evironmental situation in the

Himalaya today. In similar vein Ives calls the 'Theory of Himalayan

Environmental Degradation' a latter-day myth which "must be challenged

at all levels" <1986: 69), an argument developed in Ives and Messerl i

(1989) . It seems there is a crisis not in the Himalaya so much as

amongst the region's researchers, a paradigm shift from certainty to

uncertainty of major proportions.

To support their argument that no-one really knows the full

situation, Thompson et a1 point out how expert estimates they collected

of such relevant variables as 'per capi ta fuelwood consumpt ion' and

'sustainable yield from forest production' vary by a factor of 67 and

150 respectively. They argue that 'in coming to grips with

uncertainty', different methodological approaches might be appropriate.

They see a need to shift the' locus of expertise' away from those whom

they call "centrist grand designers", able to work only with simple

problems, to "fringy tinkerers", better able to handle dynamic systems

<1986: 150), and who would be able to incorporate greater portions of

what they call the 'natural:cultural template' into their analyses.

Enter the social anthropologist.

There are interesting parallels between the tenor of Thompson et a1

and the so-ca 11ed ' post-modern i st' trend in contemporary social

anthropology. To quote Marcus and Fischer:

The authority of "grand theory" styles seems suspended for the
moment in favor of a close consideration of such issues as
contextuality, the meaning of social life to those who enact
it, and the explanations of exceptions and indeterminants
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rather than regularities in the phenomena observed - all issues
that make problematic what were taken for granted as facts or
certaint ies on which the val idi ty of paradigms had rested
<1986:8),

It seems to me to be worth pursuing the idea of a 'post-

environmental ist' human ecology in a country where, in view of its great

diversity and the uncertainty surrounding its ecological situation, the

time may be right for such an "experimental moment in the human

sciences" <Ibid.). However, to understand the nature of such an

undertaking, it is necessary first to look at the intellectual heritage

of ecological anthropology, in order to better understand what such a

'post-modern' phase might look like.

2.3 Anthropological Approaches to the Study of the Environment

Frolll DeterJIIlnlsllI to Posslbll1sJII

It is hard to define what ecological anthropology actually is <Ellen

1979),4, partly because an interest in the relationship between people

and their natural environment dates from the beginning of written

history <Meilleur 1987) and has consequently been written about in many

different ways. Some early accounts accorded the environment a

determining role in human affairs and, while intellectual trends of the

19th and early 20th centuries challenged this perspective, it remained a

significant trend within the discipline. As Ellen explains:

In so much as the work of our Victorian predecessors was
evolutionist, racialist, sociological, historical, influenced
by Hume and the romanticists or the Benthamite school, so it
was implacably opposed to geographical determinism. But as a
product of the Enlightenment it was also residually
env ironment a list <1979: 2) .
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In the latter vein were the environmentalist writings of Montesqieu,

and those of Ferguson, who suggested that temperate zones fac i I i tated

the growth of civilization (while accepting that the ingenuity of people

enabled them to overcome the disadvantages of any climate or situation).

Spencer considered history as marked by a progression from the warmer,

more productive habitats of feebler evolutionary stages to colder

regions away from the tropics. Huntingtonls climate theory (1915)

attributed climate with a determining force on a variety of cultural

factors including even religion.

Such determinist accounts have to be considered in the context of a

counter-attack on the pernicious racial theories of cu l tural variation

which were prevalent during the latter half of the nineteenth century

(Ellen 1982). However, it was almost inevi table that environmental

determinism should be refuted in time (Freilich 1967) and move towards a

less unicausal position. As Marrett put it, such theories were "far too

pretty to be true" (1912:97). However, once such a shift was made, as

we shall see, there was little to take its place.

There were also broader disciplinary preoccupations within

anthropology during the 19th and first half of the 20th centuries which

led to a decline of interest in the environment. Ellen suggests that

anthropologists working in the relatively new discipline during this

period saw a need to develop a set of distinctive intellectual

credentials, the major one of which was that of culture as a thing sui

generis. New theoretical approaches thus tended to exclude

environmental concerns, since "nei ther di ffusionists nor funct ional ists

could tolerate the environment as an element in causal processes if

their theories were to remain elegant and free of embarrassing
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1979b:2), In consequence, subsistence

activities became "simple, undifferentiated and borlngly repetitive

wherever one finds them" (Netting, 1977; see too Ellen, 1982),

This Is an over-slmpl Hied view, since no-one could accuse

Malinowski (1935) of finding subsistence activities 'boring', 1tis

Radcliffe-Brown whom Netting credits with having consigned "studies of

subsistence adaptation to an 'external realm' where labored

archaeologists and ethnological historians of diffusion, The topic

could safely be left with museum cataloguers of material culture or such

contemporary experts as the geographer, the agronomist, and the rural

sociologist .. <1974: 21), In the prevailing 'cultural ideology'

(Mei lleur, 1987), whi Ie environmental concerns could hardly be ignored

in the fieldwork enterprise,

the treatment of ecology (generally meanIng 'environment') was
seen as ob l igatory, but in the event something of a r I tual
exercise, It became a discrete section in monographical
studies, often the first chapter; a few background facts on
the distribution of vegetation, rainfall records and
topographical features were presented in vacuo before
proceeding to the main focus, the analytically autonomous
domain of social organisation", (Ellen, 1979:4-5),

During the 1930s, it was Daryll Forde who "maintained virtually

single-handed a theoretical interest in environmental relations" (Ellen

1979:3), at least in the British school. Rather than looking at

environmental 'traits', such as climate, in isolation, Forde accepts the

environment as a complex which "does not affect human activity in any

single and comprehensive way" ,physical conditions have both restrictive

and permissive relations to human activities ll (1934:463),

accepts the independent status of culture:

He also
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Neither the world distributions of the various economies, nor
their development and relative importance among particular
peoples, can be regarded as simple functions of physical
conditions and natural resources. Between the physical
environment and human activity there is always a middle term,
a collection of specific objectives and values, a body of
knowledge and belief: in other words, a cultural pattern
<1934: 463).

As far as the whole picture is concerned,

physical conditions enter intimately into every cultural
development and pattern, not excluding the most abstract and
non-material j they enter not as determinants, however, but as
one category of the raw material of cultural elaboration
<1934: 464),

Similar perspect ives were being adopted in France, where the notion

of 'possibilism' was introduced by Vidal de l a Blanche (Barr-au 1975:9),

The approach can be seen as a pragmatic response to the variety observed

in empirical studies of human relations with the environment which makes

crude determinist theories untenable. Compared to the unicausal

orientation of environmental determinism, possibilism allows for the

more intricate relationship between environment and society, accepting

not only that people can be modified by their environment but also that

people can modify their environment.

However, accepting the environment as only a 'possible' rather than

a determining factor in cu l ture and society is seen by many

practitioners as something of an intellectual cul-de-sac. Passing from

the notion of the physical or ecological causation of social forms to

the idea that "the environment set limits but did not determine" (Ellen

1982:21) has the merit of allowing for the abundant evidence which can

be brought to bear in arguing against strict determinism, but it could

be argued that possibilism leaves us with something of a fallback
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position which is too broad to be useful. For Geertz (1963:2), both

determinism and possibilism are "inadequate for precise analysis".

According to Ellen (1979), possibllism is not a true alternative to

determinism at all, since if we accept that the goals and priorities of

different societies are limited by the environment, then the environment

is also in a sense determining final outcomes (cf. Hallpike 1986).

In my view, the possibilist approach has been misrepresented in

several ways. For a start, if precision is lost in analyses based on

the concept of 'possibilism', at least reality is better served. Rather

than concentrating on the 'restrictive' role of the environment, as

Ellen seems to do, it is worth tak ing up Forde's 'permissive' argument

that environment is part of 'the raw material of cultural elaboration'.

Clearly each culture is going to take from and use this raw material in

different amounts and in different ways. Hallpike <1986:287,n15) sees

the essential point of possibilism as not the notion of 'limiting

factor' at all, "but rather, as the very name of 'possibilism' implies,

the creative use of the various possibilities of nature, and of man as

the active agent and chooser". According to him, "we should therefore

regard the environment not so much as a set of obstacles or

determinants, but as a set of opportunit ies to be exploi ted, the kinds

of exploi tation themsel ves depending on soc i al organizat ion and

ideology" <1986:287>. This may be the only theoretical view which is

realistic about the indeterminacy of the human-environmental

relationship. However, others have attempted to develop more precise

theoretical models, and it is to these which I shall now turn.
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Cultural Ecology

The history of ecological anthropology in the U.S. followed a

broadly similar pattern to that in the U.K. until the 1940s. There was

a simi lar desire to counteract prevalent theories of racial evolut ion,

and also to establ ish an intellectual niche for anthropology and the

study of culture as a thing sui gener t s. Thus (although perhaps to a

lesser extent than in the U.K. given the eclecticism of Boas) the study

of environmental relations, in theory if not in description, became

increasingly peripheralized from mainstream anthropological discourse.

Kroeber is often credited for his interest in the environment as a

factor explaining the 'culture areas' of native North America. However,

at the same time he saw no reason to veer from the Boasian view that

lithe immediate causes of cultural phenomena are other cu l tural

phenomena" (1939: 1). By extension, even if ultimate causes might divert

from this, Kroeber was less interested in studying them, preferring to

examine the form and rules of 'cultural patterns' in their own right.

Leslie White and Julian Steward are two leading lights in this

history. A student of Kroeber, Steward was nonetheless strongly

encouraged at the University of California, Berkeley by the geographer

Sauer to take an interest in the effect of the environment on culture.

Steward (1955) saw a way out of the blind alley of 'possibilism' by

attempting to del imi t those elements of cu l ture and society which are

fundamentally linked to ecological factors, and those which are not. He

saw 'cultural ecology' as the study of the adaptive processes by which

the nature of society and an unpredictable number of features of culture

are affected by the basic adjustment through which man utilizes a given

environment. In this reassert 10n of the importance of environment,
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Steward was predated by Meggers (1954), but Steward's approach is more

sophisticated than Meggers' invocation of possibilist 'limitations'.

Steward introduced the term "culture core" to describe those aspects

of culture most closely linked, at the functional level, to the natural

setting. These for him were the primary focus of study. Steward also

distinguished salient environmental features which have a bearing on

cultural patterns, such as the kinds of animals in the environments of

hunting bands and the techniques used to hunt them, where this has

a direct effect on group size and social organisation. He admitted that

'secondary' features of culture might be determined to a great extent by

purely cultural-historical factors (thus allowing for the strength of

the Boasian/Kroeberian 'cultural ideology'), but saw a priVileged place

for the study of subsistence and economic aspects in the development of

society. In this respect he was a more sophisticated (some would say

eclectic) thinker than Leslie White 09,59), who attributed a virtually

monocausal determining role in the unllinear evolution of culture to

levels of energy use.

Steward's work is a worthy attempt at refining the doctrine of

'possibilism' to make it more workable in research terms. It exhibits

shades of Marxism, perhaps, in its acceptance of a materialistic theory

of society, and more so in its analysis of an infrastructura! culture

core and a superstructural cultural pattern. Because of this, Steward's

work may have appealed to more radical American intellectuals in an era

when overt Marxism in all its forms was regarded as beyond the pale of

normal social and academic discourse. It is similarly based on a theory

of social evolution rather than function, a point not always

SUfficiently taken into account by Steward's critics. However, while
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not denying the importance of subsistence and economic factors in

explaining social evolution, social and ideological factors can be

equall y important <Hall pike 1986). Furthermore in everyday 1i fe <which

an anthropologist can observe directly) as opposed to social evolution

<which an anthropologist can not) such factors may be of greater

importance. Once Steward's 'basic adjustment' has been made, what can

we say about the ways in which the relationships between society.

culture and the environment are elaborated? We need a more encompassing

theory than Steward can offer <and a less reductionist one than White)

to make sense of the minutiae of everyday life.

Ecosyste6ls and AdaptatIon

After Steward, it was the concept of the ecosystem which gave

renewed scope for interest in the environment amongst anthropologists

willing, like Vayda and Rappaport (1980) to see human ecology as part of

natural ecology. Margalef defines ecology as "the study of systems at a

level in which individuals or whole organisms may be considered elements

in interaction. either among themselves or with a loosely organized

environmental matrix. Systems at this level are named ecosystems, and

ecology. of course, is the biology of ecosystems" <1968: 4).

Looking at human populations as functioning in ecosystems like any

other biological population does enable the 'etic' measurement of

certain variables, such as energy or nutrient cycling. Burnham (1982).

however. is critical of what such studies can achieve. In his view the

use of "energy language" <by writers such as Odum 1971) "obscures rather

than clarifies the social processes at work in human ecological

systems". Bennett (1976) would agree with him. While he can see the
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value of an ecosystemic

criticizes writers such

approach

as Barth

in purely biological studies, he

(1956), Geertz (1963) and even

Rappaport (1968) for making use of what he sees as ecosystemic analogies

for intellectual novelty without having worked out the ecosystematics of

their studies in detail. In Bennett's view, "social systems are

organized differently than biological systems, and no amount of analogy

building will alter this fact or make social systems more like

biological" (Bennett 1976: 193),

Rappaport's' Pigs for the Ancestors' is perhaps the classic example

of the ecosystem concept used in an ethnographic account, Rappaport's

book can be epigrammatically described as a study of the ritual

regulation of the ecosystem and the ecosystemic regulat ion of ri tual

amongst the Tsembaga of New Guinea. Such a reduction highl ights the

tautology present in Rappaport's approach, branded by Friedman (1971) as

"the new funct ional ism", a form which" is fundamentally the same as the

old functionalism except that the field of application has changed, the

interest now being to show the rationality of institutions with respect

to their environments rather than to other elements in the society"

<1971: 457>,

, Adaptation' is a core principle in this demonstration of

rationality or 'fit', In Mazess' view, "perhaps no term in the

biological and social sciences has such varied, vague and equivocal

meanings as adaptation", In biology, adaptation is presumed to work at

the phylogenetic and physiological levels (because of natural selection

and temporal phenotypic flexibility, respectively), At the socio

cultural level, it is seen as operating in addition through learning and

cultural modification. Dubos observes that these levels are frequently
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mixed up. "Acclimatization, acclimation, adaptation and habituation are

often used interchangeably because the processes these words are

supposed to denote usually overlap and because the fundamental

mechanisms involved are poorly understood" (Dubos 1965: 56). For Orlove,

this is an eKample of the tendency for anthropologists to adopt concepts

from biological ecology which they use "in a ne I ve or outdated fashion

because of the weak institutional and interpersonal links between

anthropology and biological ecology" (1980:241).

Rappaport defines adaptation as "the processes through which living

systems maintain homeostasis in the face of both short-term

env i ronmental fl uctuat ions and, by transformat ions in their own

structures, through long-term nonreversing changes in their environments

as well" (1979:145). Hallpike <1988: 146-7) argues that adaptation in

these terms is another form of environmental determinism, since it is

the environment which is the active force and society which does the

adapting.

Ellen identifies three measures of homeostasis or adaptation, namely

survival, relative abundance and environmental versatility (1982).

Ardener (1976) sees little value in using 'survival' as a measure in

cu l tural terms since this defines 'adaptat ion' so broadly it becomes

demonstrable through almost any circumstances. In other words, without

a sense of positive benefit accruing to it, adaptation is a meaningless

concept. Even were we to accept some degree of objectivity in assessing

relative survival, there are few examples of differential survival in

human populations (Ellen 1982). Relative abundance is similarly

problematic, since "size of population is clearly no indication of

adapt ive success in many human populat ions, where the retent ion of a
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small population may be more adaptive than EI lElrge one" (Ellen

1982:243).

Nor may environmental versatility necessarily be an adaptive

characteristic: productive specialization can be a more favourable

opt ion for human popu l e t ions, at least in the short term.

opinion,

In Sahl ins'

a culture's downfall is the most probable outcome of its
successes. The accomplished, well adapted cu l ture is biased.
I ts des ign has been ref ined in a specia I d irec t ion, its
environment narrowly specified, how it shall operate
definitively stated. The more adapted a culture, the less
therefore it is adaptable. Its specialization subtracts from
its potential, from the capacity of alternate response, from
tolerance of change in the world. It becomes vulnerable in
proportion to its accomplishments (1964).

Environmental versatility can also mean members of one

population/ecosystem interact ing economically, po l I tically and socially

with those of another in order to take advantage of the

complementarities and contrasts of different ecological zones <di Castri

1976: 245). It is not always possible to look at a single, bounded

ecosystem in an analysis of human popUlations.

A further problem, touched upon by Ardener (1976), is the

'funct ionalist fallacy'. As Friedman puts it, "once one has described

the actual s t e t e of affairs, it is tautological to say that EI per-t Icu l er

variElble is adaptive simply because it has a necessary function in the

whole system" (1971). Sahlins similarly argues that "an E1daptive

perspective ... must not presume that whEltever is there is good, rational,

useful or advantageous" (1964). Hal l p l s e argues qui te per-sues ive l y that

in the case of human societ ies "the mere sur v Ive l of a soc l e l feature

may have nothing to do with adaptive advElntage, but instead be a case of
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the survival of the med i ocr-e" (1988: 113).

These are telling criticisms of writers such as Harris <1966; 1974;

1985) who attempt to prove the adaptive utility of such seemingly

impractical cultural traits as pig taboos or sacred cattle. The

inference behind such analyses is that everything in human society must

be adaptive in some way because, as Orlove puts it, lIif apparently

impractical behaviour can be explained on ecological grounds, then less

impractical behavior must surely also be expl icable in the same manner"

<1980: 243).

According to Visvader, "in a relatively unchanging world the form of

a culture comes to fit the form of its environment on a very basic

level ll <1986: 126). However, the tendency to assume that environmental

relations are generally adaptive, particularly in more technologically

simple soc iet ies is based on ideology rather than necessi t y . Some

societies do indeed appear to be in some sort of adaptive harmony with

their environment, linguistically, behaviourally and ideologically.

Turnbull claims that for the Mbut 1 pygmies, for example, the !turi

forest "Ls their world, and in return for their affection and trust it

supplies them with all their needs" (Turnbull 1961: 14; d. Mosko 1987>

in contrast with the BaBira villagers, for whom lithe forest was hostile,

something to be feared and fought" <Turnbull 1961:171).

However, the Mbuti relationship with their forest Is based on a

cultural ideology which mayor may not be similar (or coincide with

ecological necessity> in other populations. Other forest-dwelling

groups, such as the Semang of Northern Malaysia described by Rambo

(1985) may have a less benign relationship with their environment.

Geertz similarly cites Freeman's example of the Iban of Borneo, whom he
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describes as 'mangeurs du bois' [eaters of woods] (1963). Soc i a 1,

cultural and psychological factors were aJl significant in the gradual

degradation of their environment. Even Rappaport, who presents the

Tsembaga as managing their ecosystem in an extremely rational manner,

admits that in other societies, "maladaptive, dysfunctional, or

contradictory equilibration may not be at all uncommon" (1979:100). It

is wrong to assume that a society is in equilibrium with its

environment, or will remain so in the future.

As wi 11 become clearer in the ethnography which follows, I would

take the argument one step further and follow Hallpike in saying that in

most cases, culture and society are neither adaptive or maladaptive, but

simp 1Y non-adapti ve . My main criticism of most writing in ecological
1

anthropologY./not so much the assumption that people are generally well-

adapted to their environment, but the embedded assumption within this

that there is necessarily a causal relationship at all. True, people

are a part of their environment, but social systems are also separate

from biological systems, and the two may operate conterminously wi th

only contingent effects one upon the other.

There is something rather old-fashioned and even slightly racist in

the attitude that sees the relationship of people (presumably only

'primitive' people) with their environment in other parts of the world

in terms merely of subsistence survival. This is quite adequate if the

locus of one's study is subsistence, but if one is interested in wider

enviromental relations, then broader approaches are required. The

ecosystems perspective does not allow for these.
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Change, Heaning and the 'Social Environ18ent'

Some more forward-thinking ecological anthropologists have accepted

the need to broaden their horizons to include other analyses of the

human-environment relationship. Bennett, for example, considers that,

when the interest shifts toward the more dynamic cases, or to
episodes in the history of any social system when t r ad I tion
gives way to change, ecosystem is an inappropriate and awkward
mode 1. I t tends to impose an Image of order and
predictability upon something that is often (or usually)
engaged in adaptive coping, or searching for congenial
outcomes without knowing precisely how it will all turn out
(1976: 95).

In moving away from the restrictive methodology of the ecosystems

approach, Bennett (ibid:94) suggests the more open-ended concept of

'adaptive systems'. There is no doubt that a more generalized and open

systems approach such as this offers us a better reflection of reality.

Even Friedman, who is so critical of the neo-functionalism of writers

such as Rappaport, accepts the validity of a systems approach when it

avoids teleological assumptions (1971).

I t is interest ing, too, to observe how Rappaport has changed his

position over the years.

models' into the picture:

For a start, he has come to allow I cognized

Nature is seen by humans through a screen of beliefs,
knowledge, and purposes, and it is in terms of their images of
nature, rather than of the actual structure of nature, that
they act. Yet, it is upon nature itself that they do act, and
it is nature itself upon them. Disparities between images of
nature are always simpler than nature and in some degree or
sense inexact, for ecological systems are complex and subtle
beyond full comprehension (Rappaport 1979:97).
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Rappaport thus argues for the need to prepare two accounts in human

ecology, the 'cognized model', " a description of a people's knowledge of

their environment and of their beliefs concerning it" and an

'operational model' describing "the same ecological system <including

the people and their activities) in accordance with the assumptions and

methods of the objective sciences. in particular the science of eco l ogy"

<1bid:97). The title of his collected essays, 'Ecology, Meaning and

Religion', is a far cry from the materialistic approach he is credited

with in his earlier work, and accords with Stewart's (1986) criticism

that "academic human ecology has so far failed to give pattern and

meaning a central place".

Other approaches also seek to give cognition a more central place.

Johnson argues for ethnoecology (which includes sub-branches such as

ethno-biology, ethno-zoology, ethno-botany and, more broadly, ethno

science) as holding " pr omise of rich rewards for the ecologically

or iented fie ldworker. Wi th an exp! i cit theoret ical framework and well

operationalized methodology, ethnoecology provides a more scientifically

reliable field technique for discovering cognitive aspects of man

environment relationships than has hitherto been available" <1974:87).

The subject has inspired further interest because of the suggestion that

there may be cognitive and evolutionary universals on the basis of

research in colour terminology (Ber l in and Kay 1969) and life forms

(Brown 1984).

However, in the process of furthering scientific exactitude, meaning

may be lost. According to Ellen lithe restricted check-list approach

exemplified by the work of Berlin and his associates cannot ... cope with

the wider dimensions of variation between systems. It tends not only to
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reify a particular kind of classification (that which we call

taxonomic), but seems to claim that a large number of semantic fields

are at all times similarly organised" (1979:6). Berreman (1966)

characterises analyses of such domains as colour (Conklin 1955),

firewood (Metzger and Williams 1966) and disease terms (Frake 1961) as

"really rather trivial", and Vayda and Rappaport <1968:491), while

defending the importance of cognitive studies in ecology, have found the

presentation of paradigms and taxonomies characterized by such studies

to be "ethnosystemat ics" rather than ethnoecology. Rappaport sees a

need, in construct lng what he calls the 'cui tural grammars' of

ethnoscience, to consider the "larger metaphysical and epistemological

contexts which, as far as the actors are concerned. give them value and

the methodology of this sort of research, wi th what he

over-reliance on the "well-informed informant" and its

significance"

concern about

sees as its

<1979: 116; d. Ellen 1982:210). Johnson (1974) adds

assumption that an individually derived cognitive model is culturally

shared.

Thus, however justified the ethnosc1entif1c enterprise might be in

terms of the circumscribed quest ions it sets out to answer, would

agree with Johnson that it is undesirable that "the cultural realm,

regarded to a great extent as free from the influences of the world of

practical activity and necessity, should be studied apart from those

influences" (1974:94). For him, "analyses of the shared cognitive

aspects of human ecological systems must increasingly take into account

the behavior which connects a people's ideas to the external environment

in which they attempt to survive ... it is the segregation of cognitive

analyses from practical activities which gives them the appearance of
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being trivial and dealing only with "systematics" <ibid:87>, What we

need to look at is "how cu l tural rules, conventions and determinants

transform information about the environment into practices which affect

ecological relations" (Ellen, 1982:211).

Such an automatic transformation cannot be assumed; as Burling

(964) reminds us, words or conscious recognition of objects do not

always reflect people's mental operations or mastery of the environment

and therefore are not always a reliable guide to decision making. What

is needed is the s Imul t aneous study of knowledge and behaviour. This

has to to a certain extent been done. For example, Metzger and

Williams' (1966), suggest that linguistic differences may be reflected

in the different uses of firewood by Indian and Ladino populations in

Mexico. Other writers have shed light on local ecological knowledge and

related this to land/habitat classification <e.g. Conklin 1967; Ellen

1982; Meilleur 1987) or subsistence practices (e.g, Basso 1972j Forman

1967; van Leysenseele 1979).

The question is, is there really such a simple relationship between

knowledge and behaviour, or can other variables also intervene? Is it

the case that, "in the ecological

not ions and actual behavior to be

sphere, we should expect cu l tural

in close correspondence, since the

validity of the cultural rules is constantly being tested in

environmental interactions where the price of confusion and error may be

malnutrition, serious injury, or death" (Johnson 1974:98)? Or is talk

of the "native... homo ecologicus" <Nowicki 1985) simply naive

utopianism, or, more accurately, adaptationism?

Some writers (e,g. Thrupp 1981j Reichel-Dolmatoff 1982) have argued

that local populat ions may possess profound ecological awareness but
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that they are thwarted in exercising this awareness by pressure from

other sources, Blaikie (1986) portrays resource use as being based not

just on knowledge and physical factors but political (and presumably

economic) factors too, and there is certainly a need to allow for the

influence of "regional political ecology" (Blaikie 1987) in

understanding people's relationship to their environment. However, is

'knowledge', as Blaikie suggests, the only cognitive factor operating in

the matrix, or can we (as anthropologists) allow 'culture' and 'society'

a wider influence on the scene?

I would argue that we can. I take as my start ing point Barth's

dictum that "the 'environment' of anyone ethnic group is not only

defined by natural conditions, but also by the presence and activities

of the other ethnic groups on which it depends" (1956: 1079>' This is

important because it offers anthropologists a much broader definition of

'environment' with which to work than that characteristically allowed by

human ecologists. However, if one allows other ethnic groups a place in

the 'social environment', there is no reason why other members of one's

own ethnic group could not also be included. One can take such an

approach even further by arguing, as does Douglas (1972), that the

environment is in its totality a socially constructed entity which is

being constantly reworked in cultural terms.

This broadest conception of 'environment' in social anthropology

thus u l t imately brings 'people' and 'environment I together, since they

do not have to be seen as mutually exclusive categories. Ethnic

identity is a product of interaction in the social environment. And the

social environment is part of the construction of the ethnic identity of

any group.
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What we have, then, is ecological anthropology in a state of flux.

While modern theoreticians have started to take a less materialist line

in their analyses, evidence of its materialistic and adaptationist past

still exists in many areas. Yet, as this thesis attempts to show,

materialism is only one aspect of people, their environment and the

relat ionship between the two, and would argue that there are many

potentially interesting and vital issues of use, perception and

meaning within ecological anthropology which are not sufficiently

addressed from many of the theoretical perspectives outlined above.

There is a need perhaps to step back from direct involvement in

ecological anthropology as it stands and look critically at the basic

premise of the subject, that it is the study of people and their

environment. What can social anthropologists contribute to our

understanding of these terms? In other words, what do we mean by

'people'? And what do we (and they) mean by 'environment'? The review

so far has set the scene for us to go on to look at questions such as

these, wi th reference both to soc ial anthropology and Yakha not ions of

environment and identity in East Nepal.

2.4 Back to Basics: 'People' and their 'Environment'

The People

In most research in human ecology, if circumscribing a population

for study has occasionally been found to be difficult, the difficulty,

when it occurs, has generally been regarded as a positivist problem of

technique (e.g. Montgomery 1977). The question of the epistemological

reality of a population label, that '''the population' - is not merely

subject to a statistical observation on the part of the observer, it is
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dependent on the subjective definition of that population by the human

beings concerned" (Ardener 1975) has seldom been addressed. Nor has the

ontological assumption that a population necessarily represents a shared

set of cultural beliefs and practices been sufficiently questioned.

For the social anthropologist, population is a definitional problem,

and one which can be discussed at many different levels. Amongst the

broadest definitional categories in the Nepalese case are the three

groups generally recognized as the Indo-Nepalese, the Tibeto-Burman

(amongst whom the Yakha belong) and the Tibetans. While it is possible

to distinguish the 'lands' of various Tibeto-Burman groups across the

middle hills (e.g. from west to east the Magar, Thakali, Gurung, Newar,

Tamang, Sunuwar, Rai and Lt mbui , the dominant population in the hills

overall is the Indo-Nepalese 'caste Hf ndus ", who make up two-thirds of

the hills and mountains population (Tuladhar 1977). This group

encompasses the high-caste Brahmins and Chetris as well as the

untouchable castes such as the Kami (b l ack sml ths) , Damai (tailors) and

Sarki (cobblers). The Tibetans, the smallest of the three broad

categories, are found primarily in the high hills and mountains.

Such categories have sometimes been used in scholarly analysis, such

as in Guillet's model of 'verticality' (1983j cf. Bajracharya 1983). In

this model the 'caste Hindu' Brahmin and Chetri populat ion is

concentrated at lower altitudes, the Tibeto-Burman at intermediate

levels and the Tibetans higher up. Differences in altitude (although

Goldstein and Messerschmidt (1980) would suggest lat i tude) have

important implicat ions for modes of 1i vel ihood, and may somet imes cut

across ethnic lines altogether - see Molnar (1981) and Fisher (1986) on

the Magers, and Schroeder (1985) on Nepalese agrlcul ture in general.
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Others have suggested that there may be broader, cultural attitudes

affect ing how part t cu l ar groups percei ve new possi bil it ies and

limi tat ions in their environment. FUrer-Haimendorf <1975: 288-89) talks

of the different 'social outlook' of the (predominantly Indo-Nepalese)

'cautious cultivators' and the (predominantly Tibetan) 'adventurous

traders' .

However, most social anthropologists choose to look below this level

in their researches. For them, to broach the question 'who are the

people' leads directly into the subject of ethnicity, a topic of ever

burgeoning interest within social anthropology, and one which is

particularly relevant to the anthropology of Nepal. As with most of the

richest concepts in social anthropology, ethnicity is "a term that

invites endless and fruitless definitional argument among those

professional intellectuals who think that they know, or ought to know,

what it means" (Chapman et a1 1989:11), For the purposes of this

thesis, I would accept the broad definition that ethnicity is concerned

"with subnational units, or minorities of some kind or another", and

that as such it is a phenomenon lito be subsumed under the general study

of the classification of people (by themselves and others)", which in

turn is subsumed by classification in general, " an area of expertise

that anthropology has made its own" <ibid:17).

The anthropology of Nepal has long been concerned with subnational,

minor I ty cu l tural uni t s , yet there has been a tendency to see the

question of how these are defined as unproblematic. The basic

ethnographic 'spade work' mentioned above has been I iable to present

part icular tribal, caste or ethnic groups as cu l t ure l isolates. This

reflects the understandable need for simple boundaries when undertaking
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ethnographic fieldwork in a new area such as Nepal, but also a

traditional approach in social anthropology, which sees the description

of bounded cultural units (principally ethnic groups, studied at

community level) as the stock-in-trade of the anthropological

enterprise. However, this boundary is frequently one of the

anthropologist's own making rather than that of the people themselves.

We are thus in danger of perpetuating what Allen calls the "traditional

and stereotypic ethnographic map of a tribal area". Such a map "shows

a patchwork or mosaic of subareas, each wi th its own language, customs

and ethnonym, and the typical tribal study takes one such group as the

unit of description" <1981:168; cf. Holmberg 1989:12-13).

What are the problems wi th what Allen labels the "one tribe/one

culture" <1976:501> view? One is that the interaction which there may

have been between a particular group and wider pan-Nepalese phenomena is

often downplayed. Similarities between the group in question and other

groups in Nepal can thus be overlooked. This is perhaps excusable

considering the cultural complexity of Nepal as a whole, the limited

amount of time a researcher often has in the field and the consequent

difficulties of accumulating comparative, contextualising data on the

group in question. Nepalese scholars are at an advantage here, because

when conducting research in their own country they should at least have

the contextual knowledge of their natal cu l ture wi th which to compare

their fieldwork experiences. However, as the amount of ethnographic

data from across Nepal increases it should be possible for scholars from

whatever background to give a more comparative dimension to their

research.

This is necessary, because to wri te about an ethnic group as if 1t
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were unique is to deny an answer to questions of pan-Nepalese

s i mf l ar i t ies of the sort implied by Macdonald when he asks "Y a-t-ll une

civilisation de l'himAlaya?" [' is there a Himalayan civilization?']

(1981:38), or suggested by Allen in his proposition that the hills and

plains c u l tures of Nepal can be looked at "in terms of independent

development from a substratum of ideas that may once have been

Widespread in the Indo-Tibetan (or even East Eurasian) area" (1981:179),

As well as limiting the scope for comparative research, such an approach

also contri butes to the "exaggerat ion of di fferences" which Boon

suggests is a mark of both ethnographic writing and the cultures which

are written about (1982:26),

Assuming 'one tribe/one culture' also leads to descriptions which

could be accused of presenting an ethnic group as an overly unified,

coherent whole. This is a less excusable trait, because empirical

evidence is usually there to disprove it. Cultural beliefs, for

instance, may well vary wi th age, sex, educat ion and status, amongst

other variables, Furthermore, Nepal is positioned at the meeting place

of the 'great' religious/ideological traditions of Hinduism and

Buddhism, as well as the many 'little' animist traditions. The contact

and interact ion there has been between all these makes it d i ff icul t to

treat Nepal as a place where categorical statements of the type 'the x

are., .. ' or I the x believe ... ,' can always be made. Moreover it is a

truism to say that Nepal is a country experiencing rapid social,

economic and political changes. These changes are occurring at

different rates in different times and places (the different

geographical regions such as the Kathmandu Valley, the middle hills and

the lowland Tarai making convenient points of contrast in this regard),
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If an ethnic group is geographically dispersed to any extent, then

cultural variation is even more likely.

Thus an ethnic label can represent beliefs and behaviours which may

traverse the boundaries of that label, or it can represent beliefs and

behaviours which vary markedly within the boundaries of the label. The

'one tribe/one culture' approach effectively marginalizes such

var Ia t ion.

A further criticism of a 'one tribe/one culture' view is its

essential ahistoricism. According to Chapman et 81 1989; d. Evans

Pritchard 1961), there is an unfortunate tradition of estrangement

between social anthropology and history. Ethnic labels do not remain

static through time. To give an example of such change in the Nepalese

context, Holmberg argues that the "Temang peoples' current tendency to

see a greater affinity among themselves as one people with a common

origin, history, and set of clans is ... a recent phenomenon", the resul t

of a general acceptance of state definitions of identity and increased

migration and mobility which have brought greater contact amongst Tamang

from diverse cultural backgrounds <1989:20). Consequently there is as

much variation, linguistic and cultural, within the ethnic group

encompassed by the term Tamang as there is between this and other ethnic

groups (ibid.).

Accepting that ethnic identi ty is part of the process of

classification, and thus a product of social construction rather than

biophysical rea l I t y , the question becomes 'who does the construct ing'?

and 'how does it work'? For some, ethnicity is externally imposed.

"Ethnicity in Nepal cannot be understood apart from the external

political factors that have impinged on villagers' lives" (Levine
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1987:86). Sometimes identity derives from colonial or quasi-colonial

representations (e,g, Clarke 1977; James 1977>, Such an 'outside-in'

view is a major and under-appreciated component of ethnicity, but it

could overlook the ways in which ethnic groups themselves may

appropriate. manipulate and subvert these externally derived labels for

their own ends. Barth takes the opposi te, 'inside-out' view, in which

ethnicity consists of internally felt boundaries which mark out an

ethnic group in contrast to others (Barth 1959). Yet such internally

derived labels are hard to imagine unless derived from or realised in

interaction with the outside world. and are again 1iable to 'lariat ion

and manipulation within the group and in the group's dealings with the

outside world. In shod, both these approaches could be accused of

seeing people in overly static terms. as pawns in the socio-cultural

manufacture of a single ethnicity rather than as active participants in

the negotiation of multiple ethnic realities.

The idea that ethnic identities are manipulated has been developed

in the Nepal context by Manzardo (1982) in his application of Goffman's

theory of 'impression management' to the case of Thakali hotel owners on

the trail from Jomsom to Pokhara in West Central Nepal, The Thakali are

a Tibeto-Burman group, with their own set of idiosyncratic and largely

secret ritual practices which are maintained 'behind the scenes' while

they simultaneously follow the religious practices of their immediate

neighbours. Manzardo attributed this apparent fluidity of Thakali

religion to the process of impression management, whereby the Thakali

prospered partly by appearing to adopt the religion of the groups

amongst whom they lived and traded,

There were echoes of this process amongst the Yakha, but I would
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argue that rather than the conscious subterfuge implied by the term

'impression management', for the Yak ha there was no essential

contradiction in the religious syncretism they manifested. In addition,

the Yakha had a series of identity labels for different social

environments. Their different identities, like their different

environments, provided a social, cu l tural and economic repertoire

through which change, similarity and difference were negotiated.

Among the identity labels used. at one end of the scale was the term

'Kiranti ', encompassing the neighbouring Limbu and Rai groups, which had

a historical validity (Chapter Three) and which an educated Yakha might

use in expressing his identity in opposition to the nation state

(Chapter Eight). At the next level was the term I Rai' which Yakha

migrants might use to identity themselves to outsiders such as Gurkha

recrui t ing off icers (Chapter Seven). Most Yakha in the Gurkhas called

themselves 'Rai', even though, as we shall see, they saw themselves as

culturally and linguistically much more closely related to the

neighbouring Limbu. My interpretation of this is that identification as

I Rai' enabled them to benefi t from the generally known and fearsome

collective reputation of this group and made it easier for outsiders to

place them in the tribal mosa i c , To identify themselves as Limbu, for

r-eesons of demography, would have been to suggest absorption into this

numerically and politically more powerful ethnic group.

The title 'Yakha' was generally only heard in the local inter-ethnic

social environment (Chapter Three). In the household environment, clan

names such as 'Llnkha', 'Challa', and I Koyonga' were more appropriate.

These were the lowest uni ts which Yakha were I ikely to recognize, and

were important in establishing potential marriage partners amongst them
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and funeral and other ritual obligations. Below this certain clans

could be divided into subclans such as the 'Panch bhai' or 'Iknap'

Linkha, while personal first names, 'flower names', nicknames and

kinship terms helped to distinguish people within the clan and

household (Chapter Five). Finally there was the sammetli~, an identity

which was used in dealings with the spirit world (Chapter Four).

Thus Yakha identity was intimately connected to the environments in

which they operated, and was used and manipulated to ease their passage

through a variety of worlds including their homes, the village, the

nation state, the military and even the spirit world. This will become

clearer in the chapters which follow.

The Environment

Partly for reasons outlined earlier in this chapter, social

anthropologists have tended to have less to say about 'the environment'

than they have about 'the people'. For human ecologists, the

environment has tended to be subsumed under the rubric of subsistence

activities. It has become almost a commonplace to say that to

understand the dynamics of subsistence in Nepal, it is necessary to

understand forest, grass and cropland as a system of interlinked

resources, the flow of which is outlined by Ramsay (1986; cf. Macfarlane

1976:42-3) and is summarised in Fig. 2.3. This is perhaps the classical

view of the 'environment' from the ecosystems perspective of human

ecology in Nepal.

For the social anthropologist, there are several problems with a

diagram such as this, apart from its simplification and lack of a
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Fig. 2.3: Nepalese Hill Agricultural 'Environment' from a Systems
Perspective

temporal dimension. Assuming the 'environment' to be soc i a 11y

constructed, we need first to ask how the term 'environment' translates

in the different cu l tural context. This was a major problem in the

Yakha case, since there was no word in the Yakha language which even

approximated the meanings we associate with the term 'environment' in

English. The closest equivalent was probably the Nepali varipari. This,

when used as a noun, could be broadly translated by the English

'surroundings' .G.

The Yakha would want to include in varipari the spirit world (see

Chapter Four), other ethnic groups (a la Barth - see Chapter Three) and

also other Yakha clans, lineages and family members with whom they might

interact (Chapter Five). For them, the environment was thus intensely

'social', much more so than the 'farming household' in the diagram above
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suggests.

Varipari for the Yakha would also include the world beyond the

immed i ate conf ines of Tamaphok . The diagram could thus be cri t ic 1zed

for its closure and disregard for the passage out of people and goods

(Chapter Seven) and passage in of goods, ideas and people (Chapter

Eight> .

The basis for the rest of this thesis, then, is that 'environment'

as perceived by the Yakha was a very different concept to 'environment'

as perceived of by many human ecologists. If anything, it was much more

akin to the idea of 'soctal environment' outlined tn the previous

section. Interaction in the social environment was an important venue

for the creation and manipulation of Yakha identity.

2.5 Conclusion

This chapter has examined the interest in ecological questions

amongst anthropologists working in Nepal, and has attempted to show what

implications recent paradigm shifts in the study of Himalayan ecology

may have on these interests. It has also looked critically at the

theoretical perspectives offered by the subdiscipline of ecological

anthropology and their relevance for the study of the Yakhe , It has

called for the need to re-examine the terms on which the discipline of

human ecology is based, namely 'people' and their 'environment'. The

argument has been made that the two cannot necessarily be so neatly

divided, since from the social anthropological perspective •people' are

the creators of their 'environment' and conversely the 'environment' is

one of the main forums for the creation of ethnic identi ty. This
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chapter has offered a necessary theoretical background and has raised

questions which the following ethnographic chapters address.

Notes: Chapter Two

1. For an interesting account of this process, see Sandbach (1980).

2. For example Tilman 1952; Eckholm 1975, 1976; Rieger 1978/9;
Bhattarai 1979; USAID 1980; Calkins 1981; Blalkie et s l 1980; La l l and
Moddie 1981; US Academy of Sciences 1981; Seddon 1983; Myers 1986.

3. For example, Wallace reports that between 1976 and 1985 more than
$189 million was spent or promised as foreign aid for reforestation in
Nepal (1981). Carter lIsts no fewer than 68 organisations involved in
forestry in the country (1987).

4. I treat 'ecological anthropology', 'human ecology' and 'cuI tural
ecology' synonymOUSly in this thesis.

5. I t seems to me the western concept of 'environment' has acquired
characteristics akin to Ellen's ena l ys l s of a fetish (1988), an idea I
plan to make the subject of a separate paper. Otherwise 'environment'
In English should be synonymous with 'surroundings', which it clearly 1s
not.
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Chapter Three: Yakha Identity: The Social Environment

3.1 Introdyctlon

The previous chapter highlighted the limitations of traditional

studies of 'people' and 'environment' in a s i tuation where, as in the

case of the Yakha, one is dealing with multiple identities and multiple

environments. This chapter looks prhnerlly at the nature of Yakha

identity, as it had been forged historically and as we saw it being

negot i ated and manipulated in Temaphok during our fieldwork. It argues

that Yakha identities can only be understood in relation to the other

ethnic groups which made up the social environment of which the Yakha

were a part. It looks at Yakha percept ions of this environment, and at

how these perceptions in turn fed in to the creation, maintenance and

manipulation of Yakha identities. Subsequent chapters will look at

other environments in the 11ves of the Tamaphok Yakha and how Yekhe

perceptions of these environments also contributed to the creation and

expression of Yakha identities.

The Yakha had probably always been, through their interaction wi th

non-Yakha, in a state of cultural flux. The main historical model which

has been used to explain the incorporation of groups such as the Yakha

into the centralized Hindu state is that of Sanskri t l za t Ion. In his

exposition of the concept, Srinivas (1955) described how groups of

relatively low status in the caste system assume the trappings of

Hinduism in order to increase their economic, social and political

status. In this model, tribal groups such as the Yakha lose their

traditional values and beliefs in the wake of over-bearing Hindu

influence (cf. Messerschmidt 1982, on the Thakali).
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Certainly Yakha identity, their sense of difference from others with

whom they came into contact, was fluid and shifting. The introduction

of Hindu elements into their society had, as we shall see, provided a

plethora of new social and cultural traits with which to negotiate and

define Yakha identity. Yakha in Tamaphok tended to stress the

commonalities between their own and other cultures In particular

contexts, and emphasise the differences In others. It could be said

that the essence of Yakha culture lay less in the rigid maintenance of

particular cultural traits than in a Willingness to incorporate

influences, l tngu i et t c , social or religious from the world around into

Yakha culture.

However, while there was a tendency to incorporate new cu l tural

elements into the Yakha's own, the absorption of Hindu practices and

values did not necessarily mean old forms were done away with. There

were limits to the borrowing which did occur, since only those elements

that 'fit' the pre-existing matrices of Yakha culture were likely to be

successful. Furthermore, even when cul tural borrowing had taken place,

in the process of transition cultural elements were often changed

subtly, either knowtng l y or unconsciously, as they became part of the

loosely bounded field we could label Yakha culture. Nor were the

culture and traditions of the incoming caste Hindus necessarily static.

In some cases it was qui te possi ble that their own tradi t ions had

changed while the borrowed Hindu traditions of the Yakha had stayed the

same. Whatever the cause, this chapter will at tempt to show how the

performance of even ostensibly Sanskritized rituals, such as the

festivals of Dasai- and Tihar, described in detail towards the end of
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the chapter, tended to mark their practitioners out as Yakha.

3.2 Yakha Identity in History

The XlrantJ Soup

The void concerning the Yakha in the ethnographic literature is

paralleled by a void in historical knowledge about the group, making the

Yakha in a very real sense a 'people without history' (Wolf, 1982). As

a small tribal group, the history of the Yakha has tended to be subsumed

under the history of other ethnic groups, first Kiranti, then in some

quarters (after the 'unification' of Nepal in the late 18th century)

Rai. 'Kirantl' (kira~ti) is a term for the original tribal peoples of

East Nepal, principally Limbu, Yakhe , and a negotiable number of Re I ,

who were concentrated in the area known as Kirant (KiraNt). Kirant was

conventionally subdivided into three parts, These were named (from the

perspective of Kathmandu) Vallo Kira~t ('Hither Kirant'), Ma1h Klra~t

('Middle Kirant' between the Dudh Kosi and Arun rivers), and Pallo

KiraNt ('Further Kirant'), the area beyond the Arun river and our

principal concern. Pallo Kirj§Nt was home to the majority of Nepal

dwelling Yakha and was also sometimes known as Llmbuvan because of the

dominance of the neighbouring Limbu tribe in the area.

Yakha origin myths tended to place themselves in a lowly position

relative to the other Kiranti groups, One Yakha dhami <medical

practitioner) told us that while all the rest of the Kiranti were

descended from the maksi~ <kal cura, whistling thrush) (the eldest

<kokaha~) being the forbear of the Rai and the second born (puliha~) the

father of the Ll mbu) , the Yakha were made from chicken shi t (sul i).

("Scratch your arm" said another dhami to our research assistant Bhim
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Bahadur one day: "doesn't It smell like chicken shit? We all come from

chicken sh i t l " ) . Another man said 'Yakha' derived from the word Y8khs8

('down there'). According to him, the first Yakha was an older brother

of the Limbu. The Yakhe went away for a wh i l e , and when he returned

there was nowhere for him to stay. In response to the question "where

should I live?" his younger brother replied "Y8khs8". Hence the origin

of the word 'Yakha'. Stories like these exemplified the Yakha sense of

histQ~lcal and numerical 1nfe~lority.

A close historical relationship with the Limbu is further evidenced

by the fact that, when talking amongst themselves, the Limbu use a

similar autonym, Yss thutib«, (van Driem, 1987: x i x i , Das <1896: 31)

suggested that the autonym 'YAk-thumba' meant 'yak-herd'. However, Van

Driem could not find any evidence to support this etymOlogy amongst the

Limbu, and was unable to find anyone who could tell him the origin or

meaning of the term <l987:xlx). Yakha in Tamaphok also recognized the

autonym y8kthuf}bB as denoting both Limbu and Yakha people (although to

denote themsel ves they more of ten said yBkhBbB). It is qui te likely

that the autonym was egocentric, the name yekheb« also equat ing wi th

'mankind in general'. A 'person' in Yakha was y8'mi, although this word

never stood alone but was only used with a qualifier e.g. wemph8 Y8'mi

(man), and meed Y8 I ml (woman).

'Kirata' are spoken about in the Mahabharata, and whether or not

they are the same, there is no reason to doubt the long-term presence of

a group with the title Kirantl in eastern Nepal. Their influence may

even once have extended beyond the region since, at the apogee of their

power in the 11th century AD, a group called Klranti is said to have
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controlled the Kathmandu valley. Because of this, Hodgson saw the Yakha

and Limbu, along with some of the Rai tribes, as the diminished remnants

of a once powerful group. The rest of the Rai , he speculated, were

similarly the 'broken' remnants of a once larger tribe (Hodgson,

1858),1.

However, it Is questionable whether either the Kiranti or the rest

of the Rai were ever unified entities, linguistically, socially or

politically, The inhabitants of Pallo KiraNt were probably divided up

into small chieftainships, perhaps corresponding to contemporary ethnic

or linguistic groups. At the time the Gorkha king Prithvi Narayan Shah

began his 'conquest' of East Nepal in 1773, some of these groups were

under the suzerainty of the Sen dynasty of Makwanpur (6 more western

settlement), and others were nominally controlled by the Raja of Sikkim.

One branch of the Sen dynasty ran its affairs from Chaudandi in Majh

KiraNt, and another, which controlled some of the areas now inhabited by

the Yakha, was based at Vijayapur, a hi 11 fort located about two miles

east of Dharan on the edge of the Tarai (Regmi, 1978), Given the

topography of the region, it is hard to imagine that the Sen kings had

much real influence on the day-to-day affairs of the various Kiranti

chieftains, or what pol itical forms the chieftains upheld, Leach's

study of the Kachin of highland Burma (1954) should alert us to the

potential of Tibeto-Burman tribal systems for oscillation and change.

The GorlIha Conquest

Makwanpur was conquered by Pr i thy i Narayan Shah on 23rd October

1762, and Vijaypur fell nearly twelve years later on 17th July 1774

(Stiller, 1973: 122-3, 137), From here the Gorkhali troops moved
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inland, and came into contact wi th Sikkimese forces, from whom they

captured the garrison town of Chainpur in 1776. According to St iller

<1973:150,281>, Limbu warriors were to be found fighting on both sides

in the battle. The Nepalese government established its administrative

headquarters in Chainpur, on a hi 11 ridge wi thin sight of present day

Tamaphok, and brought in many Newar families from the Kathmandu valley

to add demographic support to its political dominion. Hamilton (1819)

described the town (which he calls 'Chayenpur'), as primarily a garrison

for 100 government troops under the direction of a man called the Subah.

There was apparently very little land revenue raised from the region at

that time, the chief income for the state being from customs dut ies

levied by 'golas' (customs houses) con troll ing an extens i ve trade wi th

T1 bet,

The Shah kings formalized a form of land tenure amongst the Kiranti

known as kipat (kipar>, The kipat system legitimated the traditional

occupation of land by members of particular ethnic groups, and according

to Regmi was probably "e re l ic of the customary land tenure that the

Mongolian communities established in the areas occupied by them prior to

Indo-Aryan penetration" (1978:538). Regmi points out that the use of

the term I kipat' probably originated in West Nepal before the Gorkha

conquest and was only applied to the land tenure system of the Limbus

(and other groups) in East Nepal by analogy towards the end of the 18th

century <ibid:536). The Shah kings only recognized as kipat those lands

which had been under this form of tenure during the reign of the Sen

kings, prior to the Gorkha conquest <ibid:537). This was doubtless the

result of political expediency at the time.

As Gorkha power strengthened, so could the kipat system be eroded in
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favour of forms of land tenure more lucrative for the state. In 1791,

according to Regmi, Ran Bahadur Shah sent inspectors to the eastern

districts with instructions to confirm lands as kipat only where

documentary proof of title could be provided <ibid:543), There have

subsequently been repeated attempts at the national level to weaken the

system in favour of the forms of state landlordism which existed

elsewhere (Caplan, 1970; Regmi, 1978),

It does not seem, at least initially, that the Shah kings had any

more influence over the traditional headmen than had the Sen kings

before them. As Regmi puts it, "although they were incorporated in

Prithvi Narayan Shah's rapidly expanding empire, he found it more

expedient to bring the Kiratis under the general suzerainty of the

Gorkha dynasty than to annex their terri tory outright. He therefore

recognized the local chiefs and guaranteed the securi ty of the rights

and privileges they had enjoyed under the Sen kings" (1978:539),

Hooker, travelling in the early part of the 19th century, was surprised

to find that Bhote Limbus in Olangchung (now Walungchung) were paying

taxes to both Nepal and Sikkim. The Limbus, Hooker wrote, being

"equally dependent on Nepal and Tibet, they naturally hold themselves

independent of both, and I found that my roving commission from the

Nepal Rajah was not respected, and the guard of Gorkhas held very cheap"

<1854: 149-50),

There was certainly benefit for the Shah kings (as indeed there had

been for the Sen kings before them) both to depend on and to have as

dependants a class of local headmen who could act as their

representatives in otherwise ungovernable areas, Thus, as time went on,

the powers of these headmen, such as controll ing the distribution of
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land amongst kinsmen and adjudicating criminal and legal disputes, were

allowed to grow.

Pri thvi Narayan Shah had refrained from imposing taxes on !:..l;tllQ

Kira~t, wishing to maintain goodwill (or perhaps more accurately, not

wishing to develop enmity) with the more distant and less malleable

subjects in the strategically important parts of his over-stretched

empire. Not until Gorkha power was more secure, in the reign of Ran

Bahadur Shah (1778-99>, was a tax system of sorts introduced. In 1820

and 1827 a tax collect ion system known as Thekka Thi ti was inst igated.

This gave the headmen the authority and responsibility to collect taxes

not only from kipat homesteads but also from raikar (the more usual form

of 'state landlordism') holdings, as well as to collect and pass on to

the state occupational taxes (from low caste groups) and the proceeds of

fines imposed by the headman in his judicial rule. Regmi argues

strongly that such duties were not part of the 'traditional' privilege

of kipat (1978:563),

Both 'Limbu' and 'Rai' are Nepali ethnonyms dating from the conquest

period.:;<'· According to Pokhrel et s l (2040 V, S. : 1130) the word raj is

an old Nepali word for an excise and tax collector. Its use as a label

for the various tribes predominating in Maih Klra~t probably derives

from the fiscal authority and title given by Prlthvi Narayan Shah to the

local headmen after his military campaigns. Later the honorific title

became the collective name and developed an ontological status of its

own, just as the term "Subba ", with equi valent meaning to 'Rai', was

given to the Limbu headmen and became an alternative designation for

members of that tribe, The Yakha headman was called the ma,ihiya, but

this seems never to have come into common parlance as an ethnic marker.
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Instead, the term jimindar (meaning 'landowner/landlord') reflecting the

status of the Yakha as kipat holders, became shortened to jim! and was

used both wi thin and outside the group.:c·· This st ill seemed to be

popular amongst Yakha school children. Another ethnonym, which appeared

to be of declining importance during our fieldwork, was the term dewan

(Bf s t e 1967: 32).

What all this shows is the 'invention of tradition' in the wake of

the Gorkhali invasion. Caplan (1970) considered the kipat system to be

a fundamental part of Limbu ident i ty, but while undoubtedly based on

some sort of pre-existing land tenure system, kipet and the system of

maihiya who controlled it were also a product of the political

machinations of the new Gorkhali rulers. Legislation has now largely

abolished the kipat system, although the ma1hiya in Tamaphok still

collected a token amount of land tax (tiro) from household heads each

year which they took to the distrIct headquarters in Khandbari.

However, while there was still some prestige attached to the post

(reflected in the competition between two male cousins, both of whom

thought they had inheritance rights to a maihiya-ship) their role had

largely diminished to a ceremonial one. They expected a payment of

raksi (spirits) and 5 NRs (lOp) from a bridegroom taking one of their

kinsmen's daughters away in marriage, for example, and it was their role

to perform the main sacrifice to Durga at the Dasai- festival each year

(see below),

Thus the old system had dec! ined, but Yakha ident i ty remained. To

understand the ways in which this ident I ty was created and maintained,

it is necessary to understand a little of the subsequent history of the

Yakha and the formation of the social environment of which they were a
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part. We shall then go on to look at how this social environment

appeared to be shaping Yakha identity during our fieldwork.

SBnskrJ t lzation

Prithvi Narayan Shah and his successors encouraged the settlement of

land in the east by non-Kiranti wherever possible, through the issue of

land grants to incoming settlers. Regmi suggests this may have begun as

a result of large-scale migration of Kiranti to Sikkim following the

conquest by Prithvi Narayan Shah, when abandoned kipat land was

confiscated by the government and issued to non-Kiranti under different

tenure arrangements <1978:540>' While the encroachment on kipat land

was prohibited, there was nothing to stop the government making

arrangements for the reclamation of wasteland by members of other groups

<ibid: 537). However, the main source of land grants to other groups

were probably, as Caplan (1970) suggests in the case of the Limbu, the

Kiranti themselves. This was to their advantage because the settlers

were expected to provide both labour and a following for the landlords,

as well as a monetary pittance for the transaction. However, the status

of kipat land was never secure. For example, in 1886 the government

introduced legislation allowing for all kipat land settled by Indo

Nepalese to be converted into 'raikar' <i.e. virtually freehold) tenure

(Regmi 1978: 549-550>' Caplan sees the alienation of kipat land as the

result of a longer-term, double-edged policy on the part of the

government in Kathmandu to keep the strategically but distantly located

eastern tribal peoples placated while at the same time converting their

land from kipat to other forms of tenure at every opportunity (1970).

The new settlers brought the Nepali language and Hindu culture with
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them to the middle hi l l s of East Nepal, Yet it would be a mistake to

see them as a homogenous group. As well as the Brahmin and Chetri

castes there were the so-called • untouchables' such as the Kami

(blacksmiths), Damai (tailors) and Sarki (cobblers), Allen, writing

about the Hinduisation of marriage rituals amongst the Thulung Rai ,

suggests "if there is one thing we can be sure of in the absence of

historical records, it is that the khas (as they are sometimes still

called), when they first migrated into the Thulung area, brought with

them a culture very different from the Hinduism of their descendants,

the Chetris of today" (1987: 33). Apart from the Indo-Nepalese, there

wer·e a l ec Naw,;;r~! not ,;;il of whom were Hindu 01' spoke Nepali. 'I'r t be l

groups such as the Gurung, Magar and Tamang also migrated eastwards

before and after the conquest. According to Hamilton, the Magar came as

government soldiers (1819: 160).

The arrival of the Indo-Nepalese made caste an increasingly

important influence in the lives of the Yekha. The MulukI Ain <legal

code) promulgated in 1854 out lined commensal and marriage rules which

were to apply across Nepal. The MulukI Ain can be seen as an attempt to

codify the place of the Tibeto-Burmese peoples in Nepalese society, and

to integrate the people as a whole under the banner of a Hindu nation

with a caste ideology. This classed the Limbu Kiranti amongst the

'enslavable alcohol drinkers', in an intermediate posi tion below the

Gurung and Magar (who were 'non-enslavable alcohol drinkers') but above

the pan I nacalne (' water unacceptable') and untouchable castes (HBfer

1979: 141).

The other major change associated with the arrival of caste Hindu
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settlers was from a pattern of shifting agriculture to one of

intensified production in which rice cultivation played a central part.

Hodgson, one of the few 19th century Europeans to walk through the

eastern hills, wrote:

The general style of cultivation is that appropriate to the
uplands, not the more skilful and profitable sort practised in
the level t r ac t s ; and though the villages of the Kf r ent i s be
fixed, yet their cultivation is not so, each proprietor within
his own ample limits shifting his cultivation perpetually,
according as anyone spot gets exhausted" (1880:400).

He added that the plough was rarely used, and the main products he saw

were maize, buckwheat, millet, legumes, dry rice and cotton. From the

stories we were told, it would appear that the diet of the people at

that time was supplemented by hunting and gathering in forests rich in

game, plants and honey. Shifting cultivation had been abandoned for as

long as anyone in Tamaphok could remember, but 1 shall suggest in

Chapter Six that the richness, diversity and types of crops of an ideal

Yakha ghar-bari (house-field) could perhaps be seen as echoing the

horticultural techniques of the past, just as the continuing use of

pellet bows as an item of apparel by Yakhe men reflected their much

greater use of forests for hunting in the past.

Thus the arrival of the caste Hindus and other groups had profound

implications for the social environment of the Yakhe , and for their

perceptions of themselves in that environment. Let us look next at what

it meant for the contemporary distribution of the Yakha and the

boundaries they perceived to their ethnicity.
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Conte-porary Distribution and Bthnic Boundaries

The in-migrat ion of so many di fferent ethnic groups following the

Gorkha invasion, and the movement of many Kirant i back and forth to

North-East India and beyond, contributed to the present-day distribution

of people calling themselves Yakha, and the social environment we

observed in Tamaphok. It was impossible to gain a comprehensive picture

of the distribution of the Yakha or their numbers. 'Yakha' had never

been an ethnic category in the Nepal or Indian censuses, and presumably

normally appeared coalesced with Ral , All we could do was simply ask

people what they knew about the distribution of the Yakha, and

complement this with our own observations and conversations while

travelling around East Nepal. As we did so we repeatedly came across or

were told about fresh pockets of people regarded as Yakha.

The word 'pocket' is appropriate, for nowhere were Yakha the

numerically dominant group within a pancayat and rarely were they the

dominant group within a ward. The ODA's KHARDEP project had produced

figures on ethnic breakdown within pancayats in the Koshi Hills region,

based on an analysis of electoral rolls. Again Yakha were unfortunately

not distinguished from Rai in the list, but by talking to people we were

able to find out about some of the pancayats close to Tamaphok in which

Yakha were located. Since most Yakha would have called themselves Rai

for electoral purposes, we could assume a proportion of the 'Rai'

population in each pancayat was likely to be Yakhe , In the case of

Temaphok we discovered that the 'Rai' listed in ward 5 were entirely

Yakhe . The figures are tabulated in Fig. 3.1.
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Pancayat tIN Rat Wards with highest t I N Rai

Ankhibhui 30·5% I 1209 1 - 62·9% I 263
3 - 53'2% I 314
7 - 47·5% I 242

Mamli ng 16·2% I 426 4 83·6% I 199
5 - 40·75 I 148

Tamaphok 27·8% I 943 5 95'6% I 415
6 - 40·8% I 183

Mad! Mulkharka 20'5% I 677 4 - 69·3% I 201
6 - 34·5% I 161

Baneswar 17·7% I 424 5 96· 1% I 198
8 - 43·8% I 95
9 - 41·9% I 129

Kharang 28·0% I 1082 2 - 48·5% I 253
3 - 51' 1% I 193
6 - 50·9% I 206

Mawad!n 27'7% I 644 2 - 50·9% I 206
4 71'1% I 180
5 - 44·7% I 176

Fig. 3.1: Proportion of 'Rai' <presumably mainly Yakha) in selected
pancayats

There were also, of course, pockets of Yakha in other pancayats not

included in this list, since people calling themselves Yakha were widely

distributed across the hills and, to a lesser and more historically

recent extent, the plains of East Nepal. Looking across the region as a

whole, however, the Yakha pockets all seemed to be located east of the

Arun Ri ver, wi th the greatest concentrat ions in the two northernmost

pancayats of Dhankuta district and the four southernmost pancayats of

Sankhuwasabha (see Map 3). We were told about a Yakha population in

Yangre/Chaubise (Raj aran I pancayat, a pancayat in the southern part of

Dhankuta district) which appeared to be something of an anomaly, as does

a group of 70 households in Angna pancayat, Panchthar district (in
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neighbouring Mechi zone) recorded by Weidert and Subba <1985:8).4. More

research could usefully be done on the history and identity of these

groups.

Further afield, Yakha were also to be found in northeast India,

Sikk im, Bhutan and elsewhere. Some had migrated to other parts of

Nepal, there were male migrant workers in the Middle East, and other

Yakha men were engaged in army service in India, Hong Kong, Brunei and

the U. K., somet imes wi th their fami 1ies (see Chapter Seven). Weidert

and Subba raise the intriguing possibi 1i ty that there might be Limbu

located in Burma (1985:7). There is no reason why Yakha should not also

be found there, and indeed, one man in Tamaphok claimed that this was

the case, their presence dating from wartime and post-war service in the

British army. We also heard of one Yakha man from Dandagaon who, after

retiring from the Indian army, had gone to live in Malaysia.

Brahmin

Fig. 3.2: Ethnic Breakdown of Tamaphok Pancayat by Household
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At the local level, the figures for the ethnic distribution by

household in Tamaphok pancayat, gleaned from the figures and categories

used in the 1989 census, demonstrate the diversi ty present wi thin the

pancayat (see Fig. 3.2>. Ward 5 in Tamaphok pancayat had 141 Yakhe

households (with only 5 houses of other castes, all untouchables> and

there were 64 Yakha households (out of 156> in ward 6. Along with some

Yakhe houses in wards 4 and 7, there were probably about 250 Yakha

households in the pancayat as a whole, about 25% of the total (but much

exceeded in number by Chetri households which, as we can see, made up

35% of the total),5.

It would be nice to give a definitive response to the question 'how

many Yakha are there?'. This was a question often asked by outsiders

wanting to establish a few basic facts about the population we were

studying, and my normal reply was to say that there were probably

between 5,000 and 10,000. In view of the large numbers of 'heartland'

Yakha with relatives in India, and the often surprisingly Widespread

distribution of the group within Nepal, if pressed I would veer towards

the higher of these two figures, However, the total could be higher

still since it partly depended on how one determined the 'Yakha'/'non

Yakha' boundary. While Tamaphok appeared to be something of a heartland

of a reasonably unambiguous Yakha identity, further afield it was not

simply problems of ennumeration which made it difficult to decide how

many Yakha there were.

In Marek Katahare panchayat, Dhankuta district, for example, we

found a population claiming to be Yakha but speaking a totally different

language, which Tamaphok Yakha called Chathare. Tamaphok Yakha were

generally uncertain as to the cultural status of these Chathare
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speakers, whom they generally called Mareki. Weidert and Subba describe

the "Chhatthare or Cbtie t tbere Llmbtl' language spoken in certain parts of

Dhankuta and Terhathum districts as "remarkably different not only from

Panchthar Limbu [the main dialectal variant of Limbul but from all other

Limbu dialects as well" <1985:5>. We wondered whether this language

might be more closely related to Yakha than Limbu, but when we compared

individual vocabulary items we found that this was hardly the case. One

informant, a student from Marek, claimed to be Yakha (although he called

himself '5ubba'), and furthermore believed he spoke the true Yakha

language, the language of Tamaphok being a Das Malhiya variant (a term

deriving from the 'ten ma1hiya' who were supposed to have once comprised

the political leadership of the local area). People in Tamaphok, while

accepting the Das Malhiya title for their language, argued that theirs

was the true Yakha.

Another student, also from Marek but attending Tamaphok High School

by boarding with his maternal uncle (Bk0rJba; mama) made similar claims

to Yakha identity. Yet the language he spoke and Das Maihiya Yakha were

mutually incomprehensible, We were told that the mother of this student

understood Chathare but did not speak it (since she was born in Tamaphok

and therefore spoke Das Ma1hiya Yakha, a language her son could

understand but in which he could not communicate). Therefore, she had

to address the student's father in Nepali. The only indication we had

that Chathare might be closer to Yakha than other Limbu dialects was the

statement that Chathare speakers learning Yakha have less of an accent

than other Limbu speakers, who make the language sound clipped in

comparison.

Were we to have extended our researches out further, to take in the
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P8~C Khappar <lit. 'Five Skulls') Yakha whom we were told lived further

northwest towards the Arun, and other 'Yakha' groups elsewhere in the

country and abroad, the situation would doubtless have appeared even

more complex. Whi l e arbi trary boundaries could be drawn around a group

labelled 'Yakha', there was in reality no neatly bounded unit which

could be unequivocally thus defined, especially in view of the range and

contradictions of ernie categories illustrated above.

The relatively small numbers of Yakha <however defined) parallel the

demographics of the various Rai tribes in east Nepal, and may help to

explain why the Yakha are often subsumed in this group by outsiders

rather than being regarded as an autonomous group separate from both

Limbu and Ret , It also perhaps partly helps to explain a different

attitude to the social environment which could be seen amongst the Yakha

compared to the numerically more dominant Limbu <estimated by Subba on

linguistic grounds to number 180,000 Limbu within Nepal alone

<1976: 142». Regmi considers that the Limbu resisted the conversion of

their kipat lands,

probably because they were aware that this would be the first
step towards a fusion of the Limbu way of life into the
mainstream of Nepal i nat ional life. In the same way, they
have resisted the gradual Hinduization that has become the
common lot of most other minorities in the kingdom. All this
has given them an ethnic and cultural unity which has
resisted, with a considerable degree of success, the withering
away of their traditional customs and institutions <1978:547).

This has not been the case with the Yakha, as the following sections

will attempt to show.
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3.3 Language

We saw in the previous section how language was more ambiguous as a

marker of Yakha ethnic identity than might at first have appeared. This

was not simply because some people claiming to be Yakha spoke Tibeto-

Burman languages incomprehensible to the Yakha of Tamaphok. While in

Tamaphok use of Yakha was, on occasion, a public face or expression of a

unique Yakha ident i t y , in neighbouring pancayats it was also common to

find people claiming a Yakha identity who did not speak their own

language. For example, in Madi Mulkharka, the vi llage across the valley

from Tenaphok , whi Ie older Yakha spoke their own language, it was rare

to find children who could speak it. Madi Mulkharka had a lower

proportion of Yakha than Tamaphok pancayat, and it was widely acclaimed

as the most 'developed' pancayat in Sankhuwasabha district. Both these

facts were given as reasons why the Yakha language appeared to be dying

there.
the

Toba and Hale (1973) describe Yakha as a language in)eastern branch

of the 'Eastern Himalayish' section of the Bodie (as opposed to the

Burmi c) division of the Tibeto-Burman language group. I t shares its

posi t ion wi th some Rai languages (Bent ewa , Athpahar i ya, Lohorung,

Mewahang, Yamphu and their dialects) and all the dialects of the Limbu

language. While scholarly knowledge of the languages and cultures

represented by this branch is notably incomplete, a comparison of what

we learnt of Yakha wi th the Limbu presented in van Driem (1987) and

Weidert and Subba (1985) showed without doubt that while certain words

were the same, including some common verbs, the differences between the

Limbu and Yakha languages were more than dialectal. This was perhaps

surprising, since if the myths and stories surrounding the relationship
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between the two tribes were to be taken as 'history', then the Yakha and

Limbu had once been more closely related than they now were. Nor had

their subsequent estrangement been marked by any high degree of

isolation. There were long-standing tradi t ions of inter-group marriage

and other social contacts which continued to be strong.

The Yakha language as spoken in Tamaphok undoubtedly contributed to

a sense of ethnic or simply local identity. It also made the local

environment 'social', There were, for example, place names for places

in Yakha which outsiders were un l ikely to know. Several hamlet names

within the Yakha part of Tamaphok pancayat (such as Otemmatol,

LUfjkamalaf) and Lungekswar) were obviously Tibeto-Burman in origin and

were used by both Yakha and non-Yakha who knew the area. More often it

was the case that a Yakha place name would have its Nepali equivalent.

Thus Tamaphok itself was Tumok in Yakha, and Mad! Mulkharka (across the

valley) was Waling. Within Temaphok itself, the three principal areas

up and down the hill had both Yakha and Nepali names. Thus

Utakhbrulrten (literally 'head village') was Sirangau- ('pillow village')

in Nepali, Ulaf)ten (literally 'leg village') was Pucchargau N ('tail

village') in Nepali. Majhagau~ was Bicgau- in Nepali (both translating

as 'middle village'). This last case is interesting because 'majhagau- '

could as well be Nepali as Yakha, since the Yakha ten ('village') is not

used and ma1h and bic are both Nepali words with virtually synonymous

meanings. Yet people were adamant that if they were speaking Yakha they

would say Majhgau~ rather than Bicgau-. Other place names were

obviously a phonological adaptation of a Tibeto-Burmese place name to

Nepali, such as Tellok (the village with a concentration of Brahmins and

Chetris up the valley) which was Tellu' in Yakha, and the Maya river
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which was Mehuwa in Yakha.

There were other elements of the physical environment which had

Yakhe equivalents for Nepali terms. However, unlike place names, for

which words of obvious Tibeto-Burman origin would be used by both Yakha

and non-Yakha who knew the area, and for which no Nepal i equi valent

appeared to exist, in the case of the more general elements of what an

'etic' view might term the physical environment, <e.g. flora and fauna),

every word we learnt seemed to have a Nepali equivalent. Conversely,

there were plenty of words which were obviously Nepali in origin which

Yakha used to describe the physical environment and for which Yakha

words appeared not to exist, or if they had ever existed, had been lost.

This was disappointing for someone approaching the study of the Yakhe

expecting to find in their language a storehouse of general

environmental knowledge and lore. While knowledge of the flora and

fauna was undoubtedly present (and would obviously have been essential

for the historical survival of a subsistence group such as this) such

knowledge was not locked up in the Yakha language, waiting for a

linguistic key to release it. It was rather a knowledge very largely

shared with other groups in the area, and which appeared to be common to

both Yakha or Nepali.

Local Yakha identity also derived from the often quite significant

differences between the dialects of communities in the Das Ma1hiya

language area, although all seemed to be mutually comprehensible. The

differences between Tamaphok speech and that of neighbouring Ankhibhui

in terms of pronunciation, syntax and vocabulary, for example, were much

remarked upon. For examp Ie, i cokmekana? (I where are you go i ng') was

said to be rendered as isok chonmekenek o? in Ankhibhui Yakhe . At a
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greater extreme the Yakha of Kingrin in Kharang pancayat spoke a Yakha

dialect which verged on incomprehensibility. For example, we were told

that ina am? (ke ho?, 'What is it?') was kb i s lo in Kingrin, and that

Tamaphok ikhlf)? (kati?, 'How much/many?') was neho "?

Another reason for a certain amount of linguistic diversity between

communities was the use of 'old' Yakha words. Sometimes these were not

younger generation because of new Yakha orthe

Such changes were obviously happening at different

areas. In some places 'older' words would be

in others the Nepali equivalent would have beenwhi Ie

known by members of

Nepali replacements.

rates in different

maintained,

adopted. For example, in Dandagaon, Erythrina tree species were known

by the Nepali term phaledo, and the Yakha cha'l used in Tamaphok

appeared to be unknown.

Nepali was undOUbtedly making great inroads into the Yakha language,

particularly in certain subject areas. It is perhaps indicative that,

as in Thulung (Allen 1978), the vocabulary surrounding ploughs and wet

rice cultivation in Yakha appeared to consist almost entirely of Nepali

loan words. Whi l e one should be wary of making too much of individual

examples (since a loan word may have replaced an indigenous word, for

whatever reason), if a whole c lass of vocabulary lacks known indigenous

terms one can generally assume that this is because the object (s) to

which the vocabulary refers were introduced only with the arrival of

Nepali speaking caste Hindus. This had certainly been the case with the

vocabulary surrounding wet rice cultivation.

The situation cannot be seen as a wholesale obliteration of Yakha by

Nepali (albeit at different rates in different places), however. Even

if a Nepali word was used, it was always in the context of 'speaking
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Yakha'. Pronunciation differences between 'standard' Nepali and 'Yakha

Nepa 1 i I (such as the long and more open §. sound used by Yakha) were

often commented on by non-Yakna. In addi t ion, some Nepal i words were

used qui te idiosyncrat ically by the Yakha, such as the kinship term

phuphu which for caste Hindus meant simply 'father's sister' but for the

Yakha also meant 'mother's brother' <in line with the indigenous Yakha

terminological equation see Chapter Five).

We neither met nor were told of anyone in Tamaphok unable to speak

Nepali with some degree of fluency. While some older people could

remember back to a time when the Tamaphok Yakha were said to have spoken

only their own language, at the time of our study in Tamaphok the Yakha

language was only part of most people's 1inguist ic repertoire. Thus,

while the Yakha language was an obvious mark of ethnic (and sometimes

local> identity, and conferred distinctiveness to those speaking it, it

did not confer isolation in the social environment. Most Yakha children

attended some school, and by the time they started going at age six or

seven they were reasonably bi 1ingual in both Yakha and Nepal i , except

for those who had a mother from a different tribal group who did not

speak Yakha. These youngsters were 1ikely to speak mainly Nepa 1i at

home, a l though they often understood Yakha, and some who did not speak

Yakha in the house were to be heard conversing in it with their friends.

Many Yakha men, in particular, spoke a smattering of other languages.

These may have been acquired in their deal ings wi th the outside world

<e.g. Hindi, Urdu, Assamese, Malay, Chinese, Arabic, English, German, to

name but a few) or in their more local interact ions wi th neighbouring

communities <e.g, Limbu, Tamang and Gurung) either in Tamaphok or at the

bazaar.
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People did not seem unduly perturbed about the changes they could

see occurring in the Yakha language, nor the uncertain future it faced.

They did not generally seem to feel that their language was 'dying'.

People tended to have a very pragmatic view of language as a medium of

communication. If it did not perform this function, perhaps it was

better dispensed with. People did not seem to feel that there might be

certain concepts and ideas that it was possible to express only in

Yakha. Even if a word was obviously from Nepali rather than Yakha, as

long as it was presented in the context of Yakha speech, it was still

seen as part of Yekhe , not as an intrusion from Nepali. People had

confidence that direct translations of every individual sentence or

phrase were possi ble from Yakha into Nepali. Simi l ar 1"1 the idea that

the phonemes of Yakha might be di fferent and could not be adequately

recorded in Devanagari script seemed incredible to most people.

Language, then, was not the unambiguous marker of Yakha ident i ty

which might at first have been expected. The various languages spoken

under the t I tl e 'Yekha ' covered a large spectrum poss i bly intermediate

between Limbu and Rai dialects and shading into them at ei ther end.

Nepal i influence on the language was strong, and in some places people

who were 'Yakha' no longer spoke a language of that name, having adopted

Nepali as a more useful communicative medium than their own language.

It seemed that all adults in Tamaphok spoke Nepali, and while those who

spoke 'Yakha' exhibited obvious affection for it, it was accepted that

one did not have to speak 'Yakha' to be a Yakhe , Al though it was a

language of very different phonology and syntax, it was Widely accepted

that it could be readily translated into Nepali without loss of meaning.

There was thus a complex harmony between Yakha and Nepal i , On the one
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hand, Nepali could be seen as dramatically increasing its influence on

the Yakha language. On the other, Yakha was incorporating Nepali into

its structures and forms. The willingness to accommodate change and not

see it as a jarring intrusion reflected what might be considered a

central aspect of Yakha cu l ture. The' core' might change but, wi th a

finesse wh ich was itself part of the cu l ture, the 'core' was

consequently maintained in the face of outside influences.

3.4 Caste and Identity

Yakha were more than willing to point out differences between

themselves and other groups in their social environment. For example, a

distinction commonly made on racial grounds was between themselves as

thepce (flat-nosed) and Brahmins and Chetris as cuce (long-nosed).

However hard I tried, I could never become a Yakha , was told, because

I was not a thepce. There was much ribald commentary on the traditions

of the different groups. The five year-old son of two Brahmin teachers

at the school sat in the tea shop one day with the figure of a cow he

had cut out from a cover of a 'Kwality' Milk Glucose biscuit packet.

"I'm going to cut this cow up" he said. "You're no Brahmin then", joked

ApB. We often heard jokes at the Brahmin and Chetris' expense

concerning their supposed miserliness.

Yet despite such joking, the caste system (reflected in rules and

norms relating to relations with other groups in the social environment)

appeared to be a system which the Yakha had incorporated into their

daily lives in the past 150 years or so without difficulty. During our

fieldwork we saw ample evidence of caste rules dictating not just what

one could eat or drink (to be discussed below), but from whom one could
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take food, and to whom one could give it and expect it to be accepted.

According to the rules, Yakha could not accept water from the Kami

('blacksmith'), Damai ('tailor') or other panT nacalne castes. Nor were

Brahmins and Chetris to accept cooked food from a Yakha (although they

could accept water, we were often emphatically told). We saw evidence

of the food prohibition at the pradhan paNc's house on one occasion.

The wi fe of a bank manager from a nearby panchaya t came through the

village with a brother and servant. As a Brahmin, she felt unable to

take cooked food from the pradhan paNc's establishment, although her

party were able to accept s l ices of cucumber from them. The pradhan

paNc dut i fully organised for uncooked rice, dal, cook ing vessels and

firewood to be provided for the three to do their own cooking in the

shed across the courtyard from the main house.

We ran foul of the rules operat ing between the Yakha and lower

castes when we decided one day, while l Iv i ng with the pradhan paNc's

family, that we would go on a visit to a local Kami family we had

befriended. We were told politely but firmly that if we ate anything at

their house we would be polluted and not allowed to enter into the house

where we were staying. "l can't help it", said Kamala to us much later

on, lithe Kamis are just dirty to me. don't like them", We wondered

whether this was a particularly strongly felt foible of our family, but

the Kami family matriarch told us that there were no Yakha she knew of

who would ignore the caste rules in their everyday deal ings wi th her

family.

The untouchable castes were perhaps an extreme case, but there had

also been caste divisions wi th groups which, according to the Muluki

Ain, had been closer to the Yakha in the hierarchy. Some of these
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divisions were starting to break down, at least in Tamaphok. For

example, our father told us that the Rai groups had once been regarded

by the Yakha as lowly and not to be married wi tho This atti tude had

palpably changed by the time of our fieldwork, as there were many

examples of Yakha men who had brought Rai women into the communi ty as

marriage partners. The Gurungs were supposed to be higher than the

Yakha: they were not supposed to eat pigs or buffalo (e l though some

Gurung living in Tamaphok pancayat kept pigs which they sold to the

Yakha), and until quite recently, it was said, they would not have eaten

at all in a Yakha household (although again they would take water from

the Yakha).

Many writers have contrasted the caste hierarchy of the Indo

Nepalese with the supposed egalitarianism of the Tibeto-Burmans, (e.g.

the Tamang Holmberg 1989j the Sherpa - FUrer-Haimendorf 1975j the

Gurung Doherty 1975). However, such a contrastive model makes it

difficult to understand the attitudes of so-called 'heavily Hinduised'

groups such as the Yakha who appear to have adopted the principles of

the caste system so wholeheartedly in their dealings with other groups

while apparently having little to gain from it. Reassessing the

dichotomy, some wri ters have found evidence of indigenous hierarchies

amongst Tibeto-Burman groups such as the Newars, Gurungs and even

Sherpas. Yakha strategy seemed r e ther to take on board the bel iefs and

values associated with Hinduism where they fit into pre-eXisting notions

and to discard them where they did not. Thus while caste-like attitudes

were or had been associated with relations with other groups (apart from

the Limbu, the mythical brothers of the Yakhe r , wi thin the group, as we

shall see in Chapter Five, more egalitarian attitudes prevailed.
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However, despite the influence of caste, amongst many Yakha and non

Yakha there did seem to be a wi II ingness to integrate wi th others in

certain spheres, and something of a communal ideology was expressed to

us. "All Tamaphok is ona'", said a Chetri woman accompanying us on our

way to the market at Basantapur one day. "Everyone gets on here; all

types mix", said a Yakha woman. "Brahmins and Chetris are poor like

us", said a Yakha man to us during a survey interview; "poor people must

work together",

We made our way in stealth back to the Kami family on several

occasions after the altercation with our family, and once or twice a

Yakha neighbour of the Kami who came to sit in their porch (see Chapter

Five) noticed our presence, backs turned, in the ki tchen. We were

dreading that news of our v i s l ts might get back to our fami l y , but we

were never aware that they did. It seemed that it had not been our

visiting the Kamis which had given Kamala and our mother such misgivings

as the flagrant way we did it. In Chapter Eight we shall see how some

of the caste rules were deliberately challenged during the time of the

political changes which occurred during the time of our fieldwork.

Another way in which the normal rules of caste could be transgressed

to a certain extent was through the mit/mitini <nibBklnimBk, ritual

brotherhood/sisterhood) system. This was an example of fictive kinship

which has been observed in many other parts of Nepal <e.g. Prindle 1975;

Okada 1957), the specifics of which appear to vary from place to place.

For example. Okada considered that a primary role of mit relations was

to establ ish partners who could offer support in times of need. This

seemed to be less the case amongst Yakha mit in Tamaphok (although

small loans were sometimes passed back and forth).
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An equally important funct ion of mtt relat ions for the Yakha in

Tamaphok appeared to be the opportunities they allowed for social

relations across caste boundaries (particularly important for members of

lower castes): indeed, we did not hear of one example of an adult mit

relat ionship which was 'wi thin-caste' . Every Kam i adul t whom we asked

seemed to have at least one mit of a higher caste than themselves.

Amongst the Yakha, mit were not so Ubiquitous, but where they occurred

they were always across caste lines too. ApB, for example, had a mit

who was a Tamang.

Unl ike some other parts of Nepal there were qui te formal ri tuals

surrounding the mit relationship in Temaphok, While little children

were said to often play at being mit in the school playground,

exchanging hankies, bangles or ballpoint pens to cement the

relat ionship, "ser t ous ' mt t were said to be more of an undertak ing

because of the problems they posed for husbands and wives. For example,

it was forbidden for a husband to see his mi t ' s wife or his wife's

mitini (and vice versa) until the partners had performed a baca phukaunu

(' initiate an agreement') ceremony. This was said to involve a whi te

cloth being put between the two partners, the recitation of mantras and

the exchange of raksi.

3.5 Food

Caste not only indicated with whom one could normally eat, but also

what one should and should not eat. In this, as in other things, the

Yakha demonstrated a mixture of acceptance and rejection of the food

habits associated with Sanskritlzation. The MulukI Ain proscribed foods

which were supposed to be inedible nationally, such as dog meat (Hofer,
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1979:53). We were told of two other foods in Temaphok said to be

prohibited nationwide, namely goose (raiaha~s) and long-eared goats. It

did not appear that any of these items had ever been in the Yakha diet,

or, if they had, their loss was no hardship to the Yakha. The Yekha

also appeared to accept the caste restriction on killing cows and eating

beef. €i.. On the other hand, Yekhe persisted in eating foods which were

supposed to be inedible for high caste Hindus such as pigs, buffalo and

e l coho l , This was the source of a cultural division between them and

the caste Hindus which could be crudely defined as pig/alcohol versus

cow/mi l k ,

Yakha tended to favour pork over all other types of meat. Quite

apart from taste, goat and buffalo meat was said to go off quickly in

comparison (an important consideration at Dasai N
, when there was a

sudden surfei t of meat in many households). Whi l e pork was said to

develop a rancid smell it was still considered to taste good. It was

also said that goat and buffalo fat congealed horribly whereas pig fat

was softer: an important consideration if leaf plates were not going to

be used and washing up was required after. For the Brahmins and

Chetris, pigs were traditionally seen as abhorrent, although as we shall

see elsewhere, it was not unheard of for them to eat it.

Alcohol had a simi larly important place in Yakha cu l ture, and apart

from refreshment was a major medium of social exchange. Its restriction

for some other groups made it, like the production of pigs, a symbol of

caste identity. Unlike the blanket coverage of alcohol in the MulukI

Ain, however, the Yekha regarded the two main types of domestically

produced alcohol they consumed, cuha and raksi, rather differently.

This difference was remarked upon by Hodgson, who wrote that the 'Kirant
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tribe' "make fermented and distilled liquors for themselves, and use the

former in great quantities - the latter moderately" <1880:401>,

Cube (HiD - I beer') was a fundamental component of Yakha social

life,7, To refuse it when visiting people's houses was to feel soma

social norm was being transgressed. This was particularly the case if

any sort of business transaction was involved. It was also an avenue

for women's display of domest ic virtuosi ty. When v t s i tors approached,

it was normal for women to disappear soon after to the kitchen, from

where they could maintain a keen interest in events taking place on the

porch and from where at the appropriate time they would emerge, or

summon the porch sitters in to join them in the kitchen, with bowls of

freshly squeezed, mi lky whi te cuh« served in brass bowls or stainless

steel cups. "Lots of vitamins, vitamins A and D" 8him Bahadur (educated

in Kathmandu) said to us one day, and indeed it was served to the

smallest children. A bowl or g lass was never served wi thout a ref ill

being provided, and the cautious drinker, or one not wanting to strain

the resources of the family, knew to drink only a little at first so

that the refill was not large. Cuha was also the standard refreshment

for labourers (see Chapter Five). While in the quantities in which it

was consumed it did have some inebriat ing effect, the alcohol content

generally seemed very low,

Not so with raksi, a distilled spirit also known euphemistically as

che-mba (meaning 'clear'), This was also normally produced domestically

(see Plate 9), its production, llke that of cuhe, being seen as solely

the women's domain. While raksi was often drunk warm and freshly

distilled first thing in the morning in the pradhan pa~c's house (with a

cup of tea and a snack), it was generally treated with more
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circumspection. A particularly strong variety was made with chen«, the

discarded lends from 3 or 4 days of cuhe making. Unlike cube, we never

saw raksi given to children, and it tended to be more tentatively given

to visitors. We also met several Yakha men who claimed not to drink it.

"It's good for nothing, just makes you drunk," said one man. tlIt leads

to fight ing" another told us. On the other hand, it was the drink of

choice for taking to formal celebrations such as weddings or to the

rohoTepin. during the Dasai- festival, perhaps because it was easier to

transport than the more voluminous cuhs. Raksi was also the drink taken

by the bridegroom to the bridels family (and to the bride's ma1hiya) to

cement a marriage alliance. Like cutis, the production and distribution

of raksi was seen as solely the women's domain.

Allen <1987:26) points out that while distilled spirits such as

raksi were part of normal everyday life for the Thulung Rai, lexical and

mythological evidence suggests they were incorporated from Hindu

society. The same appeared true of the Yakha, since the vocabulary for

all the paraphernalia used in the production of raksi was entirely

Nepal i loan-words. Nor did raksi appear in any of the myths we heard.

This may also help explain Why people's att i tude to the dr ink was

somewhat more cautious. Cuha was said by Kamala to be a Yakha habit.

We never heard her say the same about raksi.

There was another drink frequently consumed at Dasai- and weddings

instead of cube. Tun. gba was basically much 1ike cube except that the

alcohol content was usually higher since the water remained in the

fermented millet (rice and maize were never used) until it was separated

from it by sucking with 8 bamboo straw. At Tibetan run hotels in bazaar

towns and elsewhere, tun. gba was served In ornate 1idded pots wi th hot
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water, but this was not the Yakha custom. While a man who had been away

might have brought back a tun. gba pot wi th him for his personal use,

most Yakha tun.gba pots were of bamboo capped by a piece of banana leaf

held in place wi th bamboo twine and speared by a bamboo straw. In

Tamaphok, tun.gbe tended to be a drink for the kitchen and the immediate

family members. At Dasai-, for example, everyone had their pot which

was kept for them and brought out at sui table moments. I saw it used

when v i s l tors were served CUhB, wi thout any apparent awkwardness about

it not being a shared drink. At weddings it was served to the bride's

attendants, the bridegroom's immediate fami ly and no-one else. It was

interesting that untouchables such as Kami living in the area also made

jaD and raksi on occasion, but they distinguished themselves from Yakha

by saying they never drank tun.gba.

There were other foods which were produced as a result of

deliberately induced fermentation. One such was kinama, a dish made of

boi led soya beans which were mashed up and put into ajar to ferment.

Kinama could be stored for many months before being fried as an

accompaniment to rice. Some people claimed this was a typically

Yakha/Limbu food. E'. "Brahmins and Chetris shouldn't eat this" we were

told, "but some are starting to eat it now". It is curious why kinama

should have acquired this impure status, while other foods such as

fermented and dried radish <gundruk) and pickled bamboo <tams) had not.

Perhaps it was because of the susceptibility of boiled food to impurity.

One epithet we heard applied to Brahmins and Chetris by Yakha on several

occasions was 'gundruk eaters'. The Yakha rarely ate radish prepared in

this way.

It was not just that the Yakha produced pigs and a l coho l . What was
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striking in terms of the dichotomy presented at the beginning of this

section was that they did not produce many dairy products. During our

first year in the village, in the vicinity of the house where we lived

there was no-one in possession of a milk buffalo or cow. The tea we

consumed was either made from belcham (Acomastylis elata) bought in the

market or was flavoured with lime from squeezed juice kept in the sun

for a week to stabilize and then stored in the kitchen in a bottle.

Many Yakha just had tea with a pinch of salt, although those that liked

and could afford it used sugar. However, milk was never used. Other

dairy products were simi larly rare: the only time we had curd (deh I) was

at Dasai N when Apa was sent some by his mit relative (a Tamang) further

up the valley. I wondered at first whether this might be due to a

biological inability to process lactose but when our mother was sick one

day and we purchased some mi lk from the tea shop (which in turn was

supplied by a Chetri family from up the hill in Phunl Ing) to make

Horlicks to share with her and Kamala, this was well received.

"Dr Ink tng milk is just not our habit" we were told; "cuha is our milk",

More strange than the lack of mi lk cows in a society where the

eating of beef was forbidden was the general lack of buffalo, since the

Yakha , unlike the Brahmins and Chetris, ate this meat. Buffalo meat was

required for wedding feasts and for phul-pati day in Dasai- (see below),

Whi Ie we did occasionally eat Yakha-owned and ki lIed buffalo at times

other than Dssai N
, we had the impression from our survey and general

conversations that it was becoming less common for Yakha to keep buffalo

than it had been in the past. This was probably because of their

increasing expense, as Macfarlane (pers. comm.) has observed amongst the

Gurung. A young buffalo from the livestock office in Mamling cost NRs
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1,000 (about £20), and the cost of a fully grown phul-pati buffalo had

risen dramatically, so that it was now prohibitive for any single

l nd i vldua l to buy (hence the MJJ..Q. system, see below). The increasing

costs of the phul-pati buffaloes for the baiio with which our family was

involved are shown in Fig. 3.3.
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Fig. 3.3: Price increase of buffalo baiio through time

Apart from the eKpense of buffalo, the lack of interest in dairy

products may aga in have been infl uent i e l , I f there was no reason to

keep buffalo apart from their meat, then there was only a single

incentive to keep such large, relat ively high-risk animals. It was

easier to purchase them from outside Tamaphok when needed, from castes

such as Chetri who kept them for mil k but could not eat them. In

return, our family took advantage of the shortage of goats amongst the

Brahmins and Chetris during Dasai~ by selling them goats they had reared
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but never eaten. It should be noted that, while the price 1n 1990 was

3,200 NRs (for a buffalo weighing 32 dhern! (about 75 kgs», this was

proportionately far less by weight than goat.

Lack of interest in dairy products also affected the production of

oi Is by the Yakha. Yakha made and used oi 1 from mustard seeds, like

Brahmin and Chetri households. Brahmin and Chetri households, however,

were also much involved in the production of clarified butter <gjliQ).

However, we saw no Yakha families in Tamaphok producing ghiu, and a

negative epithet sometimes applied to Brahmins and Chetris was 'ghiuko

mukh' (ghiu-face),

The cultural dichotomy have presented was not hard and fast. Some

Brahmins and Chetris drank e lcoho Lv- We were several times served

raksi in Brahmin company or Brahmin homes, drink which was shared with

us. A Yakha (and probably wider) joke we were often told at the expense

of Brahmins' drinking habits was "I don't drink raksi: just give me one

bottle!" However, we never knew of a Brahmin or Chetri distilling raksi

or breWing jaD themselves. The raksi they acqUired was generally bought

from neighbouring Yakha or the tea shop, run by a Brahmin who bought the

raksl he sold from the Yakha. Having the paraphernalia involved in

their house would have been too overt a transgression of their caste

status as Brahmins and Chetris.

Many Chetris and Brahmins also admitted to having eaten (and

enjoyed) pork at some stage, and some averred (to Yakha if not to us)

that it was their favourite food. One evening at the pradhan pa~c's

house, the headmaster and a senior Brahmin teacher at the school, on

their way back to Tamaphok after the Dasai- holidays, were entertained

to raksi in the porch. "I drink this sometimes", said the teacher, "but
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I could not tell my parents about it". This was followed by a meal of

rice, pickle with lime, green vegetable and pork in the kitchen. The

fact that pork was on the menu did not seem to be acknowledged: in fact,

there was much conversation about goats. However, the taste must have

been unmistakable, and the meat to be expected in a Yakha household

after Dasai-. 10.

The consumption of pork and alcohol also had implications for the

use of resources by the Yakha. For example, the need to cook pigs' food

and produce alcohol must have s Ignt f icant ly increased the amount of

firewood consumed by the Yakha compared to high-caste Hindus.

Comparative studies of fuelwood consumption would be needed to confirm

this, however. The indirect exchange of goats and buffalo tended to

balance out the costs and benefits of raising these different animals.

There was no such exchange of milk and alcohol, however. In the months

leading up to the millet harvest, Yakha were regularly to be seen at the

bazaars buying millet from Brahmin and Chetri vendors to replenish their

exhausted supplies. To pay for these and other expenditures outside the

subsistence economy, extra cash (or produce) was required. Since few

Yakha in Tamaphok had enough land to produce a surplus, the only

alternative was a cash income. How this was procured will be discussed

later in the thesis.

3.6 ReI isipn

When we, or Indo-Nepalese vi s i tors coming to the pradhan paNe's

house, asked what dharma ('religion, duties and responsibilities of a

religious order') the Yakha had, the answer was invariably 'Hindu'. The

Yakha in Tamaphok observed five Hindu festivals (caD) during the year,
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Dasai N
, Tihar, Saun San.kranti, Magh San.kranti and Gaita Dasai N

• By

far the most important of these (based on the number of people

participating, the length of time spent celebrating them, and the degree

of physical and emotional effort put into preparing for them) were

Dssei N and Tihar <which commenced seventeen days after Dasai N had

ended), These were national hoi idays observed by all the Yakha of

Tamaphok, and shall descr i be them in some de t a i 1. Everyone tr ied to

arrange their time so that they would be with their families at Dasai N
•

Buses to and from Basantapur were packed with people on the move.

Participating in the festivals could be seen as an important expression

of Durkheimian familial, communal and even national solidarity.

However, in the specifics of their celebration, as we shall see,

Dasai N and Tihar were also expressions of ethnic identity. So too was

not participating in various other Hindu festivals, celebrated elsewhere

in Nepal, that were ignored by the Yakha of Tamaphok.

There was another side to Yakha reI igion, not covered by the word

dharma (see Chapter Four>. The Hindu r e l Ig t on formed an amalgam wi th

'indigenous' reI igious bel iefs, forming part of a uni tary reI Ig i ous

field. As far as its emotional importance in people's lives was

concerned, it could be argued that, if anything, the Hindu festivals of

Dasai N and Tihar meant more to the Yakha than did their indigenous

religion. The Yakha pantheon was, as we shall see in the next chapter,

a fundamental part of life, explaining the universe and protecting

people from harm. However, appeasing the spirits also seemed to be

regarded as something of a chore and tended to be carried out in an

uncelebratory manner. The main Hindu rituals performed by the Yakha. in

contrast, involved more than just the propitiation of spirits: they were
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celebrations made into colourful and entertaining festivals which

involved the whole community in relaxation and enjoyment as well as

religious observance.

DBsaJ-

The festival of Dasai N was set according to the lunar calendar, and

could come any time between late September and mid-October. It was easy

to understand on climatic grounds alone why the festivals should take

place at this time of year. After a summer of predominantly monsoon

cloud and rain the weather cleared up. often qui te dramatically as if

some celestial deity had switched off a tap, and the residents of

Tamaphok would awake to clear blue skies and a view of gleaming

mountains.

At the start of the nine-day Dasai N festival, women of the house

planted j amara (pronounced j uwara in Tamephok ) , large woven leaf plates

filled with soil in which maize kernels were planted. 11. These were

watered, covered with a leaf lid and left to germinate in a dark,

windless corner of the house. They were supposed to germinate yellow:

greenness in the sprouts was attributed to the wind. As amongst other

groups, this was a time for general household spring cleaning and

repairs, outside and in. As we shall see in Chapter Five, Yakha houses

were qui te often whitewashed with lime, and everyone tried to obtain

lime to cover their houses at this time. It was as if, after a summer

of rigorous work in the fields (see Chapter Six), people were turning

their attention back towards their houses again and giving them the

time they could not spare earl ier in the season. When whi tewashing was

in progress, it was qui te usual to find the stonework around dharas also
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splattered with whitewash, and it occurred to me that this perhaps

helped to establish the dhara as part of the domestic sphere. To cap the

work, tiled roofs were often painted with enormous symbols of Shiva's

trident, and sometimes the sun and moon. This seemed to be a pan-Nepal

custom (d. Bouillier, 1979).

Attention was also turned to communal affairs during my first Dasai N

in Tamaphok, with groups of Yakha men and young children (mainly boys)

assembl ing wi th pikes and hoes on speci f ied days to repair the publ ic

paths through the village. With a year's use earth paths tended to grow

smooth and treacherous, so steps were cut into part icularly dangerous

places, edges were better defined, and weeds were cut back.

In terms of pub l i c ritual there were four main days to the Dasai N

festival amongst the Tamaphok Yakha , The first day (phul-pati> was

marked by killing a buffalo with an axe and distributing the meat. This

specifically Yakha activity was done through groups called baiio. Baijo

were formed primarily on the basis of kinship but open to those of other

lineages, clans and ethnic groups, if the organizer was in agreement.

Some Gurung were members of Ioca 1 ba i j 0, for exampIe - on 1y members of

the Negi clan of the Gurung were said not to eat buffalo. There were

nine baijo in Jimigau N
, and eleven buffalo were killed each year (since

two groups were large enough to require two buffalo each). Our group

included the pradhan paNc's house and it was this group at work that I

observed each year.

After the morning meal of dal-bhat the buffalo for the group was

taken to where it was going to be dispatched, usually a central place

with plenty of room such as a cautara (resting place along a path).

Leaves from surrounding trees were first gathered and scattered
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everywhere to keep the meat and ground reasonably clean. Then the

buffalo was unceremoniously felled with a swift and stunning blow with

an axe. The cutting and distribution of meat was a male domain. First

the blood was drained from the back of the neck into a large dish while

the beast died. Then the belly was split open and the stomach contents

emptied down the slope. The skin was removed and the men in attendance

set to with axes and khukuris (knives> cutting up the beast into smaller

pieces, The little boys meanwhile played with bits of the dead animal

such as the eyes, udders (if it was female) and nose tip in an

exploratory way while a few curious little girls looked on from the

sidelines.

The beast was divided up according to three categories: meat, offal

and head/bone. Small pi les were made up of each, according to how many

portions in total had been requested by different households in the

group. When all the cutt ing was complete, one of the men in charge

would go round with a balance making sure the meat portions were all of

equal weight and roughly even qual i ty (Plate 10). Once this was done,

offal and bone was added to each pi Ie, and the onlookers (who might

include a few women by this stage, waiting to take meat to their homes)

could start taking away their portions. Payment was supposed to be made

to the pradMn pa-c by Lakshmi puia in Tihar, over three weeks later.

Another organizer distributed blood into small containers which people

had brought with them for the purpose.

Everyone went home happy, and once the cau tara was cl eared the

organizers took a haunch back to the pradhan pa-C'S house. This was cut

up in the courtyard on an old bamboo fence and divided up amongst the

organ izers as their I perks' . What was noteworthy about the bai 10 was
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its scrupulous egalitarianism in apportioning the meat. Everybody

except for the organizers received equivalent portions according to how

much they had requested and agreed in advance to pay.

After that it was time for phul-pati masu (the day's meat). Most of

the best meat was preserved by drying and smoking it suspended from the

hanging shelf in the kitchen (see Chapter Five), but some was always

fried immediately, and served on a bed of cyura (pounded rice flakes) in

a large leaf plate, wi th, for adul ts, a pot of tun, gba. The bones and

other b i ts were broken up and cooked in the pressure cooker, which

provided a rather glutinous meal later on in the evening and again on

ensuing days. The blood was mixed wi th the meat or entrai Is (our own

family's favourite) to provide another nourishing meal.

On phul-pati day itself, as well as home-produced victuals there was

a great transi t of food and drink to and from other houses. Women or

children from neighbouring houses came bearing gifts of meat <mixed with

iskus or pumpkin) wrapped in leaf plates, and full tun. gba pots. The

children or daughters-in-law bearing the gifts were sat down in the

ki tchen and given a small plate of meat and cyura. The contents of

these meat packages, and the quality of the tun,gba was subsequently

scrutinized quite car-ef'u l l y . Cheapskates mixed a lot of iskus with

their meat while cooking it - it was a good vegetable for this purpose,

since it absorbed the meat's flavour and could be used to extend things

if the supply was somewhat limited. The following day, tun,gba and meat

was delivered to households who had brought theirs the previous day, and

tun.gba quality was also discussed and compared.

The events of phul-pati were qu i t e specific to the Yakha and were

celebrated by the release of gunpowder charges (oaDhai). These charges
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were a voluble expression of ethnic difference. On the second day

(mahaasTamI), by contrast, the chief explosions came from the

Brahmin/Chetri communities of Tellok and Madi Rambeni further up and

down across the valley respectively, since this was the day when these

high-caste groups held their main animal sacrifice (mar kaTne). For the

Yakha of Tamaphok, however, the day after phul-pati was something of a

lull, during which time people continued to exchange meat and drink with

their neighbours and carried on with the spring cleaning they still had

to do. The Yakha (mar ki}Tne) ri tuals took place on the following day

(mehanevamt ) .

The night before groups of men and young boys went from house to

house dancing to drums (Dol) and singing songs known as malsirI

(pronounced malseri in Tamaphok) in praise of the goddess Durga, to whom

sacrifice was going to be made the next morning. They came in the dead

of night, and after singing a few songs and dancing were invited into

the porch by the householder for raksi and cyura. This was kala ratri

<literally 'dark night') before, mythologically speaking, Durga slayed

the demons, and the men's activities built up excitement for the events

which were to follow next day. The singing went on all night, and the

same men could be seen drumming and singing at the sacrifices next day.

The mar KaTne sacrifice took place outside. in the courtyard of the

ma1hiya. Every maihiya hosted a sacrif ice, In our neighbourhood there

were three maihiya to whose houses spectators went in turn. Damai

musicians were an essential part of the mar KaTne rituals with their

narsin. ga and sanaY wind instruments, and drums (damahEO. It appeared

preparations could not begin until at least one had showed up to

commence drumming. 12.
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In preparation, a large square of cowdung was smeared on the ground

in front of the house and was deftly covered by a grid pattern (rekhi)

of nine parallel lines, joined at the ends, using yellow and white

powder. After this a Shive trident (trisuli) was drawn above the

pattern, on the side nearest the house, along with a sword and scimitar,

sun and moon and a black star <called kalanga kapharu, although its

symbolism I could not fathom). Many offerings were put out: a winnowing

tray of rice, brass pots with yellow marigolds and mugwort, a lamp of

burning incense, a plate of the sprouted maize seedlings, and a box

containing some Hindu religious scriptures which was covered with three

leaves. Then two forked stakes were driven into the upper part of the

rekhi, and a crossbeam branch of bamboo placed between them. Swords,

scimitars, pikes (barcha> and guns were leant against this, some

garlanded wi th f lowers or wi th marigolds in the muzz les of the guns.

The men involved in the ritual squatted down in a line and chanted some

prayers to Durge, the malsirI singers continued their songs and

drumming, and as the tension mounted the Damei musicians became more

voc i ferous wi th their instruments. As at weddings, the music played at

Dasai~ was truly a mixture of traditions.

The first part of the ritual consisted of the slaying of model

animals made out of fruits or vegetables and pieces of straw which were

placed on the rekh l . There were eight types: a pumpkin (kubh i n. Do,

Kydia ca l yc l na , which represented a rhinoceros), cucumbers (which were

spotted deer and buffalo), a bitter cucumber <karela) which was another

type of deer, a snake gourd (ghira~ula, t oren, Trichosanthes engu tna)

which was a horse, and an elephant. This was not a rigid list, however:

the first year I saw iskus being used, and we were told that if snake
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gourds were not avat lable, bananas could be used (as I saw them being

the first year). Water from the marigold/mugwort pots was sprinkled

over the models, and smouldering wicks placed on them. Then a man

paraded around lifting up the animals, shaking them and roaring. This

both gave added realism to the animals, and satisfied one of the

strictures of the goddess that sacrificial animals should have stopped

shaking when they are offered up to her. The roaring, we were told, was

to frighten away bad spiri ts that might upset the sacrifice. Then the

maihiya stepped forward and cut all the animals in two with a quick

slice of his khukuri.

Then the weapons were removed from the crossbeam and a young animal

was brought out. This was usually either a young buffalo, goat or pig,

depending on what the household wanted to sacri f ice that year. Flowers

and water were thrown onto the animal as a blessing, together wi th a

burning wick, and then ropes were used to hold the creature wi th its

neck exposed over the crossbeam. The chants and instruments grew

louder. One man (the gr.adhan pa-c at the first house we went to)

paraded around with a scimitar shrieking and shouting, bringing the

blade of his weapon down several times just above the neck of the animal

(Plate 11>, This posturing was again said to chase away malicious

spirits in order to ensure a good sacrifice. If the animal was shaking

or resisting at this time (which was sometimes a problem with pigs but

not usually with goats or buffalo) the creature could not be sacrificed,

and further chanting took place until the animal had calmed down. We

were told that in order for the goddess to be satisfied, the animal had

to appear to accept its fate and want to die. As soon as this was the

case, another man (whom we were told was invariably a dhami, a religious
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practitioner) stepped forward and dispatched the beast with a single cut

through the neck. Fai lure to do this in a single blow was considered

inauspicious and a baby chicken was invariably kept in the sidelines to

be sacrificed at the last minute if anything went wrong with the

intended sacrifice. A group of men stepped forward deftly and ran

around the rekhi dragging the headless carcass to encircle the

sacrifical area with blood. Two guns were fired nearby.

The sacrifice was complete, and delighted drummers swarmed into the

circle to dance in the blood and sometimes put a dab of the blood on

their drums. This was called maruni nac (although unlike Turner's

description it did not consist of "a male dancer dressed up as a female"

( 1931 : 505) ) . Everyone was happy. "The king gave us this land,

therefore we do this" people told me. Those in charge went around wi th

red sandalwood (cenden) Tika for the men standing around to apply to

their forehead with the fourth finger. Then raksi or cuha was liberally

dispensed by the majhiya.

An extra ri t ua l to protect the house during the coming year was

performed by taking a small boy and placing his hands and feet in the

blood of the sacrifical animal, after which he was carried to the front

entrance of the house where hand and foot prints were made, left hand

and foot to the right of the door, right hand and foot to the left.

("Everything for Dur-ga is back to front", we were told afterwards),

Once the sacrifice was complete, the carcass became like any other

meat and was not wasted. Later on in the day (or at some other time in

the festival, depending on need) household pigs were also killed and the

engorgement on meat continued, It was unusual to have a meal without

meat for at least a week following Dasai~, and by the end of this time
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some of the pieces were starting to get rather rancid, although this did

not seem to dampen everyone's enjoyment of them.

While I did not see Brahmin and Chetri mar kaTne rituals themselves,

as far as the Yakha were concerned several key aspects were different.

Apart from the day they conducted them, what happened during the rituals

was said to be different. According to the pradhan pa~c Brahmins and

Chetris only sacrificed goat, on a household by household basis. Rather

than using the carcass to make a circle of blood around the sacrificial

area,the head was brought in from outside and put in the far left hand

(looking from the main entrance) corner of the kichen.

Kami and Damai families, interestingly, were said to have rituals

more similar to those of the Yakha: at least, they were held on the same

day, after the Yakha had completed theirs (and the Damai musicians

involved in making music for the Yakha were consequently able to attend

to their own affairs) and were arranged on the basis of a group of

houses. According to the Kami woman friend whom I visited discreetly on

our first village Dasai N
, their customs during the period were the same

except for the fact they did not drink tun.gba.

The fourth day (v!jaya dashama) was marked by Tika lagaune, when the

male household head gave a Tika blessing to all friends and relatives

who came to visit. This seemed to be more like what Brahmins and

Chetris did, a I though they were said by the Yakha to mark the occasion

with the recitation of religious texts. The ritual for this took place

in the front porch, which was cleared and smeared with clay and cowdung

to clean and purify it, and a small brass lamp and water container

(loTa) filled with saipatra (marigolds) were put out on a plate of dry

husked rice. Marigolds were very much the floral symbol of Dasai N and
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Tihar. their distinctive smell being regarded as most purifying and used

in most puja activities from Dasai- onwards.

The head of the household first put some fresh dubo grass on the

lintel of the main door which was attached with 6 rice/dahl (lcurd l)

paste (some households used sprouted maize instead of or as well as

dubo, while others used cow dung instead of the rice/dahl paste. Often

the mixture was fixed in place with a coin). The same thing was done on

the main pillar in the kitchen. After that it was suggested that people

should not go between the pillar and the door until after they had had

their Tika put on. It was as if the house had been sanctified and

people subsequently entering it should likewise have received a

benedict ion.

Up and down the valley guns and charges could be heard going off as

people began their Tika lagaune rites. These Tikako baDhai~ were more

than celebratory in their function, since they also let everyone locally

know that the Tika ceremony was going to start. so that they could come

along if they wanted to receive Tika from the householder. Every family

seemed to have a slightly different system of doing the like, a bit like

familial differences in Christmas observances in the U.K.. In the case

of our household, our father sat on a stool and the person to receive a

bless lng sat on a rug in front of him wi th hands cupped. The father

sprinkled water from the IoTa using the marigold stems 1ike a brush.

Then a broad band of white rice/dahl Tika was applied across the

forehead. (Che t r Ls were said to apply pink-coloured Tika. We saw some

Yakha walk i ng around with pink Tikas on, who were jok ingly referred to

as haVing followed the Chetri custom),

As he applied the Tika, the household head said a blessing in
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Nepal I , The words for this blessing were di fferent for di fferent people

depending on their status and aspirations for the year, although there

were some standard elements. When he had finished, the recipient

prostrated him or herself at his feet and quickly came

throwing any rice/dahl in their hands back over their head.

up again,

The Ti ka

giver gave them a present - usually a marigold flower and a small note

or coin. Daughters-in-law might receive a little more, in a leaf plate.

Men might not receive anything, it depended on the family.

The eldest unmarried daughter received Tlks first (Plate 12),

followed by whoever was around but in a vague order through daughters

in-law (including brothers' daughters-in-law) and their children, nieces

and on to male relatives. However, much depended on when people turned

up to receive their Tika and who wanted it (rather different from the

highly symbol ic order of Tika dispensing observed by Bennett (1983)

amongst Brahmin households). People could come any time from now up to

full moon to receive their IJka, although those who were particularly

close to the householder and in the Vicinity were expected to come more

promptly. The only woman who did not receive a Tika from the

householder was his wife. After r ece iv i ng Tika, the recipient was

usually invi ted into the ki tchen for a snack of meat wi th ~ura <rice

flakes) and some cub« or r-aks i ,

The rest of the day was spent in recreation. An important element

was tara hsnne . Informal groups of young men wi th blunderbuss-type

rifles went from house to house. The householder was expected to set up

a target on a wooden board and give a prize of anything up to 20 NRs to

the person shooting closest to the target. Raksi and cuha were also

dispensed by the householder to the v i s I tors. The pri ze money was
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shared amongst the group at the end of the day, Sma11 boys a Iso went

round playing tara hanne, but with makeshift bows and arrows (often made

out of bamboo and decorated wi th marigolds) rather than guns, The

householder had to set up a leaf target for them and gave a coin prize

to the winner, This was the only time I saw bows and arrows being used:

the rest of the year pellet bows were the norm around the village,

That evening marked the start of the festivities at the rohoTepin"

This was a wooden four seat ferris-wheel situated in Tamaphok at a large

cautara not far from a dhara called ChBmboQ. The wheel was put together

once a year by local youths for the period between the end of Dasai~ and

the end of Tiher, the wooden pieces used being stored at the house of

the ward chairman the rest of the time. Every evening after dal-bhat

groups of young people (and some older people, primarily men) came by

the 1ight of torches, hurricane lamps or simply the moon, to amuse

themselves at this central location. The young women were generally

well decked out wi th tartan shawl s and jewellery; the young men would

wear ei ther western or Nepal i dress, depending on their style. Once at

the rohoTepin, , the parties which had come together would tend to break

up into single-sex groups, Women might s i t wi th their friends between

the roots and under the spreading boughs of an enormous bar tree, from

where they could watch the antics on the creaking rohoTepin,. This was

propelled anticlockwise by young men who took it in turns to catch hold

of the sWinging seats as they reached their lowest point and shove them

on their way. Young men were more likely to remain standing in groups

talking to their friends, eyeing the young women, or joining the hordes

surrounding one of three lively dice games run by boys well known in the

community. These involved pieces of cloth divided into six squares
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marked, clockwise from top left, with a heart (pan), a flag (ihaNDD, a

diamond OTnD, a club (cyuDi>, a crown (munds ) and a spade (bho'I'e) .

There were six dice, their sides corresponding to these. As they were

shaken, people were exhorted to place money on the squares. If two of

the dice for that square came up, the person would get double their

money back; if three, three times the money, and so on. Six all

different was good news for the bank: " chakka!" shouted the boys running

the game.

Young women were traditionally supposed to bring raksi and khaje

(snacks - often meat-based, befitting the Dasai~ mood) to the event.

For older men, drinking was perhaps the main occupation of the evening.

Young women controlled the distribution of alcohol and snacks. I sat

with a group of older men on several occasions at this event drinking

raksi out of a shared bottle which one of their younger daughters, a

niece or more distant younger female relative had brought and given to

them. As the evening waxed bucolic, young people's thoughts turned more

strongly towards the possibilities of doing the 'rice dance'. This

Kiranti custom <which will be described in Chapter Seven) had a

reputation amongst the Brahmins and Chetris for encouraging

1icent iousness. However, the young people we observed in Tamaphok were

generally so reserved about starting to dhan-nec, and so abashed in

their manner with each other once they were doing it, that it is hard to

believe many sexual liaisons resulted from such activity, although some

probably did. Somet imes if a young man brought a drum there would be

drum dancing like that at the mar kaTne ritual. The celebrations went

on all night, and next day in a walk round the village one was likely to

meet young people with friends stretched out in porches asleep after
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what seemed like a gigantic party,

After the last day of Dasai- there was a lull in festivities before

Tihar, which gave married women, particularly older married women who

were still spry and who could leave their houses in the charge of a

daughter-in-law, the chance to return to their natal home (maiti-ghar)

with food and raksi as gifts. It was considered good form for the woman

to be loaded with gifts, "like a porter". She would return the

following or a few days later (depending on distance and inclination)

carrying an equally heavy doko of presents in the opposite direction.

was interested to be at the pradhan pa-c's house the day his wife

returned inebriated and happy from her maiti. He beckoned her to sit on

his right hand side, in a part of the kitchen which was not her usual

sitting place, as if reaffirming her position in the married household.

Other types of social reaffirmation seemed to occur in the village

at this time, across the boundaries of castes and ethnic groups. There

was a marked increase in the level of house visiting between members of

different groups. There seemed to be a slight pattern to the visiting

based on status, with low caste people visiting the houses of high

castes to sit outside, pay their respects and catch up on news. Only in

the case of lower caste members of high s t a tus (such as the pradhan

pa-c, who was visited by Brahmin families) was this order reversed.

Tihiir

Tiher commenced seventeen days after the end of Dese I>. In its

specifics it was not so different from what seemed to be observed by

Brahmin and Chetri households in Tamaphok pancayat. Tihar was a five

day festival, starting with crow-~ day, when crows were supposed to
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be honoured, and proceeding through dog puja day to cow, ox and finally

younger brother. Crow puja appeared to pass without significance in

Tamaphok , a 1though on dog puj a day it was poss i b1e to see a few dogs

(usually the most maltreated animals) with marigold flower garlands

(mala) round their necks.

LakshmI was often represented as a cow, and so the following day was

known as Lakshmf-puja. In the morning, the house was puri f ied with mud

and cow dung, and a winnowing basket was filled with a mixture of maize

flour and marigold petals, which was given to local cows as part of the

garlanding pUja ceremony in the morning, before anybody had their meal.

During the day, women and children would be involved in making

flower garland decorations for their houses. From the decorations in

the shop near the school run by a Brahmin woman which we visited

beforehand we could see that Lakshmf-puja was going to mean a lot more

to her than it did to the Yakha in our lives. The evening puja for

Lakshmi amongst our family was a pretty quiet affair. After supper, all

the metal objects such as water pots, plates, bowls and jewellery were

put in the corner and were decorated wi th garlands, lamps and incense

sticks. Everyone entering the kitchen was asked to give a token sum of

money. A small puja was performed by a woman throwing rice over the

display. Then everyone in the kitchen had a glass of warm raksi.

People sat around for a while before going to bed.

Groups of boys came in the night singing songs with a repetitive

chorus of "bhs t l o ". They were given uncooked rice by the householder.

It seemed that the celebrations surrounding Lakshmi-puia had become less

elaborate in recent years. Our female assistant remembered how she used

to be part of a dokini group - girls dressed up going round the village
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dane i ng, bu t no such groups were formed when we were in t he v i l l age.

There also used to be more groups in general. The following two days,

however, more groups of boys, or sometimes older and younger men from a

particular family, appeared singing a very characteristic song with a

chorus "deusi re" alernating with jolly nonsense couplets sung by the

leader, such as rato maTo ('red earth'), ciplo baTo ('slippery path').

They would be given rice, a little money and perhaps raKsi depending on

age. Lone damei musicians were also frequent visitors to people's

houses during this time playing their narsin.ga (a shrill oboe-like

instrument) and other instruments for uncooked rice and money.

The following day was marked by a Govinda puis to oxen. never

witnessed this (or indeed any of the animal pujas during Tiher people

assured me repeatedly they were qui te uneventful and did not tell me

when they were about to be performed) but was told that they were given

a moistened mix of maize flour, salt and vegetables such as cucumber,

iskus, cuce karela or pumpkin, along with a garland.

previous day, however, the oxen were not given a Tika.

Many people said they enjoyed Tiher more than Dasal-, which

intrigued me because compared to the earlier festival, during Tiher

there was much less in the way of variety of activities taking place.

The reason for people's preference, perhaps, was the gambling which took

place particularly during Tiher (Plate 13). In Nepal as a whole,

gambling games were permitted only during the Dasai- and Tiher

festivals, but in Tamaphok it was at Tiher that the gambling really took

off, perhaps because of the connection of the festival with LakshmI, who

was the goddess of wealth.

Gambling was almost exclusively a male domain. During the day men
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would tend to make feeble excuses and get away to where card games were

known to be in progress. The school peon's house was renowned in our

area as a meeting place for this purpose during Tihar. One card game I

observed there was saidol. This involved seven cards being dealt out to

a maximum of five players, the next card being exposed and put at the

bottom of the pack, the card below this one in value becoming a 'wild

card' of any suit. The game then proceeded much like rummy. Games with

dice and cowrie shells were also played, The gambling in saidol was

pretty innocuous stuff - after a five hour game the pradh8n pa~c managed

to loose only 10Rs.

In the dice game tripasa, by contrast, the minimum stake seemed to

be 5Rs. This was played with long, six sided bamboo sticks (circles

etched into them indicating number) which were circulated from person to

person in turn in an anticlockwise direction. Players sat in a circle

around a large rug spread out on the ground for the occasion. The

thrower staked a bet, which was matched by others, the person on his

left (and then right) having first priority. Then the dice were thrown,

often with a loud exhortation to LakshmI and the hand being flung

against the chest. If a 3, 4 or 9 came up, this was halo goru

('ploughing ox') bad news for the thrower, since the money was lost.

If 5,6,7,or 8 came up, the thrower won. If 13, 15, 17 or 18 were

thrown, "mariyo" ('killed') was declared, and those who had staked

against the player had to double their stakes for the next throw. Any

other number led to the money being taken back by whoever had staked it.

Another popular game, similar in principle to tripasa was called fUW8

and was played wi th sixteen cowrie shells. Rumours abounded of players

(particularly those recently back from Middle East labour contracts with
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'money to burn') losing 3,000 or 4,000 NRs (about £60 or £80) at a

session of iuwa or tripasa.

The gambling was sometimes very much an inter-caste affair, although

never saw untouchables participating in open venues such as the school

peon's house. Another popular gambling spot amongst Tamaphok Yakha men

during Tihar was a Newar compound in Tellok, the village an hour's walk

up the valley. The time visited (on bhai-Tika day, the men all

sporting their sisters' colourful garlands) saidol and the board dice

game seen at the rohoTepin. were in progress, but no tripasa or dice.

The final day of Tihar was boai-Tika. This, in many ways the

structural reverse of Tika lagaune day in Dasai-, involved sisters

giving Tika to their younger brothers and other male fami l y members

(apart from their fathers and spouses). They were also supposed to give

presents, particularly cooked food such as chalepa (sel-roti, round rice

flour doughnuts) and fried potatoes. Sisters got up at 3.00 or 3.30am

to prepare these snacks, which were served to brothers 1iving in the

house first thing in the morning. I t was interest ing that in our

family, with an unmarried daughter, father's brothers' sons would come

from other houses to our 'sister' for Tika before going to their own

married sisters because they said it was better to receive Tik§. from

unmarried sisters. The Tika giving ritual took place inthe morning. A

lamp and IoTa with marigolds and mugwort on a bed of uncooked rice was

prepared as it was for Tika lagaune, but recipients sat on the porch

bench rather than at the feet of the sister giving the Tika. The woman

said a short personal benediction as she applied the Tika. The Tika

design was different, a delicate vertical strip of white with three red

powder dots on the forehead ra ther than the thick hor i zonta 1 band of
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which had been the mark of lika iagaune) at Dasai~. Each

recipient was also given a hand-made garland of marigolds. In return

they gave their sister a little money. After, they were invited into

the kitchen for a snack of cube and machi <which was the and

potatoes) . Nephews and nieces, sisters-in-law and the sister's mother

also received Tika. However, women did not receive garlands, only

marigold flowers in their hair.

One obv ious difference between Yakha and Brahmin/Chetr i Bhai lika

was that Brahmin and Chetri brothers were supposed to give their sisters

presents. At the insistence of the Brahmin and Chetri teachers in the

school, who in the days leading up to the ritual continually asked me

what I was going to buy our vi liage sister for tihai Tika, I procured a

thick candle sold only in Kathmandu and a fancy pen for her. However,

subsequently discovered that no presents were expected by Yakha sisters

nor were any usually given.

Bhai-Tika was the final day for the rohoTepin., male gambling games

and all the other recreations of the holiday season and people really

seemed to 'let their hair down' for it. The following day the first

year I was in the vi llage, I descended at 5.00am as ! was going to

Kathmandu, to find my 'sister' had returned from the rohoTepin. at

4.00am with a friend and was sleeping in the shed across the yard used

as the 'girl's hostel' during term timej my father had not returned from

playing cards in Tellok.

Other Festlvals

The two other Hindu festivals was able to observe,1'''. Saun

San.kranti and Magh San.kranti, were much more erratically ceiebrated by
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the Yakha of Tamaphok depending on the inclination and resources of the

family. It was rather like the erratic observance of 'festivals' such

as Shrove Tuesday or April Fool's Day in the U.K.. While they are in

some sense undoubtedly 'national festivals', it would be wrong to say

'the x do this on this day'.

Saun San.kranti, on the first day of the month of Saun (mid-July),

marked the end of the hungry season, and the symbolism in the activities

associated with it very much reflected this. The Yakha custom was to

put maize flowers over the main entrance to their houses along with

bhalayo (Rhus succedanea) tree leaves. Then a winnowing tray (na~Slo)

was beaten wi th a Dhun. gri (a bamboo pipe used for blowing on the

kitchen fire) while children shouted "an i ke I li. sahaka! aija!" ('go

away famine! Good times come!'). Someone was supposed to take a piece

of glowing wood from the fire with which to poke the person beating the

naNglo: this was said to be a particularly Yakha custom. Those who had

access to it might cook some meat for this day. and a pot or two of

tun. ba might be served. However, many households did not bother to do

anything special on this day.

Magh San. kranti was on the first day of the month of Magh in mid

January and so calendrically speaking was the opposite of Saun

San. krant 1. There was perhaps a structural opposi tion in the foods

consumed too: while Saun San.kranti looked forward to the consumption of

the above ground crops such as rice and maize, Magh San.kranti was

marked by the consumption of a melange of root crops. At our family's

house as a morning snack I was gi ven a plate pi led high wih bo i led ban

tarO! (potato yam), ghar tarO! (whi te yam), simal tarO! (tapioca),

sutuni (sweet potato) and iskus root. 5el roti, raksi and tun.ba were
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also served. The house was specially cleaned and smeared with cow dung

and clay, and there was a sense of new beginnings: it was thought

particularly appropriate to have found a hen's egg on this day. Magh

San.kranti seemed to be somewhat more generally observed than Saun

San,kranti: perhaps this was because more supplies were available at

this time, or because people had more time to prepare for it.

There were other Hindu festivals observed by their Brahmin and

Chetri neighbours but not by the Yskhe , For example, Nag-pan-cami I the

fifth day of the lunar fortnight in Saun <July-August), was not observed

by the Ye kha , Th is day was sa id by a Brahmin teacher to honour the

serpent on which Vishnu slept and which was said to be the protector of

the world. Brahmin and Chetri children went from house to house giving

people elaborately patterned pictures of the serpent's coils for which

the householder was supposed to give some grain or a little money.

These pictures were supposed to be attached to the wall in the porch or

some other prominent place with cow dung, and a little cow dung and dubo

grass was supposed to be stuck onto the picture. While Yakha usually

accepted these pictures from visiting children and quite often put them

up in their porches, their own children did not participate in the

distribution, Nor did Yakha bother with cooking delicacies such as sel

roti or potato curry for the occasion.

The women's festival of Ti; was similarly unrecognized by Tamaphok

Yakha. In the Kathmandu Valley the day was marked by elaborate

festivities and fasting <Anderson 1971). Kamala was sceptical about the

fasting: she suggested they probably ate masses of nice things, such as

milk, yogurt and ghee, during the night so that they would not feel

hungry during the day. Amongst local Brahmin and Chetri women the day
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seemed to be used chiefly as an excuse for cooking some nice snacks.

The Yakha also did not bother with Sarasvati pUi8, a homage to

Sarasvati, the goddess of learning, in Magh (January-February). The

Brahmin teachers assembled by the small, idol-less temple the other side

of the school playing field for this puia, but Yakha (even Yakha

teachers) were conspicuous by their absence, "We don't bother wi th

Sarasvati because we don't have a tradition of learning" was the general

Yakha line, I thought it symbol ic that in the porch of the pradMn

pa~C1S house, there was a picture of Sarasvati in a frame which had been

almost entirely covered over by a black-and-white photo of Kamala when

young. I subsequently discovered that Kamala had bought the picture in

Basantapur bazaar for its frame but had not bothered to remove the image

before putting her photo inside. I did not see pictures of Sarasvati in

any other Yakha houses. Also absent were pictures of Ganesh, the

household god. During our second year we bought a cheerful framed

picture of Ganesh which we put up in our porch along with family photos,

Nepali style. "Do you believe in Ganesh?" asked Kamala, obviously

rather curious, "He is a Chetri god", We subsequently took the picture

down.

3.7 Conclusion

"Do you like our selroti?" asked Kamala innocuously one day at

T'i har . "Very much" I replied. "That's because they're made from pig

fat!" she exclaimed.

This exchange symbolized for me the Yakha approach to

Sanskritization. Superficially at least, the Yakha appeared to have

taken on board many aspects of Hinduism and the caste system. However,
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there was no simple 'melting pot' at work, since at the same time there

was a degree of subversion at work: the round doughnuts made by sisters

for their brothers and friends at Tihar should have been fried in

clarified butter or mustard oil. However, Yakhe women generally t ook

delight in using pig fat for theirs. This indeed gave them a

particularly rich taste, but one which would have made them quite

unacceptable (if the ingredients had been known) as fare for a higher

caste Hindu.

Whi l e the Yak ha had taken on some of the trappings of Hinduism, it

was a selective acquisition. We could ask whether what we were

observing was so much the I Sanskri t l za t i on ' of Vakha cu l ture as the

'Yakhafication' of the Hindu. While 'status emulation' according to the

Sanskritization model may have been a side effect of the Yakha adoption

of various elements in the Hindu t r ad i t ion, it seemed that only those

elements that 'fitted in' with the prior traditions were taken up.

Durga, for example, with the power to kill demons, was an obvious

contender for inclusion in the religious field. Ganesh, whose worship

might have offended the household god, was not.

There were other contrasts apart from simply which gods were

worshipped. The Yakha did not see a need to bui ld temples (any more

than they had obvious sites for their indigenous religious observances)

for Hindu gods. The small, empty Sarasvati temple at the school was a

very sorry affair. Nor did Yakha, in Tamaphok at least, feel a need for

Brahmin priests to conduct religious rituals for them.

Thus the changes which have and have not occurred as a result of the

growing influence of Hindu pract ices and doctrines in the I ives of the

Vakha make the situation more complex than the model of Sanskritization,
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which sees Yakha traditions inexorably moving towards those of their

caste Hindu neighbours, permits. While not denying the influence of

Hinduism, it is wrong to view it as either a mere superficial

encrustation on top of a pristine base of Yakha tradition, or as a

totally dominant new world view. We have seen and will continue to see

how Yakha 'traditions' are riddled with influences from outside, and

that to try and isolate anything as essentially 'Yakha' is perhaps a

fruitless task. On the other hand, Hinduism has tended to coalesce with

what was already there rather than overwhelming it. There appears to

have been selectivity in what aspects of Hinduism were taken up and how

they were used. As already mentioned, it is also possible that since

the initial uptake of rituals by the Yakha, the practices of the caste

Hindus have themselves changed, so increasing the distinctiveness of

what they and the Yakha do under the banner of 'Hinduism', This may

have been the case in the case of the present-giving tradition at Tiner,

for example.

However it occurs, what we have seen is how the Hindu tradition has

become part of a cu l tural repertoire which is uniquely Yakha in its

manifestation. In this way the Yakha both conform to the

Sanskritization model and subvert it.

This chapter has looked at ethnic identity as a product of the

interaction with other groups in a social environment both historically

and synchronically. However, as argued in the previous chapter. all the

environments experienced by the Yakha were. anthropologically speaking,

social environments, and Yakha perceptions of these environments in

their interaction with them also reflected back on their perceptions of

themselves. Thus people and their environments were intimately related,
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not at the material level conceived of by most human ecologists, but at

the symbol ic and cu l tural levels wi th which soc i e 1 anthropologists are

best equipped to deal.

Notes: Chapter Three

1. An alternative view saw the Yakha, Rai (also called Khambu) and
Limbu as groups once separate which, through intermarriage and other
forms of I intermixing', were in the process of becoming fused as one
group. According to Morris, the Yakha once claimed to be a separate
tribe, but "there appears now to be no difference between Khambus and
Yakkasj and whatever their former status may have been the latter now
definitely form part of the Rai tribe" <1933:85).

2. It is interesting that Holmberg (1989)
broad-based category of ethnic affiliation
'Tamang' dates from this time too,

considers
represented

the similarly
by the word

valiey were the
2 respectively),
Magars and Ra i s

3. Other groups in East Nepal have also adopted the term, for example
the Lohorung Rai (Hardman 1989),

4, It could well have been members of one these households from
Panchthar whom our sister Kamala told us she had once met in Dhankuta
bazaar when she was a student. She said their language sounded rather
1 ike that of Ankhibhui Yakha . Bista would appear to be misguided in
placing the Yakha predominantly in Terhathum District <1967:38), but
considering the Widespread dispersion of the group (as well as the
frequency of Yakha women migrating into districts such as Terhathum) he
may not be totally in error. One man told me of Yakha who are found in
Bhoj pur district to the west of the Arun, but I was not able to verify
this.

5, The distribution of castes (such as Brahmins and Chetris) and ethnic
groups (such as the Yakha, Tameng , Gurung, Rai, Magar, Sunuwar and
Newar) in Tamaphok pancayat (Maps 4 and 5) appeared to be unusually
ward-specific. Only the untouchable Kami and Damai caste groups
appeared to be distributed throughout the pancayat, The distribution,
according to data given to us by the pradhan paNc and supplemented by
our discussions with other people, were as follows:

At the top, most easterly end of Maya Khola
communities of Madam Singh and Mahabir (wards 1 and
predominantly Tamang with a few Chetris in both and
(Khaling Rai and Sampang Rai) in ward 2.



hill from ward 5, ward 6 was known as Tamaphok
part a continuation of the Yakha settlement of
hamlet made up predominantly of Gurung, Chetri,
households. Then, going over the crest of the

one came to Ward 9 (Okhre-Thakare), almost
the only part of Tamaphok pancayat not in the
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Further down the valley, before reaching Tamaphok proper, was Tellok
(wards 3 and 4), predominantly Chetri but with sixteen Newar and two
Gurung households in ward 3 and Brahmin, Yakha, Sunuwar, Marpati Sunuwar
and Kami households in ward 4, Ward 5 had three Kaml and two Damai
households apart from its 136 Yakha households.

Leaving ward 5 and before reaching the neighbouring panc6yat of
Mamling one came to ward 7 (called after its two main communities 5alle
Kunt ang) and ward 8 (called after its two main communities Baijore
Majhuwa), Both wards 7 and 8 had a few Yakha households, and in
addition ward 7 had Magar, Gurung, Brahmin, Chetri and Kami houses, and
Ward 8 had four Damai, three Magar and one Newar household in addition
to its Chetri homes.

If one went up the
Phuml i ng , the Tamaphok
ward 5, and Phumling a
Magar, Brahmin and Kami
Tinjure Danda ridge,
exclusively Gurung and
Maya Khola valley.

6. According to Hodgson (1858), beef had once been part of the Limbu
diet (and thus, we can surmise, may have been part of the Yakhe diet
too), but the Limbu had had litle trouble giving up eating it, Holmberg
makes the point that many ethnic groups (such as the Tameng ) which
are considered 'beef eaters' by high caste Hindus in fact rarely eat
this meat <1989:27-30), Some ex-Gurkhas told us with pride how they had
eaten beef abroad.

7, Cubs was made by straining cold water through one of two types of
woven bamboo filters called be-rieur and phe i p i, (We were told the
phe'pi had also been used as an oil squeezer until about 25 years ago),
The filter contained either fermented millet, rice or maize. Millet was
first cracked using a Dhiki after which it was put into a large cauldron
and boi led. The cooked mi llet was then put on mats and allowed to cooi
slightly before adding yeast to make l ctide, used as the basis for both
cube and raks i ,

8. A Limbu recipe for the manufacture of kinam6, which uses a little
bit of ash, is given in van Driem (1987:281-2).

9. Limbu further to the east were said by Upret i to refer to 1iquor
drinking, high-caste Hindus as naY6~ matwali ('new matwaii') <1976:53).
We did not find an eqUivalent expression being used in Tamaphok.

10. It would be wrong to make too much of such apparent transgressions.
One forward-think ing Brahmin school teacher couple expressed a 1 ik ing
for pork, and served us faksi on a visit one evening. However, on
another occasion the woman confided to us that her favourite meat was
still goat, because "pigs and chickens don't eat pure things, goats eat
pure things like grass", a neat affirmation of Dumont's comment "it is
less impure to eat game than domestic pig, raised by lowly castes and
fed on garbage, it is less impure to eat the meat of a herbi vor'ous than
a carnivorous animal" (1980:56). The teacher said she had seen pigs in
Tamaphok being fed people's stools. We never saw this happening,
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although it has been observed amongst other Kiranti groups such as the
Thulung Rai (Allen, pers, comm.),

11. These I Gardens of Adonis' have been noted in other parts of south
Asia (e,g, Dumont 1957:386), and ancient Greece <Detienne 1972), See
2anen (1978) for a comparative study,

12, For a brief account of the role of Dame i musicians, see Helffer
(1969),

13. Due to my broken arm I was unable to witness the festival of Caita
DBsa i <,
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Chapter Four: The Spirit World

4.1 Introduction

The part of the environment perhaps least likely to be recognized in

an etic definition of the word but extremely salient from the Yakha

point of view was the spirt t world. In this chapter I look at the

spiri t world and its effects as perceived and manipulated by the Yakha.

The previous chapter discussed how selected elements of Hinduism had

been incorporated into Yakha rei ig ious beliefs and how in the process

they were made, to a negotiable extent, the Yakha's own. It was the

Hindu aspects of Yakha rei igion which were likely to be discussed when

ta lk ing about a Yakha person's dharma. There was a word muntum which

represented the oral tradition on which Yakha indigenous religious

practice was based, but one could not ask someone what their muntum was

in the same way one could ask about a person's dharma. Stein (972),

writing about Tibetan indigenous religion calls it the "nameless

religion", an epithet which bears some relationship to the non-Hindu

practices of the Yakha of Tamaphok.

Such semantic differences made it rather difficult to talk

abstract l y about people's non-Hindu beliefs. Moreover, people often

seemed reluctant or embarrassed to talk about their non-Hindu cosmology.

This was partly because the muntum as seen as the domain of the ritual

specialists (see below), and people felt they did not know the tradition

well enough to talk authoritatively about it. There was also perhaps a

fear of causing offence to the spiri ts involved (and hence harm to the

speaker and the outsider asking questions about them) by sharing

knowledge which was supposed to be private to the group. There was also
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amongst the more sophist icated members of the communi t y, I am sure, a

tendency to see such knowledge as old-fashioned and embarrassing to

reveal to westerners. Furthermore, as well as a spirit pantheon, there

was also 8. belief in the power of witchcraft. Since religious

practitioners dealt with both aspects of the supernatural in their

healing rituals, there was perhaps a reluctance to acknowledge too much

knowledge of ei ther, for fear of being thought a wi t ch: Whatever the

explanation, many people exhibited a reluctance to claim, or to be

appear to be claiming, authoritative knowledge of the tribal religion.

Thus some specialists were unwilling to share their knOWledge about

the lIluntum. "Our murii um is hard", said one old man, "i t would take ten

days to tell it all to you" <and obviously did not intend to pursue the

matter, although he did subsequently tell us some interesting stories),

Fortunately others were more willing to share the information they had,

Some indeed seemed genuinely thrilled that somebody should want to

listen to their every word and even tape-record it. Such was Chamba, a

menenb« who was Widely recognized as being one of the most proficient

medical specialists in the area. With his help, our survey and general

conversat ion wi th others we gradually assembled Informat ion about the

indigenous Yakha pantheon.

Another problem was that unlike the Hindu rituals, which were

generally quite public, it was very difficult to observe many of the

indigenous religious rituals in progress. Some household rituals, for

example, were even closed to Yakha of other clans and lineages. We were

certainly never invited to any; even on our last night in the village

our fami l y conducted a ritual to the eekmebu spir i t which we were

pol itely but firmly told we could not see. Similarly, despite my
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interest and enthusiasm for seeing healing rituals, I only attended one

all-night session during my time in Tamaphok, and this because some

people attending it happened to come via our house on their way to the

rituals. I did see some other shamanic activity: for example, when

Tamara and various friends were sick, and when I stumbled on a ceremony

being performed at our landlord's house during the second year for his

daughter who was a dh8min~ (female shaman) in Madi Mulkharka (Plate 14).

It is tempting to draw a dichotomy between the indigenous religion

of the Yakha to be described and the Hindu rituals discussed in the last

chapter. Ultimately, I would argue, Yakha religious beliefs and rituals

need to be considered in terms other than a dichotomy between 'tribal'

and 'Hindu'. However, this will be difficult for an outsider to do.

Curiously enough, though, despite the methodological difficulties often

encountered in studying indigenous religion, it is Hindu religious

practices in the hills which have tended to be neglected in

anthropological accounts. Whi l e historically they are somehow

peripheral to the cui t ur e l core of tribal groups such as the Yakhe , to

peripheralize them too much in contemporary analyses, I would argue, is

to deny oneself the chance of comparing the cultural specifics of their

ma.nifestat ion. I t also perpetuates the not ion of an Indo

Nepalese/Tibeto-Burman divide, which as argued in the previous chapter

is perhaps unhelpful when dealing with a 'heavily Hinduized' group such

as the Yakha.

The non-Hindu pantheon of the Yakha also denied such a rigid

division. Many of the spirits to be described were recognized as

traversing ethnic boundaries, both in their origins and effects. Non-
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Yakha came into Tamaphok in search of cures for afflictions said to have

been caused by Yakha spirits. Yakha likewise looked to members of other

ethnic groups for the treatment of diseases which Yakha dhamis could not

cure. I would not go so far as Crandon-Malamud (1991), who argues that

the Aymara in highland Bolivia resort to medical practitioners for non

medical reasons and use medical dialogues as a means of redefining their

ethnic and religious identities. For the Yakha, the spirit world was

simply another environment in which the negotiation and manipulation of

their own identities took place.

4.. 2 The /tIunt UlIJ

Although there appeared to be no word for 'religion' per se, the

word muntum represented the oral t r ad i t ion on which Yakha indigenous

religious practice was based. "If they themselves were asked what it

was that made them a distinct social group, the more traditional among

them would probably reply that it was possession of the! r own Vi umla" ,

wrote Allen <1978:237) of an equivalent word in Thulung Rai. Muntum was

something which could be seen as similarly close to the cultural 'core'.

Comparison of the literature on other Kiranti groups suggested that this

concept was shared, viz. muddum in Mehawang Ra i , mundbum in Limbu,

mukdum in Sunuwar, dum-Le in Chamling (Gaenszle 1989) and Diumla in

Thulung Rai (Allen 1978). According to Gaenszle, lithe concept

semant i ca l l y impl ies a certain uni ty, both in a spat Ie I as well as in a

temporal sense. On the one hand, it emphasizes the common root of the

oral traditions of the various Kiranti groups in East Nepal, and on the

other hand, it depicts the tradition as a divine knowledge which has

been handed down in a basically unchanged way by a long line of
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ancestors since times immemorial" <1989: n.

According to Gaenszle, the incorporation of the traditions of one

Kiranti group into those of another was the resul t of "a process of

identification based on the assumption of an essential identity" <ibid,

1989: 1>. It was obvious, as Gaenszle described for the Mehawang Ra i ,

that the Yakha muntum was extraordinarily open to change and the

incorporation of outside elements. This led to a marked degree of

variation within the Yakha munt um, both within a single account and

between practitioners, Within a single account, the variety was

reflected in the languages used to relate it, a complex mixture of

Yakha, Limbu, Rai, Nepali and 'dhami language' <presumably akin to the

'ri tual language' described by Allen in the case of the Thulung Rai

(1978». Chamba would often switch from one language to the other in

the middle of a story, obviously relishing the change. "A little bit of

Rai is coming now" he would warn us. Whether or not it was Rai <and if

so, which of the Rai languages) was beyond our linguistic competence.

Gaenszle perceived a danger of other written traditions "twisting

the meaning of indigenous institutions in a way unnoticed by the people,

thus slowly alienating them from their pastil <ibid, 1989:5>' We saw

this easy translatability in the way certain Hindu gods were equated

with Yakha spirits <such as O'ii'mi <see below) being called Biisudev, a

name for the god Krishna>. However, we found that whi l e people were

well able to equate elements of the Hindu and indigenous tradi t ions,

this did not mean they assumed an 'essential identity' between them.

This was the case between Kiranti traditions as much as between Kiranti

and Indo-Nepalese. In the opinion of most Yakha religious practitioners

to whom we spok e , for example, the Yakha and Limbu versions of the
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muntum were essentially the same, while the Rais' were different. Even

then, certain spirits, such as Du~du~i, were said to be 'Limbu'.

It was by recourse to the muntum that religious practitioners could

manipulate the spirit world and, if necessary, rectify transgressions of

and problems caused by the spirits' domain. Part of this manipulation

involved the use of a special category of descent group terms known as

esmme i l Lt), Sammetli~ could be translated as 'spiritual clan'. Amongst

the Yakha, every clan (cho~ - see Chapter Five) had two sammetli~, one

for each sex. The woman's sammetli~ was said not to change on marriage.

It was qUite possible for different clans to share the same

sammetli~, and for two different sammetlJ~ to be found in the same clan.

On the latter point, however, Yakha we spoke to appeared to be somewhat

confused. For example, some thought that men of the Limbuhim clan (see

Chapter Five) had two esmmet l in, cbon cemi and me'lBpa. Others thought

the same of the Challa. However, if there were Limbuhim (or Che l l e )

choncem i they were elusive and so we were never able to verify this

assertion.

People's conf us ion regarding sammet 1i~ was partly a reflect ion of

the fact that these names were not used in everyday life - in fact,

whi Ie people usua l l y knew thei r OWO, they often expressed uncertainty

about those of their friends in other clans. Partly this may have been

due to embarrassment in discussing sammetlif), linked to the possible

embarrassment of admitting knowledge of the spirit world mentioned

above. "We don't use that", said Kamala to me when told her I had

found out what her esmme t l is; was. Others, on the other hand, exhibited

surprise and then pleasure at the fact that I was getting 'deep' into

Yakha cu l ture. These react ions were also expl i ceb l e , however, because
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sammetlil1 were only really used for dealing with a eyal1 (spirit) which

would know the original divisions they represented and, it was said,

would be unfamiliar with current clan divisions and subdivisions.

The Yakha themselves often translated sammetlil1 for us by the Nepali

word gotra. However, comparison with the rules surrounding gotra

amongst caste Hindus (Bennett 1983) reveal significant differences

between the two. For example, amongst caste Hindus men and women share

the same gotra, the woman's changing on marriage: this was the case for

the Kami family we interviewed. In the caste Hindu gotra severe

proscriptions are said to exist on endogamous marriage. The question of

whether or not people from the same sBmmetlil1 could marry was irrelevant

in the Yakha case, due to their sexual division. 1.

4.3 Religious Practitioners

The muntum was regarded as the domain of the ritual spec Le l I s t s is 

and while some people knew smatterings of the myths and stories

contained in the munt un, very often these versions did not tie up with

or were contradicted by what we subsequently heard from a specialist.

The specialists were of various types but none, it seemed, derived their

knowledge or practice from a tradition uniquely Yakha.~3, Mal1Bl1bB,

chiimb«, bi juwa, jhaNkrI and dhami were recognized, as were the Limbu

words pbeaenb« and yebe, Much effort has been spent by anthropologists

in establishing typologies of ritual specialists (e.g. Jones 1976). It

may be possible to draw a structural division between 'tribal priest'

and I shaman', as Sagant (1973) attempts to do for the Limbu 'phedBl1ma'

and "b i i uve", However, whi l e claiming that his explanation of the

differences between them "uses the Limbu cultural classifications",
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Sagant (1976:58) admits that "in the field, the distinction between them

is not apparent, and in certain circumstances the functions of the two

priests coincide" (c f , Allen 1976a).

For the Yakha, distinctions were recognized, but these were seen as

deriving from the different traditions, Thus the bijuw8 was seen as

coming from the Rai, and the chamba from the Limbu. Another di fference

was the types of ri tual paraphernal ia used, Jh8~krI and bi 1uwa were

said to wear feathers and dance beating a little drum (Dhya~gro) or a

plate (thaI). Both these are associated with trance and spirit

possession, In Dandagaon we saw a carved post wi th two st icks pushed

crossways through it which we were told was a mura, the sign of a

bijuwa's house (see Fig, 4,1), We did not see such a symbol in

Tamaphok, however,

Fig. 4.1 Mura seen in Dandagaon

A ma~a~ba, on the other hand, was said not to playa plate, and may

have been synonymous wi th the Limbu pheda~ma, This is interest ing

because in some Limbu dialects there is a word mengb« (Jones, 1976) or

ma~de'mba (Weidert & Subba 1985) which seems to be associated with the

performance of rituals to deal with evil spirits (the result of 'bad
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deaths'). This did not appear to be a specific role of the mBf)lJl,ba

amongst the Yakha, for whom he had the role of a priest, a position open

only to men and inherited down the father's line. ChBmba also appeared

to have a slightly different role for the Yakha than for the Limbu. In

the Limbu case. the samba was said to be lithe narrator of r e l igious

texts and stories" <Weidert & Subba 1985: 327>. For the Yakha , he was

definitely a spiritual healer.

For most Yakha in Tamaphok, however, the distinctions between the

categories listed above were very hazy. and were usually deemed

irrelevant to an understanding of what they did. The Nepali-derived

word dhami was in many ways a generic for anyone who could heal the sick

(including the village health worker). Views concerning the

relationships between the different types of dhemi were epitomized by a

jha-krY who told us "They are all one. The 1ines they follow are

different, but their destination is the same".

The powers of a shaman were said to be inherited. and this generally

seemed to occur through the mother's 1i ne , not necessari ly in

consecutive generations. It was quite common, for example, for a

mother's brother to be a dhemi , Often illness was the precursor of a

'calling'. One man said he went mad after his second marriage, but when

he came out of it <parebartan ayo) he became a dhami. Whi l e it was

possible for a woman to become a dhami, it was more common for the

calling to be recognized in males. We were told of two female dhamis in

Tamaphok, and met one. However, while she was happy to tell us of the

illness episode leading up to her 'calling', she was unwilling to tell

us more about what her 'calling' involved. or even to admit that she was

a dhaminY (a female dhami) at all.
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There were few specific things marking a person out as a dhami. One

might expect to find a shrine (marysuk) somewhere near their house (see

Plate 15). Bhim Bahadur1s father (who was a dhami) had built one right

in the wall of the porch when he built his family a new house after the

earthquake. One interest ing trend, it seemed to me, was for Yakha

dhsml s not to eat goat. The reason given was that the cyary might get

angry. Since this was the favoured and sanet ioned meat of the Brahmins

and Chetris, it was tempting to see the prohibition as a symbolic

statement of contradict Ion to the norms and ideals of Indo-Nepalese

society. However, this analysis was not shared by Bhim Behadur , who

argued that many of the Chetris shared the same cyary as the Yakha, and

yet ate goat.

4.4 Manipulation of the Spirit World

The religious practitioners described above had two related

functions: to maintain respect for the muntum, and to maintain good

relations with the irit world. The former function was to the fore at

weddings, when a marya~ba would give a blessing (asik) to the groom alone

and then the married couple in which some of the elements of the muntum

relating to success in marriage were said to be revealed. The marya~bB

was also responsible for supervising the lagan, a short ceremony which

took place at night in the bridegroom's house after he had returned with

his bride from the exchange of garlands in the fields beyond. The ma~pa

performed a pGja and killed two chickens near the main door of the

house. He used the blood to perform a divination, as the Limbu were said

to do; then the meat was cooked and eaten by the maryarybB. The bride and

groom, sitting near the hearth (the groom, supposedly, with his knee on
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top of the bride's) were given a little rice which they had to eat and

thus make impure (juTho). Then the groom's male assistant (lokondlD,

also known as his parne bhai because he was frequently a cousin), and

the bride's chief assistant lokondi (her parne bah In i ) had to dive for

the rice and throw it at each other as quickly as they could. A
•

The dham1 had a role in other 11fe-eye Ie r i tuals. When a woman had

reached her ninth month of pregnancy, we were told that a dhemi

conducted a ritual during which he became posessed with the spirit of a

dog which chased away the me-t:e cyen, These were the spirits of babies

who had died before their second birthday and who would like the spirit

of the gestating baby to join them.

The main function of the death rituals, it seemed, was to do the

right thing and ensure the soul of the dead person went happily on its

way to the afterlife so that it did not give trouble to the surviving

family, The participation of dhamt s was therefore essential to ensure

this process went smoothly. The death ritual at which this 'soul

journey' happened was called the barkhi and it took place three (in the

case of a woman) or four (in the case of a man) days after the burial.

In the evening, a large bamboo pole (lin, go. keruf)sff) was placed in the

middle of the yard, with what was called teauli grass and gangrin leaves

tied on about half-way up. The lin.go we s further decoreted with small

bemboo beskets (phurlun.), brass pletes and other items around the base.

At the berkhi attended, a rudraks.a (Eleeocarpus sphaericus) seed

necklace was also tied a little way up the pole. Three dhamis appeared,

one dressed in a white Topi, the other with necklaces (one of rudraks.a

seeds, another with bells on) and sat down in front of the lin.go,

nearest the house, to perform their rituals. The dhami conducting the
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barkhi had to be of a different chon from that of the deceased. If a

Challa clan member died, the best was said to be a Koyonga, but if there

was no Royooga dhami available, a Linkha would do.

At the barkhi I attended, two dMmi and an assistant took part, and

after nightfall settled themselves around the keru/Jsio. First of all a

barely audible humming started, then two of the dhamis got up and, while

the third marked time wi th hand cymbals, beat on two metal plates wi th

st Ick s , These made a very reverberat ing sound. First they touched the

ground with their plates and lifted them up in front of the lin.go three

times, then they began to walk round the 1in. go banging their plates

chanting a haunting open vowel sound which rose and fell. They began to

increase their pace and were shaking. They caused a lot of amusement at

one point with their chasing play around the pole. The white-capped

dhami held on to the pole at one point, shaking. Then they dropped to a

slower pace again with a new rhythm. The total performance took about

twenty minutes, at the end of which the white-capped dhami blew his nose

into the pig pen, lit a ~!ll't i <home-made c igaret te) and sat down.

Then the two began singing - the sound was reminiscent of the music

of the rice dance, but the words were obviously di fferent they were

the nun tum, 1 was told. The singing €II ternated one man would stop and

the other started. I was told the soul of the dead man was being

directed to Mount Kai lash in these songs. The performances went on for

20 minutes or so, followed by a rest. The ritual was known as mi'wCl

SBQWB <'brushing off tears').S'

Apart from their role in life cycle rituals, there were also rituals

designed to protect the fields and the community from natural disasters

and ensure good harvests in which dhamt s were involved. We were told
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about a ceremony called tentamana. This was descr i bed 8S a gau N puis

('village puis') and was said to take place every two to three years

(although the last one had taken place five pr-ev i ous l yi , It was

said to be conducted in the month of <October-November) if the

millet and rice did not seem to be ripening properly in time for harvest

the following month. Bhim Bahadur , who had seen this puia conducted

once when he was young, said that many had taken part I but no

women. The cermony centred on Chamboo a water source seen as the

centre of the vi llage (Plate 16). After the puja at ChambOf} , the

participants went in ion round to various other dharas, where

they sp lashed water using leafy branches (syaul l ) of the chlkapu tree.

The they visited were seen as belonging to the gods YaklaboQ and

NBklaboo who lived in Tamaphok before people arrived.

Another ceremony which served to protect the village and its crops

by honour tng the spiri ts of the wild was the Dhul puHL This was held

annually in a kheT field a little below an ex-Tnd i an army soldier's

house on any Tuesday in the month of Cait (March-April>. of all

sorts took part. Dhul pu1a was performed to protect the communi ty from

natural disasters, such as landslides, earthquakes. hail, strong winds

and drought. All Yakha men were expected to attend, but the ceremony

was closed to Brahmins, Ghetris and other outsiders. If a man could not

attend, he was still expected to send a contribution of money, rice,

CUhB and an egg.

The dhamis other important role was the performance of r i tuals in

times of sickness designed to remedy ailments caused by named and

unnamed spirits. These either took the form of work with specific

patients which could take place at any time of the day or night, or more
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elaborate all-night rituals, paid for by the sick person's family, at

which several dhBmis might off ic iate. Such events could take place at

any time of year except between the 1st and 15th of Saun (approximately

15th - 30th July), when the gods were said to hide in a cave. Other

members of the community came along to these dhami displays, often with

their own health problems to which the practitioners were asked to

minister. At the all-night session I attended, ostensibly for an old

man who had pains like fire in his stomach, a woman brought along a Topi

(cap) left by her son, who had gone to Assam and whom she had heard was

sick. The cap was used as das! (see Chapter Seven), something for a

dhami to work on to help the patient recover. Another childless couple

came looking for fertility, and a boy was treated who was said to have

been touched by sogek (see below).

There was a sense that the Yakha were particularly beset by spirits

and the suffering they caused, both practi t Ioners and patients alike.

One woman told us a saying as follows:

"BhoTe bigrincha ghewale. j imindar bigrinche dewe l e"

('The Tibetans are destroyed by ghewas [Tibetan funeral rites],
the Yakha are destroyed by the gods').

The Tibetan ghewa were renowned for being expensive, and by

implication the Yakha gods were a similar financial burden. This

particular woman spoke from the perspective of having a son who had

become a dhami, and having a bdrdmdQsir (see below) spirit in her house.

Apart from grumbling at the consequent prohibition on their eating goat

or pig intestines, she said that neither the contents of three full

chicken baskets (probably 12 to 15 birds) nor 12 path! (about 96 l bs ) of
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millet would be enough to satisfy all the spirits they had. In

addition. her son had to honour the dhami who taught him <Chamba) with

gi fts.

Patients too sometimes cursed not only the spirits afflicting them

but also the expenses incurred in appeasing them and paying the dhamis.

One woman estimated she had spent about 50,000 NRs in total on an

illness <marked by d i zz iness, vomi t ing, headache and stabbing pains all

over her body) which she said had lasted nearly 20 years. She went to

Lt ahar i in the Tare i and spent 5,000 NRs but did not get better. Then

she went to Lasune. a Village in Terhathum district. where she saw first

a Rai and then a Limbu dhami for treatment costing 2.000 NRs. Then by

chance a Tamang friend mentioned there was a good Tamang dhami in Umling

<further up the Maya Khola valley on the Madi Mulkharka side). At that

stage, she said, she would have done obeisance to a dog if she had

thought it could cure her! She became paralyzed for a while and very

weak. The Tamang dhami came to stay for 3 or 4 days and bu l 1t a

symbolic wall to stop Satihangma <mentioned below) from coming and

persecuting her. She became a dhaminI herself, and had to perform a

binti (pGia) every Tuesday to her tutelary deity. Many of the dhamis to

whom we spoke regarded their calling as something of a curse.

It is important to place the Yakha shamans in the context of the

system of health beliefs and practices of which their work was a pad.

Not all illnesses were attributed to spirits. Mi ld coughs and colds,

for example, were seen as bodily afflictions which frequently had a

physical cause. A cough of my own which I developed in the Village one

time was attributed by ApB to drinking sour raksi at a wedding. There

was much Willingness on the part of patients to experiment with
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different remedies. For example, a number of boys we knew, both Yakha

and non-Yak he , were troubled by warts on their legs, and dhamis were

sometimes consulted both for these and for pimples (DanDlphor). Chamba

blessed water for a friend of ours with pimples by reciting some mantras

over a bowl of water. He sucked in each breath harshly and, holding his

hand with second and fifth fingers extended, chopped at the air. After

this our friend had to go outside and rub the water into his face. For

our friend this was only one of many attempts he had made to clear his

face, using both shamanic and other methods. We were often asked by

other friends if we had ointment which would be effective for warts.

However, the situation was not one of pure fluidity between

different kinds of health-seeking activities. Some indigenous

practitioners were suspicious of allopathic medicine. The Village

health worker (a government appOintment - see Chapter Eight) told us his

job was often made more difficult because people only asked for his help

after they had become seriously ill, when dhamis had failed to help.

People explained to us that, if a dhami was treating them for a disease

requiring the appeasement of spirits which could become further annoyed

if crossed, then the use of medicines such as antibiotics or paracetamol

to cure the same disease was to be avoided.

Going to hospital was similarly amb l va l en t l y regarded. A woman we

met at our dhara one day told us with some bitterness about how she had

had two children, both of whom had died because she was told by everyone

not to take them to hospi tal, When Tamara was about to go off to

hospital, our next door neighbour (who was a dhami) came to bess her.

First he sat down on a chair some distance from his patient and began

softly chanting, making stirring movements with his right hand, fingers
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pointing down. The next stage was closer to the bed, standing up,

stirring over some rice pieces in his left hand and scattering them with

his right. Then he took Tamara's shawl which was covering her and which

we were going to take with us to the hospital and blessed that. Then he

went back to his initial hand stirring again, sitting on his chair. Our

other visitors all kept on talking during this performance. We were

told his actions were designed to protect those going to hospital, since

going to hospital was seen as a terrible, alien thing to have to do.

Of course there were other factors explaining attitudes to

hospitals. For many people going to hospital involved a major

expenditure of time, money and energy and hence there was a tendency to

adopt a 'sit it out' mentality in the face of diseases which in the U.K,

would invol ve rout ine hospita 1Isa t ion, such as dystentery or the later

stages of pneumonia. Some people found the medical techniques of

hospitals not to their liking. We heard of one old man who had

discharged himself early from the hospital in Dhankuta (the nearest

hospital to Tamaphok) because he did not like having a drip in his arm.

From the patients' perspective, then, it was not 50 much a clear cut

choice between I indigenous' and 'western' techniques as a desperate

necessity to choose any treatment which they and their families thought

might work, which was eva I lable and which they could afford. There W8S

some ambivalence in people's attitudes to both local and western

practitioners. While some were critical of alternatives, many dhamis

too recognised the limits of their powers. Chamba said that dhamis were

generally ineffective in cases of TB or cancer. Their forte was in

dealing with particular spirits, the ontology of which I shall outline
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below.

4.5 The Spirit Pantheon

Perhaps the best way to make sense of the bewi Idering panoply of

spiri t s represented in Yakha indigenous reI igion is to divide them up

spatially. There were house spirits and those concerned with domestic

space, such as O'ii'mi, plif] cylif] and pok t s cylif]. Some spirits could be

brought to the house by women marrying in to it who brought spirits of

their natal home with them, and these could be included in this

category. Then there were the local spirits, found in the fields and

cultivated areas or wandering about the Village. These were sometimes

associated specifically with the Yakha, such as Tenbe'nB. Further

afield were the spirits of the forests and graZing areas such as Soghek,

'wild' spirits which could sometimes invade the domestic spaces or

interfere wi th people going outside the safety of the domestic realm

with untoward effects. Finally there were spirits such as AitBbiire

which in the stories related about them roamed wider in their geography

and were seen as similarly more overarching in their influence.

Household Spirits

At the heart of things was O'ti'mi or Uehi l i nme, (or, as mentioned

above, Basudev by those Wishing to demonstrate an equivalence wi th the

Hindu tradition). O'li'mi was a spirit residing under the central pillar

(toklBf]) of every Yakha house. However, it was seen as a constant and

generally benign presence, needing oblations only when a new house was

being constructed or when a mlif)Bf)bB thought it necessary (because

someone in the household was sick),
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The story of O'a'mi was told to us as follows:

Many years ago a man bui I t a house, He cut a tree to make
a central pillar. But this i os l sn could not be lifted by 50
or 70 men, because of the power of the god (deuta) residing in
it. So men gave it millet beer (jaD) and it became light.

But before that, the woman of the house had a baby on her
back and she bent down to investigate the hole which had been
dug for the toklBf}. But as she looked in her false hairpiece
(lachaj tBfJcukma) fell in. She reached in to get it out, but
the hole was deep and as she stretched her hand in the baby
also fell off her back into the hole. The men came back with
the toklaf} and, because it was heavy, dropped it straight into
the hole despite the cries of the woman. From that, the
spirit (cyaf}) O'a'mi was formed. Everyone has to perform this
pOja because of the way the cyafJ was formed. When building a
house drop a piece of dubho (Bermuda grass, Cynodon dactylon)
and money into the hole. Also t i tepat i cmugwor t , Artemesia
vulgaris) and rice. On the day you put on the roof you should
also perform an O'a'm1 pu1a. 6

.

We were never invited to an O'a'm1 pOja although one could well have

taken place on October 18th of the first year of our stay in Tamaphok

when the foundations of a house the pradhan paNc was bUilding near the

Tamaphok pancayat office were nearing completion, Early that morning

one of the young men working on the house, a nephew of the pradhan paNc

had come to the pradhao paNc's house to collect a large pot of cube

which he took up the hill in a doko. Later that day I went wi th the

pradhan paNc to the pancayat office. I was asked to wait here while the

pradhan paNc disappeared for about twenty minutes. Later I was called

into a small shed next to the pancayat office which the workers had been

using to keep their tools in. Here I was seated on a stool and given a

leaf plate of tite (fried chicken feathers mixed with rice) to eat with

a glass of cuhs, Assuming this was the result of an a'a'mi puia, the

blood sacrifice of a small chicken would also appear to have been

involved.
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More important than O'B'mi, in terms of everyday life, was the house

pBf) CyBf). This cye!) was said to be found in every house and cattle

shelter (goTh). The pBf) CYBf) was associated particularly with illnesses

such as goitre and deafness. A sacrificial pu1a to it involved using a

pig or a 'porcupine chicken' (see Chapter Five). This needed to be

performed twice a year, once to mark the descending season (ubhau l i,

after Nag pan-carnY, the first five days of the lunar fortnight in the

month of Bhadau (August-September») and once the ascending (udhauli,

after Sri pan-carnY, the first five days of the lunar fortnight in the

month of Magh (Febr-ue r y-Har-chj ) , If someone was sick, and the neglect

of plit] CYBf] was deemed to be the cause, then further sacrifices could be

performed.

One interesting observation about pBf) CYBf) was that the Kl ngr l n

Yakha were said to keep a paf] cYBf) shrine permanently in a corner of

their houses, whereas the Tamaphok Yakha constructed one only when a

puja was required. According to Chamba, the Kingr-t ns ' piit] CYBf) was

called Hef)W8, came from the sky and for this reason required a shrine,

whereas the Tamaphok Yakhas' pBf) cyat] was called Kukhlif), came from Kesi

(Bener-es , N. India), and did not. Hef]W8 needed a pig sacrifice, whereas

Kukhlif) needed a porcupine chicken. Propitiation of the pdf) CyBf) (of

whatever sort) was said to be necessary not only for the health and well

being of household members, but also for abundant crops, animal

production and human fertility.

Other spirits were found only in certain houses, and were said to

have been brought by women marrying in to the household who brought a

CYBf] with them from their natal home. Such spirits were then likely to

accompany daughters to their new homes upon marriage. The names of some
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of these sorts of spIrIts were pokta cysQ <pokta beIng the hanging shelf

in the kitchen), tals cYST] <after the NepalI word for 'loft'), e i en !

cyST], l sbere cYST] and bersmene i r, These were said to be different in

character from the spirits normally found in a Yakha house and to demand

more In offerings.

Lahare cyall, for instance <could the name have come from lahuri,

'retIred serviceman'?) was sa l d to be a Limbu spirIt brought by in

marrying women. SacrIfice to it was said to involve kIllIng a buffalo,

a sheep and sixteen chickens once every three to s l x years. The pok i s

cYSIJ needed to be worshipped twice a year, and was said to requIre the

sacrifice of a cock and a hen, as well as grains and cube. Only those

wI th a pok i e cyst) of their own were sa l d to be able to watch the

household puja to this spIrit, and meat cooked from the puia could not

be shared wi th those who were not present at 1 t . Those wi th beremene t r

in their house faced food prohibitIons, since they were not supposed to

eat goat meat or pig's t n t es t l nes , Because of the potential problems

posed by introducing these spirits into the house, some unmarried Yakha

men said they might attempt to find out whether a prospectIve wife had

any spirits in her family which might be likely to accompany her on

marr i age. One young woman we knew had a pok t II CY8fJ in her house. and

for some reason it was considered she was most 1ikely to transport it

with her on marriage. Because of this, it was predicted she might have

difficulty finding a marriage partner.

Loce I Spiri ts

One spirit, Tenbe'nB, was associated specifically with Tamaphok, and

another, Linkhssam, with a particular Yakha clan, the Linkha. The story
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of Tenbe'na was recited as follows:

Some Yakha lived in Chanuwa [in contemporary Dhankuta
district - Yakha still live there]. Many years ago a woman
was brought from there by Kalu Linkha. Her name was Yubhindi.
His sammetlll] ['divine clan'] was LJocami [as are all male
Linkha], while hers was Makuruk. She came here to do
business. This Mdkurtlk was a witch (boksi). She had been
born at an inauspicious time (sait). Her mother, off to do
business travelling around, had fallen in love with a
fisherman, a Rai from Bala, by the Arun, and after ten months
in the womb had had the baby in a wild place, The mother had
taught her business.

When she came to Chambol]-Le'wd1uo [the name of two water
spouts in Tamaphok l Makuruk gave a lot of trouble and people
got angry. A dhami called Thok se lived in a house and
attacked Mdkuruk with his powers (bhan haniyo). He hurt her
heart and she wandered about distraught. She went allover
the place, getting weaker. She reached Be i j ur e and Majhuwa,
and died in Umling, After she died her spirit (lawa)
continued to wander.

If someone is attacked by her, the dhami can see it in an
augury (jokhana). He identifies her and asks what she wants.
She says she wants a chicken, broken rice, garlic and an egg
in her puj a , and her needs are satisfied. You must speak to
her in 'Yakha', viz:

'YubhJndi sakma, Hibute
sakma, Ctuuiuwsri! eeke«,
mul uk i haf)ma, yumrenm«,
wen l st uro, 1ep1ajuro,
saptoph'7.

eskm«, Kd1u sekm«, Makuruk
Nagame eekme, Nugame sakma,
t smrenme, Um1 Lnbe siyagana,

nepma l en l ek i op, ekmen i

Another 'local' spirit was LJnkhB SakmBbu, also known as
LJnkhBsdm, According to Chamba:

Linkhasam came from a branch of the Linkha clan called the
Iknap. These Li nkhas lived in Mamling but used to come to
Kuntang to hunt. When there, they killed a deer. Accord ing
to their custom, when a deer or goat is killed, the cloven
hoof must be cut in two through the cleft, but on this
occasion they they did not do this. Therefore the deuta
became angry. The culprits became ill and died. From them
dying, the LJnkhB sBkmBbu arose.

After t h l s , the Ik naps were chased out of Mamling, and came
to Tamaphok where Challas [another clan] were already living.
They went to Pen l um [an area slightly down the valley and
below the main part of Tamaphok today; also called DeuraliJ.
From there they went up to OtemmaTol hunting. Their names
were Jitika, Jakhiba, Maghan Singh, Jugut Ram, Hengware,
Khengwa Ram, Nabuk Sam and Thebuk Sam. They cleared the
jungle at PengLum. An elephant and a jungle buffalo used to
live at Otemmatol near a big pond. They went hunting there and
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killed the elephant, cleared the jungle and made a field.
They drained the pond [Otemma = flat area from where water has
been drained].

They bui 1t houses there. After that Nabuk Sam and Thebuk
Sam died whi l e hunt ing. From the two of them came the CYBf]
Linkhasdm. Because of them, when the 1knaps ki 11 an animal
hunting they must kill a cock as puja to LinkhasBm and offer
the blood,

LinkhaSBm was Widely recognized as trOUblesome. Kamala attributed

col icky stomach pains to Linkhiisam. If your stomach hurt in this way,

she said, you should not touch it but should suck on your fingers saying

II LinkhasBm, LinkhasBm, Linkhascud' to get better. LJ nkha Sakmabu was

said by others to be responsi ble for a part icular type of boi 1 on the

shoulder. One day in the tea shop we met a Chetri man who had travelled

from Tehrathum district to seek treatment from a Yakha mdQBQbB for just

such a boI 1. He showed his deeply infected red shoulder to the

assembled company and told me he had come because he had been told only

a Yakha healer could cure it. It was interesting to see how recognition

of the power of this spirit and the ability of a Yakha shaman to cure it

had gone much further than the confines of the local community or ethnic

group.

Wi ld Spiri ts

There were many troublesome spirits said to live outside the normal

confines of social life, in the forests and other wild places. One was

tainuma cyiif] ('cat spirit'), an intriguingly named spirit about which I

could unfortunately secure no other information. Temburen" . and

Jan.gali were other spirits associated with the forest. Then there were

the spirits associated with 'bad' or 'untimely' deaths (akal mr.tyu)
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such as me' ell cyan. which were sa i d to be the spiri ts of dead babies,

and soghek, spirits of people who have died in accidents,

was said to have had personal experience of soghek when I fell and

broke my arm on the path leading down into the Village. Judging from

the story we were told concerning soghek, I was lucky not to have had a

more serious accident:

Seven coloured rays from the sun came to earth and dried up
everything. Only there was one porcupine which they could not
dry, because of its spines (uthin). The porcupine shot its
spines at the sun, but they were not long enough to reach it.
Instead, as he shot them, they joined up and reached there.

On the earth they became bamboo. Many bamboos grew and
reached the sky. The sun could not dry the plants. Then a
small mouse hid in the bamboo, and was not killed, although
its back was reddened by the sun. From inside the bamboo it
climbed up through the joints by nibbling through them. It
came out at the top and bit the sun's rays. The wind blew the
bamboo back and forth and the mouse bi t off all seven rays.
And where the mouse bit the rays, blood fell to earth,
Wherever it fell, on rocks, on trees or on earth, the blood
did not dry, People going by these places fell over and died.
They had touched soghek and became soghek themselves.

Wherever sogite]: p l ays and men pass by, soghek wi 11 touch
them and horns form. Only dhamis can see these horns. Within
15 days, if not treated, this person will have an accident.
Only certain Rais have the power to kill sogtiek, This is
because Rais had a fight with eoghel: and made it run away. It
hid in a hole in a tree and the Utangi/Batangi Rais came and
covered it over thinking they would kill it. But soghek
knocked over the tree and escaped. The Rais returned and
pursued it. Soghek told them "don't chase me, I won't do
anything to you. If you kill me another soghek will come in
the form of a bat. So even though a Rai can kill a soghek,
another will come and people still have accidents. Yakha
cannot kill soghek, but can control its effects by burning off
its horns.

Pokhrel et 81 (204.0 V.S.: 1375-6) describe a spirit Sogha as "in Limbu

culture, B spirit believed to hunt people for an untimely death". Thus

sogh£k would not appear to be a spirit unique to the Yakha pantheon.
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Wider-Ranging Spirits

Some sp t r its were more wi de-ranging in their origins and

dest i na t ions, and like eoghek appeared to be shared wi th other groups.

An example of such a spirit was SBguni:

At Sabha PokharI [which contributes to the name of present
day Sankhuwasabha Df s tr-f c t l lived a man and his two wives.
They made muDa [wIckerwork stools] and were Marapace Sunuwars.
They were all dhal!!1s. From here, the man and his first wife
sped all round the world. They reached Athpare-Ghangare in
Dhankuta. There they found an Athpare [a Rai tribe also known
as AthpaharIya] orphan which they adopted and took back to
Sabha Pokhar i ,

The younger wife did not like the baby and dropped it in a
pot of boiling milk. She then ran off to Gahiri Pok har i and
hid. The older wife wondered where she was. She performed an
augury in which she saw her and sent a mental attack which
killed her. Then the older wife hid in a cllaune I Sch I me
wallichiJ tree because she had killed someone. But a
thunderbolt hit the tree and killed her. Her husband
committed suicide by stabbing himself with a drumstick. After
this his mit relation, a dema I called Rikh Bahadur Bar-e ko t e ,
jumped into Gahiri Pokhar i and drowned. Five people were all
dead. After that they wandered all over the kingdom and
reached Dhul1kel [overlooking the Kathmandu valley] one
morning.

The king was bathing at Sundhara [a Kathmandu water
fountain next to the current General Post Office] one morning,
by the Dharahara (Bhimsen Tower). The five came near. Seeing
them, the king became blind. He called his army.

"Five spir I ts have at tacked me. You must at tack them".
From the king this order came. So they went to war, but all
became bl ind and paralyzed. The king was distressed. He
asked if anyone in the army was a dhami . One Magar was a
dhami, and he saw the spirits in an augury. The dhami asked
and the five said "We are eegunt . We want ~indur [red
powder]. Wednesday and Sunday are the days we were formed.
The leaves of sixteen different types of trees are needed to
make. leaf plates [for us]. You must give camre [boiled rice
fried with ghee, garlic and turmeric]! an egg and a nan. 10
[Winnowing basket]".

[The story at this point became like a litany of the type
which would be used to treat the problems caused by sBguni and
which I have not included].

Two types of incense are used for the pGia, madesh ko
titepatI l Tare t mugwort, presumably Artemesla vulgaris from
the Tere I rather than a separate species) and bhairaNg pate
[Potenilla fructicosa, which we were told comes from the high
mountains]. Segun t is in a crowd with other CY8fJ including
Aitab8re, CUfJbdfJsJt§re, p§NcthBreni, Le l i i emt s, MBbl1ru'halJmB
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and Yesoken i , all played to in a band wi th drums and
harmonium. 2000 seW8 H.Lmbu f or- namaste (greetings), we were
told] to you. Uja-puia [blood sacrifice] be yours.

1st Kathmandu, 2nd Ramechap, 3rd Charakot, 4th Bhojpur
[district numbers prior to reorganisation] are all yours.
Chamca besi [an unidentified lowland area] is yours. The
Bagmati and Koshi rivers are yours. The fertile Terai plains
are yours. Pallo Kira~t, Ma.1h Kira~t, Pa~c Khumbu and Solu
Khumbu are yours. Satrathum ['Sixteen regions' cf. the
district name Tehrathum I Thirteen regions', thum being said to
be a Limbu word for region), Chambon chapmerun rChambon is the
main dhara in Tamaphok] and Das majhiya Tamaphok are all
yours. This is all promised. Ssrs in [sarsyij~, Brassica
campestris, 'field mustard'?] is also an incense for you,"'"
But in all the world's travels the best incense is mugwort.
Sixteen leaf plates, a small earthern lamp (diyo), a shot of
r aks I . ITTa, cira/cyuDi, pana, bhoTe, the four kings are
ruled by you [these are also the four suits in cards], You
must have cause to remember, saguni i A big cockerel is good
for you. Done on Wednesday. , ...

The Kami family we interviewed as part of our survey reported haVing

had problems wi th Segun i , who caused a bo i 1 on one of thei r daughters.

Th is they treated by recourse to a Dame I dhamt . This was possible

because Segun ! was not seen as a particularly Yakha spirit (as its

provenance reveals), and could be addressed in Nepal i. Pokhrel et e l

(2040 V.S.: 1283) have a word sagune which is, "in dheml s ' language, a

spirit of sores and boils".

Another example of wider provenance is the story of Aitabare, which

was said to be the chief of the spirits.

Many years ago, there was a lama and his wife (lamini). While
walking in the jungle, they got lost and disappeared to the
world. The lama was an avatar [being capable of many
incarnations] and sometimes appeared as a pig. sometimes as a
man, sometimes as a demon, the sky or the wind. They
disappeared. Then one day (on a Sunday) a chi laune [Schima
wallichi iJ tree appeared. The lama and lamini were in the
root, but men could not see them. Only a dhami knew a deuta
was there. This deuta caused trouble to people and made them
sick. A dhami saw the deuta in an augury and asked what it
wanted. It said:

"I want a cockerel, I want milk, I want achita [acheta,
broken rice pieces]. I want sindur [red powder], I want dhaja
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and
maize
flour,
and a

[cloth rags] I Lhokro [bamboo made into small sticks
bundled together, like a comb], ~ (titepat1?] and
naibed [bread offering to godJ. if there is no maize
other types of flour can be used. I also need an egg
pigeon. If you do this, I will take away the disease".

So the dhami did all these things, did a puja at the foot
of the chilaune tree, and the sick man got better.

Like Segun i, Aitabi3re's wider distribution is documented in the

lexicon. Pokhrel et a1 talk of "~itb8re - a cattle demon on account of

which incense must be burned in the cowshed [goTh] every Sunday" (2040

V. S. : 100) . Allen (1976a: 532n) and Turner (1931:30) also mention

aitab8re deuta, and Sagant <1969: 122, n34) talks of lithe Nepalese

divinities Al t abar-e or Sombare" to whom the Limbu do sacrifice. In the

Tamaphok version, Aitabare appeared to be a more l mpor t an t , if not the

most important sp i r it. However, the tale concerning it seemed less

elaborate than for some of the other Cy8~.

What is significant for our purposes is that, while the stories of

Sag-uni and Ait8bare were told to us by a Yakha dh8mi of the Limbu

tradition, the spirits to which they refer are obviously more widely

recognized. However, they appear to have been 1arge 1y ignored in the

literature by researchers more interested in the cultural specifics of

the ethnic groups they s t udy , More compara t t ve work on dhami lore is

needed to understand the cultural specifics of these pan-Nepal spirit

forms, and the extent to which the accounts given to us were shared

elsewhere. Some features of the l l tany (such as the reference to

Chamboo dhar6 in Tamaphok in the Sag-unJ story, for example) were

obviously adapted to provide 'local interest'. The muntum contained

stories of spirits some of which were specifically Yakha, some regional,

and some pan-Nepa l L These differences were not considered significant
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by the religious practitioners who told the stories to us. For them,

they reflected a spiritual pantheon which, even if partially shared with

others, was still specifically Yakha in its manifestation.

4.. 6 Cond us i on

In this chapter have argued for the inclusion of the spirit world

in an account of the Yakha environment, and have looked at how these

spirits were perceived and manipulated through the work of the various

religious practitioners and their muntum. In the process, we have seen

how Yakha identity was defined and negotiated in and through this

environment. Neither the spirit world nor people's knowledge of it

could be seen as cohesive. Nor did the practitioners who manipulated it

come from a cohesive tradition. The danger of draWing together material

such as this, given to us by a variety of different people possessing

varying degrees of certainty and knOWledge, is that an amalgam is

created which gives an illusion of cohesion. There is also the

possibility of creating an illusion of exclusivity, although as has been

shown, the spirits were certainly not all unique to the Yekhe , Nor

should the list be taken as in any sense complete. Further comparative

stUdy would be useful to ascertain the degree to which the spirits which

are paralleled in or shared with other groups have been 'culturally

interpreted' by the Yakha in a specific way, and which spirits the Yakha

do not appear to know about.

would like to highlight Gaenszle's excellent analysis of

equivalent concepts to muni um once again, and compare the status of the

muntum with the status of the Yakha language described in the previous

chapter. Both could be seen as part of a Yakha cultural 'core', but
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this core has obviously been quite open to change as elements from other

traditions were incorporated into it. External cosmologies, Kiranti or

Indo-Nepalese, were not irrelevant to the internal cosmologies of the

Yakha. Nor were Yakha cosmologies irrelevant externally, as the non-

Yakha people coming to consult Yakha dhamis would testify.

It is also worth considering the relationship of the indigenous

spirit world with the Hindu cosmologies mentioned in Chapter Three. It

is not sufficient to regard the two as separate. We have seen how the

Yakha regarded some of the Hindu dei ties as equi valent to their own.

Other deities, such as Ganesh and Sarasvati, who did not 'fit' in this

overall picture, were generally ignored by the Yakha , Durga, in her

role as 'killer of demons', by contrast, has been very much taken to the

hearts of the Yakha of Tamaphok. These factors, would argue, all

point to the so-called 'nameless' religion of the Yakha being part of a

larger religious picture which the inhabitants of Tamaphok appeared to

have no difficulty in accepting as a unitary religious field.

Notes: Chapter Four

1. Semmet l i n can also be compared with the dsphn ing of the Kulunge Re l ,
which M"Dougal (1979) translated as 'magical names'. These are said to
be given (presumably by a dhamj) at the time of clan fission. These
seem to correspond to the Yakha eemme t l t n, and the confusion over the
Limbuhim eemmei l l n may be attributed to what we shall see in Chapter
Five is some uncertainty over its undivided status. However, the
sharing of a sammetl!" by several clearly different chof'} , and the sexual
division of semmet l i n, point to different patterns and rules in the
Yakha case.
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2. Cf. Allen: "When I arrived in the area and expressed an interest in
the history <1tihas) and cu l ture (sanskriti> of the Thulung, those who
understood such high-flown vocabulary directed me at once to the priest"
<1976a:512).

3. Miller's 'faith-healers in the Himalayas' (1979) are similarly
described as transcending ethnic boundaries, a pan-Himalayan phenomenon.

4. According to Bhim Bahadur's folk explanation. this pract ice dated
from the time when children as little as seven or ten years old were
married, and was a game designed to entertain them and banish their
shyness.

5. There were said to be two other jobs for dhamis at a barkhi, neither
of which I witnessed. CitBP t epme was said to involve wrapping up a
banana wi th a cot ton thread in it wi th a leaf. Th I s was passed round
surviving relatives, four times if a man died, three times if a woman,
while the dhami recited the muritum. Then the banana was cut - if there
appeared to be blood around the cotton, then another person was said to
be at risk of dying soon. After that, the dhamis were said to fill a
big copper pot wi t h water. All c Ian members stood in line, and the
dhami splashed water over them using a cemcim (2Yaul i-cut branch),
again three times if the deceased was a woman, and four times if a man.

The description I had of what was called the m8~ba grBhB ritual was
less clear. The dhami was said to mix seven types of grains and pulses
in his hand. He then split a mukh i upb in two after reciting the muntum.
Two men were supposed to stand on e i ther side of a big leaf, near the
fire. The men were said to have to jump over the leaf four times (three
if a woman had died). holding grains of rice in their hands. These were
then thrown in the fire, "so that other men don't get sick".

6. Cf. Allen <197613: 118ff. & 130ff.)

7. While Chamba se t d this was Yakha , in reality it was more like and
merged into ritual language. 'Sakma' was said to mean spirit; 'Hibute'
was another name for Yubhindi; 'Nagame' was the female Linkha esmmet l i n,
which Makuruk became when she married a Linkha. Muluk meant 'state' or
'country' in Nepa 11, and haT) was Yakha (and L Imbu) for 'king'.
'Yumrenna ' was said to mean 'stay' (basne), "Tamr anma ' Is either
alliterative tagging or could mean 'wandered' since "Um l In be siyagana'
meant 'died in Umling'. From this point we were completely into what
was called 'dhami's language' of which translation was only hazy,
although 'laktop' was said to mean pechuli in Yakha, the ornamental
tun.ba pots used in rituals which were made from small pieces of bamboo
with a point at one end which were pushed into the ground.

8. Cf. Sagant's 'Tampu!'lmA, d t v I n t t e Limbu de 113 f or-e t ' (1969).

9. According to Sagant (1969: 122, n35) sansln is Limbu for incense in
general.
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Chapter Five: The Household Environment

5.1 Introduction

Chapter Three looked at the format ion of the Yakha as an ethn ic

group through contrasts and comparisons with other groups present in the

social environment. The spirit world introduced in Chapter Four

reflected these social relationships and understandings, and pointed to

a wider environment with which, as we shall see later in this thesis,

the Yakha also interacted.

This chapter extends Barth's conception of the social environment in

other directions. Here we look at the social environment as made up not

just of ethnic groups or spirits, but of other members, lineages and

clans (or whatever subdivisions are appropriate) of one's own ethnic

group, i.e. the social environment within the group labelled Yekha , The

focus will be on the household as the forum for the formation of clan,

l1nel1lge and k tneh t p identities. The physical structure of the house

also mediated Yakha relationships with other castes and ethnic groups,

making it a focal point for the creation of both intra- and inter-group

identities.

Apart from the physical and social structures of the household

environment, the Yakha household was also an economic unit. Aspects of

Yakha production and consumption will also be considered here. It is

the economic hardships faced by most families, and the ways in which

people set about trying to cope wi th these. that set the scene for the

discussion of agriculture and migration in subsequent chapters.
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5.2 The Yakha House

The house in which we lived during our first year in Tamaphok was a

fairly typical house of the more well-to-do Yakha living there (see

Plate 18). Appr oecht ng it from the mul baTo (main path) which ran up

and down the hillside to the west, one first passed an older, main house

(mul shar) on the left hand side. A little further and off to the right

was a pi t latrine (carpi) used by the family and enclosed by bamboo

screens. One then passed the partitioned wooden shed (pall> in which

the goats, firewood and rice pounder (Dh i k l ) were kept. The upper part

of the pall, reached by a bamboo ladder, was an open area (maTan), used

for storing hay. Our fami ly kept half of this area clear as a hostel

for four Yakha girls attending the high school. One then entered the

yard (eNgan, ctierem: t a flat, open area of beaten earth used for a

variety of domestic activities during the year Bnd bounded by the shed,

the higher terrace earth wall to the right and a low stone wall

overlooking the ghar-bari (house fields) on the left. The house was

straight ahead, wi th a path cont inuing to the right of it I past a

neighbouring uncle's house and on to the dhara (waterspout) and fields

beyond.

The house was rectangular in shape with the short end facing the

yard and the long sides following the contour of the land (see Fig.

5.D. It was a two-storey stone building with mud plaster walls which

were painted with red clay up to about two feet from the ground and the

rest whitewashed. Allen <l972b:nS) suggests that colour symbolism was

little used by the Thulung Ra l , the available colours being used mainly

for their decorative effect. The same thing could be said in principle

for the Yakha , I'll though there was a general tendency for Yakhe to use
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whitewash in painting their houses, and for Brahmin and Chetri families

to colour theirs with red clay. It was important to endeavour to renew

this whitewash periodically. This was generally done at Dasai-. As the

fest Iva l approached, a house which was not whi tewashed was pointed out

to me wi th disdain as indicat ing the obvious poverty of the people

within. In addition to whitewash, many Yakha who could afford the paint

to do so were fond of decorat ing the white wa lIs with floral mot irs

(Plates 5 & 19).

A wooden verandah about two feet wide ran all round the upper

storey, with geraniums, planted in old oil cans, decorating the front of

it. Another particularly distinctive feature of Yakha house decoration

was the maize cobs hung in a fringe along the eaves of the house. There

was a tile roof above (a mark of wealth: many houses just had grass

thatch) under which there was an attic, marked from the front by a small

window closed, like all the rest, with wooden shutters.

r
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Fig. 5.1 Ground Floor Plan of Yakha House



Plate 18: Typical Ya~h6 house

Plate 19 : Ins Ide the I! I tchen
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The Porch

The porch (omphu) mediated relationships between the inhabitants of

the house and the world outside. Whi Ie relatives from other houses

might enter through the side entrance, less familiar visitors were

generally expected to come and conduct their business by way of the

porch. I t was important that they took the design of the porch, and

their own caste status, into account in deciding how they would do this.

There were three types of porch, bhi trai omphu, khula omphy and

hahira omphu (Fig. 5.2).

II Bhi trai omphu ~ Khula omphu

Fig. 5.2 Types of Porch

" Bahira omphu

Bhitrai omphu meant 'enclosed porch'! while khul5 omphu meant 'open

porch'. The difference between the two <which it took us some time to

realise, so insignificant did it at first appear to us as outsiders) was

that in a bhitrai omphu the wall extended round the two outer corners or

the porch! whi Ie in the case of the khula omphu there was no such

'enclosing' wall. This made a profound difference to visitors of other

castes! since lower castes were not supposed to sl t inside a bhl tral
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omphu, but were expected to sit along the raised ledge <peDD outside.

The householder sometimes provided a wooden stool for this purpose.

Higher caste people also sometimes felt uncomfortable stepping inside a

bhi trai omphu. The bahira omphu was a combinat ion of the two designs,

an inner porch which was 'out of bounds' to lower castes, and an outer

which was open to all. The two did not have to be separated by even a

partial wall. In one Yakha house we visited, an open, fence-like WOOden

divide separated the inner- and outer sections, which were basically a

khula omphu and an outer extension to a khuHi omphu. Only those

breaking caste rules went into the inner section.

These porch designs and rules were understood and shared with other

groups. The Kami family we interviewed (who were relatively well off)

had a bShira omphu. Other Kami and Damai families almost invariably had

khula omphu outside their small houses: they did not wish to discourage

visitors.

In our family's porch, there were benches on ei ther side to s i ton,

with storage underneath. These benches could be used as beds at night

if visitors came to stay. There was also a wooden chair and a table in

the middle of the porch. The porch was quite elaborately decorated with

woodwork painted green and red, recessed shelves, and framed photos of

family and friends hanging around the walls above head level. Above

these were some high wooden shelves on which were kept some of the

paraphernalia of outdoor life such as paint and our father's bow. At

night these things were protected by closing the porch up with wooden

shutters and planks.

During the spring it was quite common for swallows to make their

nests in the eaves of people's porches. They were positively encouraged
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in this. People would put small woven mats under their nests to prevent

droppings from falling below and to give the birds more privacy. The

swallows were said to fly the nest on Sri Panchami day. Their

housebuilding and industriousness seemed to be a welcome symbol in

people's homes. However, it would not seem correct to attribute to the

Yakha any exclusive penchant for the birds. also saw such

arrangements for swallows in a Brahmin teashop in Chainpur.

The Kl tchen

The main entrance to the house was surmounted by a lintel decorated

with cock's feathers (a feature we also often saw in Brahmin and Chetri

houses). Stepping inside the house through the narrow pair of inward

opening doors one faced 8 wooden partition <phal1ana). Wooden stairs on

the right led up the side wall to the first floor, while a left turn

took one round the partition and central pillar <cJndsf) and into the

kI tchen proper (which also had a side entrance facing out down the

hillside), There was no distinguishing word for kitchen in Yakha,

i nd lca t ing perhaps that in the past most people only had one room in

their houses in which they ate, cooked and slept, as was still the case

amongst poorer Yakha whose houses lacked a second storey.

The fireplace (aphlum) , a shallow hole in the ground with a three

legged iron stand <odon) over the top, was located towards the far right

hand corner of the kitchen and was used for most of the cooking. There

was a mud stove behind this hearth which our family planned to make into

a smok less stove (cu l o) but had never got round to complet l ng , Above

the cook ing area hung a wicker she 1f <pok ta) used to smoke pieces of

meat and to keep things out of the way of insects. Some of the
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apparatus for the production of millet beer and spirits were kept in the

corners of the kitchen. Other storage was provided by shelving in the

pbenen«, the ebrehen (a shelf unit running along the back of the porch

wall to the side entrance) and in sundry other shelves and holes built

into the wall and baskets on the floor (Plate 19).

A 51 ight ly raised area around the north and east walls of the

kitchen marked an area for men and guests to sit (on mats) when visiting

or eating. Women involved in cooking more often sat on the other side

of the hearth where they could more easily dispense food and control the

fire. However, these sexual divisions were not rigid.

Upstairs and Outs/de

Going upstairs, one came to another large room which was used for

the storage of grain. This was where the r I t ue l s (~) to the house

god were performed but otherwise had no other funct ion. Most famil ies

slept in this upstairs room (if they had a two-storey house) but it was

a mark of our family's prosperity that Apa and Ama had a separate room

in which they slept, leading off from the storage room above the porch,

and the wooden extension, already mentioned, for Kamala and ourselves.

From the storage room a bamboo ladder led to the attic, which we never

visited, and there was a door on the upper side of the room leading out

onto the wooden verandah. This was used for drying clothes and

fermenting pickles in the sun. There was also a door to the verandah

from our parents' room but, like many such doors, a decorative wooden

screen across the lower portion of the doorway made access rather

difficult.

Back down stairs again, and going out of the side entrance one came
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to a terrace (Plate 20) which overlooked the ghar-bart. There was a

wooden trestle called a cim which extended out over the shar-bari, on
Was

which stored waterAkept, plates were cleaned (using ash from the cooking

fire and water) and larger vessels were left to dry after a meal. The

chickens had an enclosed mud coop (kora) against the wall of the house

into which they were put at night. Above it our father had built an

enc losed wooden shelf in which some pigeons 11ved.

the house was the pigs' sunken, stone-walled pen.

At the far end of

The presence of pigs was an important feature of Yakha ident i ty

(shared with a number of other Tibeto-Burman groups). The two pigs our

family normally kept received a lot of attention. AmB was often to be

found in the pen, for example, picking parasites off their skin and

talking to them. Alongside the pig pen was a corrugated iron and bamboo

structure in which the ducks were kept." Our family was unusual in

that the area outs ide their kitchen was under cover, since they had

built a wooden extension over the top of it which formed the two rooms

in which we and Kamala slept. The pradhan pa~c had constructed a hatch

and a bamboo ladder which enabled these rooms to be reached from outside

the kitchen without haVing to go through the house.

have presented a brief account of the physical environment of the

Yakha household. Our family's house and its surrounding 'house-fields'

(to be described in the next chapter) was similar in its layout to many

others in Tamaphok and it seemed typically Yakha (at least as an example

of the two-storey type favoured by the more well-to-do). However, it

was generally acknOWledged that the design, which seemed so

representative, was relatively modern, In Dandagaon we were shown a

house which was said to be the older 'traditional' Yakha style <Plate
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21>. Ground level was part animal enclosure, part store, while up above

was a large verandah wi th a main room leading off. The walls were made

of bamboo covered wi th mud. Kamala described it as a Ta-De ghar (Ta-D

meaning platform or shelf - Turner, 1931:242) and we subsequently saw

several lower down in Tamaphok. There was no need for a pall with such

a house, for obvious reasons.

Al though there was obviously some considerable status and prest ige

linked to the house, we were told the investment a family made in their

house was also a matter of personal choice. The earthquake of August

1988 had given some people the excuse to rebuild their houses (with

n
goverjment grants), and this had also distorted any easy correlation

which could be made between weal th and house size. There was a Iso

increasing experimentation in house design. This was interesting in the

light of earlier work done by Allen (1972b) amongst the Thulung Rai and

Sagant (1973) amongst the Limbu. Both authors found domestic space to

be orientated according to c u l tural concept ions of 'up' and 'down' as

well as (in the case of Sagant) upstream and downstream, right and left

and the cardinal points.

Certainly, as Allen found, there was a vertical dimension in Yakha

house space. I was sometimes invited to sit 'mathi ('up') when a guest

in a kitchen, an honoured and cosy pas i t ion between the di vide and the

fire. Unlike the Thu l ung , it was not the main door of the house which

was always at the 'downhill' side of the front wall: if anything, Yakha

main doors were usually central. However, I cannot remember any houses

in which the phetien« did not come out from the 'uphill' wall, thus

making the entrance to the main part of their kitchens 'downhill',

assuming the house indeed had a phB1Bna. For the 'standard' house
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Some new houses we visited did not have ptisn en«,

and some had entrances wi th wide verandahs on the long side of the

house, sometimes facing uphill and sometimes down. The only cultural

rule which seemed to be upheld was that the main entrance of houses of

the Linkha clan should not face east. Chamba told us a story concerning

this cultural proscription:

The Linkha had a competition with god (bhaswan) in Mamling
to see who was most powerful. They decided to put holes in
100 rocks and tether 100 oxen to these. all in one night.
"1'11 do it", said the Linkha, "before the cock crows, Illl do
l t ". So they set to work quickly. On the Llnkha's 100th
stone, the cock crowed, but Bhegwan had finished his.
[Another account stated that 99 were completed, but one old ox
went missing, so that the Linkha could not complete his taskJ.
Bhagwan said he would go up into the sun and did not want to
see the Linkha when he rose in the morning. Therefore Linkha
houses are not built facing east.

Such a story was interesting because in the direction of the main

door in Thulung and Limbu houses was said by Allen and Sagant

respect Ive Iy to be unpredictable. Our landlord for the second year was

the only Linkha clan member we knew with an eastward facing door. His

only son's wife had remained childless and so he was without

grandchildren. Some people 1inked this sadness to the story of the

Linkha's fight with the sun.

5.3 Kinship and the Household Environment

The household environment was not simply a product of the physical

structure of the house. but, in social terms, of the relations of people

within it and of those within it with other households. These relations

were also a defining feature of identity at the sub-tribal level. This

section looks at how these social relations were defined In terms of
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clans, lineages and familial roles. It also looks at how wider social

roles played their part in creating distinctive household environments

and individual identities. There was tremendous variation between

houses, depending on the nature of the social relations they contained,

the personalities of the individuals concerned, and the stage in the

household cycle the family represented.

Clans

As well as their influence on the orientation of the main entrance

of the house in the case of the Ll nkha clan, ment ioned above, clan

(cho~) identity mediated who could come to live in the household

environment through marriage, and who had to be involved in the process

of ensuring dead spirits passed on successfully to the next world on

death. The clan <cho~) was the largest sub-tribal unit and <unlike the

sammetll~ discussed in the previous chapter), was a very public part of

Yakha identity. Chot; membership was inherited from the male line, and

were exogamous units. Some chon had internal subdivisions (an unmarked

category in Yakha). The Linkha clan, for eKample, was divided into car

bhai ('four brothers') and pa~c bhai ('five brothers'). Marriage

between such sub-divisions of a chon was not allowed.:':'

We met or heard of twenty-one cho~ in East Nepal which were said to

be Yakha, and these groups are listed in Fig. 5.3.'''' Fig. 5.3 also

shows how certain clans were associated with particular places (and

consequently, as we saw in Chapter Three, probably with particular

dialects too). Even within Tamaphok, clans were thought of in spatial

terms even though in the area we mapped (Map 7) it seemed rare to find

clustering of more than four or five houses belonging to members of one
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Subdivisions

4 bhBi, 5 bhBi,
Iknap, Lokhpa, DBsmukhi

Huturai

Chama, Mejama

Known Locations

Tamaphok, Dandagaon
Kharang (one house)

Tamaphok, Dandagaon

Tamaphok, Dandagaon
Kharang

Tamaphok, Dandagaon

Tamaphok, Dandagaon,
Kharang

Ankhibhui, Tamaphok

Dandagaon, Ankhibhui,
Chaubise, Chainpur

Chaubise

Madi Mulkharka

Panchthar

OktubBf) Kharang

Somyef) Maml i ng

KhayBkJm Kharang

Hefjwa Kharang

IJumbBf) Kharang

TikBsalBfj Wana

ThBmpBra Dandagaon, Chaubise

IbBhaf) Chainpur area

YuwBhaf) Chainpur area

Fig. 5.3 Yakha Clans and Subdivisions
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clan. Yet one five-year old girl sitting outside the pradhan pa~c's

house one day told me "we are all Lt nkha: Che l l s are down below". Thus

Yakha clans were linked to particular geographical areas, within

Tamaphok or beyond it, even in the eyes of their youngest members.

This spatial orientation extended to sub-divisions of the choQ. The

lknap Linkha, for example, were noteworthy in Tamaphok for being

concentrated around the unusually nucleated settlement of Otemmatol

(mentioned in the story of l.tnstisse» given in Chapter Four) and did

appear to be separate from other groups, spatially and consequently, to

some extent, socially.

The choQ subdivisions seemed to be of greater significance than the

choQ in the context of death rituals. If a member of an undivided clan

such as Koyons or Cha l l a died, one member of each family was said to

need to abstain from meals wi th sal t (amongst other dietary

restrictions) for four days (three in the case of a woman's death).

However, if one's clan was divided, and a member of one's sub-division

died, only then was the family member in question expected to observe

the three/four days rule. If a member of another subdivision died, then

the abstent ion was supposed to be for only one meal. It seemed that

trad i t ions were changing in th i s sphere too and were becoming more

relaxed. One person told us it depended on how strict the father of the

household was as to how diligently the rules were observed. In

Dandagaon we were told that a fellow (undivided) clan member's death

only necessitated one meal's abstention from salt. Sometimes even the

one-meal rule was starting to be being overlooked, if the father did not

enforce it sufficiently.

There did not seem to be any sort of hierarchy between or wi thin
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One interesting story indicating some sort of mythical

relat t onsh Ip between chon was that of the Koyon a and Hutura i clans,

Huturai being said to be a sub-division of Koyon e , This documents some

kind of clan fusion (as opposed to fiss10n) which may have taken place

in the past:

Pok l ebhun is a place in Terhathum where porcupines were
once found. Sometimes people came hunting there. A porcupine
(dumsY) lived in a hole. Some Yakhe hunters lit a fire to put
smoke down the hole but the porcupine d l dn" t come out. They
made the fire bigger and bigger, and so a forest fire took
hold and many things were destroyed, and cows and people were
killed. The local people (Limbus) were very annoyed and the
hunters ran away with Limbus who had lost things in the fire
in pursuit. [I have omitted here a list of places passed
through en route to Mam11ng, wi th some suggested etymologies,
often qUite fanciful]. When they reached Chamrual') (said to be
named after the word cheml un, lit. 'rice stones', because they
cooked rice on three stones here at night), the Limbus caught
up w1th them and two or three were killed. One man, Lalubhal'),
escaped. He was a strong man, and he ran off carrying his
younger sister sitting on his shoulder.

He reached Maml ing. There he was hidden in a house by
Pa Iubhen , a Koyon e . The Limbus came and went off again. "You
must be my servant (nokar)", said Palubhal) to Lalubhal'), and so
La l ubhen became one. But Le Iubhan was sad to be a servant.
"Why should I be a servant?" he said to himself. "I am also a
Yakha". He had been a dhami before, and decided to use his
dhami powers to send his master's daughter to the jungle.
When this happened. Pe l ubhan was very sad. He called on many
dhamis to find his daughter, but they could not. He asked far
and wide for dhamis. Eventually Lalubhal')'s sister told
Palubhal) her brother was a dhami.

La l ubhan gave a thread to the father, and after doing an
augury (henemene ) he told him to follow the thread to his
daughter. She was high up on a cliff UUt)dBt)) in a cave under
a rock. So La Iubhen cut a tree to make a ladder and went up.
He used bird's feathers to cure her dumbness and they ran from
that place. Her father was very happy and gave his daughter
to La l ubhan to marry. La l ubhan gave Pa Iubhan his younger
sister. Therefore he became the same as a Yakha, and lost his
servant status. His clan was Hut.ura t (from the Yakha bur m«,
ghusrinu, to be a fugitive/seek asylum). Because of their
relationship to them, Huturai now sometimes call themselves
Hutur-e Ir-Koyona. Hut ura i and Koyons cannot marry. e l though
they do not have to observe each other's death rituals.
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Despite the origins of the relationship between the Koyo~a and

Huturai claimed by this story, there appeared to be no hierarchy amongst

the clans or their subdivisions, nor did such stories concerning their

history appear to affect their prestige in the present day, The Iknap,

for example, could have been regarded as social pariahs for having

flouted the hunting taboos with dire spiritual consequences, but it

seemed that any social stigma surrounding members of their subdivision

concerned the present day behaviour of certain members (such as a rich

man who was regarded in some quarters as mean, and another who had

abandoned the Village to enjoy an incestuous relationship with his

niece) and not mythical or historical incidents. The Koyon e clan, as

the Lalubhal'J story concurs, were generally recognized as being the

original founders of Tamaphok, but one account said that the Linkhas

were descended from the elder sister of the Koyo!'Ja's original founder,

We learnt one saying concerning them: "Linkha te1i. KoyoQa roj!"

(' strong Linkha, select Koyol'Ja'). The strength of the Linkha was in

reference to the mythical fight with the sun described above.

Lineages

A lineage group consisted of people who could trace their ancestry

back patrilineally to a common, known ancestor, This was normally done

by remembering adult males in the family line. Our Village father had,

at the end of May 1955, copied and updated a family tree (baNshawalil of

his lineage, part of the car bhai subdivision of the Linkha clan (see

below), going back to his great great grandfather (alrelrtu) , SaNkamal.

Kamala was able to draw us the family tree as she remembered it going

back as far as her great-grandfather, Vartasing <fig, 5.4), Note there
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Fig. 5.4 Family Tree from Vartasing According to Kamala
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are no women ment ioned apart from Kamala hersel f. This lineage has

multiplied rapidly but not at a regular rate. From the lone SaNkamal

six generat ions back (we were not told what s I bl ings he may have had, if

any>, the known male numerical increase was as follows: 1:9:10:12:16:27.

While some of these had migrated to India and elsewhere, the majority

were still in the Utukhurukten part of Tamaphok. For example, of the 21

known fifth-generation male descendants of SaNkamal who were still

alive, seventeen were based in Tamaphok (although four of these were in,

went, or attempted to go off to Saudi Arabia to work during the period

of our fieldwork). Three were in the north-east Indian hill states

(from where one returned during our fieldwork> and one was in the Tarai.

Because of the po~lation growth (and because nine lived in the immediate

vicinity> the area around Kamala's house had the nickname Bagele Tol

('swarming neighbourhood').

Spatial proximity was not totally consistent with lineage, however.

The spatial proximity of the six known fourth-generation male

descendants of SaNkemal still alive and living in Tamaphok indicated

that distance apart spatially and distance apart in lineage terms were

not necessarily related. As well as migration on the macro scale,

ei ther in the same or preceding generat ions, migrat ion on the micro

scale within the Village had also occurred, to take up new land or

housing opportunities (pull factors) or to escape fraternal arguments (a

push factor). This has meant that second and third cousins could end up

as neighbours while people of closer relationship were further apart.

Of course there was no categorical distinction made between brothers and

parallel cousins of the male line in Yakha.
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Relationship Terms

While personal identities were highlighted at the household level,

as in many other parts of the world, the 'person' was very much seen in

terms of his or her relation to others and the group.4. Personal names

were rare 1y, 1fever, used as a term of address. Closest to persona 1

names was the use of phuf) n it; or 'flower names', names selected whi l e

the chi l d was s t 111 young for everyday use. These were generally used

in addressing people younger than oneself. Kamala was frequently called

'Kumari' by her father, for example. The phuf) nif) for brothers and

sisters who were close in age would frequently rhyme, such as 'Bolonti'

and 'Jolonti', and 'Dokche' and 'Bokche'. Phufj nio would be more

accurately translated as 'alternative names' than 'nicknames'. When

referring to people outslde the family group, nicknames (known by the

Nepali word upanam) were often used, but these generally had derogatory

overtones and were never used to a person's face.

More acceptable as a means of address to someone younger than, or of

the same generation as, oneself was to use 8 person's birth order term.

In Yakha, the known terms were tumna (oldest born), ciie ) umbs (second

born) and pekn« (younges t born). However, we never heard anyone be i ng

thus addressed, even though the words seemed to be almost universally

known by Yakha speakers. Instead the Nepall equivalents (6 far longer

list) were generally used. It was unheard of for husbands and wives to

address each other by name. If they needed to address each other

directly, they would usually use the terms uma and upa, meaning 'his/her

l f v e , child's] mother or father'. The most normal and neutral way to

address another person apart from one's spouse, however, particularly

someone 01der than or of the same age as onese 1f to whom respec twas
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due, was to use their kinship term relative to oneself.

The kinship terminology employed by the Yakha indicated some of the

relationships which were distinguished in their language as particularly

important, and kinship charts based on data collected in Tamaphok are

given in Appendix ItI. The Yakha kinship terms were interesting because

they demonstra ted certain differences wi th the Nepa 1i equi ve lent terms

although, as people became fluent in Nepali and recognized the

differences between the Nepal i and Yakha kinship systems, as one might

expect the former was coming to influence the latter.

For example, in Nepal I no 1inguist ic distinction between sibl ings

and cousins existed except according to age relative to speaker and sex

(dalyu/didi and bhaf/bahini for older and younger males and females

respectively). In Yakha, by contrast, only the parallel cousins on the

father's side were thus merged (in the terms aphu/anB (older

I brother' folder 'sister') and anunCB <younger 'brother' /' sister' ). The

cross-cousins, by contrast, were called BkhoknibBIBkhokniJ11B and the

parallel cousins on the mother's side anBpnibBIBnapnimB. This reflects

the ancient marriage system in which marriage between children of

siblings of the opposite sex - cross cousins - was encouraged. s ,

This distinction was fading, however. AnapnibBlanBpnima were

start ing to be called by the 'brother/sister' relat ionship terms, and

some people did the same for their cross-cousins. The idea of marrying

one's cousin had come to be regarded as tantamount to incest I I'll though

it was appreciated that other groups practised such marriages. Since

there was no longer a need to distinguish cross-cousins for marriage

purposes, such a shift was understandable. Yet whl let also Nepal i

style, the , brother/sister' relationship was extended outwards
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metaphorically when talking to anyone for whom one felt warm but

platonic affection, as our sister put it "we always bear in mind whom we

can marry and whom we cannot".

An element of conservatism in talking to or about people of the

older generation was to avoid using the Nepali maiju (mother's brother's

wife). The Yakha insisted such a person be called ani, the same term as

was used for father's sister (phuphu in Nepali). This difference

persisted even when Yakha people spoke amongst themselves in Nepali.

Yakha called all people on the 'mother's side' ekonbec i (after the

akof)bB uncles), people whom in the past (if the symmetrical prescriptive

hypothesis is correct) would, along with the father's sisters, have been

providing the sons and daughters wi th whom marriage would have been

preferred. Use of the sk on b« term also emphasised the important role of

the mother's brother (the mama in Nepali).

The BkoljbB was expected to have a special relat ionship wi th his

sororal nieces and nephews. One interesting piece of folklore

concerning him was the belief we were told that, if a child's first

tooth came at eight months, the baby should not be seen by the ek onb«

until he had given a bowl (be'Tuk o ) to the child. The akonb« was also

supposed to be the first person to cut the baby's hair. At the Llmbu

Yakha wedding we attended in Terhathum, the bridegroom's Bkof)bB appeared

to supervise the ceremony. Several students attending Tamaphok High

School from elsewhere in the region stayed wi th thei r ekonbe during

term-time. In return, they usually helped with some of the household

agricultural work.

One's spouse's family were known as the BnBmbaci (after the father-

in-l aw) . What was interesting about this affinal category was the
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number of relationships covered by the male and female terms

8~ote~bBIB~ote~md. These were translated into Nepali as the terms solti

and soltLni, the eligible siblings of one's sibling's spouse, and indeed

the Nepali terms were starting to displace the Yakha terms for this

category of eligible relative, particularly for the eligible siblings of

one's older Sibling's spouse, However, in Yakhe df)otef)bBIB~ote~mB also

referred reciprocally to the wife's younger sister and the (woman

speaking) older sister's husband, and to the husband's younger brother

and sister and older brother's wife, It also appeared to be persisting

strongly as a term for the eligible siblings of one's younger Sibling's

spouse. It was thus a category denoting potential marriage partners,

presumably in the event of the death of one's spouse, According to

Allen (pers. corom.) it is becoming increasingly apparent that when first

cross-cousin marriage is prohibited, a preference for the solti/soltini

is a common way of maintaining alliance patterns.

The parents of one's son or daughter's spouse were known as the

icbebe (samdhf }. One man I spoke to was shocked that there was no

equivalent single term in English, emphasising the importance placed on

this category in both Yakha and Nepali and the extent to which a

marriage is part of an alliance between parents.

There was also some fleXibility possible within the kinship

categories used, particularly When, through marriage, a relative came to

occupy two categories. For example, in our own extended fami ly there

was a woman who had marr i ed an agna t1 c nephew of our father. However,

she was also a uterine niece of our mother, and for that reason our

mother was resolute in never calling her bau.1u (daughter-in-law>, only

anunCB (in this case, 'cousin'). Kamala also had a female Limbu
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relative whose mother had been a relative of Kamala's mother. The woman

had married a Yakha and come to live in Tamaphok and while I could not

figure out the exact relationship, Kamala explained to us that she would

call the woman (who spoke no Yakha) phuphu in public, but didi in

private.

Social Roles

Perhaps most significant of the social roles anthropologists

consider are the roles associated with gender. Gender is, of course, by

no means a un i tary concept, and nor was the role of women un l form

amongst the Tamaphok Yakha. Much has been wri tten on the relative

freedom of Kiranti women compared to their Brahmin and Chetri

counterparts (e.g, Jones & Jones 1976). However, it was often the

variation between families which was as striking as the similarities

across the group as a whole.

Marriages varied in the extent to which they were entered into

voluntarily by both parties, and this obviously affected the dynamics of

the relationship between partners in the household. Yakha women, like

Kiranti women generally seemed to have a certain amount of control in

their choice of marriage partners, certainly much more than did do

Brahmin and Chetri women, and more scope to leave and divorce their

husbands if their marriage was not happy (c f . Bista 1967:39; McDougal

1979: 101; Jones & Jones 1976:72-73). One very significant influence on

household dynamics might occur if a man took a second wife. This was

only the case in perhaps 10% of Yakha households, and did not appear to

be approved of by those of other households. The households we v l s I ted

where more than one wife was present generally appeared to be riven with
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stri fe and tens ion. Qui te often the tak ing of a second wi fe was an

excuse for the first wife to leave and return to her natal home.

Role divisions within the household were distinctive and, in some

cases, sharply defined. Women and girls carried water almost

exclusively6. During the slacker, winter months, men worked with bamboo

making mats with a fine diagonal weave used for drying grain and many

other purposes (mandro), and barkar! wi th an open, stra ight weave used

for fencing and as roofing for cattle shelters (goTh). Women made

things out of straw such as mats (gundrY), and small round mats for

sitting on (sangam). The prohibition on women ploughing was common to

much of South Asia, and there were other divisions of labour in

agricultural work which will be described in the next chapter. Men

generally killed animals for meat and women prepared it. However, it

was not unheard of for men to become involved in cooking in the kitchen,

particularly snacks, and we noticed that our father was not averse to

helping with food preparation and service if there was no female family

member around to do it. On the other hand, Ama and Kama l a would

resolutely refrain from eating until Apa had begun his meal, unless it

was known he was going to be unduly late. However, there were

significant differences in women's roles in the household compared to

some of those in Brahmin and Chetri households which emerged during the

political debates to be described in Chapter Eight.

L1 t t le chi I dren were frequent ly to be seen running from house to

house or into nearby fields, often with younger siblings in tow. We saw

various types of play activities using a minimum of materials: two girls

sat in the sunshine outside a neighbour's house one day making a

miniature cattle enclosure (goTha) out of small sticks stuck upright in
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a circle with two which were wider apart joined by a 1 intel making an

entrance. Another day I saw a paternal aunt entertaining her two-year

old orphaned nephew by gathering dust into little piles on the ground in

the yard, putting a finger in the top and pouring in water from a brass

pitcher (IoTa) to make little pots. When we returned from a day

accompanying our family to prepare rice fields for planting (see next

chapter), we found the chi ldren had been occupying themselves round

about by catching frogs whose legs were tied together to prevent their

escape. Often, however, play was more abstract. I was one day struck

by the sight of a little girl sitting in a doorway, holding and

obviously fascinated by two bent bamboo strips. As they got older

children, particularly girls, were expected to help with domestic chores

such as carrying small pi tchers or plastic cartons of water from the

dhara. We were struck by how rarely Yakha children would beg for things

from us, and if they did so, how shyly. Brahmin and Chetri children, by

contrast, were often most vocal in their requests for things. Such

differences in demeanour between their own and Brahmin and Chetri

children were also commented on by adul t Yakha in the l r conversa t ions

with us.

Household Cycles and Demography

Unlike caste Hindus, amongst whom joint family structures were the

expected norm, the majority of Tamaphok Yakha lived in elementary

famil ies wi th father, mother and chi l dren , Often, as we shall see in

Chapter Seven, the father was away, and in some cases a woman would take

her children to live either with an affinal relative or at her natal

home maiti ghar. Thus where a 'joint' family was apparent, the
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situation was often only a temporary, contingent one.

A point came in the cycle of most families, after all or most of the

them were married and chi ldren were born or on the way, when the sons

decided that they should divide the family property, Impetus to do this

sometimes appeared to come from sons finding work outside

Tamaphok, since before the property was divided, all wages from such

work were supposed to be given to the household head, less expenses,

While land was divided equally amongst the sons <with smaller portions

going to unmarried daughters), the tradi t ion was that the house was

inheri ted by the youngest son, who looked after the parents unt i 1 they

died, The older sons had to find themselves houses. Quite often pall

were converted for this purpose, so that some brothers lived in the same

compound but ate around di fferent hearths, Others frequent ly bui 1t

their houses nearby to form a lain <houses built along a contour) or Tol

(a group of houses in the same area),

The division of property did not necessarily take place all at once,

In some cases the oldest son might decide to split away from the rest of

his family and claim his portion of the inheritance early, Nor was it

essential for the parent(s) to live with the youngest son. In one case,

four brothers had divided up their property and the father had stayed

with the youngest in the main house. However, he was by all accounts a

cantankerous old man, and after many disputes he moved out and went to

1i ve wi th t he second born son, Th is a 1so had not been a success and he

had ended up living on his own in a SQIh-like structure removed from all

the sons. In another case, the youngest son had decided to try his luck

outside Tamaphok and had gone to Assam where he got a job as a security

guard at Bagdogara airport. The father remained alone in the main house
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until he became too old to manage on his owo, when he went to live with

an older son in Tamaphok and the youngest was consulted as to his

intentions for the future of the family seat.

The stage of the cycle reached affected the demography of the

household. Our household, for example, seemed quite atypical because it

contained only three members - our father, mother and sister. Apa was

the fourth born, and had benefited particularly well from his army

service because his parents had died soon af t er he left Tenaphok , and

the division of the property had taken place then. Both his sons died

in infancy, leaving Kamala as his surv i v Lng heir. In normal

circumstances, a daughter of Kamala's age might have been expected to be

married, and she was indeed eligible because she was due to inherit all

her parents' wealth. However, the suitors that appeared were all sent

(by Kamala, it appeared) on their way since there was an obvious need

for Kamala to stay and help her increasingly aged parents. It was

possible, people thought, that if she married the man would come and

live with her family (rather than the more usual patrlfocal movement of

women to the men's household>, This was clearly a socially acceptable

opt ion in the circumstances, but personali ty factors were also

undoubtedly at work. Kamala was unusual in the level of her education

which had given her a forthrightness and degree of status which many

young women her age did not have. She often claimed she was only going

to marry Ei wizened old man so that she would not have to live with him

very long.
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5.4 The Household Economy

The expectation that sons working outside Tamaphok would give back

money to their fathers was one of the dr l v i ng forces for household

fission outl Ined above. Outside work of this sort was one of the main

ways a family could expect to better itself in the world. However,

there were other ways the Yakha were drawn into local and wider economic

structures since most of the households we interviewed had insufficient

land to provide for the subsistence needs of the occupants for the full

year. Thus people either had to make up the difference with an income

in cash or kind, or through loans.

Subsistence MOrk Groups

Much has been written about the organization of groups for

agricultural production in Nepal (e.g. Messerschmidt 1981j Caplan 1970:

108-9). These tend to be organ i zed on ei ther a seasonal or, more

frequently, task-specific basis. The idea is that households exchange

labour so that work can be done on a group basis, qUickly and

efficiently. In Tamaphok, such a system was called nor I enpet:e t nor l et;

meaning 'circulating', like a ferris wheel) or jarlafJgJ. However, while

most people in our survey recognized the names, everyone said that

exchange labour of this sort had virtually disappeared. One man spoke

of having been involved in such an exchange in November/December, when

he had joined his neighbours in carrying rice between their lower fields

and the l r houses. Four or five households had been i nvo l ved , and they

had carried between 20 and 30 muri of rice in a day.

However, as far as the bu 1k of agr i cu 1t ur-a 1 ac t i v It Y was concerned,

these groups, in Tamaphok at least, were a thing of the past. One Limbu
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woman from Terhathum district who had married a Yakha and lived in

Tamaphok told us that such arrangments persisted in her natal community,

but that it did not suit the Yakha (man mildaina), It was easy to say,

as did Bhim Bahadur, that people had become ghamaNDi ('proud, arrogant')

and did not want to be involved in the obligations of bor I enpete,

Education was frequently invoked, both as a reason why people had become

ghamaNDi and as a practical reason for the decline of horle~pata, since

with many children and young people attending school it was difficult to

be committed to providing the circulating labour such groups required on

a daily basis. To run effectively, a aor l enpate needed a modicum of

equality in terms of land holdings or at least, labour to land ratios,

in order that everyone benefited to much the same extent from the

rotating labour, With greater inequalities of wealth and land

developing in the community, there was a feeling of 'why bother'?

Poorer people benefited relatively less from horlef)pata, while for rich

people it was easier to pay for labour than to become involved in the

complications of labour exchange,

Thus in Tamaphok it was far more common for group work to be called

parma or boni (also pakhura, literally 'upper arm'), This, however, was

not the neatly bounded, reciprocating whole such as might have been

represented by norl enpet s or jarla~gl in the past, or the Gurung nogar

described in the ethnographic present by Messerschmidt <198D, In

Tamaphok, work groups tended to be organized on the basis of

neighbourhood rather than kin links (although of course the two were not

necessarily exclusive), This was reflected in the Nepali name given

such a group, a (since Tol also means 'settlement', and was used in

place names in Temaphok i . A ToI i was made up of kheTal a (' fie Id
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Some distinction between kin and non-kin kheTala was made

in that the former were called magera ('asked fori) and the latter

bhanera (' told'). Sometimes kheTela megera could be requested from

quite a long distance away if the work was heavy and the labour short,

in which case the person would stay with the relatives requesting him or

her. This was likely to be a straight exchange of labour, sometimes on

a between-seasons basis.

However, unl ike the Limbu, who stated a preference to Caplan for

exchanging labour without payment, if anything the payment system

(kheTala t t rne) was preferred in Tamaphok , The payment could be in

grain, or more usually cash. While poorer families were more likely to

engage in cashless exchange labour wi th their neighbours, they often

became involved in parma with wealthier families in which money or grain

changed hands. This was one of the few sources of income to poorer

families within the village setting. While it meant there was no

obligation for the payment giver to work on the fields of the payment

taker in the future, this was of ten better for the poorer person since

they were likely to have less land to work anyway. So parma, as much as

an exchange, could be seen as a redistibution of wealth in the system.

A reasonably well-established set of payments had evolved for different

types of work, as shown in Fig. 5.5. There was much fleXibility in this

system, more than a rigid t abu l e t ion might l nd leate. Payment could be

made in grain rather than money. The amount was not fixed, but for the

basic parma the amount was held to be about four mana (about 2 kgs) of

rice. (People generally reckoned that after a day in the fields the

average labourer could usually eat about two mana of cooked rice).

Rates of pay were going up: in the area of Tamaphok in which we lived,
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where a choice is shown, the higher rates were generally paid, but it

was acknowledged that lower rates were paid elsewhere in Tanaphok , If

one could not afford to pay the wage rate, one could 'pay' by sending

members of one's own household to work for others. Once a work debt was

paid off, either with labour, cash or grain, there was no obligation to

other parties in the Toli.

Act ivity Payment (HRs) Food

Weeding around maize 10 snack
(makai goDnu) I (khaia)

Scraping paddy sides II II

( t achnu) I
Rice planting/harvesting " r

"
(dhan ropne/kaTne)

Wood cutting II I II

(daura kaTne)
1

Breaking up lumps in fields no fixed rate
(Da 110 phornu.) I
Wood carrying 15

I
snack + meal

(daura bokne ) (dal bhat>

Repairing field ridges 15-20 I II + II

(al ilDi 1 l aune )

Ploughing 30-40 1 II + II

(ha I j o t ne )
r

Fig. 5.5 Stated rates for parma in Tamaphok

This said, parma was something different from straightforward work

for a wage (1ya18), such as labourers might be paid for construction

work or portering. Mainly this was due to the food commt tments which

went wi th parma. For instance, a 'snack' could be variously

interpreted. If out in the fields, the norm was to have cubs and some
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kind of previously cooked snack food such as roasted soya beans, maize,

chestnuts or broken rice, and a pickle <acar). If working closer to

home, the Toli might come back at 3.00 pm or so for a more substantial

snack of, perhaps, ~ <boiled rice fried with ghee, garlic and

turmeric), pickle and cube, The food given would inevitably vary in

quality depending on the relative affluence of the person employing the

parma workers, and again it seemed there was some effort made by the

wealthy to be generous in their distribution of food to poorer Toli

members, part icular l y kin. Chi Idren of work ing mothers might disappear

while the parma work was in progress, but would almost instinctively

reappear at snack time. They would also expect to receive a share of

parma food and drink.

The payments were only marginally related to the effort expended in

doing the work. For example, repairing the ridges around fields could

be intermittently heavy work, but it was really nothing compared to

persistently strenuous activities such as maize weeding and rice

planting. Rather the payments were related to the sexual division of

labour, since men were likely to be the ridge repairers and women the

rice planters, The most I ucrat i ve parma work for a woman was carrying

wood <which was an act i v i ty open to both sexes). In the case of

ploughing, the higher rate also reflected the capital value of a pair of

oxen, which were said to be worth about 1,500 NRs <about £30) each, and

the plough and other equipment which had to be maintained,

Other castes/ethnic groups could participate in parma groups, but

rarely did so because the Yakha part of Tamaphok was so ethnically

homogenous. The only group close enough realistically to take part were

the untouchables. They were sometimes involved, but there were problems
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when it came to the food commitments. They would have to eat outside if

they worked for Yakha, and if Yakha worked for them the Kami had to

provide them with the raw grain to cook their own snack or meal, and had

to buy the CUhB they served from Yakha households.

What we saw in the case of parm~ amongst the Yakha was an easy and

ready acceptance of the commodification of labour, yet the maintenance

of an ethos of exchange and redistribution within this. The pr Inc i pl e

of 'payment' <either by cash, food or reciprocal labour) had entered the

food production system. Both In its exoticism and potential for bounded

reification, the old system of hor l enpe t e and jarlBfJgi might have been

more anthropologically appealing, but for the people themselves, at

least at the two extremes of the wealth spectrum, the more flexible

parma work groups were probably better. Of course, talking about

'better' for the poorest section of the population is probably a

contradiction in terms, since the growing inequalities of land and

wealth which had contributed to the increasing importance of parma

labour were in themselves also partly the cause of their impoverishment.

However, if we take a purely synchronic view and look at the

advantages of parma labour as they appeared while we were doing

fieldwork, both in terms of having the chance to earn cash or kind

rather than simply other people's labour <which was probably the

commodi ty least needed by a household wi th less than one hectare of

arable land), parma could be seen as a pos I tive adaptation not only by

the rich but also by the poor to the changing economic conditions. The

people who were missing out, perhaps, were those in the middle range.

These were the people who could have managed quite well in a horlefJpBtB

system, and for whom the necessity of providing both food and cash to
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parma workers was a source of extra anxiety. However, in its

flexibility the system might have had advantages even for these people.

Other Sources of Income

Agricultural labour like this was the most reliable but (apart from

ploughing) least lucrative way of earning extra income. By working as a

carpenter, bui lder or simi l er , for example, a man could earn up to 35

NRs OOp) a day depending on skills. Another option was por t er Ing .

Rates varied depending on the time of year (porters could generally

command higher wages during the summer because there were fewer

available), the load to be carried and for whom one was doing it. The

standard rate for pcr t er l ng from Basantapur to Tamaphok was 1" NRs

(about 3p) per kilo. As one man put it f you could earn 100 NRs (£2)

carrying a lahuri (retired soldier) I s belongings to Basantapur, whereas

you would only earn 10 NRs (20p) from a day in the fields. Yet we met

Tamaphok residents carrying 50kg bags of fertilizer from Basantapur to

Madi Rambeni for the Co-operative Society there; they were only going to

be paid 100 NRs each for two days work.

A few families sold alcohol, One fami ly took advantage of their

position near the main path (mul baTo) from Basantapur to Madi Mulkharka

to sell cuhs and raksi to travellers, and were said to make up to 30 NRs

(60p) a day. Other households sold raksi through the Brahmin-run tea

shop. Sometimes a few women were to be seen selling raksi at public

events, such as big pancayat meet ings. Other women made money for

themselves (pevako kam) through other small business ventures such as

weaving mats and cloth for shawls and IQ.Qi (caps). However, in no

household did this appear to be a major source of income.
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None of these potential sources of income were particularly

lucrative or reliable for the time and effort they required. The only

regular and relatively well-paid jobs in Tamaphok were as school

teachers, yet of the seventeen teachers at Sr i Chamunde High School,

only four were Yakha (see Chapter Eight>, It was difficul t to be

certain, but it seemed to us that (as Macfarlane has observed amongst

the Gurung - see Chapter Two) there was a homogenization of poverty in

Tamaphok, with only a few of the richest households maintaining and

perhaps improving their position vis-a-vis the rest. Most of the

wealthiest had made their money from successful migrations outside

Tamaphok I the opt ions for which wi11 be discussed in Chapter Seven.

Everyone else lived on something of a knife-edge quite close to poverty.

Things that were l Ikely to send them 'over the edge' were expenses

connected with illness, education, food shortage, the calling in of

previously incurred debts, weddings and funerals.

The costs of wedding celebrations and funeral observances were

increasing alarmingly. While we were in Tamaphok news came that a woman

whose husband was away working in Saudi Arabia had died. She was poor

(and heavily indebted to pay for her husband's going off to work) but

the barkhi was still said to have cost around 3,000 NRs (about £60), The

amount of sunaul! (br l dewee l t h) char ec t er i s t Ice l l y expected had also

risen alarmingly. According to one old woman, only ten years preViously

the norm had been to give the bride's father a few gold items (which

were quite often given back to his daughter). Now, considerable amounts

of money (up to 10,000 NRs ebout £200 was quoted to us) were likely

to change hends.

An interesting development in the previous ten years therefore had
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been the collaboration of groups of households in self-help schemes

designed to ease the cost of host ing these events and to establish

firmer rules within the community about who could and could not go to

them. These groups were called sahaya (but tend ing to be pronounced

esrbe i ye in Temaphok ) , There were three sahaya identified amongst the

Yakha of Tamaphok , The first was said to have been establ ished by the

wealthiest member of the Iknap Likha (who had once been the pradhan paNc

and had made his money through his sons' migration) seven years

previously, and consisted of thirty five houses, principally Iknap

Ll nk ha , in Otemmatol and Kuntang. The second had been establ ished not

long afterwards in the Begale Tol area and by the time of our fieldwork

included eighty-four houses. A third, in Puchergaon, had been started

by the ward 5 adakshya and was intermediate in size between the other

two. They were linked to clans or lineages, rather than geography,

however, since these usually dictated who would be going to a wedding or

funeral anyway.

Sahaya assistance was not usually invoked for a daughter's wedding,

since the expenses for the parents of the bride were never as great as

those of the parents of the groom, and it was acknowledged that the

bride's parents would probably be benef i t ing from the sunaul i

(br l dewea lth payments) they were gi ven. A11 members of households

within a sahaya were eligible to go to a wedding, but each household was

expec t ed to provide two mana (about one kg) of ienda to make beer

t cuber , four mana of rice and 5 NRs (about l Op) to help pay for the

buffalo. Those who were not members of the sahaya had to be l nv I ted

(bolaune) to go. Households thus invited were entitled to send only one

member to the wedding. Everyone going to a wedding was expec t ed to
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bring a nimto (an I invitation' but also used to refer to the obligatory

gift which accepting an invitation involved) of a bottle of raksi or

some money. All sahaya and nimto contributions were recorded in a book

kept by the sahaya organiser. There were similar rules for funerals.

The amounts raised did not nearly cover the costs of the wedding, but

were a significant contribution to it. The rice contributed in

particular provided much of what was needed: as a rule of thumb, two

muri of rice (320 mana) was said to be required for a wedding.

Equivalent institutions were recognized as existing amongst other

groups in the area, but, 1 ike many other aspects of Yakha cu l ture, the

specific form it took in Tamaphok distinguished it as Yakha. The

standard sahaya contribution for the Limbu, for example, was said by

some Yakha to be a pathi (eight mana) of maize. Another difference was

that the Limbu were said to go from house to house collecting the food

from sahaya members. Yakha sahm- members normally brought theirs to

where the event was going to take place. This they were expected

to do even if no-one from the house was sUbsequently going to attend.

The Kamis in Tamaphok did not have an organized sahaya system but more

was involved in their nimto. If one was invited to a wedding, the nimto

was one pathi of rice and 20 NRs (40p). If one was not invited, one

could still go but was expected to take four mana of rice and 10 NRs.

The sahaya was a form of providence society. but its aegis was qUite

spec if i c. If unexpected expenses other than those of wedd ings and

funerals were incurred, then the only a I ternative to labour or sav ings

seemed to be to take out a loan.
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Loans, Debts and Indlgency

We identified perhaps ten wealthy loan-givers in the community, as

well as some Brahmin lenders from Tellok and further af i e l d , It was

expected that the rich would give loans, and doing so seemed to be

almost another aspect of the egalitarian ideology of the Yakhe , One

man, who had become wealthy during his lifetime mainly through the

income of his sons, did not give out loans to people. He claimed to

have too many expenses of his own, but was wi de I y regarded as not

fulfilling the obligations of his means <nIti).

Two types of loan were recognized. A paiNco arrangement was more

like western idea of 'borrowing', Small amounts, usually goods, were

involved. No interest was charged: it was expected in time that the

equivalent of whatever was borrowed would be given back, or the cash

value paid. However, the more usual forms of cash loans were known as

sapaTI. The pradhan paNc gave loans with varying interest rates,

depending on the collateral one had and also the closeness of the

relationship. The standard interest on a loan was about 36% of the

capital per year, either in cash or rice, The equivalent of 1,000 NRs

in interest repayment was generally taken to be a muri of rice <about 60

kg). However, if a family had a reliable income <such as a pension) and

could r'epay in cash, then lower interest rates <round about 20%) might

be agreed. Amounts outstanding, and amounts paid off, were kept by the

lender ina 1edger ct amasuk ) . The bank was a I so a source of loans for

specific things, and would also act as a pawn broker for jewellery, etc.

However, although the interest charged was only 18%, the bank would not

lend more than 6Q'Yu of the value of proferred collateral, and so those

wanting more, or with little secure collateral in the first place,
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tended to use local sources. The negotiation of loans appeared to be

men's business. Many women claimed not to know how many loans their

household had outstanding, although most knew the main ones.

Some families had up to 50,000 NRs in debts. Often these debts were

inherited, and once the loans exceeded 30,000 NRs there appeared to be

little chance of ever repaying them. Such people found it increasingly

difficult to get more loans. They were also unlikely to benefit

positively from a family member migrating in order to gain an income

elsewhere because this would do nothing but payoff the loans already

outstanding.

Considering the high levels of poverty in the community, it was

surprising how few people were totally indigent. Of course, those that

were might have left the community altogether. The occupants of two or

three households within Tamaphok were recognized as having no assets and

needing to beg for food. One of these was a couple where the man was

widely regarded as having gone mad. He had apparently ordered his wife

not to plant maize on their small piece of land that year. Others in

the man's family were more wealthy, but it was noticeable that in the

circumstances, these near relatives did not appear to help overmuch.

Perhaps there was a safety mechanism operating here, since to have been

over-helpful to poor kin in these circumstances would have risked

opening a flood-gate by making it acceptable for people in difficulties

simply to 'give up' and rely on the charity of their relatives.

5.5 Gonel us ion

This chapter has looked at the physical, social and economic

structures of the household environment. In all three areas,
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'traditional' patterns were changing, but the household environment

remained intimately linked to Yakha identity. I t has 61so examl ned

relat ionships between parts of the house (the kitchen compared to the

porch, for example), the inhabi t an t s of a household (age and gender

relationships, for example) and between different households (as

demonstrated by parma and sahaya groups). Again as an I environment I,

the household has demonstrated a mix of features uniquely Yakha as well

as many others shared with 6 wider populace.

The chapter ended by looking at aspects of the household economy.

The Yakha of Tamaphok were subsistence agr-t cu.l t ur-el t s t e, yet much of

their cash income came from work beyond the communi t y , The next two

chapters look at the environments in which these activities (subsistence

agriculture and outside work, respectively) took place and Yakha

perceptions, knowledge and use of these environments.

Motes: Chapter FIve

1. Like the swallows mentioned earlier <in season) and spar-rows (all
year round) chickens, pigeons and ducks formed an important part of the
family's life. They were constantly flying or waddling into and out of
the house, helping themselves to whatever grain they could find and only
getting shooed out when they were noticed or ventured into the main part
of the kitchen when someone was there. During the day, the chickens
were quite often kept in open-weave chicken baskets (kOfJgJ) , or else a
mother chicken might be placed with with one leg tied by a long string
to a stake knocked into the earth floor of the yard so that her chicks
could scuttle around her. A type of chicken particularly favoured for
sacrifice was the dhumse kukhura ('porcupine chicken') which, apparently
because of a genet ic abnormal i ty, had feathers st icking straight out
from its body. The ducks were released from their pen during the day to
waddle off to feed and swim at the or in a small pond on the way
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to the mul-ghar. The pigeons were used exclusively for sacrifice, and
were cheaper than chickens to raise. AccordIng to a survey conducted by
the Pakhribas Agricultural Centre, 43% of households in the Koshi Hills
kept pigeons (PAC livestock officer, pers. comm.). All the domesticated
birds were called together by Ama at feeding time with the
characteristic "ah! ah! ah!" sound heard allover Nepal.

2. Amongst the Kulunge Re l , M"Dougal (l979:130ff.) suggests the
formation of sub-divisions such as these was a necessary precursor of
clan fission. Once there were more than seven generations separating
them from a common agnatic ancestor, according to WDougal, a Kulunge
man and woman could theoretically marry. This marriage would be
regarded as haDphora <l I terally 'break ing the bone' , the bone
representing the male lineage as opposed to the 'blood' of the female
line), and thereafter the two lineages would be regarded as separate.

However, for the Yakhe haDphora marriage in this way was not even
theoretically possible. The car bhai and paNc bhai, for example, were
said to be the descendants of one father, but two sisters, an older and
younger respectively. They already had a genealogical depth beyond the
seven generations necessary for a marriage between the two to be
acceptable. However, the Idea that two members of these sub-divisions
could marry was universally greeted with derision. The 'seven
generation' rule was known, but was said to apply to marriages between
members from the same ma t r i 1 ineal 1ine (who would most often, therefore,
be members of different clans), and was said to be less rigidly adhered
to than in the past. Now, it was said, three generations at least had
to elapse between such marriages. Members of the same chon , on the
other hand, could~ marry.

The only contradiction to this rule we heard of was between the two
divisions of the Limbuhim clan. The Chama (1 i terally • food') Limbuhim
were said to be able to marry members of the Menjama (I i terally 'non
food') Limbuhim, from whom they were geographically separate. Perhaps
this was an example of 'clan fission' which had occurred in Ankhibhui,
the village where the two were found. But since only Menjama Limbuhim
were found in Tamaphok, it appeared that clan fission had not become an
empirical challenge to Yakhe there. The clan members were still all
known as 'Limbuhim' in Tamaphok . It is an interesting question in the
case of a widely dispersed group such as the Yakha, how haDphora
marriages (assuming they occur) can ever come to have more than local
significance and be acknowledged as changing clan relations within the
group as a whole,

3. This contrasts with the list of eighty presented by Morris
<1933:114--5), Many of the clans in his list were still identifiable,
and others may have been located elsewhere. The inc I usion of a few,
however, (such as the 'MewahaQ', which is better regarded as a Rai group
in itself see Gaenszle, 1989) can be questioned. There are
undoubtedly similar problems with my shorter list, particularly when the
problems wi th groups such as the Marek i , wi th a more ambiguous Yakhe
identity (Chapter Three), are considered.

4. Hardman writes similarly about the Lohorung Rai, saying that IItheir
society must be described as one wh i ch emphasIzes the concept of a
"person" in a particularly social manner" <1981:161>. This, she
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suggests, is a trait shared by all the Kt r snt t . I would add that it
might not be altogether absent from the caste Hindu conceptions of the
person either, although more work would need to be done to confirm this.

5. For an analysis of the diachronic dimensions of two other Tibeto-
Burman kinship systems. see Allen <1975j 1976b).

6. According to Jones & Jones, writing about the Limbu, IIIf a man hauls
water, it signifies he is poor and/or lacks a family. Once, after an
argument with our cook and housekeeper, Rex went to the fountain to fill
the water jug for cooking. As he brought it back to the house, neighbor
women ran out to meet him, insisting that they carry the jug because it
was so degrading for a man to do women's work" <1976:25).
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Chapter Six: The Natural Environment

6.1 Introduction

This chapter moves outwards from household surroundings to look at

what might be called the natural environment of Tamaphok as it was

perceived by the Yakha. It is an attempt to look at the Tamaphok

landscape through their eyes and actions, by taking the land-use

categories used by the Yakha and seeing what these meant to them in

terms of the work they performed in them and the at t I tudes they had

towards them.

The types of land recognized in Tamaphok were simi lar to those in

other parts of Nepal. In a study of the ethnically mixed Tr l su l I

Valley, Johnson ei e ! (1982) distinguished six major types of land use.

These were kheT (wet terrace), bari (dry terrace), pakho (un t i lIed

land), caran (grazing land), ban (forest) and gau~ (settlement>.

Simi Iar categories were identi f i able around Tamaphok, except that for

the Yakha barf was a l so known as 18mdBI'), and kheT as rope. I twas

common to hear the Nepali words used even in conversations in the Yakha

language, however, and so for simplicity shall use the Nepali

categories in my descriptions. Grazing land around Tamaphok was more

commonly known as khaDka. Another di fference wi th Johnson's categories

was that, in Tamaphok, a qu i t e sharp distinction appeared to be made

between bar i and ghar-bart. G8U~ is perhaps something of an anomaly in

Johnson's analysis, since it can encompass some of the other types of

land use in the list, as well as features such as 'houses' 'shops' and

'schoo I' .

According to Thompson et a1, "the ethno-ecological studies of
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Kirsten Johnson and her colleagues ... reveal to us the hill farmer's own

land-use categories and, through them, the shrewd, sensitive, and

rational strategies by which he strives to manage the natural and man

made hazards that he faces" <1986:82). This may be true but, for

reasons out lined in Chapter Two, I would argue that the categories

employed by the Yakha were representative of more than just adaptive

strategies for hazard management (assuming they were indeed adaptive).

To understand the full significance of the land-use types distinguished

by the Yakha, one has to look beyond explanations for the categorisation

of land in terms of function or adaptation. One also has to consider

the cultural and social arrangements, the symbolic constructions, which

influenced people's perceptions and use of the land. True, physical and

biological factors were important in giving character to the different

types of land-use, but so too were social and cultural factors. To

demonstrate this, shall look in detail at ghar-bar! (house fields),

bari (dry terraces), kheT (irrigated terraces) and ban (forest). 1

6.2 Land-Use Categories and their Meanings

House Fields <Ghar-barl)

The fields closest to people's houses in Tamphok were commonly known

by the Nepali term ghar-bari. These were plots, seldom more than half a

hectare, in which many people grew plants used in cook ing to supplement

the staple crops grown on fields further away. Ghar-bar! were very

different in appearance from other types of cultivated fields, as can be

seen in Plate 22. The keynote of house field production was variety.

Summer crops grown included spinach (palun.go),2. christophine (lskus),

cucumber (kaNkro), sugar cane (ukhu), balsam pear, <the more bitter tito



Plate 22: Ghar~bari and some of Its crops

Plate 23: PreparIng rice fields for planting
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karel~_ variety grown lower down, and cuce karela higher up) I chi Illes

(khursan l ) and tobacco (sur t t i , Garlic (lasun), shallots (chyapI>,

onion (~), greens (sag) and mustard (tori) were planted in September

and October for winter use. Some root crops such as yams (bhyakur,

uj i ' WB) were ready in the autumn. Potato yams (ban tarOl, pundekb i)

were particularly prolific, producing tubers above ground in autumn, and

ones which grew below the ground and were ready in winter. Chrlstophine

also produced 8 root crop in the winter time which complemented the

rather prickly green frui ts of the summer. Whi te yams (ghar tarOI),

tapioca (s l me l tartiI) and sweet potato (suThunI, w§kD were also grown

and dug up in January for use in the celebration of MaSh San.kranti

(described in Chapter Three).

The ghar-bari were cultivated rather differently from other types of

fields. One would never use a plough on a ghar-bari. Intensi ve

cultivation by both men and women, using hoes and bare hands, contrasted

with the sexually more differentiated and extensive cultivation

techniques employed in the other fields. As people became too old to

do much in the more distant fields, they would often potter around in

their ghar-bari, weeding, pruning, harvesting and tidying things up,

while the mOre active worked further afield. Other jobs which needed to

be done included building frames out of bamboo to support the prolific

vines of crops 1ike christophine and the balsam pear, and many people

1iked to bu i ld sma II shel tars out of bamboo, covered wi th grass thatch,

to shade crops such as chillies. During dry spells, people often rigged

up quite elaborate irrigation systems from nearby dhers using bamboo

pipes to water the crops. In the build up to Dasai~, our fami 1y went

round their ghar-bari destroying the webs of the large yellow and black-
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backed spiders which had made their homes in the thick vegetation. One

could not imagine the care which went into ghar-bari cultivation being

put into the fields of maize or rice further from the house. The ease

wi th which, dusk approaching, people could go out from their homes to

pick fresh produce for the evening meal in their ghar-bari contrasted

with the organized labour (see Chapter Five) and long hours which had to

be expended in the production of staple crops.

While ghar-bari were an important part of the food production of a

household, there was thus more involved in their c u l t i vat ion than the

demands of basic subsistence.~' Perhaps the types of crops produced had

something to do with it: 'house fields' provided the dietary

embellishments in people's lives, the snacks (kha.1a) or relishes/spices

(achar) rather than the staples. They were thus a central part of Yakha

cuisine (as opposed to other fields which provided bulk foods for

eat i ng) , Tobacco was not an anomaly in the gastronomic • embellishments'

because it is similarly 'eaten' in both the Nepali and Yakha languages.

Some animal fodder was also grown in the ghar-bari, usually weeds (such

as marijuana, ga~1a) which were allowed to flourish before being cut

down and fed to livestock.

Ghar-bari were also, like 'gardens' in the western sense of the

word, often used for growing flowers. House-field flowers were highly

valued aesthetically, and passers-by often commented on and complimented

the owner of a good display. The most important flowers were shai pattI

<literally '100 petals' a variety of marigold), since these were

indispensable in puis from Dasai~ onwards. Another important religious

plant which was often encouraged in ghar-bari was mugwort (titepatI,

said by one man to have been l Lk l t t; phuf) in old Yekha i , Dhamis were
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also said to keep plants such as dubo (a type of grass - Cynodon

dactylon according to Turner 1931:315) in their ghar-bari or nearby for

use in religious rituals. AmI Iso grass (Thysanolaena maxima), harvested

in DecemberlJanuary was another plant of the ghar-barf, used to make

brooms, with the leaves given as fodder to goats.

People's attitude to their ghar-bari were very different from their

attitudes to other types of land, perhaps more akin to those of the

English use of the term 'garden', hardly encompassed in the Collins

English Dictionary definition of "an area of land, usually planted with

grass, trees, flowerbeds, etc., adjoining a house",""

Ghar-barL certainly had some features which appeared very 'garden'

like. Their English translation as 'house-field' indicates their status

as an intermed iate point between "c ul t ur e ' (the house) and 'nat ure ' (the

rest of the world), It seemed to me that (as their name suggests) they

had to be seen in relation to the house they surrounded. The house and

house-fields formed a unit, and it would be tempt ing to talk of some

sort of Gestalt, aesthetically speaking.

This Gestalt was not ubiquitous in its manifestation, however.

Poorer people wi th less land needed to use what they had for growing

more staples, which they might intersperse with some ghar-bari-type

crops, Thus house-fields were neither invariably found nor standard in

their appearance. However, in the ideal picture people had of house

compounds, a ghar-barf was always present. This was nature at its most

tamed, setting off the house (which, as we saw in the previous chapter,

exhibited other types of decoration by nature).

There was perhaps another explanation for the place of ghar-bar! in
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the lives of the Yak ha. We saw In Chapter Three how the history of

Yakha agriculture points to the relatively recent introduction of staple

crops such as rice, maize and wheat. These crops, and the technology

used to grow them, were from the outside world, and, except when they

were being processed into food, they remained outside the ghar/ghar-bari

complex, spatially speaking. Ghar-bari could therefore be seen as

echoing a past time when the Yakha were sh i ft ing cul t i va tors, clear ing

small areas of forest and planting 'multi layered' crops within them, in

a manner akin to the 'gardeners' described by anthropologists working in

Amazonia or New Guinea. G .

The location of ghar-bari at the present time, hugging the house and

an integral part of the domest ic sphere, could thus be compared wi th

other aspects of so-called I traditional' Yakha culture such as language

and religion. Of course, to prove this, more comparative material would

be required on the ghar-bari cultivation practices of other groups: are

others' ghar-bari so lush, are they used to produce such a variety of

crops, and are they so intensively cultivated? Regardless of the

answers to these questions, ghar-bari amply demonstrate the

embellishment of nature which in its merging of subsistence with

aesthetics arguably delights horticulturalists worldwide.

Rice Padd ies ( Khen

Houses and their ghar-bari were like nodules of culture dispersed

across the rest of the cropped environment, linked by webs of paths

(baTQ) of beaten earth or bare rock, which also led to water sources

(dhara) and other features of local life. Main paths going from one

community to eno t her were known as (mu l be'I'or , These were the rou tes
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whereby people and goods came into, out of or passed through the

Tamaphok Yakha locale. Mul baTo were frequenly no bigger than normal

paths, and when they forked, as they quite often did, local knowledge

was required to be able to follow them successfully. This local

knowledge reflected one's connection to and identification with

Tamaphok.

However, houses, paths and dhara were hardly major features if one

looked at the landscape in purely physical terms. Apart from such

'cultural' features and a few isolated pockets of forest to be described

below, the landscape between the forests and gorges of the Maya Khola

and the forests wreathing the Tinjure Danda ridge was totally dominated

by the staircase of bari and kheT terraces (as Plate 34 shows). The

main feature distinguishing kheT and bari from ghar-barf was their

funct ion as the source of staple crops. KheT and bari were also the

scene of predominantly group as opposed to individual activities.

The main kheT crop was rice. The first job in the rice planting

year was to plant the rice seed in seedbed fields. These were generally

above the rest of the fields to be planted, so that, when the time came,

the bundles of seedlings could be thrown down to the people working

below. As rice planting time approached, the dry kheT fields were

ploughed a first time, after which hoes were used to scrape (tachnu) the

vertical walls (kanla) of the terraces bare of plant I ife (Plate 23).

Then the lower, raised edges of the terraces (ali) were levelled off.

and a slight trough dug round the inside edge of the field. The fields

could be flooded before or after tachnu-ing, although it was easier if

they were flooded after. This usually took place in May, June or July

(depending on altitude), Small openings would be cut in the ali to
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allow the flow of water from one terrace to the next.

The next job was to plough, harrow and level out the fields, and

plant the rice. Ploughs (hal) and harrows (da~de) were pulled by oxen,

guided by men. After this, the bause moved in. These were men wielding

hoes (kodalo) and long-handled levellers, (phyauri, pronounced phyori in

Tamaphok but also known as bausi elsewhere - Turner 1931:429), First

they used their hoes to shave and smooth the ali, adding the soi 1

removed to the mud in which the rice would grow, At the same time they

repaired any thin places along these banks and stopped up any holes

caused by the oxen, Then wi th their phyaurl they distributed the mud

more evenly across the paddy.

The women's work was to plant out the rice seedlings in the prepared

fields. Backs bent and ankle-deep in muddy water, chatting and joking,

they moved deftly and methodically across the field. Separating them

from the bundles they held, they planted up to five seedlings at a time

in an arc of holes which were spaced epprox tma t e l y a foot apart. The

seedlings were twisted into the mud to stand up in the water. The

fields from which the seedlings came were the last to be planted.

Because they had already been full of water, it was usually necessary

first to strengthen rather than to shave and smooth these fields, using

some of the mud in which the seedlings had grown.

It was common to plant pulses (mas) such as soya beans (bhaTmas,

cembe') rice beans (masyam) or lentils (musur dal) along the edge of the

kheT once the rice was gr-owtng . These were harvested along with the

rice, or could be left until the danger of their being eaten by hungry

monkeys in the winter months became too great.

There was generally one major weeding session, usually during August
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and September, before the rice plants (and weeds) grew too big. Weeding

was a delicate operation since care was needed not to dislodge or

trample on the growing plants, and was principally carried out by women

and older children. As the rice reached maturity, people began to get

anxious about the weather. The monsoon generally petered out in

September, and dry, sunny weather was necessary to ripen the grain.

Harvesting took place from October onwards, but a freak storm during

this time could ruin crops otherwise ready for cutting. In preparation

for the harvest, fields were drained and the rice allowed to dry out and

start yellowing. People wi th norr-egr Icu I tural jobs (such as teachers)

would take time off to help with the harvest. People also had to try

and protect their crops from marauding pigeons and other birds during

this time. As the rice reached maturity, wild birds were loathed as a

crop pest and many men went out with pellet bows shooting at any birds

they saw in the fields.

Rice was harvested using hand-held sickles with serrated inner

edges. The cutter held the clump of rice to be cut in one hand and

sliced through the stalks while pushing the clump in the direction the

rice was bending, about 2" above the ground. This gave a clean cut,

without tearing or the rice falling messily towards the cutter. Once a

big bunch had been collected in one hand this was carefully placed on or

just inside the raised banks of the hheT to dry for 4 or 5 days (Plate

24). Harvesting was another hard task, but was entered into with high

spirits, as the following example will show.

On one occasion in November 1989 when I accompanied our family's

harvesting group down the hill to their lower fields I went over to a

neighbour's fields to lend a hand. The young woman (whom I had met a
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few weeks earlier during Dasai N
) told me she was harvesting the rice to

use at her wedding. Her husband-to-be was returning from the British

Gurkhas the following month, and if he brought her a green pote

(marriage neck lace) they could get mar r l ed in Magh (January-February).

When I returned to my family. I was told this was a lot of nonsense,

since the woman had already been married (to a Gurkha soldier) for three

years! The kha1a I had been given by the woman - soya beans and maize

kernels in an ornately woven leaf plate - also provoked some comment.

All Kamala would say was that it was not usual for them to eat soya and

maize kh8ja during that season (our family's own khaja that day was

broken rice wi th powdered pick l e and chestnuts, washed down by rice

cuhei , At another point during that day, I had a joking session with a

man working in his fields below. We yelled to each other up and down

the hillside, principally concerning the whereabouts of our wives.

The next job was trampling the rice (dal garnu). This could either

be done in one of the larger paddies (the surface of which was smoothed

down using' lipnu' techniques) or in a family's yard. Bamboo poles

ca 11ed mehe (mi yo Turner 1931: 508) were erec t ed in the yard. These

were decorated at the top wi th ghurmis (Laudosc ep t r um cerium) leaves,

marigolds and rice straw, Ghurmis leaves are noteworthy because while

the outsides are green the insides are a greyish beige colour (Pokhrel

et 812040 V.S.:379), Perhaps they symbolised the transformation which

was taking place with the rice from green dhan to yellow camal,

Trampling the rice, like harvesting it, was also a jolly time. Two,

or sometimes even three, oxen were attached to the mehe by a rope with a

loop on one end, and were then directed round by a man or woman carrying

€I switch and singing a distinctive song (eoru takmaci). Little children
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followed along at the edge of the circle trying to sing along or diving

into the straw when the opportun i ty arose. Somet imes older chi ldren

(boys in particular) had a chance to guide the oxen around themselves.

From all around the neighbourhood sounds of singing and general delight

could be heard.

When rice was harvested some people ploughed their kheT fields again

and planted wheat which grew during the winter months. This was

harvested in Mayor June, either by cutting the heads off (as one did

for millet> or cutting the whole plant down (as one did for rice).

Other people simply constructed cattle shelters (goTh) on the empty

fields for the oxen or buffalo to eat the stalks and fertilize the

ground for planting the following year. What one did depended in part

on the amount of land at one's disposal, since land shortage was

starting to force more intensive cultivation practices. One man

bewailed how the once qul e t winter months, time set aside for hunting

and fishing, had become busier in the pr ev Ious twenty years as his

horticultural obligations had increased.

Dry Fields (Barl)

The most important bari crops were maize (makkai, said by one

informant to have been called pliY8fJgu in old Yakha) and mi llet (kodo,

P8fJge). In some places, potatoes, winter wheat, barley and (higher up)

buckwheat were also grown.

Fields were often prepared for maize grOWing by keeping cattle

stalled in goTh on the bari in order to help fertilize them before

ploughing. The ferti l1zer from these animals was supplemented with

other animal fertilizer and compost which was brought to the fields at
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maize planting time in the beginning of March.

Everyone seemed to have their own opinions and practices concerning

fertilizers, and these seemed to depend partly on what people had

available. All agreed that chemical fertilizer (v l kas i mol - literally

'development fertilizer'), brought in from Basantapur and sold through

the pancayat office, was bad for the crops, encouraging ants and other

insect spec Ies. Some sa i d t ha t goa t manure was bes t for ghar-bar! and

kheT alike, others said it was not so useful except on kheT, Pig manure

was generally welcomed - it was said to be 'clean' by some (no insects),

and only needed to be well composted to stop it smell ing , Compost was

prepared by putting manure into large piles, covering them with a little

earth to protect them from breakdown from winter frosts, and planting

some Indian mustard (raroko sag) on the top, This was dug in when the

compost was ready for use to make a rich, black fertilizer. Other

families made compost by gathering up leaf litter and adding it to the

animal dung, Some families without enough animals were often short of

compost or manure, and had to make decisions about where to put what

they had to its best advantage.

The maize plants grew Vigorously as the days started getting warmer,

Thinning and weeding (ukhelne) was needed in June. This actiVity

frequently took place in-between the preparation of the rice fields for

planting. Indeed, one day we saw women come back from a tiring day

preparing kheT and go right out into the fields below our house after a

snack to do this task, One woman went ahead thinning the plants, the

rest followed hoeing around the standing plants.

Maize was susceptible to two major problems (apart from the

predations of monkeys), One was the disease ra-ke which sent the leaves
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yellow or red and affeeted the development of the corn cobs. This was

associated with too much rain. The second was risk of jealousy from

people passlng by. Some Tamaphok Yakha felt that looking at another's

crops wi th any degree of admiration or envy could infl l c t damage upon

them. To prevent this, they erected cikpu - large clay pots painted

wi th eyes which they perched on a pole in their fields, a buffalo's

skull underneath. The eyes on the pot were said to deflect the bad

feeling. However, th is trad i t ion was coming to be regarded as old

fashioned and only a few households bothered to maintain it,

Maize could be harvested from July onwards. The whole plant was

uprooted, and the cobs were taken off for huma.n or avian consumption.

The top parts and leaves were set aside for the goats, and the lower

stalks were cooked and given to the pigs, who also got the discarded cob

husks. Some of the maize crop was eaten straight away as a snack,

roasted daily on the fire. Some people used the maize cob leaves to

wrap sud I for smok ing, a l though Nepal chestnut 1eaves were preferred.

Stored, the maize cobs were either 'shucked' straight away, the grain

being stored to feed to birds or grind for flour at a later date, or

else the cobs were put on stands in the yard of the house or were strung

decoratively around the eaves (as can be seen in Plate 18),

Maize was important nutritionally and symbolically because it was

the first staple to ripen during the summer and hence ended the 'hungry

season' between April and July. Before it could be eaten, a ceremony to

the ancestors (nuagi - elsewhere !:ll!Si or ~ - msk ka ! cheche'lu'ma or

chache'lu'ma) was performed. It seemed that different families

performed 1t in different ways. Some took a cockerel out into a field

to sacrifice, spilling the blood on two stones. Our family claimed that
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by performIng a puj8 to pok i a cyen in their house, offering cube,

roasted me i ze and a small ch icken (or s Impl y an egg) to the ancestors

(p1ir.l, obonber , they could dispense with the nuagi rItual. One could

eat maize from another's fields before conducting the nuagi ritual, just

not from one's own fIelds. The restriction was also said not to apply

to the whole household. All that was needed was for one person (usually

the male head of the household who would perform the nuagi) to refrain

from eating maize beforehand. If not, It was said, his mouth would

become paralyzed.

After the maize was harvested goTh were frequently constructed on

the barl to house oxen and other beasts, which were fed on the discarded

stalks of the maize. Other fields were simply allowed to lie fallow for

a whIle, after whIch all plant growth was ploughed up (Plate 25) or dug

in in preparation for winter crops of mustard (tori) or potatoes (alu).

Potatoes were usually planted in February. There were six types of

potato recognized in Tamaphok. The three varieties of long-standing use

were sole (a whi te potato) I dol iyo (red) and kusume (mauve). Two newer

varietIes brought in with development (vlkasi) were Bombay and hole.

The informant we spoke to admired their bIg tubers, but thought they

were perhaps not so productIve as a whole. Another new varIety, rato

sarkari <literally 'red government') was critIcised because It produced

only B or 9 potatoes from one plant.

MIllet was fIrst grown In seedbeds to be planted out in the higher

barl Immediately after work plantIng rice was complete, usually during

JUly. After thinning and weedIng In September, mi llet was harvested in

November by cuttIng off the tops which were then thrown into a basket.

These heads were taken back to the house where they were pounded on
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large mats in the yard using a wooden stick to separate the seeds from

the heads. Fowl had to be kept penned up at this point as they were

keen to help themselves to the millet and were liable to be 'dirty' on

it. Seeds and chaff were then divided into piles. There was little to

do wi th the chaff apart from stuff a pi llow, we were to l d , MLllet was

sometimes intercropped With potatoes or maize.

There was other evidence of the intensification of agriculture

represented by the conversion of previously unfarmed land into bari for

the growing of cardamom (aHii~cI). Cultivation had started in Madi

Mulkharka across the valley twelve years earlier, and the idea had

spread to Tamaphok after that. Cardamom was a shrub needing a

substantial amount of shade in which to survive and produce Lts fruit,

which was harvested using a special tool in September. One man

processed his own cardamom by smoking it in a kiln before having it

carried out to Besen t apur , but most people left the processing to the

traders to whom they sold the crop.

It was interesting to compare the growth in cardamom production with

the situation described by Dahal <l985b) in a pancayat in Ilam, where

cardamom had also been introduced on waste land. Because the cash value

of cardamom was estimated by Dahal to be 300% greater than rice, and

500% greater than maize, he wondered why it was not grown on land

previously given over to these crops. His analysis of the situation in

I lam agrees wi th mine in Tamaphok in most respects. In Tamaphok, it was

generally the richer members of the community (such as retired army

soldiers) who could afford the capital outlay and risks involved in

grOWing 8 non-subsistence crop. One man, who said he had sold 13 bigha

(about 20 acres) of land after 16 years in Assam to return to Tamaphok
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when his parents died, was granted 10,000 NRs <about £200) by the

government to rebuild his house after the 1988 earthquake, and used some

of this money to buy 500 cardamom seedlings (at 1 NRs - 2p - each). The

risk element on investments such as this, in terms of fluctuations in

market price, loomed large during the 'trade and transit' dispute with

India in 1989, when the price of a man (about 40kg) suddenly dropped by

10'% to 2600 NRs. One man we spoke to was planning ways of getting his

crop to 5i 1iguri in India, where he had heard a man could fetch 3800

Indian rupees <about 5600 NRs, about £112).

Dahal also asks why cardamom growing has not taken off in other

areas with similar environments, marketing facilities and population

growth rates to Ilam district. In the case of Tamaphok, it appeared

that knowledge of success wi th cardamom in neighbouring places wi th

which Tamaphok could be directly compared <such as Madi Mulkharka,

across the valley) was the major reason the innovation was introduced.

Another factor Dahal does not mention is the presence in the community

of people with the necessary capital and land holdings to put the idea

of growing cardamom into practice. The history of involvement with

India (as the next chapter wi11 demonstrate) may also have been e

factor.

The increased production of cardamom over the previous ten years had

important implications for forest cover, since the shade requirements of

the crop had led to the replanting of forests and the more dense

coverage of denuded areas. Ut is was the tree most commonly planted for

this task. Since these alai-cl bar! were generally not far from human

habitation, they were becoming most useful to people as a source of fuel

and fodder'. Although the poorer sections of the community were not able
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to profit directly from cardamom cultivation, the increased tree

coverage and the possibilities for wage labour at harvest time were

starting to make a contribution to the quality of life in Tamaphok.

Another new crop which was being planted was tea. Unl ike I lam

(where tea and potatoes were both being planted as cash crops on land

which had previously produced staple crops) this too was being planted

in otherwise uncultivated areas (generally at higher e Lt t i t udes r , again

by richer men wi th land to spare. However, unlike cardamom, most of the

ciya bari being planted required the clearing of forest cover first.

Tea planting did not appear to have been going so successfully, because

the shade requirements of the growing plants were not adequately met.

One man's plants had all died because of inadequate shade, However. we

met a Brahmin in Dhankuta who was involved in a consortium planning

larger plantations in Tamaphok. He saw the pancayat as ideally located

(at the edge of three districts) to be a model for the introduction of

this cash crop. and thought that the wage labour it provided would

further boost the local economy. Whether his predictions were to be

fulfilled or not, tea looked like having a greater role in the economy

of Tamaphok in the future.

There was thus perhaps a different attitude developing towards

alai~cI bari as 'cuI t I va t ed forests' compared to the wild forests at

the top and bot tom of the valley to be desert bed in the next sect ion.

As forests brought into the domest i c domain, we wondered if they were

becoming a less threatening entity, something recognised more as the

product of human agency. If so, this had implications for resource use

in the fut ure ,

Other trees were found around the edges of kheT and bar t . These
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trees served as an important fodder source, as did the weeds and

shrubbery <such as the fern sripani 1haD <unidentified) found at

altitudes slightly higher than the main areas of habitation in Tamaphok)

along paths and wherever else they could be cut. While, except for the

highest reaches of forest furthest from human habitation, there were few

trees which had not been lopped for fodder purposes, most fodder used by

the Yakha did not come from the main forests, since fodder (un l ike

firewood) needed to be collected on a daily basis.

Unlike Carter <1991>, we did not find much evidence of private

plant ing of trees, a l though some must have taken place. Dudhelo (Ficus

nemoralis) was one tree which was particularly favoured for fodder.

Nepal pepper <Timur, hokson) trees growing at lower altitudes were also

seen as good sources of fodder. The same trees growing higher up were

good for medicinal purposes, the mentholated aroma of their berries

(harvested from June onwards and sometimes pressed to make an oil) being

good for colds and coughs. The berries were also used to make a pickle

that was often eaten wi th potatoes. Walnut trees (okhar, kh i bu) were

also found near human settlement - around our local dhara, for example.

The nuts, harvested in the autumn, were used to make cooking oil as well

as to be eaten raw. The fruits of trees such as Nepal pepper and walnut

seemed to be regarded as something akin to common property, even though

they were located on people's private land.

Bamboo also played an integral part in people's daily lives,";' and

stands of bamboo were to be found planted around fields and in the

gullies and stream beds separating them. There were four main types of

bamboo d i s t i ngu i shed , in addition to the thinner malingo (Ar-und l nar l e

artistata) with its purple bark which was used by children to make
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phuphugara. These were pop guns made out of two short pieces of malingo

of different thicknesses. The larger piece was filled with seeds which

were then fired from one end by ramming the thinner piece inside. The

Brahmin children who showed these toys to me insisted that both the word

and toy were Yakha, although I wondered whether there may also have been

an onomatopoeic derivation from Nepali.

Forest (Ban)

In describing the typical scene of the Mewa Khola valley in Ilam

district, Sagant could have been wri t ing about the Maya Khola valley

landscape of which Tamaphok was a part: a swathe of houses and fields

across the slopes, broken only by thickets of bamboo and groves of

trees, often between two wooded belts, one by the river and one by the

crest, These extremities were distinctive, Rivers were often malarial,

rocky and gorge-like, and both they and the forests belts were wild

areas inspiring fear (Sagant, 1976:32). For the Yakha too, the riverine

and ridge-crest forests were wild, jungly places, the haunt of ghosts,

spirits and wild animals.

It might seem odd to cast the forest, an integral

farming system, in the role of cultural bogeyman, True,

were known as a source of wood, medicines, strawberries and chestnuts

(and the river provided fish). However, the acknowledged importance

of forest and river products did not detract from people's fear of the

places they came from, One man remembered the days when carrying goods

from Dharan to Taplejung could earn him 120 NRs (worth a lot more in

those days); his main fear along the route was the terrifying forest

between Basantapur and Chauki (a hamlet at the head of the Maya Khola
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valley). There was at that time no human habitation between these two

places.

Two young women carrying 40kg loads to the Tamaphok shop joined us

as we approached the hi 11 top forests on the path from Basantapur one

day. "Can we walk with you? A lahuri (retired serviceman) died here

once," they asked. They were also being troubled by a leering drunken

man, but their fear of ghosts seemed equally genuine. Not all Yakha men

and women admitted a reluctance about walking by themselves through the

forest, but it was interesting that, when we walked to Basantapur from

Tamaphok in a group, it was generally not unt I l we were out of the

forest and into the lekh (highland) pastures beyond that our companions

took their leave of us (if they did), although our pace was unbearably

slow for them!

Forests were also regarded as the abode of wild animals, even though

many of these were rarely. if ever. seen. The list of animals

negatively associated with the forest in some way included tigers,

bears, wild boars, deer, eagles, jackals, wild cats, monkeys and

porcupines. A common term of rebuke for young children was 1angal i

manche ('jungle mao'), which indicated a person who was wild,

uncivilised and lacking in education. The only wild animal for which

any degree of warmth was felt appeared to be the mongoose, the

occasional migration of which to the millet or maize fields with the

approach of harvest time was welcomed as a means of controlling rats and

mice. For the rest, forest animals were generally abhorred because of

the damage they did to crops or because of their predation on domestic

animals such as ducks, chickens, and young goats.

Apart from jackals, cats and monkeys the animals given in the list
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The 1as t tiger in Ii v ing memory had been

killed over thirty years before. It had come out of the forest one

morning, and had carried off a prominent villager's dog. The beast was

tracked by a trail of blood to a tree in the forest above the (current)

school where, as evening fell, a posse of men gathered and shot it.

Wild boars had not been seen for 13 or 14 years. Bears were said still

to be in existence in the forests, but we never saw or heard of any seen

during the time we were in the village. The experience was rather like

that of the Gurung village of Thak described by Macfarlane:

"The forest is no longer within easy reach of the Village, and
one has to travel many miles before reaching areas where most
of the game has not been exterminated. One or two villagers
were st ill keen huntsmen, but despi te many expect it ions only
one small deer was shot during our fifteen months in the
village." (1976:30)

However, even if they no longer existed, wild animals of the forest

lived on in the imaginations of the Tamaphok Yakha and, wou 1d sugges t,

were a potent factor in Yakha attitudes to their forest habitat. Unlike

the Gurung whom Macfarlane reports had dispensed with their bows (ibid:

30), Yakha men in Tamaphok still often walked around the village

carrying their pellet bows (cigik, guleli) and a pocket full of kambruk

(maTen.ra clay pellets). However, these were only likely to be used to

shoot at birds or errant dogs. Skill at making them was highly

regarded. I never saw a member of any other caste or ethnic group in

Tamaphok carrying a bow.

Jackal s were st ill found in abundance, and some people suggested

that tigers had been replaced by jackals (a subtle sense of an

ecological 'niche' having been taken over, perhaps) since no jackals
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were said to be found where tigers lived. Jackals were probably the

most troublesome wild animals in their predations on the domestic. At

night, at any time of year, it was not uncommon to be surprised by the

piercing, eerily human cries of these animals, which hunted individually

but communicated within their group, echoing up and down the ve l l ey.."

As the cries became louder, people sprang into action from their beds or

sleeping mats, meeting the wild with the domestic sounds of banging lids

and a distinctive, yodelling cry;8. too late for many a duck or chicken,

however. Of the five ducks owned by our family, for example, only one

actually reached the mouths of its owners (and their guests) during the

year we lived in their company. During the summer, moreover, jackals

were said to eat the maize cobs growing in the fields.

Monkeys were a serious threat to maize during the growing season, as

well as being the scourge of cardamom growers. The guns we often heard

going off in October/November were generally aimed at monkeys l n the

cardamom groves. Various comments about people revolved round their

supposed similarity with monkeys, in appearance or behaviour. When I

ate my maize off the cob with my teeth, father than using the side of my

thumb to take off the kernels a line at a time, for example, was told

I was eating maize 1 ike a monkey. I was also persuaded to shave my

beard off while we were in the Village, not only because was said to

be scaring the chi Idren but also because 1t was said I looked 1ike a

monkey!

The porcupine (yBkpuCB) was also a hazard to the maize crop. "Eko ;

h i c l , sumci, mak.!.ai li,hanne dumsI" ('One, two, three, maize eating

porcupine') was a verse said to have been made up by a Damai tailor in

Phumling to entertain the chi ldren wi th Yakha numbers and the Nepal i
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name for the animal. However, whi l e they were remembered fondly as

providing the most delectable meat, we saw none dead or alive whilst we

were in the village, although our father kept a porcupine quill as a

momento and claimed there were still some to be found In the forest.

Another unloved forest creature was the leech (Juke, lakpht:k).

Leeches were not confined to forests, but were found in cultivated areas

too, anywhere where vegetation was reasonably dense above about 5,000

feet. They were said to hibernate in holes, caves and under rocks,

coming out during the summer months (from Apri 1 to October). Many

people walked around with little bags of salt tied to the end of sticks,

par t i cu lar l y dur i ng the monsoon season when leeches were par t I cu l ar 1y

prolific. These bags enabled them to dab off any leeches which had

become attached to their legs and arms without having to stop walking.

The largest leeches (anything up to three inches long when engorged)

were the cattle leeches, found in the forests at higher altitudes.

If one added to these noxious creatures the presence of spirits such

as sogh£k (Chapter Four) then potent reasons existed for perceiving the

forest as a less than benign environment. In cutting down forest trees

for fuelwood (as one had either to do oneself or arrange for others to

do at leas t once a year) there was a sense tha t one was not on 1y

contributing to the depletion of forest cover but was cutting back on

the abode of eagles and wild beasts of all descriptions. While people

were dependent on forest resources for their fuel wood and fodder needs

and many other subsidiary products, there was nonetheless an ambivalence

in people's remarks about the decline in forest resources over the

previous decades.

This ambivalence may have been linked to their perceptions of the
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causes of forest depletion. Many people suggested that natural hazards,

such as fire and l ends l i des , rather than human agency, were the major

factors in forest decline (hence giving indigenous support to the

critique of the environmentalist doctrine outlined in Chapter Two). It

was interesting that when we asked people for examples of where forest

cover had diminished significantly over the years, the extensive area of

forest which once existed near the school was most frequently mentioned.

This had been destroyed by a fire ten years previously, and wes an area

which, having been close to many houses, had been much used before its

sudden destruction.

We accompenied several wood collecting parties into the forest while

we were in Temaphok . Wood cutting and carrying took place during the

winter and spring months. People avoided going to the forests during

the monsoon because of the leeches, the wetness of the wood and their

heavy agricultural workload. The bulk of the cutting took place between

mid-February and mid-April, and wood was then carried to people's houses

from mid-March to mid-May. Only if the supply was obviously proving

insufficient for the whole year would people make further sorties to

collect baskets of wood after the monsoon, in October or November.

Normally men would go in advance and chop down earmarked trees, which

were often dead or dying, about 3 feet from the ground. They then

divided them up into more manageable portions using axes and saws. The

stumps were spl it up wi th axes, after which both men and women were

involved in splitting these and the cut trunk sections into burnable

wood. Women also scavenged for and cut up dried wood and dead branches

using a khukhuri (knife), This was the task we were usually given. We

were told only to cut dry bits and not green pieces of wood.
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There were various types of trees favoured for firewood. Amongst

the most popular was the Nepalese alder (utis, SBksll')buf) but cekc l bu in

old and Ankhibhui Yakhe i , ~ (Quercus l enceaefo l l a) , jhingane (Eur ya

acumi ne t a) , phusure (I.t t see pu l eher-r l me r , Blue Japanese oak (phala-t),

kholme (Symplocos spp i ) and pommelo (bhogaTe). A tree called ghanga-ru

(Crataegus crenulata) was cut but was less liked because it had prickly

branches. Green keg bhalayo (kag bhaJag - Rhus succedanea?) was said to

have had a resin which could cause nasty weals to those susceptible to

them, which it was said could be treated by a dhami's mantra. While kag

bhaleyo was usable as firewood, it was liable to explode in the fire, a

property which was put to symbolic use by some dhamt s in the course of

their healing rituals.

When pieces of wood were cut to the right size, they were carried

home in a basket (Doko). This was filled to c apec l t y by lying it on the

ground and putting the flatter, bigger pieces of wood on the part which

would be next to the back. Then the bottom, sides and front of the

basket were filled with high sticks, after which the middle was filled

up. It was unusual to see a man carrying wood back to his house: this

was regarded as work for women and children. Of all the tasks they

performed during the year, carrying home the firewood was one which many

women said they I iked the least. A full basket of wood could weigh

anything up to 50kgs, and carrying it in a Doko with a strap taking the

weight on one's forehead made one's neck and back ache.

Other forest products were valued. Nepal chestnut (pohe'mu', dalne

kaTus) was favoured as the leaf to fill with surtI and smoke. Its

l eaves were also valued as fodder. The forests also provided food, if

need be, In the 'hungry season' early in the Nepalese year. The Kami
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fami l y we interviewed could remember gathering the shoots of pigweed

(latye sag) when food was short. Another crop which was abundant in the

forests during June was wild strawberries, but nobody (except us!)

seemed to bother with collecting these delicious small fruits. Horse

chestnuts (masuri kaTus, hipsUWB) wi th edible frui ts larger than those

of dalne kaTus were av I lable in the autumn. Gathering them for sale

appeared to be the labour of the poor and indigent. Medicinal plants

(jaribuTI) from the forest were also important. Just about everyone

knew about the healing properties of ciraito t eshen, Swertia

angus t l f o l i e ) , for example, the bitter leaves of which were used to

treat fever.

Rivers also seemed to be regarded as dangerous places, as well as a

source of food for the poor (as Sagant suggests was a l so the case in

Lf mbuwan) , There were five types of fish identified to us, all known by

Nepali names. The four of these which I could further identf fy from

Shrestha (1981) were bam (Amphipnous cuchia), asala (Schizothorax spp.),

t i te (probably Psi lorhynchus pseudecheneis) and kat Ie (Tor tor). A

fishing basket <tha'wa) woven out of bamboo was often used to catch

them. This could be opened at the bottom to release the fish. One man

remembered as a boy haVing used small charges in the water to stun the

fish and bring them to the surface. Only 8 few people appeared to go

fishing today, however, and living with our relatively wealthy family we

only once had fish (caught by an uncle) for a meal. Like the forest,

the river was seen as an abode of dangerous spirits. One man near the

end of our' stay asked a dhami about a spirit called t emburen which he

said he had heard lived down below, by the river. The dh6mi said it

did, but then the conversation moved on to other things and I was unable
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to find out more about It. I wondered if there was any link between

this spirit and the Limbu spirit T8mpunm8, saLd to be a divinity of the

forest, described by Sagant (1969), cf. Allen (1976:534f).

Thus if Yakha attitudes to their ghar-bari were basically positive,

and to their kheT and baLL resigned but neutral, their attitude to the

f ores t sand rivers was genera 11y nega t i ve . The i r prac t ices wi th regard

to these latter domains, while based on need for the products they

provided, also acknowledged that dangerous elements in these

environments could harm them, and sought to minimise this risk. If

there was any concern for protecting necessary forest resources such as

firewood and fodder, it was balanced by a competing concern to avoid the

dangers that lurked in forests. According to Vandana Shiva, forests

throughout South Asia are viewed by the people that use them as "the

highest expression of the earth's fertility and productivity" (1989:56).

She cites Myers' statement that traditional perceptions of forests

"convey a sense of intimate harmony, with people and forests equal

occupants of a communal habi tat, a primary source of congrui ty between

man and nature" (ibid). For the Yakha of Tamaphok this was simply not

an accurate reflection of the lived relationship of most people with the

main forests of their valley.

This might seem doubly strange since, as was mentioned in Chapter 3,

before the introduction of rice cultivation the Yakha had undoub t ed l y

been more dependent on the f orest s for sustenance than was the case

during our fieldwork period. However, while some shifting cultivators

exhibi t a sense of harmony wi th their forest environment, I would argue,

8S have other recent commentators <e.g. Rambo 1985), that rather than an

adaptive necessity, such ideologies operate independently of the
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ecological basis of the societies in which they are found. It is also

possible for ideologies to contradict behaviour, either because of

stronger competing ideologies or for economic and political reasons

outside the control of the actors. 9 . Perhaps more potent than ideology,

it could be that the Yakha had nei ther the time nor the resources to

look on the forest in a romantic light. Ideology (that they were

dangerous places) and practical necessity (to cut them down) seemed to

co-exist In an uneasy harmony for the Yakha.

6.3. Conclusion

This chapter has looked at aspects of the natural environment

perceived by the Yakha, in particular the different categories of land

use in Tamaphok and what these elements meant in terms of everyday life

and attitudes. While the different types of land-use together formed

something of a 'farming system' (cf. Chapter Two) J these land-use

categories meant more to the Yakha of Tamaphok than the purely

materialistic 'resources' such systems approaches often imply. They

also represented 8 socio-cultural matrix of actions, beliefs and values.

Thus forests and their produce, in this analysis, were regarded somewhat

differently from ghar-bari and their crops and from fields producing

staple crops. Yet were such 'cultural' differences really significant?

How were culture and agriculture related in the lives of the Yakha?

In his description of Limbu cultivation practices, Sagant (1976)

suggests that the cultivation of the fields mirrors Limbu perceptions of

the 'rising' and 'falling' of the seasons from February to August and

August to February respectively. During the rising season, he says,

fields are cultivated from below up, and from above down in the falling
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season. The first time we worked with a farming group tachnu-ing, we

did indeed work: from the lower fields upwards. However, it was

explained to us that the fields were below the level of the house, so we

worked lower down first in order not to have to walk through prepared

fields to get home. The planting we observed took: place from top to

bottom, while we saw harvesting taking place in both directions. It

seems wrong to attribute symbolic meaning to cultivation practices based

on necessity or commonsense. On the larger scale, it made agricultural

sense to start planting crops higher up (where the growing season was

longer) and work down to regions where it was warmer, the reverse of

Sagant's model. As planting moved downhill, areas at a particular

altitude which had been alive with activity one week were all quiet the

next, activity having moved down the hill.

What this chapter has shown, I think, is how in the Yakha case (and,

would surmise, the rest of the hills of East Nepa l i , culture and

agriculture did not mesh as the intellectually stimulating model created

by Sagant might suggest. According to Schroeder, " ag ricultural

Characteristics are strongly influenced by local agronomic and

ecological factors and do not respect ethnic or cultural boundaries"

correspondence,inc lose

on ecological commonsense.

sphere, we should expect

Perhaps this

to Johnson, "in

<1985: 35).

According

is simply based

the ecological

cultural notions and actual behavior to be

since the validity of cultural rules is constantly being tested in

environmental interactions where the price of confusion and error may be

malnutrition, serious injury, or death" <1974:98). We have seen certain

subtle variations in Yakha attitudes to different types of land-use

which would have to be tested against simi l ar studies of other groups.
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However, our over-riding impression has been to support Schroeder's

view. Yet does this mean that in this arena, environmental determinism

<Chapter Two) held sway?

Perhaps it is better to say that culture had a place in the

subsistence practices of the Yakha, but that, once the necessary rituals

had been performed, ideas and practices appeared to be largely shared

with other groups. Thus they did not contribute to a specifically Yakha

sense of identity. The over-riding and pan-Nepal view of all the

ac t Ivi ties descr Ibed, it seemed, was one of drudgery and a sense of

suffering, pain and hardship encapsulated in the Nepali word dukha

<pronounced tukhii in Yakhe , and often tagged alliteratively with the

word for vi llage to make tukht ten). Maybe there was some relationship

here with the classic Hindu yuga doctrine that life-spans were

decreasing. Our Yakha landlord once told us how in Krishna's time, men

used to live 300 years. Now, with the production and consumption of

crops such as rice, millet and maize, they could live no longer than

110. Subsistence liVing was therefore something of a curse.

Yet determinism blended into possibilism in the ways the Yakha of

Tamaphok responded to this situation of duk he , Just as the supposedly

dominating process of Sanskritization was in a sense subverted by the

incorporation of Hindu religion and society into broader, Yakha

configurations, so might the demands of subsistence necessity be seen as

having been incorporated into an essent le l l y Yakha worldview. In the

fields, people did what they had to do, but while they were doing it

they were engaged in dialogues and distractions which were intrinsically

Yakha in their manifestations. It is also striking how that central

symbol of Yakhe (and Kirantl> identity, the dhan nec or rice dance, has
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by its very name co-opted rice (epitome of Sanskritization, introduced

in the past 200 years) to a central position in Yakha culture.

There was another area in which possibilism held sway. The converse

of dukha was sukha (a 1ife of ease and contentment>. If dukha was

universally shared, people's attempts to convert dukha into sukha may

have been more culturally specific. In the case of Tamaphok, Yakha

perceptions of the outside world seemed to play an important part in

explaining the strategies people adopted wi th regard to achieving a

degree of sukha. This is the subject matter of the next chapter.

Notes: Chapter Six

1. I do not discuss pakho, uncultivated land (often disused Mrf) which
belonged to somebody but had little use except as grazing. Lone
herders, frequently older children, were often to be seen guiding their
animals across the shrubby but otherwise close-cropped grassland which
was the pakho environment. Whether it was worthwhile for a family to do
this rather than stall feeding their animals seemed to depend on the
amount of pakho land ava i lable, the amount of fodder ave I lable near a
family's house, and the availability of a spare person to be responsible
for overseeing the animals while they grazed. Often this grazing work
would be shared with relatives from nearby houses. However, since I
never joined anybody engaged in exploiting this prekho environment with
their animals, I cannot write more about it. There was also the
communal khaDka land at high altitude beyond the forest, but this did
not appear to be much used by the Tamaphok Yakha (i t being in the
predominantly Gurung ward called Okhre).

2. In this chapter, as elsewhere in the thesis, I have based my
identification of the plants in Nepali primarily on K. Shrestha (1984)
and B.P. Shrestha (1989). Latin names are given in these texts. For
ease of reading I have only included them where the authors give no
English equivalent.
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3. The surprise which some anthropologists as well as human ecologists
experience on realising that land is used for other than basic
subsistence is exemplified in a section of Cowell's The Tribe that Hides
from Man, where he describes himself and three colleagues in a small
plane searching for signs of the Kreen-Akrore Indian tribe in Brazil
from a small plane over the Amazon jungle:

Gradually we began to make out a faint crease in the
jungle. Then, with agonising slowness, it grew into a wall of
trees. There was a sudden flash of emerald. In the dark green
of the jungle, this light green shone almost I ike neon.

"Fantastic!" Claudio shouted. "An astonishing thing."
The 'plane veered round, and we piled on top of each other,

staring out of the window.
"Never, never has there been anything like this. The

anthropologists will run to see it."
We were looking down on a smooth, ordered pattern of geometric
gardening. There were circles and ellipses, bisected and sub
divided. Even the Parque's relatively sophisticated Indians,
using steel axes and steel machetes, leave ragged holes in the
jungle when they cut plantations. It is too much trouble to
move the trees from where they f e l l ; they scatter their crops
between the stumps, and so their plantations look disorganised
and shabby.

What we were looking at now was - for Amazonia indeed
fantastic, as Claudio had said. We flew backwards and
forwards, staring at the sight below. The outer rings
consisted of single rows of banana trees, in beautiful curves
and circles. The crosses and double avenues were straight
lines of maize, looking like paths over lawns of grass. It
was as if we had stumbled on a Versailles.

"It can't be grass," said Claudio. "They must be
potatoes."

But what purpose could the patterns serve? And why had
they bothered to remove the fallen trunks and cut the stumps?
With stone axes it would have been a Homeric task <1974: 121
2) .

4. There has been little discussion of the meaning implied in the much
used terms 'garden' and 'gardening' in the anthropological literature.
A key difference between 'gardens' and other forms of horticulture
viewed cross-culturally would appear to be an aesthetic sense which is
applied to gardening work in excess of the utilitarian, subsistence
needs of the people concerned. Malinowski <1922: 58-59, 61) suggests
that the "praise and renown" a gardener wi 11 earn from the size and
quality of his harvest can explain such non-utilitarian behaviour. It
seems to me, however, that while social status might be significant in
certain arenas, the aesthet ic urge could in many cases be taken as
sufficient explanation in Itself.

5. There was quite a contrast between the vegetable patch Tamara and I
tried to plant with neat, ordered rows, and the higgledy-piggledy
lushness of the Yakhe house fields. Our crops were systematically
decimated by a bewildering array of crop pests within weeks! People we
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spoke to put this down to our use of chemical fert i 1 l zer , which, as we
shall see in the next section, was an intrusion from the outside world
of which people were sceptical.

6. For a comparative description of the vast array of ways in which
bamboo was used by the Lohorong Rai community of Hendangma in the upper
Arun valley, see Seeland (1980).

7. Our family told us a children's rhyme, the words of which mimicked
the sound made by the jackals:

"Yo kasko ghar ho?
Chetri hoI
Ke ho? Ke ho? Ie ho?"

'Whose house is that?
It's Chetri
What is it, what is it, what is it?'

8. The cries for frightening off jackals, wild cats and eagles were all
different. They were said to be the most frightening for the animal
concerned, and also alerted other people to the nature of the hazard
present. Chickens also gave their own distinctive warning calls as a
predator approached. These were often the first ind ication people had
that something was amiss.

9. Bennett cogently argues that this is the case in Japan <1976: 141-
144) .
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Chapter Seven: Inside-Out: Other Worlds

7.1 Introduction

This chapter looks at Yakha movement from Tamaphok to the outside

world, and Yakha perceptions of this wider environment. 1 . To do this,

we must first decide where an appropriate boundary can be drawn between

the environment of the Tamaphok Yakha and the world beyond. I argue

that it was the bazaars which constituted such a border zone.

The three bazaars which I describe in some detail in this chapter

were either at the edge of or just outside Tamaphok pancayat, and going

to them certainly did not represent visiting another world for Tamaphok

residents. The bazaars were very much part of the 'local' scene and

could all be reached and returned from, if one wanted, in a day. They

were a fulcrum of exchange beyond the immed iate fami ly and local kin

group, places where people could provision themselves with goods they

did not have the means to produce locally, and where others with goods

that were surplus to requirements could dispose of them. As important as

as their economic role was their function as a nexus of social exchange,

since it was at bazaars that people could meet friends and family from

Tamaphok and beyond.

Bazaars were also, however, a gateway to other worlds: places where,

depending on distance from home, the environment was beginning to be

less familiar insofar as 'unknown' people were likely to start

outnumbering the I known' or 'vaguely known'. They were also places

where identities could be negotitated and celebrated: in particular they

were where young people could meet potential marriage partners from

other parts of the region. Finally, they were a principle means by
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which people from Tamaphok maintained and developed their knowledge of

people, places and events in the world outside. This latter function

had developed dramat i ca l l y in the case of Basantapur bazaar wi th the

coming of the road from the Tar e l , and had qui te radically 131 tered the

role of this particular bazaar in the lives of the inhabitants of

Tamaphok.

I argue that an outward focus and desire to experience the world

outside was an integral part of Yakha cu l t ure , and helps to explain

certain aspects of the migration patterns described in the rest of the

chapter. The outside world must, therefore, be included in the study of

Yakha perceptions of their environment. Similarly, like the other

environments previously described, their perceptions of it were an

integral part in the formation of a sense of identity.

Migration and outside worlds are problematic for the researcher

seeking a convenient, bounded complex of people and their environment to

study, and hence are often peripheralized in anthropological and human

ecological studies. If a large proportion of the population is

regularly on the move, as the Tamaphok Yakha were, then it follows that

they will be exper Ienc Ing and perhaps exploiting not just one but a

whole range of different environments. Of course, one could confine

oneself to studying an artificially bounded population in a single,

externally defined' local' environment, but it would be hard to ignore,

and would distort the picture not to take into account, the ways in

which a population spreads out and relates to external 'unbounded'

environments.

Works which have looked specifically at migration in Nepal

Rena and Thspe , 1974j M.N. Shrestha, 1979; Conway and Shrestha,

(e. g.

1981 i
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N.R. Shrestha, 1982, 1985a. 1985b; Gurung. 1987; Thapa, 1989) have

usually been by scholars in other disciplines who have tended to look at

only one aspect of the process, such as internal migration or migration

by men, measured in quantitative not qualitative terms. Thus an

appreciation of the full implications and importance of migratory

movements for particular peoples in the Nepalese hills has been lacking.

By looking at the changing nature of Yakha migration from Tamaphok

in toto, this chapter considers the forms of migrat ion experienced by

women as well as men, and examines some of the soc ial and cu l t ura I

components which conditioned and reflected this migration. 2 . In terms

of knowledge of the environment, migration to 'other worlds' was

essentially a learning process. Knowledge gained about the world

outside was in turn fed back to Tamaphok, and was used by others in

their decisions regarding where they themselves would migrate and in

what context. Rather than a necessary but dislocating evil, the

argument here is that the Yakha saw migration as an exciting and

challenging opportunity to experience the exotic. Yakha men in

particular were fascinated by the implications and logistics of travel.

Apart from an interest in different time zones, one of the first

questions new acquaintances tended to ask was how long it took to fly to

England, and what arrangements were made for things like meals en route.

A complete study of migration would also look directly at the

experience of Yakha migrants in the receiving communities. This

chapter, perforce, depends mainly on the testimony of Yakha migrants

revealed through letters or on their temporary return to Temaphok, and

it calls on the memories of those who had once migrated but had now

returned. It also looks at the eKperience of women from outside who had
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married into the Tamaphok Yakha community. There may well have been an

element of bravado in people's accounts of life in other parts of the

world, as well as a tendency to remember the past through rose-t inted

spectac les. Yet, whatever the limi tat ions of the data, they do not

detract from the over-riding theme of this chapter, namely that it was

not just economic or social compulsion but a genuine interest in and

desire to experience the world outside the confines of Tamaphok which

led to the amount of Yakha migration we saw.

7.2 Bazaars

The main reason people had for leaving Tamaphok was to attend one of

the temporary week 1y, bi -month l y I month l y or annual markets which were

held in the area. The word ba1ar in Nepali had been incorporated into

Yakha and was used, as in Nepal I , to refer to any type of trading

centre. Thus the permanent shops in the roadhead town of Basantapur

were known collectively as the baJl!r. However, if someone in Tamaphok

said they were going to the ba1ar, they usually meant they were going to

attend one of the regular temporary markets, such as the weekly one in

Basantapur, or the much smaller one held in Sansare Mude. This chapter

describes these two haT ba1!r as well as an annual market known by its

proper name, Renke Bazaar (Re-ke Bejar).

The social and economic functions of markets were particularly

important in east Nepal because of the dispersed nature of most

settlements and the lack of 'centres' to most communities. Markets were

almost always situated at the confluence of regularly used paths through

the hills, or on a road in the case of Basantapur. Shops and other
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businesses were located near them. These shops were very much dependent

on people attending the bazaar for much of their business, and indeed,

some only opened on bazaar days, part icularly if the owner had another

job during the week. This was the case with a shop at Sansare Mude

bazaar, the only shop discovered which was owned and run by a Yakha.;"·

He was a teacher in Ankhibhui, making the trip up the hill to Sansare

Mude once a week.

Tea shops on the paths leading to the bazaars were also very

dependent on the bazaars themselves for much of their trade. There were

two 'tea shop' settlements on the way from Tamaphok to Basantapur,

called Ghitre and Deurali. Deurali benefited from its position at a 'T

junction' where the main path from Basantapur to Taplejung met the path

which funnelled traffic off to Tamaphok, Sansare Mude, Ankhibhui and

beyond. In consequence, traffic was fairly constant and most of the tea

shops here were consequently open every day. Ghi t r e , however, was

further down the smaller path, where the path to Tamaphok and beyond

forked from the path to Sansare Mude. On non-market days business was

very quiet here, but for the market special snacks, fried by the

proprietors to tempt passers-by, appeared on the narrow wooden counters

of the shops and raksi was also generally ava t lable. No Yakha ran any

of these shops e I ther: the only Yakha-run tea-shop we encountered was

the 'last stop' on the path up the hill from Tamaphok into the forest,

and there was hardly ever tea available here, and only slightly more

frequently raksi.

Regular Markets

Basantapur market, held every Monday, had only been operating for
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ten or twelve years (since the opening of the road from the Tarai), but

because of its roadhead location it had rapidly become the most

important market in the lives of Tamaphok residents. Tamaphok High

School, for example, unlike most schools in Nepal which had Saturday as

their free day, had always had Monday as its day off so that staff and

pupils could attend the bazaar, To reach it from the school one had to

climb up 3,000 feet, crossing the Tinjure Danda ridge deep in the

forests at the top (Plate 26), and then along and down 1,000 feet to

reach the town of Basantapur. This took the reasonably fit of Tamaphok

three hours on average (and the anthropologists f our t i , and so could

easily be reached and returned from in one day, although many from

Tamephok , if they did not have urgent duties to attend to at home and

could afford to do so, would often choose to stay in Basantapur

overnight and return the next day (as did the anthropologists!),

Basantapur on first acquaintance was an unprepossessing place (Plate

27). Its location at the foot of the final ascent to the Tinjure Danda

meant it was often wreathed in cloud, and the heavy precipitation and

lack of mains drainage meant that its unpaved streets were more often

than not a sea of mud and filth. The tin-roofed wooden buildings had

mostly been constructed since the road was finished, and contributed to

the makeshift atmosphere of the place. Pew of the inhabitants had lived

in the area prior to the road, but had migrated in from the Tarai or

elsewhere to make the most of the new business opportunities offered by

the roadhead economy, A town of about 400 i nhab I tants had developed.

There were tea and raksi shops and 'hotels' (the latter offering

accommodation of varying standards), cloth shops, food and general

stores, shops selling cooking utensils, a. watch repairers, a goldsmiths,
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a photo studio, a shoe shop, a bank and post office.

However, for those attending the weekly bazaar, Basantapur was a

place of allure and elect tement. There were shops selling a variety of

wares unobtainable elsewhere in the vicini ty. There was the constant

coming and going of people and goods between the Tarai and the

hinterland. Trade at the bazaar was punctuated by the honking horns and

grinding gears of an array of buses in various states of repair. These

plied an erratic schedule between 5.00am and 3.00pm to and from Hile,

Dhankuta and Dhar en , the latest fi 1m music from the plains of India

shrieking from their cassette players. Trucks also brought supplies up

and down the road, generally of heavier items such as building

materials. At any time of the day porters who had come from places such

as Taplejung and Terhathum and were preparing for their return journey

could be seen assembl ing loads from these supplies, e I ther at the bus

stand itself or more usually at the wholesalers who acted as middlemen

for people in the hills. It was also possible to see other vehicles,

such as cars bringing higher-ranking government officials on visits to

the hills, or 'K3' project staff In their landrovers.

During the autumn and spring seasons there were yak trains led by

cavalier Tibetans, heading to or from the high mountain valleys, In

winter there were qui te often climbing part ies to be seen from around

the world, bound for Kanchenjunga. Groups trekking to the base of this

same mountain were also becoming an increas Ing l y common sight, camped

just outside the town in brightly coloured, symmetrical formations which

contrasted vividly with the grey disorder of Basantapur roofs. All had

to come through Basantapur , and contributed to the life, colour and

excitement which the place engendered.
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Adding to the sense of Basantapur as a place where the wider world

met the parochial was the video hall, which commenced operations while

we were in the field. Run by the Tibetan proprietors of one of the

leading 'hotels' and powered by a generator, videos from the world

outside could be seen on a large television screen for 5.50 NRs (about

l l p) a time in a wooden buil ding. People flocked to see the shows. On

one occasion we saw 'Samjhana', a Nepali film set amongst the tea

estates of Darjeel ing. The sound on this part icular video was very

muffled <it had been recorded from a film screen, we were told) but

people seemed happy to stay and sing along to the actors' mouthing of

the popular songs. Another time we saw a video of the events of the

April 1991 'revolution', which I shall describe in the next chapter.

The weekly market took place in an open space below the bus stand on

the edge of the town and was a meeting point for people from ethnic

groups, castes and communi ties all around. There were local people

selling (depending on season) rice, lentils, millet, bananas, tobacco,

oranges, tomatoes and leaf vegetables. In common wi th bazaars

throughout South Asia, produce tended to be sold in a particular area of

the bazaar, both for convenience but more importantly so that caste

rules would be observed in this public domain. A • Thus meat was

available slightly below the rest of the market, and blacksmiths were to

be found in their own area too. There were also' Indian traders' in a

line selling a fairly standard array of goods such as cigarettes, rock

sugar, soap, cosmetic items and glucose biscuits, all at prices

marginally less than one would expect to pay in a shop.

Wh l Ie it was an important economic venue, the market was also a

place for social actiVity. Many people came with only a single purchase
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they required, such as salt or kerosene things which were not

necessar i ly purchased at the market, but at one of the shops in the

town. They came because the bazaar was in progress and it was a chance

to meet friends and relatives, especially siblings who had married and

moved away from their natal homes. New acquaintances were struck up and

located in the complicated mental maps people had of relationships. "So

you are Bishnu' 5 younger brother?" "No, he is my unc Ie, my mother's

youngest brother. You know Roghu, he is my elder brother". "50 you are

second born?" "No, I am third born, second born went to India".

As mentioned above, many people attending the bazaar from Tamaphok

stayed the night afterwards and returned the next day. After the bazaar

the 'hotels' were full of people eating, drinking and enjoying

themselves. Basent apur was where we first heard the sound of people

dancing the 'rice dance' (dhan nac, chabBk l ekms>, It was the midd l e of

the night when all else was quiet save for the occasional barking dog

and stray pedestrian walking along the streets of the town. The rice

dance sounded from a distance like an Islamic muezzin calling the

faithful to prayer. We never found out where it was coming from. Our

village sister and other Tamaphok young people stayed wi th a 'brother'

somewhere high up in the town when she came to the bazaar, and it was

here that rice dancing took place. We were never invited to witness the

rituals of the event in this setting, but we did see it at the

rohoTepin. (Chapter Three), at weddings, and at the Ranke Bazaar, to be

described below.

While Basantapur was the most popular market to Tamaphok residents,

the closest was the Saturday market at 5ansare Mude, on a hill top spur

leading from the Tinjure Deride ridge where four panchayats <Tamaphok,
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Mamling, Ankhibhui and Dendagaon) met (Plate 28). Sansare Mude was a

much smaller settlement than Basantapur , with a permanent population of

no more than 100, and its market was correspondingly smaller. One could

not depend on finding the produce one needed at Sansare Mude, and its

produce did not come from such a large catchment area and range of

ecological zones as Basantapur. Like Basantapur, the market did not

have a particularly long history. It was said to have been started by a

Yakha, Harka Bahadur, who owned some land at Sansare Mude and was keen

to see the development of a trading centre on this main walking route

from Cha i npur (then a district headquarters) to Terhathum (another).

Initially the market had been held on Monday, but was said to have been

changed to Saturday at the request of school students who wanted to

attend (but also presumably to avoid conflicting with the new and

growing Basantapur market>. The situation of Sansare Mude on the main

path from Basantapur to Chainpur had undoubtedly helped in the

development of its non-market economy. There were several tea shops,

three general stores and two cloth shops. There was also a tiny post

office serving Tamaphok panc!yat. However, there was nothing to

encourage people attending the market to stay on into the evening for

social pursuits , and on non-market days it had a quiet Village ambience.

There were other regular markets in the area. Of these, the largest

was Che Inpur , which was held on Fridays. This was the big market

attended by Tamaphok residents when Chainpur was st ill the district

headquarters and before the development of Basantapur, but since

Chainpur was further than Basantapur (it took a fit person five hours to

reach it) and not on 8 road, there was little advantage now to be had in

going there. Chainpur's position, on a ridge with views up the Maya
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Khola valley and to the Himalaya, and the beautiful Newari architecture

of the town, made it aesthetically a much more pleasing market venue,

and it was beginning to attract the international tourist trade as a

destination in its own right (rather than a stepping off point to other

places, as was the case for Basantapur). The market was larger and more

varied than Basantpur's as well: bronze and brassware (produced in the

town), Gurung blankets (raDi), knives (khukuri) and a selection of

baskets were also normally available. However, these were not

sufficient incentives for people from Tamaphok to attend Chainpur bazaar

in normal circumstances. On the occas ions when we v i s i ted Chainpur on

market day (usua 11 y on our way to Tamaphok from Ka thmandu if we had

flown to the airstrip at Tumlingtar) we usually met a few Tamaphok

residents, but these were generally people on their way to or from the

district headquarters in Khandbari or with relatives in the town or

nearby.

The bazaar at Ankhibhui was mid-way in size between Sansare Mude and

Basantapur, and took roughly the same length of time to reach as did

Basantapur. However, it was only visited by a few Tamaphok residents,

again most usually those with kin links in the area. Mamling also had a

small market held on Mondays, and it was a sorry affair by all accounts

as it struggled to maintain itself in competition with the Monday market

in Basantapur. The draw of Basantapur, it seemed, was its roadhead

location and greater degree of contact with the outside world, a service

with which other bazaars could not compete. It was interesting that,

after the success of the pro-democracy movement, Congress leader Ganesh

Man Singh came to Basant epur in June 1990. A number of young people

from Tamaphok who wanted to know about what had been going on and the
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plans of the Congress party for the future attended a rally there.

The weekly bazaar at Basantapur, then, was more than simply a

trading or social event. It was an event linking the known and the

unknown, the local environment and other environments, for both men and

women. Th is r o 1e had deve loped 1arge 1y because of the road access of

Basantapur town to the outside world. Sansare Mude bazaar, by contrast,

was smaller, more 'local' and less popular. Nei ther of these bazaars

had a part icularly long history, and it was interest ing to speculate

whether their fortunes were likely to change in the future. As we shall

see in the next chapter, an extension of the road was planned to enable

the development of a hydro-electric project far up the Arun valley.

This road was due to go via Sansare Mude on its way north. It remained

to be seen whether people from Tamaphok would st ill con t inue going to

the weekly Basantapur bazaar, or whether the 'gateway' complex would

shift to a nearer location. It seemed likely that the influence of

Sansare Mude bazaar would increase. Already there was a lot of

speculative building going on around the settlement as people wi th

land there took advantage of what they perceived as a boom to come.

There were also plans to establ ish a private boarding school there.

This was discussed by the sub-minister for industry (a Gurung from Madi

Mulkharka, who as we shall see was also influential in the migration

business from Tamaphok) on a visit in October 1990. Certainly a road

would be a precondition for a school of this type to be successful.
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Annual Fairs

In addition to the regular markets, there were the annual fairs.

The Madi Mulkharka mela, for example, was held in the month of Magh each

year on the day of Sri Panchami (the fifth day of the waxing moon). A

simi lar mela was held at Madi Ramben i, on a piece of ground by the

confluence of the Maya Khola and Piluwa Khola rivers on the 22nd Ceyt

(4th April). For those young people and some older who wanted to

venture further afield, there was a large annual mela in Limbuwan near

Taplejung, called Sambidan mela, held over the first three days of Poush

(mid-December). Groups of young people from Tamaphok often travelled

together to attend these special events. Economic activity was only a

small part of the attraction of these melai far more important, in the

young people's eyes, was to meet people from other parts of the

region. s .

One of the most interesting of these annual mela, both because of

its timing and ethnic associations, was the Ranke Bazaar, which took

place the day after Saun San. kranti in mid-July. the height of the

monsoon season, The Ranke was divided into two distinct parts.

temporally and spatially. During the day there was a market, held in

Chi t r e , a small roadside hamlet about 45 minutes walk from Basantapur

(Plate 29), This was renowned for the sale of jackfruit, the first of

the season brought up from the Tarai, as well as maize, bananas and

other warm weather crops,

As the afternoon wore on the nature of the event and its location

began to change. Caste Hindu families headed for home, while young men

and women of Tibeto-Burman extraction walked back to Basantapur to

prepare for the night's festivities. Approaching the town at this time
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one could see numerous generally single-sex groups of young people

sitting in grassy open spaces, beautifying themselves, laughing and

drinking. They had come from villages far and wide, and after dark the

dimly lit main street of the town became a bobbing sea of vivid caps and

shawls, the fluorescent greens, pinks, yellows and blues marking the

wearers out as non-caste Hindu.

For the Kiranti present, a major focus of activity was to find

partners with whom to sing and dance the rice dance. Groups of young

men wandered around looking for suitable dancing partners. Women also

promenaded, but were more shy, tending to hide their mouths behind their

shawls (d. Dahal's comments on the use of shawls by Athpahariya Rai

women, 1985:21-2), perhaps with a more vociferous spokeswoman who was

willing to organise a dance. The cultural ideal everyone joked about

was to dance with one's solti and soltini Ceno t enb« and Bf)otef)mB) ,

ideally one's eligi ble aff inal relat i ves, but in real! ty (as was

indicated in Chapter Five) almost any Kiranti outside one's clan group

(thar, chon who was el igible for marriage. Once a dance had been

agreed to, any number from two to ten couples assembled in a circle,

holding hands. The dance entai led swaying back and forth while moving

in a circle, singing. The music was repetitive, but it was the words

which were important. There were known verses (palam) in Nepali or

Limbu which people sang. Old people told us that the rice dance verses

of their youth were almost always sung in Limbu, learning the songs was

the primary means by which they had learned the Limbu language. G .

Nepali was most commonly used in the songs we heard (or rather, as we

were often told, Nepali words to Yakha/Limbu songs). There was also

scope for improvising one's own verses. Whi l e there were some Yakha
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verses, these were not generally known by members of other ethnic groups

and so were only likely to be used when dancing with other Yekha. One

such song, our performance of which as anthropologists was adored and

almost became a hallmark of our Yakha learning efforts, went as follows:

!f1I3Jrkalga cama
ch 1 'waga k 1u
chabak ta l skh t !
aQoteQma jlu

maize porridge
nettle stew
dance the rice dance
dear al)otel)ma

Although the music accompanying these verses seemed quite monotonous

to an outsider, for the young people themselves the rice dance was an

exciting event, reflected in the smiling intensity of the faces of the

young men. The women usually tried to look as if they were standing in

the circle under sufferance. A dance, once begun, might go on for over

an hour. Not even the monsoon rains, which often sent dancers scurrying

through the mud to seek shelter in shop doorways or side passages, could

dampen the enthusiasm people shared. Often the friendships which

participants developed during these dances fizzled out afterwards, but

they could represent the first step taken towards elopement or marriage.

On both occasions we attended the Ranke bazaar, the pleasure of

dancing was disrupted during the night by violent fights which broke out

in the streets between gangs of drunken men. These fights appeared to

be spontaneous but in fact arose from written challenges sent in advance

between youths in rival villages. The second year, since these brawls

happened after the April revolution and seemed particularly violent

(with some women crying inside the hotels as the fighting raged

outside), we wondered whether their ferocity was a sign of police

weakness. However, according to the Brahmin teachers to whom we spoke
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afterwards, 'they' (meaning the Kiranti and other tribal groups) had

fights every year. It was part of 'their' culture and the police knew

to keep out of the way and 1et them get on wi th it. The fight Ing and

the mud were said by the teachers to be two good reasons why they did

not go the the Ranke bazaar.

Festivities went on all night. In the morning, one looked out on a

scene of churned mud and mayhem. An image of two young women being

dragged up the street rather theatrically by two men, presumably to do a

rice dance, st l cks in my mind. Non-Kiranti groups had their own forms

of dancing and courtship they performed. One year in a back room of the

Yak Hotel we heard part of a Doli or song duel. This was taking place

between a man, obviously looking for a second wife, and a woman, aided

by a female friend. They were mak Ing up verses on the spur of the

moment over the iillhSba pots as their chi Idren 1istened and cavorted

around:

d Madalko 1uina. Kasamma bahini ma chornechuina
(On oath I'll take you away)

9 Batase salle. Kasammacahi~ nabhannuhos maila, dekheko hamile
(Don't swear to it second-born, we've seen you before)

d Dudheko thariyo. Dekhekorahecha. lu dekhaunupariyo
(You saw me before. you must see me again)

9 Gau~ thauko dhami. Chltrema pugepachi. dekhaunchau~ Mml
(When we get to Chitre, we'll see)

d Madalko juina, Kaha~ parcha? Chitrema dekheko chaina
(Where is it, I haven't seen in Chitre)

9 Ga~s katnu cyula. Kaha~ parcha. Chltrema dekhhaidiu~la!

<Don't worry about> where it is, I'll show you in Chltre)

d Asarko yema, Dekhaunchau~ Chitre kati ba1e tyemma?
(What time shall we be shown in Chitre?)

9 Asarko yema, Dekhaunchu maila ni lailai ek baje tyemma,
(I'll show you, second born, at one o'clock)
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~ Tapai- arth garnuhos
(Promise you will then)

9 Akarko shriman ma arth gardina.
(I can't promise to that type of husband).

A Doli was said to be a traditional form of courtship based on

verbal dexterity, which resulted either in a clever verbal put-down

(such as here) or the other person making a mistake. If the man won, or

the woman let him win, then the woman was supposed to go off wi th him.

If the woman won, then usually the courtship had failed. However, there

was plenty of room for manoeuvre. In the above case, all the couplets

began with a rhyming tag, except for the last two (which perhaps

indicated the climax and temporary cessation of the Doli at that point).

We only heard a small part of the duel, and it was doubtless going to be

returned to later on. The tune used was known as 1a i bare, whi ch our

informant said identified the singers as Magar. Yakha were said to sing

a version known as hakpare, although the songs in general were said to

be losing their popularity.

Unlike the regular bazaars held in Basen t epur , the Ranke bazaar was

more than just a trading and meeting point. I t was a maj or even tin

what might be called the social calendar of the Kiranti, and other

tribes of the eastern hills.?, Participation in the non-trading aspects

of the event, the Basantapur night 1i fe in contrast to the Chi tre day-

life, was a marker of one's ethnic affiliation. wondered about the

timing of the event, at what was probably the height of the monsoon. It

was more than just an outlet for the first warm-weather fruits. RaNke,

we were told, was also the name for a fungal disease of maize which

sends the leaves red or yellow, like fire, if the weather was too wet.
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Fire, as a contrast to darkness or ra in,

it seemed to me, had a peculiarly life-affirming quality. After the

hard labour of rice planting, the Ranke was a communal statement of

cu l tural sol idari ty against the natural wor l d , Whatever the elements

might bring, Kl r ant I and hill tribes in general were going to enjoy

themselves and initiate liaisons of courtship with the possibility of

future marriages, which would u l t imately ensure that there would be a

next generation to do the same.

7.3 Migration

Basantapur bazaar was a window on the outside world, a border

between the known and the unknown, offering a frfsson of uncertainty

which was a mainstay of its allure. This section looks at the world

beyond Basantapur and way in which it was encountered by Tamaphok Yakha

moving from their natal homes outwards.

In the previous chapter, we were introduced to the Nepal i term

dukha, In Yakha the word was pronounced i ukh i , and we heard it used

most in relation to the suffering involved in liVing in a village, where

it was often tagged alliteratively with the Yakha word for village to

make tukhf ten. G • This section looks at migration as a potential source

of sukha to replace this dukha.

Opinions vary amongst academics as to the relative weight of 'pull'

and 'push' factors (Rane and Thape , 1974:82) on migration from the hills

of Nepal, and the situation differs markedly in different regions and

amongst different strata of society.9. The economic hardships faced by

people in the hi l l s should never be under-estimated, and migration for

wage labour or settlement was often designed to alleviate these
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The fundamental importance of male migration for the Tamaphok

economy was evidenced by the fact that at anyone time,

particularly in the winter months, up to 25% of the adult male

population was likely to be absent. This absence was reflected in the

census figures collected for the government by the pancayat secretary

and an ass i stant dur ing the summer of 1989. In ward 5, where the

population was 95% Yakha, less than 40% of the total population of 832

was male. This compared with a virtually 50:50 ratio of males to

females in the pancayat as a whole. We were frequently told that every

houshold had some male members working away, an assertion verified both

by the census figures and our own smaller survey.

The percept ion of local l i f e as a source of suffer ing and toi 1 was

only one aspect of migration from Tamaphok. For most women, for

example, there was little escape from the dukha of hill life. If they

married outside Tamaphok, they would probably partner a man from a

communi ty wi th simi l ar agricul t ura I demands and ecology. Their place

would be taken in Tamaphok by other women migrat ing in from outside.

While some were content to remain within the confines of Tamaphok, their

known community, for others a fascination with the exotic or 'other' was

undoubtedly an element in their decision to migrate on marriage,

sometimes to become members of other linguistic or ethnic groups. There

was the possibility for some of them to migrate further afield, as the

wife of a serviceman in either the Indian or British armies, or as part

of the general migration between East Nepal and the North-East Indian

hill states, Sikkim and Bhutan. However, for most women this was not an

optIon.

through

The complex emot ions and ambIve lence surround ing migrat ion

marriage mirrored that of predominantly male migration for
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In the men's case, no-one was likely to migrate

in to take their place. The only recent in-migrants from outside

Tamaphok were those associated wi th the various developments which had

taken place in the pancayat in the past thirty years. Their story will

be taken up in the next chapter,

I shall look first at the main forms of migration, and then go on to

look at the social and cultural factors which underpinned the experience

of other environments,

MarrilJge

For most Yakha women, whi Ie some might accompany their husbands or

fami 1ies to distant parts, the main form of migrat ion most had to deal

with was the more localized migration to the 'other' world of inter

Village and inter-ethnic marriages (Kohn, in press), Not all unions

involved a major upheaval, of course, According to our survey work and

discussions with women in Tamaphok, about one third of all marriages

were to men in the same community, Another third were to men from other

communities but of the same ethnic affiliation. The final third were to

people of different ethnic and linguistic affiliation, the majority of

these between Yakha and Limbu, followed by Yakha and Ra L." <). Those

ethnographies of Nepal that mention inter-ethnic marriage (e.g. Jones

and Jones (1976:65); Bennett (1983: 10); Dahal (1985:89) and Fisher

<1990:128,167» generally do so in passing and do not comment on its

significance, Only Caplan (1974; 1975:138-146) has dealt with the

subject in any detail. He suggests that in the case of Belaspur, a

bazaar town in far west Nepal, a major reason for I inter-castel marriage

was the dearth of eligible partners of the same caste in rural villages
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in the district. In our studies of east Nepal, it seemed that in many

cases inter-ethnic marriage was actively sought rather than being the

result of physical scarcity of partners.

"I'll marry a Ll nbu'", said one woman, "they give more gold than a

Yakha" . The Limbu were often seen as ex:cessive in their customs and

demeanour compared to the more modest, sober-minded Yakha. Comments

were made about how large their wedding processions were, and how much

gold a bride's attendants would wear. There was something exotic and

tn t r Igu ing about the Limbu, and in my efforts to understand the allure,

I frequently thought about similarities between Yakha attitudes to the

Limbu and British attitudes to the Prench. Some women said they liked

the sound of the Limbu language, and if Limbu was the traditional

language of rice-dancing, then perhaps it was the language of love.

The movement of women from their natal homes to the inhospitable and

sometimes linguistically and culturally alien homes of their grooms was

not necessarily dislocating and peripheralizing. There was also a

positive sense of romance and adventure in courtship and marriage across

ethnic boundaries for most Yakha women. 11, While there always seemed to

be an awkward period of settling in at first <such as Bennett (1983:180

186) observed amongst high-caste brides), if dislocation were the only

experience on marriage, then it would not be possible to exp l a i n the

frequency with which preference for marriage with men of other groups

was eKpressed. Furthermore, peripheralization from one world meant

incorporation into another <Kahn, in press).

Bri t lsh Gurkhas

The traditional recruitment for service in the British Gurkhas was
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economically important but constituted a small and dwindling proportion

of the total male migration for military service. During the period of

our fieldwork there were five Tamaphok Yakha serving in the British

Gurkhas. On December 31st 1989 the British military camp in Dheren,

previously the centre for Gurkha recruitment in the eastern hills, was

closed. While arrangements were made for potential recruits to be taken

by bus from Dharan to Pokhara in the mid-west of Nepal in future, it was

hard to imagine recruitment from the eastern hills would persist at its

previous levels. This pessimism was justified: after our fieldwork,

Gurkha recruitment in 1991 was reduced from 300 to 240 <according to

Major Nigel Collett at a talk given at SOAS in London on February 7th

1991>, and the reduction in infantry regiments from five to three was

announced in May 1991.

Of the five infantry regiments in existence the '1st/2nd' and '7th'

were known as the' eastern' regiments since they recrui ted mainly from

the east. Soldiers in the British Gurkhas came home on six-month leave

once every three years: they could come more frequently only if they

could obtain clearance, and if they were prepared to pay their own

airfares to and from their posting. Two brothers who were both Gurkhas

came home to Tamaphok during the second year of our fieldwork, the elder

on his second leave, the younger on his first, during which time he also

got married. The wedding celebrations were remarkable for the use of a

battery-operated sound system which played cosmpoli tan music in

competition with the more traditional Yakha drumming and damai music

making. The brothers were also noticeable during the Dasai N

celebrations in their suits, ties, and (the younger) 'British Warrior'

basketball boots. Military paraphernalia such as army boots and
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clothing from abroad was much in evidence amongst relatives of Gurkha

soldiers and appeared to be an important mark of status and (indirect)

contact with the outside world. A popular T-shirt while we were

conducting our fieldwork showed a Chinese man painting over the Union

Jack with a Chinese red flag, the words 'Hong Kong 1997' printed below.

The normal length of service in the Bri t ish Gurkhas was fifteen

years: a minimum of ten years had to be served to receive a pension, and

fifteen were required for a full pension. This pension was often higher

than the regular wage of a soldier in the Indian army (the other main

source of mi I i tary service). People were generally impressed wi th the

welfare support offered by the Gurkhas. The Gurkha Welfare Officer (a

retired lahure 'ex-serviceman') came round once a year to see how ex

servicemen and their families were getting on, and could arrange ex

gratia payments to those in need. Some did seem to sl i p through the

net. however. One ex-aer-v Iceaan , a Gurung, had served in the Second

World War and had obviously been somewhat shell-shocked. He lived a

most impecunious life selling chestnuts in season because his wife was

said to have run off with his pension book. An event from the past

still remembered around the community was when the gravely ill wife of a

Gurkha soldier had been flown back to Tamaphok by helicopter to die at

home. This trip was said to be the reason for the profound deafness of

her youngest son, then a baby, because nobody had remembered to put

cotton wool in his ears to protect them from the noise.

Allied to the salaries and amenities offered by the Gurkhas were the

travel opportunities. The destinations reached depended on the

campaigns being fought (or peace-t Ime deployment) at the time. Many of

the ex-servicemen had been in Malaya indeed, some older people st ill
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said a person was in 'Malaya' when they meant he was currently serving

in the Gurkhas. Service wi th the Gurkhas during the period of our

fieldwork brought the likelihood of Visiting places such as the U.K.,

Hong Kong, Belize, the Falkland Islands, Brunei and other exotic

destinations. Of the possibilities, Hong Kong was preferred over

Britain. The accommodation in Hong Kong was said to be superior to that

on offer at Church Crookham, the Gurkha's main barracks in Britain, and

there were facilities for families to stay in Hong Kong as well. The

opportunities to get to know other parts of the world were appreciated

by the soldiers and their families.

"It's like a dream to me now", said one woman, remembering her

experiences as a Gurkha soldier's wi fe in Malaya and Singapore in the

early 1960s. Our village mother remembered a ten-storey building in

Kuala Lumpur with lifts going up and down inside it, and fans on the

ceilings. Our village father had been impressed at a British wedding in

Burma by the corridor of swords made for the happy couple by the

soldiers standing outside. He had also been fascinated by the common

occurrence of pigeons around British churches and squares, which we fed.

Did we use them for puj6, like the Yakha? Our Village sister Kamala's

memories included as a child splashing in the sea at Penang.

Since returning from Nepal we have seen the assessment and analysis

of our own society by a Yakha stationed at the Gurkha camp at Church

Crook ham. A sightseeing trip round the Oxford colleges terminated at

(modern) Wolfson College: "Now this is a nice bui !ding" was the

react ion. A part i cu l ar l y thought-provok ing example of cr-os a-cu l tural

interpretation was to attend the one-hundred and first Royal Tournament

in London's Earls Court Exhibition Centre, by the kind invitation of a
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friend of his. This annual military pageant "for the benefit of service

charities and the encouragement of skill-at-arms" (to quote from the

1991 Official Programme) had 16 items in the programme. Our host (who

had been working at the Tournament for a week) turned to me during the

interval and said he thought he had understood everything except for

part of the display by the massed bands of the Cavalry and the Royal

Tank Regiment when two people In fancy dress had been led on sitting in

a horse-drawn cart. This had been a skit on the British TV show

'Steptoe and Son ". My difficulties in explaining the significance of

this were probably no greater than those faced by the Yakha in answering

many of the questions I had about their culture during fieldwork!

Experiences and reminiscences tell us much about the impact of going

abroad on what returning Gurkhas and their families SUbsequently do in

the village. Some writers have suggested that returning lahure become

actively involved as leaders in their villages. To look at returnees to

Tamaphok is probably a biased sample since some Gurkha lahure had not

returned, instead taking advantage of their savings by buying property

in the Tarai or Kathmandu. However, of those that had come back, while

the pradhan P6~C was an ex-Gurkha, none of the other ex-Gurkhas held any

sort of high of f ice. The i r pens ions and sa vi ngs general Iy guaran teed

them a reasonable lifestyle and, in some cases, a significant economic

influence in the community, but apart from this their position was no

different from any other returning migrants. They usually had a

sophisticated knowledge of British drinks, and often brought out

postcards to show us; pictures included the royal family, the stables

and riding school at Windsor Castle, and a high-Wire act. These were

then put back in their box. It was as if, like many anthropologists,
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they had compartmentalized their experiences, working them o~er and over

again in their memories but not actively incorporating them into their

current social or cultural lives.

I nd 1an Army

The Indian army was a more common source of employment than the

British Gurkhas, although in terms of prestige and income it was 'second

best' to them. This said, one woman reported that her Indian army

widow's pension had increased from 30 to 500 NRs (BOp to £10) a month

over the previous eleven yeers , and the pension for a retired r egul ar

soldier from the Indian army was 1,500 NRs (£30) a month, which compared

favourably with the working salary of a teacher in Tamaphok school. The

nearest recrui ting centre was Darjeel ing, and from people's reports it

seemed that selection methods were every bit as tough as for the British

Gurkhas. An advantage of serving in the Indian army compared to the

Gurkhas was that it allowed the soldier the chance to return home on

leave at regular intervals: once every six months seemed to be the norm,

but this depended on the inc I t ne t ion of the man concerned and the

distance of his army barracks from East Nepal. Another advantage was in

health care. The closure of the British Military Hospital in Dharan,

along with the British Gurkha camp there, meant that the benefit of

treatment for ex-British army servicemen and their families outside the

Nepalese health service disappeared overnight. Indian army ex

servicemen, on the other hand, could still go to India for treatment in

Indian military hospitals.

Indian army ex-servicemen reminisced about their experiences much as

ex-Br t t ish Gurkha sold iers did. Many had served in the 1971 Indo-
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Pakistan war and remembered the conditions: 20 days without food, little

water, and chain-smoking Anglo-Indian officers. However these were

presented, like the British Gurkha memories, as isolated cameos from the

past.

Nepa1ese ArlllY

There were few men from the Yakha population in Tamaphok serving in

the Nepalese army compared to the Indian and British armies. The

pradhan pa~c could only think of two, compared to five in the British

Gurkhas and an uncertain but larger number (possibly thirty) working in

the Indian army, This was probably because the Nepalese army ranked a

poor third in salary and Yakha men's job aspirations. However, the

prestige involved in Nepalese army service seemed set to rise with the

Nepalese government's enthusiasm for its troops to serve in UN peace

keeping forces around the world (in the Lebanon during the time of our

fieldwork, Yugoslavia since then).

only met one Nepalese army recruit during our fieldwork in

Tamaphok, on our last day in the village, although I had heard about him

from his brother- and father-in-law many times previously. They had

been receiving regular letters from him which had prompted numerous

questions about Israel (few of which I could answer) and comments such

as how they planted in winter there because the summers are too dry.

The soldier had returned after six months in the Lebanon just in time

for Dasa l >. We were invited over to drink some 'rum' (which turned out

to be Johnny Walker whisky) which he had brought back with him, A tape

recording of the ceremony for his brigade on Its departure from Lebanon

somewhat dominated the Tika-givlng ritual his father-in-law was
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performing on the front porch. The soldier showed me a large plastic

flip-leaf album of photos he had taken in Lebanon. These were mainly of

friends he had made (from the Irish, Ghanaian and Fijian armies>,

although there was one shot of a horse-drawn iron plough which aroused

much comment. The radio and watches he had brought for both his natal

and marital family members were already being talked about around the

community. Unable to place me in the normal circle of gift-giving by

returnees, was presented with a dollar bill by the man. His

generosity perhaps reflected the relative rarity of trips abroad by

Nepalese army soldiers, and his desire to make the most of his visit in

terms of his social status and prestige.

North-east India, Slkklm and Bhutan

After military service, a second major migrant destination was Assam

and the other hill states of north-east India, together with Sikkim and

Bhutan. Yakha families with kin permanently residing in these places

(of which there were many> were likely to use these links to find

employment there in a wide range of activities - wood-cutting, house

construction and agricultural labour, to name but a few. To the outside

observer, this movement could seem sudden, but it was certainly not

spontaneous. A young man threshing rice straw one day in November

passed us by on the path out of the Village the next with a cheery "I'm

off to Nagaland today, see you in Apri!!". Arrivals back were equally

nonchal an t . was at an informant's house one day when his brother

arrived back from SiK month's carpentry work in Nagaland, having been

summoned by his father. He hadn't made much money he said. It was

biDis (Indian leaf cigarettes> all round as his returning present for
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everyone.

As potential wage labour destinations the eastern states of India

exerted far more of a migratory 'pull' on the inhabitants of east Nepal

than did the Nepalese capital Kathmandu to the west, and appeared always

to have done so (c f , M"Dougal 1979:43). We were impressed that one old

man, who had served in the British Gurkhas in the Second World War and

had visited Libya, Italy, Germany and the United Kingdon during his

service, had only visited Kathmandu the previous year when his son

(working in Saudi Arabia) had died. However, the situation was

changing. Some twenty years ago the Indian government was offering

enticing land grants to ex-servicemen to clear the jungles of Assam.

Many of the men who moved there then took their families across and

never returned. However, in the more recent pol it l c a I and economic

climate that form of permanent migration had become more difficult and

was being replaced by seasonal migration or migration for a period of

years. Even this could be problematic. The man we met on the path was

back in Tamaphok three days later having been denied entry into India:

it was the time of the Nepal-India trade and transit treaty dispute.

Those going to Assam almost always spoke highly of the place the

land was said to be more fertile than Temaphok , and the opportunities

were better. The number of Nepali and Limbu <if not Yakha) speaking

people in the eastern Indian hill states must have made it very easy for

incomers from Tamaphok to feel 'at home'. At the same time, the

cultural differences were also much remarked upon. One woman commented

that her son had married a Rai woman (originally from another part of

the Koshi Hills) in Assam, and told us of what she considered the

significant differences in his wedding. Instead of preparing buffalo
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meat and rice for the wedding guests, a goat was killed, and its meat

was served with biscuits and puri (fried bread). There was also a

ceremony involving the cutting of three or four gourds, and a gift of

raksi and a duck (rather than the brideweal th csunau l t ) given by Yakha

in Tamaphok to the bride. "You take up the ways of the place where you

live, don't you?" she said. If this was so. it did not take place in

the opposi te direction. Yakha who had returned to Tamaphok after a

period in Assam continued to be known as Achame ('Assamese') perhaps

because they were seen as somehow irreversibly affected by its culture

and traditions, and not totally reintegrated into the ways of Tamaphok.

The Tarai

The Tarai (the southern lowlands of Nepa I) was a dest inat ion for

permanent migrat ion frequent l y ment ioned in the 1i terature, but which

had declined in importance by the time of our fieldwork. Following the

commencement of malaria eradication in the three easternmost districts

of the Nepal Tara i in 1962, the Tarai population had grown rapidly.

increasing by 59% in the decade 1970-80 (Gurung. 1987: 112). The

Nepalese government established a Resettlement Department in 1969 which

offered new land in the Tarai at subsidised rates. I.:. However, by the

beginning of the 1980s most land had been used up and prices had risen

a l arml ng l y 90 that few could contemplate moving per-manent Ly to this

area. We only found one example of a Yakha family that had migrated to

the Tarai from Tamaphok in the previous ten years. The second born son

of the fami ly had returned from army service in India and had bought

land in the Tarai for himsel f. His parents had moved to join him and

his wife. The following year his older brother also returned from army
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service and bought land in the same Tera l community. He abandoned his

own house in Tamaphok, but the main house was left for the youngest born

son (who had not been in army service) to occupy with his family. This

son went to the Tared on occasions when summoned to sharecrop some of

the land his brothers had bought. The land-holdings the family had left

in Temephok were not great, and the wi fe of the youngest son seemed to

resent the relative prosperity of the rest of the family living in the

Tara f ,

Many Tamaphok Yakha also expressed prejudice against the climate and

water of the Tared as a place for long-term settlement. However, it

continued to be a magnet for individual men, particularly middle-born

sons who lacked work or inheritance opportunities in the Village and

sought economic advancement. While some married in the Tar-a I (often to

other Kiranti women) and appeared to be more permanently settled there,

they often returned home for important fest l ve l s such as Dasai~ and

maintained close links with their natal home.

Educational opportunities

Rather than the decline of certain types of migration haVing led to

the lessen ing of migratory movement, new venues had opened up to take

their place. One of these was the result of education, as the 10 to 15

young people on average attending Tamaphok High School who were

fortunate enough to pass their tenth grade School Leaver's Certificate

(SLC) exams each year left to take up educet l ona l opportuni ties at

campuses in other parts of the hi 11s, the Tara i or even Kathmandu. Not

all could afford to do this straight away. One young man who had passed

his SLC went to Kathmandu and found a job working in a carpet factory
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owned by a Tibetan businessman. He worked from dawn to 9pm and was paid

on a per carpet basis, 600 rupees (£12) each for a carpet which took six

people about a week to make. The expenses of Kathmandu made it

unprofitable, he said. He therefore returned and ran a small school for

1st and 2nd grade students in Puchargecn, to ease the pressure on the

main school in Tamaphok, He planned to go away to study further the

following year.

It was too early during the period of our fieldwork to say what sort

of long-term trends were developing amongst the Yakha students going

away to study, as the school had only been entering students for their

SLC exams for ten years, but experience indicated that of those going

away, less than half returned to take up what few job opportunities

might have been available in their natal home. One man, who had gone to

Kathmandu to study for a B.Ed degree, used some capital from his father

(an ex-Indian army soldier and ward 5 adhyaksha (chairman» to start up

a chaklaT (sweets) manufacturing enterprise. As might be imagined, this

unusual enterprise had become a magnet for many Tamaphok Yakha going to

Kathmandu.

The Middle East

The Middle East (or 'Arab' as it was known vernacularly) had become

a major new destInation for temporary male workers in the 1980s. In the

year 1989-90, 27 young men left Tamaphok to work in Saudi Arabia or

Bahrain. Frequently borrowing money from female relatives (who pawned

their gold at the bank on the understanding that they would receive it

back and double its worth at the end of a three-year contract), the

average cost of a trip to 'Arab' was 30,000 NRs (about £600). This
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money paid agents in Kathmandu who arranged work permi ts (usually for

carpentry or construction work), flight tickets, visas and the like.

The first and most successful migrants had gone under the auspices of

the sub-minister for industry. a Gurung from Madi Mulkharka, which had

fairly well guaranteed them a safe passage. Unknown agents could be

qui te unscrupulous, however. A trick which was becoming known was for

them to arrange for a batch of men from one community to go to 'Arab'

successfully, but then to collect up the money of a second group of

would-be migrants in Kathmandu and abscond to Bombay with the proceeds.

This had happened to one unfortunate man from Tamaphok who was left

owing people a total of nearly 50,000 NRs, and worked in the chaklaT

factory (mentioned above) in Kathmandu whi l e trying to sort out the

mess. There were enough other success stories, however, that people

were generally convinced that the risks involved were worth it. "Going

to Arab? We think about it all the time. We can't stop thinking about

it", one young man told me at Dasai- 1990.

"I wanted to see Saudi Arabia, but now I have seen enough" wrote one

man working as a carpenter in the country on a three-year contract,

after having been there one year. The situations people found

themselves in were discussed around the kitchen fires daily. A man back

from Bahrain scratched a map on the floor of our family's kitchen

shOWing how the country was an island connected to the Arabian peninsula

by a bridge. Some people were critical of these new labour

destinations. "There is no pension from three years in 'Arab'",

commented the pradhan pa-c who had the benefit of a regular pension from

his service in the British Gurkhas in Malaya, Borneo and Hong Kong. The

death of one Yakha migrant worker in mysterious circumstances in Saudi
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Arabia (which left his impoverished wife and two young children with the

inevitable debts) also gave some pause for thought. Yet for those who

were successful, the potential rewards were great. In October 1989 our

village sister Kamala was repaid a pawned jewelry loan of 15,000 NRs

(about £300) which the father of the man working in Bahrain had taken

out three months earl ier on the securi ty of his son's return. She

earned 500 NRs <about £30) interest on this loan.

It was interesting that on arrival at the labour destination and

before, Tamaphok Yakha were evident l y teaming up wi th members of other

ethnic groups from Tamaphok and around. One man wrote how he was

sharing a dormitory with some Chetri men from Tellok, which had

obviously been a great comfort to him. A Yakha identity was obviously

largely an irrelevance in this work situation.

After the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait, the Nepalese government

cancelled all further labour migration to 'Arab' from August 31st 1990

until the political situation was resolved, but this only led to people

broadening their horizons still further, to take in Taiwan, Japan and

even the USA. However, we were told it waS going to cost an individual

nearly £1,000 to go for six months to work in a factory in Japan, and

when our fieldwork ended we had yet to meet anyone who had taken up the

challenge.

7.4 Conclusion

This chapter has examined the border between familiar and less

familiar environments for Yakha men and women, with bazaars constituting

the boundary, if such a boundary can indeed be drawn. I t has also

looked at what movement from the known to the unknown meant for the
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people concerned, and how the outside world was becoming increasingly

known part of an expanded Yakha environment. Rather than a dichotomy,

it is probably better to think in terms of a continuum outwards from the

(most fami liar) enviroment of Tamaphok to neighbouring communi ties in

other parts of the Maya Khola valley and beyond, to the bazaars, the

towns of the Tarai, Kathmandu and the world beyond the conf ines of the

nation state. This latter 'wider world' has undoubtedly expanded for

the Yakha in the past fifty years or so, or rather, more of it has been

comprehended and incorporated into Yakha perceptions of the wider

environment. Service in foreign armies, and more recently work in the

Arabian Gulf states, has offered opportunities which many Yakha men have

taken up, vistas of experience which they have shared with their

families and friends.

The outward, migratory focus of Yakha society had some considerable

time-depth. Gurung <1987:96) states that "the hill economy since the

mid-19th century has been partly sustained by seasonal, circular and

permanent migration". Judging from the reports of Kiranti migration to

India and Sikkim after the invasion of Prithvi Narayan Shah (Regmi,

1978:540) and the recruitment of Limbu warriors into both Gorkhali and

Sikkimese armies before the battle of Chainpur in 1776 (Stiller, 1973:

150,281) it seems that both migration and mercenary service were part of

the cultural repertoire of at least some of the Kiranti nearly a century

earl ier than Gurung's date for the economic impact of migrat ion. The

Yakha had a word for migrants, sek ube-c t ('those that wander'). There

did not seem to be such a simple, verbal noun in Nepali.

Yakha propensity for migration was also, as we saw in Chapter Four,

reflected in parts of the muntum recited by mananba and other shamans in
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the course of their healing work. The saiuni myth, for example, read

like a geography lesson in its description of the movement of the five

spirits around Nepal, and pointed to a wider universe for the Tamaphok

Yakha than their valley home. While not denying the fear, uncertainty

and sense of dislocation involved in going to new places, it could be

argued that the Yakha enjoyed hearing about and experiencing the exotic

and I other'. There was also, for men at least, the freedom associated

wi th being away from the more restricted horizons of the natal home.

Going away was a source of liberation for a Yakha male from the power of

the home spirits. While foreign spirits might have tried to plague him

when he was abroad, he was free of the danger from some of the more

manipulat 1ve and powerful sp t r t ts of the home base. Soc l a l rules could

be relaxed too. Bhim Bahadur told us how he would have no objection to

eating with a Kami in Dhankut e , but that his father would have beaten

him were he ever to have been found eating with a Kem I in the village.

This same man told us how he had eaten beef in a Sherpa hotel in

Kathmandu and enjoyed it.

Eades (1987:xii) considers that social anthropology's main

contr i but ion to the study of migrat ion is "the analysis of the soc ial

order within which migration takes place, and which is itself

constituted and transformed by that migration". In this merger of cause

and effect, a major component of Yakha migration was the recourse one

could make to the home base. For instance, when men went off for any

length of time it was unheard of for them not to leave an article of

clothing (dasi) with their families for a shaman to work on should they

fall ill whilst away. Women went off to be married in the knowledge

that they could return to their natal home (maiti ihar) qUite regularly,
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and this, perhaps, made marriage across ethnic and 1inguist i c 1ines a

less daunting prospect. It also helped support male out-migration. If

a woman's husband had to migrate temporarily and she was unable to

accompany him, there was always the possibility of return to her natal

home if this was the most convenient option for her and her families.

Not until a final ceremony called bhataha had been performed was she

recognized as fully assimilated into her marital culture. Even after

that, visits to the maiti were expected from time to time, although we

had the impression that after that if the man migrated the woman would

be more likely to choose to cohabit wih other members of the husband's

extended family, or simply to carryon raising their families in a

separate home, In the latter case, migration might be seen as

reinforcing or redefining the role of women in Yakha SOCiety. 13,

One should be wary of making too much of this as evidence of a

specifically Yakha culture or behaviour. Not all Yakha had travelled

Widely. We were surprised one day to learn that a Yakha girl from

Maml Ing , educated in Tamaphok to class 10, had never been further than

Beaen t epur , For this reason, Kamala was planning to take her with her

to Dhankuta when she went there for her campus exams, Nor were Brahmins

and Chetris uninvolved in migration. For example, we saw above how

some from Tellok were in Saudi Arabia with their Yakha compatriots. The

Brahmin tea-shop owner told me an amusing story one day of how, when

young, he had scorched his clothes at a fire in a goTh, and had run off

to Dhankuta and Dharen to escape his father's wrath. This group was,

however, precluded from certain destinations. For example, the British

Gurkhas had a policy of prefering to recruit from the 'martial jats'.

We realised the diversity within the group labelled 'Yakha' as
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regards migration on a visit to the Yakha community in the pancayat of

Dandagaon. Here, contrary to Tamaphok, no-one had ever gone into the

British Gurkhas, and no-one had gone to 'Arab'. People in Tamaphok had

an environmental interpretation for this. Everyone explained that the

Dandagaon population was not so demanding in its use of resources.

Families generally had fewer children. Dandagaon was at a lower

€II t i tude and hence a warmer location than Tamaphok, (there were no

leeches, which only exist above 5,000 feet). Furthermore, food

supplies were sufficient for everyone. There was even a surplus which

could be sold in Basantapur bazaar. There was no need, therefore, for

the inhabi tants of Dandagaon to migrate out in search of work. Yet

while they had enough to eat, it was said, they were generally

financially worse off than their Tamaphok counterparts. Back in

Tamaphok, other environmental determinants were brought in to explain

this state of affairs, It was hotter in Dandagaon, and so people were

(euphemistically as well as practically, we decided) "less active".

Also, people didn't grow as big and strong there because the warmth was

said to sap their appetites. This explained why they couldn't get into

the British Gurkhas. It seemed to us, rather, that even though there

may have been demographic, ecological and economic factors in its

origin, migration had generated its own economic momentum with resulting

transformations of both the social and the cultural order in Tamaphok.

One cannot ignore the political economy of migration, or the role of

gender in deciding who went where and in what context. A major

motivation for male <and some female) migration from Tamaphok was

economic improvement, just as it was for Magar migrants to India from

Banyan Hill (Hitchcock, 1961), However, rather than being mere puppets
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jerked by the strings of broader social, political and economic forces,

this chapter has argued for the Tamaphok Yakha as conscious actors,

tak ing advantage of the diverse and changing opportuni ties offered to

travel out of the immediate community and experience life in other

cultural and environmental milieux, Yet the movement of people and

ideas out of Tamaphok was not simply one way. No account of Yakha

culture and environment would be complete without reference to changes

from the outside coming into Temaphok ,

next chapter.

Notes: Chapter Seven

These are the subject of the

1. I mean here the physical world. Taking a Yakha perspective, it
could be argued, would also involve looking at migration through the
spiri t world. After death, every soul had to migrate to another world,
and various ceremonies were performed both to symbolize this movement,
and to ensure it took place (Chapter Four), The difference between this
and other forms of movement is that no-one professed much interest in
knowing more about the 'other world' after death. "How can we know
where we go when we die?" said one maf)gaf)ba to us in response to such a
question. Many of the rituals of marriage (Kohn , in press) could also
be seen as a symbolic representation of the movement the bride makes
from her natal home towards incorporation in her marital home. Unlike
the variety of Brahmin and Chetri life-cycle rituals, the only life
cycle rituals regularly observed by the Yakha, it seemed, were those
dealing with what could be interpreted as movement through space (rather
than movement through time).

2, Cf. Poffenberger <1980:64): "A final group of variables that have
not been examined are the differential cultural determinants of
migration. For example, it seems reasonable to assume that atti tudes
towards and bel i efs about the benef i ts of seasonal, semi -permanent, and
permanent migration might vary considerably from group to group and
Village to village. Attitudes would in part be determined by the
historical experiences of a village or a family with regard to
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migrat ion. Those vi llages and fami 1ies which have had members serving
in the Br i t ish and Indian armies for the past one hundred and fifty
years would have a long tradition of migration, and probably highly
favorable attitudes towards it. Other villages whose members have had
no mi I i tary experience, because they were not from desirable ethnic
groups, would have no tradition of migration".

3. It is cur i ous tha t so few of these shops and tea shops were run by
Yakha. A few wealthier Yakha men had constructed buildings in
Basantapur and Sansare Mude which they rented out to others for business
purposes. Dur ing our time in Tamaphok a Yakhe primary school teacher
took over the small general store next to the pancayat office which was
in compet i t ion wi th the Brahmin-operated tea shop. This, and the shop
in Sansare Mude, appeared to be notable exceptions to what most people
agreed wi th me was the rule amongst Yakha of not 1 ik ing to run shops.
Various possible reasons were given for this lack of interest: lack of
business sense was one, lack of capital another. Neither of these
explanations seemed very plausible to us. We wondered whether there
could be a more deep-seated cultural prejudice against selling goods for
cash, or feeling a servant to one's shop (after the myth of LBlubhB~ and
PB1ubha~ given in Chapter Five).

4. For diagrams of the layout of some markets in the eastern hills, see
Sagant (1968-1969:96>.

5. According to Sagant <1968-9: 91>, the distinguishing feature of a
mela is its religious pretext. However, while there probably had been a
religious element to the various local mela at one time, it was not
known or commented on by our Yakha friends in Tamaphok.

6. The following story was related to us to explain Why there were very
few rice dance verses in Yakha. Once upon a time there was a
competition between the Yakhas and Limbus, held by the gods at the
bazaar. At a given moment, the gods threw all the possible verses from
the sky. The Limbu held out a thunse (a large, finely woven basket used
for washing mi llet, pronounced thumse in Yakha) and caught a large
number of verses. The Yakha held out a Doko (a large, loosely woven
open basket>, and almost all their verses fell through the holes and
were lost.

7. Pokhrel et e ! (2040 V.S.: 1129) describe ra~ke as a traditional
festival and fair of the Tamang, Magar, Rai and Limbu. It would be
useful to have comparative material on other similar fairs.

8. Cf , Allen <1987:26): "An almost proverbial comment made to outsiders
is that hi 11 Ll fe is arduous (dukh l N.) because to eat one must plough
and carry loads; at the birth of a male child in Mukli a miniature
plough may be made to symbolise the life of toil that lies ahead".

9. Poffenberger concludes that "migration is a result primarily of
economic needs, particularly the need for cash which can purchase
consumer goods which, in turn, are a ref lect ion of the rising standard
of living of hill people over the past one hundred years or so"
<1980:66>. For Gurung, by contrast, "out-migration from rural areas
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is ... primarily due to the growth of the local population beyond the
carrying capacity of the land" <1987:94). However, the surveys he cites
which record the numbers of people said to have migrated due to
inadequate land and economic hardship at their place of origin give
figures ranging from 39·2% to 68·2% of the total, which is hardly
conclusive for his argument that "migrants in Nepal are mainly of the
'subsistence' category rather than the 'betterment' ones" (1987:95).
The problem surely derives partly from trying to generalize about what
for its size is one of the most geographically and culturally varied
country on earth. This leads to confusion and uncertainty about what
facts can be ascertained and what they really are (Thompson, Warburton
and Hatley 1986).

10. Cf. Chapter Three on caste notions regarding other ethnic groups
which relate to Yakha inter-ethnic marriage choices.

11. For a more detailed analysis of the atitudes and processes involved
in cross-cultural marriage amongst the Yakha, see Kohn (in press).

12. Between 197011 and 198011, only 259,600 of the 678,178 people (i.e.
38%) calculated to have moved to the Tarai from the Hills did so under
the aegis of the Resettlement Department (ERL, 1988:A42). The
department was dissolved in 1988. The three districts of the far
eastern Tarai (Surisar l , Morang and Jhapa) are said to have increased
their population by 59% (from 665,593 to 1,058,242) in this period
(Gur ung , 1987: 112): only a proportion of this increase can have come
from hill-to-plains migration, however.

13. Cf , Eades (1987: 11): "migration patterns may initially be shaped by
gender roles and ideologies, but may eventually lead to their
modification".
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Chapter Eight: Outside-In: The Wider World in Tamaphok

8.1 Introduction

Amd spoons out the dal bhat in the gathering dusk, five
hours walk from the nearest road and shop with bottled drinks,
while dulcet American tones from the radio inform us all that
'Coca-Cola is it'. The Yakha are undeniably part of the
outside world, and the outside world is to an ever increasing
extent part of them.

This vignette from my second research report of July 1989 highlights

the paradoxes of life in what by most standards was an 'isolated' or

, remote' (c f , Ardener 1987) community, but one from which many

inhabitants were regularly leaving to experience the outside world. We

saw in the last chapter how the experiences and return of these migrants

brought changes in local people's sense of environment and ident i ty.

However, there were also people, goods and ideas flOWing into and

altering the environment of Tamaphok which did not initially hail from

the community itself. This chapter looks at what some of these were,

and the effects they had on the people liVing there.

There is a tendency amongst anthropologists and human ecologists to

peripheralize change and the wider environment respectively. I put 'the

wider world' at the end of this monograph not because I see change and

the wider world as somehow extraneous to my main subject. Nor do I wish

to create a dichotomy between the environment and culture of a

'traditional' Tamaphok and the forces of 'modernization' changing it

from without. Interaction with the outside world was, as we saw in

Chapter Three, by no means a new process. The cu l tural and

environmental changes represented by the process known as
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Sanskritization had been part of Yakha experience for over two hundred

years and were an intrinsic part of their sense of identity as an ethnic

group. Recent developments experienced by the Yakha could be seen as a

continuation of this process. These could be framed in the discourse of

'modernization' or 'development' rather than 'Hinduization' or

'Sanskri tization', but the processes involved, and the Yakha responses

to them, I shall argue, were essent i a l l y the same. However, the opening

of new lines of communication and greater volumes of information flowing

along them, meant that interaction with the outside world had increased

dramatically since the arrival of caste Hindus in the 18th and 19th

centuries.

For example, the road which had first 1inked Dhankuta, then Hi le,

and then Basantapur with the Tar e t meant that, at the time of our

fieldwork, what our family remembered as a six-day walk to Dharan in

1965 had now become a three-hour walk plus bus-ride. As we saw in the

last chapter, the road from the Tarai to Basantapur allowed more regular

and frequent Yakha experience in the outside world. Migrants

(kekuba'ci) returning to Tamaphok from outside brought with them goods

and ideas which slowly became distributed around the community. The

road also allowed easier and more frequent access for non-Yakha

personnel, goods and services from the outside world into the Temaphok

communi ty.

The road was not the only channel of communication to have arrived

in the relatively recent past. Battery-powered radios, frequently

brought back by returning migrants, were another increasingly important

source of information and ideas from the outside world. According to

the pradhan pa~c's records, there were licenses for 56 radios in
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Tamaphok, although he himself admitted that the actual number of radios

could be double this. Seventeen of these licenses were in the

predominantly Yakha ward 5, and twelve were in ward 6, a

disproportionately large number compared to the pancayat as a whole,

perhaps reflecting the particularly high level of migration there

appeared to have been by Tamaphok Yakha. A valued symbol of successful

migra t ion was a rad io from abroad wi th its own casset te deck (s) . Less

frequently, personal stereos were to be seen (Plate 30).

Radios provided sometimes instantaneous coverage of national and

international events. For example, the Finance Minister's budget speech

on July 13th 1990 was relayed live to the village, leaving the teachers

disgruntled about the size and nature of their pay increase. Other news

items came in the news bulletins of Radio Nepal in Nepali and (twice a

day) English. Much of the news, and almost inevitably the first item,

concerned the doings of the king, however insignificant these might have

appeared compared to international events such as the invasion of

Kuwait, the release of Nelson Mandela or the ear t hquake in northern

California. For example, on October 18th 1989 over three-quarters of

the news was taken up with reciting verbatim a speech the king had made

at a banquet in his honour held during a state visit to Denmark. While

the oft-repeated folk music Signature tune of Radio Nepal indicated the

channel most commonly listened to, Radio Nepal was not the only station

which broadcast to a Nepalese audience. One day at the tea shop found

the proprietor I istening to the Nepal i news broadcast by All India

Radio. He also samet imes I istened to Nepal i broadcasts from China,

Russia and the British World Service, he told me.

Another media source were intermittently arriving newspapers. These
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were generally brought into Tamaphok about four or five days after

publication by people coming in from Dhankuta (the nearest town in which

newspapers were sold) or further afield, and could normally be found in

the school staffroom or at the pradh~n p~-c's house. Another source of

information (or perhaps fantasy) about the outside world, for those that

went to Basantapur, was the video hall mentioned in Chapter Seven.

Education, politics and development projects were three

institutionally backed catalysts of social change which were

particularly dependent on these lines of communication and which seemed

to me particularly significant forces in terms of their effects on Yakha

perceptions of their environment and cultural identity during our

fieldwork. Whi l e the changes they brought were new, the responses of

the Yakha of Tamephok to them followed older patterns. It is these

patterns that I shall try to elucidate in my analysis.

There is a dominant myth (most perpetuated by more popular travel

books but not totally absent from anthropological writings) about

vi l l age Nepal which presents life outside Kathmandu as untouched by

developments in the capital. In Chapter One described political

events which took place in the capital during my fieldwork. Part of

this chapter looks at what happened in Tamaphok following these events.

It demonstrates that, with the increasing sophistication of

communications, Tamaphok was not untouched by the changes at the

national level (if indeed it ever had been). Certainly, some Tamaphok

Yakha did speak of Liv i ng in a kuna (backwater, literally 'corner').

However, considering this to be the case itself implied awareness of the

world outside with which Tamaphok was being unfavourably compared. Even
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as a backwater, everyone agreed that they were much better connected to

the outside world now than in the relatively recent past. This chapter

investigates what these connections meant in terms of environmental

perception and identity.

8.2 Education

While many question the extent and nature of Nepal's development in

the past f ort y years, there is little question about the tremendous

growth in the availability of at least basic educational opportunities

for chi ldren throughout the country. I, Schools were scattered across

the Maya Khola valley, the largest bUildings in the landscape and

symbols above all else of the development (v Ik as ) the government was

seeking to promote, However, it was the ideas and people the schools

engendered, more than their physical structures, which influenced Yakha

senses of identity and environment.

It might have been easy when confronted by the recent growth in new

school buildings to lose a historical perspective on the situation.

Formal education was not a totally new thing in the hills of East Nepal.

We were struck by how many older men in particular seemed to have picked

up an education of sorts before all the so-called 'educational

development' took place. If anything, there seemed to be something of a

'lost generation' in terms of education in Tamaphok. Thus a 50-year old

Yakha man we knew was well able to read and write, haVing learnt during

service in the Indian army. His son, however, who had remained in

Tamaphok, had not learnt to read, but the man's grandson was attending

the 9th grade of the high school.

The first school in Tamaphok was Indrakali, which was remembered as
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having been established in Otemmatol in 2001 V.S, (1944/45) by a Brahmin

schoolteacher called Bhimseni Bahun, Forty to fifty students were said

to have attended at anyone time. One man (an untouchable) remembered

the teacher making them sit separately according to caste. Because of

this, and the teacher's liberal use of the stick, the man said that he

had left at 15 with little more than a knowledge of the Devenagar I

alphabet. However, he had done an Indian army special education course

in Shillong (N.E. India), where he studied English, geography. science

and Hindi: the Hindi was because one was supposed to study one's own

language but there had been no Nepali teacher available. This man's

wi fe too had had some educat ion, hav ing been to a small school in Madi

Mulkharka called Vinod. When she failed her exams there she went to

Chainpur for a whi l e to stay wi th her maternal uncle (mameD where she

was taught by the daughter of a man called Gopal Joshi for six months.

So education was not unheard of, even for the lowest castes,

By the time we arrived, every ward in the pancayat had at least one

junior school, and while we were there a small school for 1st and 2nd

year pupils opened down the hill in Puchargaon to accommodate the

increased demand for junior level teaching. The only secondary school

in the pancayat was Sri Chamunde School in ward 6 (Plate 31), opened in

2017 V.S. <1960/61> for primary levels only. It became a lower

secondary school in 2039 V.S. (1982/83) and converted to a secondary

school as students progressed through it. Fees varied; there was

nothing to pay for the first five years, after which a graded scale was

introduced, rising up to 30 NRs a month for students in class 10 (as

well as 2 NRs sports fees and 3 NRs for the library). Books and pens

also had to be bought in addition to the fees. There was a hostel for
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students coming from some distance away, but many others who needed

accommodation near the school stayed with relatives. More than half the

Yakha students we spoke to seemed to be staying wi th their maternal

uncle {mameD, reflect ing the important roles played by this relation

(see Chapter Five).

There were seventeen teaching staff at the school. Of these, four

(three male, one female) were Yakha, and only one of these taught at

secondary level. The female Yakha teacher was Kamala, our village

sister and daughter of the pradhan pa~c. The other female teacher in

the school when we arrived (a third woman came with her husband during

our time in the village) was also a primary teacher. She was a Brahmin

woman called Sharada and was a niece of the headmaster. Her husband

Bhaskar taught mathematics to secondary students. The rest of the

teachers were from Brahmin or Chetri castes (predominantly the former)

except for a primary level Newar teacher from Chainpur. Most of the

teachers were quite young <average age 27) and had been away for their

higher educat ion, some as far as Kathmandu. Seven of the teachers on

the staff when we arrived in Tamaphok had come from outside the

pancayat, the furthest from Jhapa district in the Tare t . During the

second year of our fieldwork a male teacher employed by the American

Peace Corps joined the school. This was not the first Peace Corps

teacher the school had had, but a previous one had left after only a few

months because of the death of his mother.

The in- and return migration of active and questioning minds with

experience of the outside world often played a galvanizing role in the

communi ty. Al though poor Iy pe l d , the teachers had considerable status

in the community. They were always expected to speak at public
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functions (such as the Britain-Nepal Medical Trust's end-of-project

function, to be described below), and were much involved generally in

community events. Their role as local activists in the political

changes which took place at national level while we were doing our

fieldwork was, as we shall see in the next section, particularly

pronounced. Often there were features of their lifestyle which were

quite unique. Sharada, for example, had brought a knitting machine with

her from the Tara I which she kept in one of the hostel rooms she and

Bhaskar shared with their small son. She used it to supplement her

income by knitting sweaters to order, particularly as Dasai~ approached

when people traditionally gave themselves and their children new

clothes. Another teacher, a Brahmin from Madi Mulkharka, rented a room

in the Yakha hamlet of Otemmatol and deserves mention as a 'closet

anthropologist'. Renowned for his un-Brahmin love of pork and raksi l he

qUite often surprised me by his presence at ostensibly Yakha functions

(such as funerals> and expressed a keen interest in Yakha culture.

Al though as teaching staff the Yakha were not present in numbers

reflecting the demography of the pancayat as a whole, the student roll

(and more important, the numbers of students actually attending the

school regularly> was more representative. Over half the students in

primary levels were Yakhe , but this was of course mainly due to the

l oce t ion of the school in ward 6 1 part of the I heart land' of Yakha

culture in 'l'amaphok , and the availability of local primary schools in

parts of the pancayat more heavily populated by members of other castes

and ethnic groups. What was more interesting was that at secondary

level the Yakha const i tuted near ly 4-0% of students on the roll. Of

course, this must also have partly reflected the location of the school.
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For students in ward 9, Okhre-Bhote, for example, the secondary school

in Basantapur might have been more accessible than Sri Chamunde School,

Tamaphok. However, for most places in the pancayat Sri Chamunde School

was the obvious choice and, wi th no other secondary schools in the

~Qcayat, the school's location was not so significant a factor in

explaining the large numbers of Yakha students attending.

The growth of Yakha education was perhaps surprising considering the

lack of formal education as a component in the more 'traditional'

cu l ture of the Yakha. 'A man who can't write cannot lie', one Yakha

dhami told us, 'An old woman's eyes don't see to study', said one woman.

However, sentiments like these did not seem particularly unique to the

Yakha in their manifestation. An old Nepali proverb goes 'What's the

point of studying. ploughing brings food'?'. More telling, perhaps, were

what we saw in Chapter Three of Yakha indifference to Sarasvati, the

goddess of learning. It was also perhaps significant that there was

apparently no indigenous Tamaphok Yakha word for reading or s t udy: the

Nepali paDhe was used. However, the situation v t s -e-v t s education was

obviously changing: there were few Yakha in Tamaphok who denied their

children at least the first five free years of education, and there was

pride in those Yakha children who went on to reach higher levels in the

education system,

The pradhan pa~c, himself a Yakha, had been a leading light in the

development of education in the pancayat. 2 . One had the impression that

his greatest efforts at the political level went into the improvement of

the school. He took a keen interest in school affairs, and was a member

of the school committee. It was interesting that the map he drew of the

pancayat (Map 3) showed the schools of each ward as a major feature on
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the landscape. Kamala, his daughter, was the only female Yakha teacher

in the school, having been away to study at Dhankuta campus. The

pradhan pa.-c himself had not had the benefit of education until he

joined the BritIsh Gurkhas, and obviously felt his lack keenly. Hence

his strong admonishment of a grand-nephew (whose father, once in the

Indian army, was now dead) one Dasai- because he had announced he was

going to try for the British Gurkhas without taking his School Leaver's

Certificate (SLC) exams. As we saw in Chapter Five, the pradhan pa.-c

also allowed his shed <paIn to be used as a hostel for female Yakha

students, a group he saw as particularly in need of support.

The teachers themselves <Yakha included) were also influential in

persuading parents to send their children, particularly girls, to

school. Ministry of Education posters in the staff room reflected this

concern, as well as rhetorically er-gui ng for education as a source of

modern ideas. Statements on the posters included the follOWing:

"DidI bahinI miliiu!I aghi baDhnu paryo
ruDhI baDhi calan 1atI aba phalnu paryo"

("Sisters sticking together should have flourished before
Such taboos must now be thrown away")

"ChorIlaI skU! paThaau
Shiksha!AI iagai dekhi uThaau-"

("Let us send daughters to school
Let us raise them up from their base through education")

"EuTa hat chora bhae arko hat chorI
yinma katri pherak chaine dubai barabari"

("If a son is one hand, the other is a daughter
There's no big difference in this, both are equal")
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The teachers also administered a scholarship fund for girls (using

money provided by the District Education Office in Khandbari) which gave

five older girls a year a uniform and 100 NRs (about f2) a month with

which to pay fees and bUy books and pens, etc., based on need,

The school thus acted as something of a catalyst challenging

'traditional' notions of the role of women and education. It also had a

role as catalyst in changing the nature of Yakha identity, Students

from every major caste and ethnic group represented in the pancayat

attended the school. On the one hand, to see the Yakha, Brahmin, Kami

and Gurung students (among others) working and playing together was to

witness an arena in which caste and ethnic affiliation no longer seemed

to matter. On the other hand, there was still an awareness of ethnic

identity, perhaps a heightened awareness as the differences between one

caste or group and another were discussed and compared, often in a

joking way.

For example, one day we were walking up the hill from the village to

Basantapur in the company of boys from the boys hostel who were going to

cut down a kalme tree in the forest for firewood. A Chetri boy tried

his best with an axe but was teased by a Limbu who then stepped in to

finish the job. Perceptions of the Yakha as athletic and the caste

Hindus (especially Brahmins) as scholarly were ref lected in school

prizes. Brahmin and Chetri pupils generally won prizes for academic

achievements and Yakha pupils for sporting skills. Yet what seemed to

be happen ing in the school envi ronment was an increased awareness not

simply of ethnic identity but also its malleability and potential

irrelevance. For example, Yakha students at school were almost

universal in having given up use of the term 'Rai' in their name, as
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well as the term 'Dewan' which, as we saw in Chapter Three, some of the

older generation tended to use. Whi l e a few students used their clan

names at school, most used the term 'Jimi' for school purposes. Some

pupils, if you asked them their jat, would resolutely say 'Nepali',

The school could also be seen as a rallying point for an identity

which was wider than any narrowly ethnic loyalties. At one level, it

was a focal point not just of the aspirations and ambitions of

individual students and their fami 1ies, but of Tamaphok pancayat as a

whole. For example, everyone was delighted when in 2047 V.S. <1990-91)

Sri Chamunde Secondary School had the best SLC results of any school in

Sankhuwasabha district. Twenty-one students passed out of twenty-four

who took the exams: six at 2nd class level (two girls and four boys) and

fifteen at 3rd class level (four girls and eleven boys).::" This success

was a ref 1ect i on of the 1eadersh i p and ded i c a t i on of the headmas ter, a

Brahmin from Madi Rambeni. He was subsequently transferred to start a

new secondary school at Chemtang in the upper Arun Valley about four

days walk north of Khandbari, not far from the Tibetan border. This was

good for him, as his salary doubled by moving to a 'remote' location,

but was a blow to the school. The sudden transfer of staff

(particularly good staff) was a perpetual problem in the school, as it

appears to be in many government funded institutions in Nepal <Justice

1986) .

awareness of a

As well

participation

as establishing

in education also

Tamaphok

brought an

at the

increased

district 1eve l,

na tiona 1 i den tit y. The national anthem was sung every day, the pupils

standing in columns on the playground while most of the teachers looked

down on them from the balcony running the length of the first floor of
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The curriculum followed was the national one, with plenty

of emphasis at all levels on things Nepalese, from the text of the first

'national song' in Mahendra Mala (the first grade work book given to all

students) which ended with the words 'hamI nepal! sarale ('we are

Nepalese through and through') to the 10th grade Engl ish book

description of the workings of the Royal Nepalese Airline Corporation,

The school also part ic l pa t ed In nat i ona l events such as Educat ion

Day, celebrated by all schools in the country on Phagun 12th (February

23rd), We saw this our first year in Nepal at a school in Palpa

district, West Nepal, and the second year were able to compare what we

had seen with what went on at Sri Chamunde School in Tamaphok. The day

began with one of the teachers reading a poem written by the king about

education: rallying stuff with lines like 'hamro raja, hamro desh' (lour

King, our c oun t ry') and 'hamro bhasha I hamro desh' ( 'our 1anguage, our

country'), Then there was a ceremony in which the pictures of the King

and Queen which usually lived in the staff room were placed outside on a

pair of chairs and given Tika and flowers (including some rhododendron,

just coming into bloom in the forests above) by staff and student

representatives, After that there was a quiz between three junior

pupi Is from the school and three from Kuntang school, down the valley

(those from Tellok school, up the valley, hev t ng failed to show up),

Questions asked included 'what day is the king's birthday?' and 'what

name is spelt the same either backwards or forwards?'4. Then the prizes

of exercise books and ballpoint pens for achievement in school work and

sports were awarded. It got very cold and began to rain, followed by

hail. I commented on how cold it was and was told it had been snowing

the pr-ev i ous year, There was a speech from the headmaster and, as
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people began drifting off and paid little a t t en t i on , fr-orn the pr-a.dhsn

We scurried down to the tea shop where the proprietor's wife had

made a rather solid and not very flavoursome khir (rice pudding) for the

occasion.

Apart from its physical presence in the landscape, the school also

acted as a catalyst for changing perceptions of the environment.

Concepts such as 'ecology' <prakr. t i tatha praNI sampadavig9an) in their

Sanskritized Nepali forms appeared in school science textbooks. The

Peace Corps volunteer was active during the time of 'Earth Day' in 1990,

making a banner and, with the help of a Yakha teacher, digging a pit

which was then covered over with a bamboo and earth trellis. This was

intended as a dump for non bio-degradable items. The village health

worker and a colleague, who had been running an immunisation clinic at

the school, ceremoniously threw in their broken syringes as a first

contribution to the pit. Tamara and I religiously carried our non

combustible, non-recyclable 1terns up the hi 11 to put them in, but there

was little evidence of other people doing the same. There was more

concerted act i vi ty on Earth Day following radio broadcasts encouraging

schools to plant more greenery around their buildings and play areas.

Students and teachers brought plants and shrubs which they had dug up

for replant ing in the area between the school and the tea shop and

pancayat office. Unfortunately due to damaged roots and inadequate care

and protection afterwards, not many of these plants survived.

More than changing percept ions about the Tamaphok environment, the

school gave impetus to a sense not just of wider identities, but of

environments further afield than that of Temaphok . The school had an

inflatable world globe which teachers and students regularly perused to
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see the spatial relationship between countries such as Nepal and Saudi

Arabia, During the second year there were always old National

Geographic magazines to be found in the staff room, brought in by the

Peace Corps volunteer and provoking comments such as the physical

similarities between the Yakha and the Guatemalan Maya, At a more local

level, the transferred headmaster returned from Chemtang one day <since

his mother-in-law remained in Tamaphok where she rented the general

store by the pancayat office and looked after his youngest daughter, who

remained at Sri Chamunde School). He had tales of a valley so high you

could only see the sky at the very top. forests with ferocious bears and

leeches as big as a peapod, and Sherpa people with their distinctive

diet and customs, as much part of China <which they visited for a few

weeks every summer) as Nepal,

More telling, perhaps, because it illustrated the internalisation of

global perceptions of the environment was a scene in the pradhan pa-c's

kitchen one day where Kamala was using a potato and a ball of wool to

show her mother why the time differed in different parts of the world

because of the earth's rotation. World time zones was a subject which

fascinated many people, including those without watches and, one might

have imagined, not much of an abstract sense of 'time'.

Education in Tamaphok, then, was not taking place in a vacuum. Sri

Chamunde Secondary School was an important symbol of modernization in

the pancayat, Yet, while it had initially been imposed from outside,

the school had become incorporated as a local entity. In the process,

despite certain culturally-derived reservations about the value of

education, most Yakha were taking advantage of the opportunities offered

by the education system to better their children and other young
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rela t Ives , The educ at i ona l system. also brought back, and brought in,

educated individuals to the community from outside. With these

individuals and the school system came ideas which impinged on people's

sense of identity and perceptions of the environment. Perhaps the most

significant of these, at least during the time of our fieldwork, were

those associated with the political changes which were taking place.

The teachers and some of the students were very involved in these

changes, which form the subject matter of the next section.

6.3 Politics

The same teacher who had led the school in the hamro rajiL hamro

desh poem, took the lead only two months later in a communist rally

denouncing the monarchy. E.. In Chapter One I described the political

unrest in Kathmandu which led the king to rescind the pancayat system

<and with it, much of his power) and to agree to the holding of party-

based elect ions. On our return to Tamaphok a few weeks later we could

see how the events of April 1990 were affecting the Village. In order

to understand better what went on at that time, however, it is necessary

to look at the recent history of national politics, and at the

particular political configurations of Tamaphok.

The Old Re81ae

In 1952, following the overthrow of the Rana regime, the then King

Tribhuvan established an interim government by council composed of five

Ranas, five Congress party members and one member appointed by the king.

This led to a brief fourteen month spell of democracy based on more

conventional party-political models, brought to a sudden termination by
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King Mahendra in 1960 after he accused the Congress party of

mismanagement, abolished parI iament, and in 1962 establ ished the

partyless pancayat system of local government to take its place,

A pancayat was an administrative unit of approximately 5,000 people,

The pradhan pa~c was elected, and was assisted by a deputy and by a

pancayat secretary (a government appointment), Each of the nine wards

into which the pancayat was divided up was headed by a varD adhyaksha

('chF.lirman'), assisted by 'members' (sadasya). In terms of

administrative areas, above the pancayat came the ilaka, a group of (in

our case four) pancayats and the basis for the divisions of the police,

Above this was the district (~) led by a government appointed Chief

District Officer and above that the 'zone' (al'ical), A ras,Triya

pancayat assembly existed in Kathmandu made up of elected

representatives one from each ilaka. At the local level, pancayat

meetings were held roughly once a month, and gau~-sabha (village

assemblies) once a year, when the ras.Triya pancayat member was supposed

to be in attendance.

While the king claimed the pancayat system was true democracy,

opponents argued that the system merely served as a vehicle for the

abuse of power by local el i tes, and that there could be no democracy

without political parties, which were banned under the pancayat system.

Speaking at a practical level, it was difficult to imagine a person who

was not wealthy becoming a pradhan pa~c (cf, becoming president of the

Un i ted States), not just because of the money wh l ch might have to be

expended to secure election, but also because the responsibilities of

the job required the bulk of the pradhan pa~c's time to be fulfilled,

and the job carried no salary. There were no expenses paid even for the
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pradhan pa~c to attend meetings in Chainpur and Khandbari, as he

frequent ly had to do. Yet, in the case of Tamaphok, power did not

appear to have been so resolutely held by anyone family or ethnic

group. The first pradhan P6~C had been a Yakhe , followed by a Chetr l ,

then Gurung, before the present pradhan pa~c was elected. There were

undoubtedly caste and ethnic rivalries in leadership aspirations. At

the previous elect ion, a Brahmin from Tellok and a Chetri from Sansare

Mude respectively had stood against the current Yakha pradhan pa-c. He

had been pradhan pa-c for seventeen years, but he told us he was

planning to retire at the next election as the Brahmins and Chetris were

becoming 'too powerful'.

As well as lack of a hegemonic power bloc in Tamaphok, the political

situation there undoubtedly also reflected the personality of the

incumbent pradhiin pa-c. The pradhan pa~c impressed people, such as

those we met outside the pancayat, as a humble man, seeking to do the

best he could for his community (Plate 32). We discovered some fear of

him, such as when the family from whom we hoped to rent our house in the

second year of fieldwork expressed concern about falling out with the

pradhan pa~c by being seen as taking away his friends. There were also

some 'enemies', represented by a group of influential caste-Hindu men

who trumped up a murder charge against him after his uncle had fallen

out of a tree. However, the majority in Tamaphok regardless of caste or

ethnic affiliation appeared to respect him and the work he did. The

pancayat was certainly not run in a uniquely enlightened way: no women

attended pancayat meetings, for example, and most of the real business

of government seemed to take place on his front porch in the mornings

rather than in the ~anc8yat office. Yet the pradhan pa~c displayed a
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healthy criticism of the national political apparatus he represented.

For example, in 1989 the government in Kathmandu sent all pradhan pa~c a

copy of philosophical tracts written by a Brahmin swami and a copy of

the Remayene in the name of the Hindu Kingdom of Nepal. could not

understand the language Apa used to describe these tracts!

There was some truth in the idea advanced by Prindle (1983), amongst

others, that a successful pradhan pa~c in local people's eyes was one

who kept central government at bay while arguing the pancayat's case for

funds and infrastructure with the centre. Part of this involved keeping

on good terms with government representatives operating at a higher

level than the pancayat. One such person was the sub-minister for

industry, Dharma Bahadur Gurung, who, as was mentioned in the previous

chapter, came from Madt Mulkharka and was involved in arranging labour

for the Gulf states as well as his ministerial duties. He was demoted

for his failure to pay licence fees to the government.

J accompanied the pradhan pa~c on the morning of October 18th 1989

to a ceremony in honour of the sub-minister for industry who was coming

through Kuntang on his way from Basantapur to his home. ApB had

foolishly decided to wear sockless shoes rather than his more usual flip

flops for the occasion, and by the time we arrived at Kuntang school,

where the reception was due to be held, his shoes were crippling him.

sat with various local dignitaries in the school staff room while it was

decided how best to arrange the furniture for the meeting. A Gurung

blanket (raDi) saying 'Welcome' in English on it was draped over a

chair, the table was covered wi th a c loth on which were stood framed

pictures of the king and queen propped up by books, and there were two

glasses with marigolds in them,
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Outside, people started getting excited as news came he was on his

way, and children lined up with flowers to present to the minister. A

Dama I musician with a narsin.ga horn and another with a shriller sanal

announced his arrival. Two men on horseback appeared, the minister and

his Bantawa Rai friend from Kathmandu. They dismounted and the minister

walked to the school being sprayed in red powder and collecting garlands

and flowers. In view of the numbers of people who had assembled, it was

decided to hold a sme l I 'programme' outside, and the furni ture from

within was hastily dispatched for the dignitaries to sit on, The

headmaster of the school led the programme, was embarassed in being

asked to sit right next to the sub-minister and to give a speech, which

followed ones by APB, a teacher, and the adhyaksha for the ward we were

in. The minister's friend gave a speech about the need to preserve the

environment and exhorting people to keep bees. After the minister

himself had spoken on a similar theme, the meeting broke up with people

talking in small groups before the speech-makers were invited up into

the staff room for tea, after which the minister left on horseback

again. A meeting was arranged for the following day in Sansare Mude to

discuss the implications of the new road being planned for

Sankhuwasabha.

The System CrUJllbles

Less than six months later this whole system, with its not

inconsiderable degree of sycophancy, was in tatters. The strains in

the system at the national level caused by the 'trade and transit'

dispute with India in 1989 were already working themselves out in

Tamaphck . Essen t i e I commodities such as kerosene and sugar were in
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increasingly short supply and this caused real hardships for people,

even in villages which were traditionally seen as self-sufficient,

Prices rose in accordance with a black market and the laws of supply and

demand: kerosene from 15 NRs a litre to 30 NRs a litre, sugar from 71+

NRs to 14 NRs a kilo. Apa used his contacts to get supplies for the

village from wherever he could. 200kg of sugar arrived from the Madi

Rambeni co-operative society (which acted for the whole valley) at the

beginning of October 1989, and four barrels of kerosene arrived from

Basant apur at about the same time, These were dispensed through the

pancayat office rather than the shops,

The 'trade and transit' dispute was not the only source of

discontent in the community as Dasai~ approached in September 1989.

Another problem was that the teachers had not been paid, apparently

because the bank in Madi Rambeni had not been authorised to dispense the

money. The headmaster went off to try and sort things out, but did not

return for many days. Some of the people from further afield who had to

get away for the holidays got their pay, but the more local teachers did

not, It seemed like many promises the government made were not being

met. For example, the cadastral survey (nap!) had been due to arrive

throughout the period of our fieldwork, but was constantly being

postponed. Not that people were particularly en t hus i as t i c about its

impending ar r I va 1: it was expens i ve to get land reg! stered through the

survey. they said (by which think they meant there was corruption

amongst survey staff) and there were memories of inadequac ies in an

ear I Ier survey. However, I ts failure to materialise was taken as

another example of government machinery failing to deliver its promises,

Meanwhi l e , the forest department stepped in and began to flex its
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muscle with regard to its de jure claim to the forest reserves of

Tamaphok, which had been nationalized by the government since 1957 but

were effectively left in control of the local populace. Little appeared

to change except that it became more widely known that a forest ranger

was ent 1t led to charge 2'1! NRs per Doko of cut firewood, and ApB was

prosecuted for cutting wood for the new pancayat accommodation he was

bu i l d l ng without authorisation from the District Forest Office. He

blamed the Queen for the situation, suggesting that the Forest

Department was run by her, not the King. Dislike of the Queen was a

common theme, which sometimes helped to deflect opposition away from the

King and the monarchy in general.

In retrospect, it should have been possible to recognize the signs

of unrest in the pancayat through the meetings I attended, but at the

time I was still trying to sort out what was normal at such events.

Talking through other people's speeches, for example, appeared to be

qu i te normal. There did seem an air of rest lessness at the 32nd

Tamaphok gau~-sabha meeting attended on November 16th, 1989. I

afterwards learned that this was due mainly to the non-appearance of the

ras. Triya pancayat representative for the area who had been expec t ed

(and who had also failed to attend another gau~-sabha meeting in

Mamling). The meeting was held in the open-air but seemed quickly to

disintegrate into groups talking amongst themselves, whi Ie some Thulo

manche (literally 'big men') stood around the pradhan pa~c's desk

ta:lking with him. the deputy pradhan pa~c and the pancayat secretary.

At one point the crowd's attention (such as it was) was diverted by a

teenage boy waving aloft a Rubik's cube and running off into the bushes

nearby.
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Political Eruptions and Social Ruptures

When we returned to Tamaphok at the end of April, after the success

of the 'pro-democracy' movement, everyone seemed very interested to hear

our eye-witness reports of the disturbances (julus) in Kathmandu, One

of the teachers made a joke about Kathmandu (kaThmaNDau in Devanagari

transcription) being a place where you were likely to be kaTnu (killed).

My arm was also out of plaster, and another teacher made a cryptic

comment about how my oamlo (s I i ng , but also band around the forehead

used for carrying baskets and a symbol of hardship and toi 1) was no

longer necessary,

We learnt that there had been a pro-democracy demonstration of young

people walk Ing from Tamaphok to Maml ing which had enraged the pradhBn

paNc, When the king announced the dissolution of the paneayat system on

April 16th 1990, our father, like pradhan paNcs allover the country.

had stood down and left the running of the pancayat to the panca).'at

secretary, as the radio had instructed him to do, In other parts of

Nepal where pradhan paNes had been particularly corrupt or despotic,

their demise was taken as an excuse for the violent settlement of old

scores, but this did not happen in Tamaphok, another indication of the

regard in which our particular [2radM.n paNc was held by the majority of

the population, It was quite touching to see Ape, now the ex-pradhan

paNc, keeping himself busy by working with a Kami workman making new

benches and tables for the junior school children on a voluntary basis.

The cessation of the pradhan paNc' s dut i es , however, left something of a

power

done.

walk

vacuum, since nobody knew qui te whom to turn to to get anything

The pancayat secretary, a young Brahmin from a Village two days

from Khandbari, had often infuriated Apa by his non-attendance
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after festivals and somewhat lackadaisical attitude to certain aspects

of his work. These traits continued after he took over sole running of

the pancayat, a job which, in the circumstances, would have strained the

abilities of even the most hard-working person.

There were pieces of paper stuck to the wall of the school bearing

slogans such as:

Hamro cetne ragatko dherale dabauna sakinna
ragatko kholale sacyai lai dabauna sakdainauN

'The fountain of blood could not suppress our consciousness
We cannot suppress the truth with a river of blood'

There was an explosion of meetings, organisations and tea-shop

debates in the months following the end of the pancayat system (Plate

33). Kamala was much involved in recruiting women from her part of

Tamaphok for the women's union (mahi La-iaan. g). There had a Iways

been a mahila-san.g during the pancayat era, although it had been

moribund in Tamaphok. Now the communist party had revamped the

organisation as the Akhil Nepal Mahila-sa-gh (ANM) , although Kamala

continued to refer to it by its old name, About 100 people attended the

meeting we went to on May 29th 1990 in a classroom at the school.

After the teachers had, with some difficul t y , drawn the symbol of

the ANM (a finger from a hand in chains pointing at a star) on the

blackboard, the meet ing was opened by a student from the Madi Rambeni

campus who was married to a Gurkha soldier (an lknap Linkha from

Otemmatol). The female Brahmin teacher Sharada, her younger sister (who

was visiting) and a new female teacher at the school sang a song,

accompan ied by Bhaskar (Shar-ada ' 5 husband) on the harmon i um. Bhaskar

then led a minute's silence for the martyrs of the Apri I movement.
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After that the new female teacher gave a speech about the need to send

both boys and girls to school, and to let them study up to class 10.

She pointed out the inequities in people's attitudes regarding the free

movement of girls compared to boys.

Sharada gave a particularly imaginative speech. She made everyone

get up to introduce themselves, a brave move as some of the women were

painfully shy. She then spoke of how badly men treated their wives,

demonstrating a typical conversation with the 'ta-' form (the low-grade

personal pronoun also used when addressing little children and animals).

Some women from Tellok arrived late, slipping apologetically onto some

spare benches, and she argued that they were late because they had had

to cook and do all the housework. If a wife died, she said, everyone

treated the man very sympathetically, but if a husband died, the woman

was placed in a terrible position, although she should really be allowed

to marry again or secure help from her daughters.

Other speakers brought up att i tudes to daughters: ten years before,

a daughter had been regarded as a wizard's curse, according to one, and

to that day, if a woman bore only girls, it was sufficient excuse for a

man to marry again. In her speech Kamala brought up the question of why

women were not allowed to plough. The headmaster asked what the old

organizations of the pancayat system had achieved. He said the position

of women was the fault of Hindu culture (sa-skriti ko dos i ) , Tamara and

I were rather embarrassingly brought up as an example of how things can

work in another cu l ture - she had her PhD. I did not. I was impressed

by how much people seemed to be I istening more carefully to what was

said than at meetings of old, and by the applause which broke out when

people agreed with something a speaker said.
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As well as the ANM, a students' association (vidyarthlko akhil) and

a farmer's union (kisan san.gatan) were also formed, all under the

banner of the Communist Party as part of its swiftly organised local

campaign to rally support for the future elections. A Communist Party

'cultural meeting' was held in the school courtyard the day after the

ANM meeting. The organizers came from the Tarai town of Itahari and had

been at Basantapur the previous day. A stage was erected by putting

benches together and covering them with cloth to make a raised platform.

Before the meeting began everyone was given paper badges stapled onto

their clothes for either the Communist Party or the Nepal Women's Union.

was interested to see our father in the audience sporting his

communist badge. There were songs accompanied by gUi tar, and speeches

about how money raised by the sweat of everyone's brow had been put into

the royal family's Swiss bank accounts, and how we should get back from

the landlords what they had taken away.

felt that the communists' message was not achieving its full

effect because of a lack of understanding about the cu l ture of their

(predominantly Yakhe ) audience, The language used often contained a

large proportion of Sanskritic Nepali words with which those without an

education, for whom Nepali was a second language, were unfamiliar.

While there was reference to the need to respect all religions, as well

as languages and clothes, the Ye kha were not mentioned specifically.

Visiting speakers argued for the right to love marriages over arranged

marriages, yet the Yakha already had a tradition of love marriages,

Customs such as women being expected to massage the feet of their

mother-in-law and husband's elder sisters with oil at night, being given

different food to the rest of the family, or being expected to remain
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silent in group situations, were highlighted as odious. These problems

may have been part of Brahmin-Chetr i trad i t i on, but were not shared by

the Yakha. The political debates, by offering comparative models in

this way, may have helped to cement a stronger, more positive feeling of

Yakha identity. The initiation of news bulletins in Hindi and Newari on

the radio also aroused interest and ethnic sensibilitIes. People

jokingly asked how long it would be before news bulletins in Yakha

appeared.

The communists were the only party active in the village in the

first few months after the success of the pro-democracy movement.

However, after the euphor i e of the first few weeks, the tenor of the

debates gradually changed. More material of a "lest one forget" quality

<Burghart and Gaensz 1e, 1991: 5) appeared. Bhaskar and Sharada hung up a

communist calendar with gruesome pictures of the corpses of the 'martyrs

for democracy' in their quarters. At the new video hall in Basantapur

it was possible to see an equally brutal video of the disturbances in

Kathmandu and the lynching a few weeks later of policemen suspected of

being maNDale <undercover government agents), More hard-line communists

from other parts of the region flowed into Tamaphok to address meetings

and mobil i z e support. There was a fear that the king was trying to

wheedle his way back into power through the new constitution on which

the interim government was working. Certainly we noticed how on Radio

Nepal, despite the Gulf crisis, the king had reestablished his

positIon at the start of most news bulletins regardless of what he had

been doing. All these factors contributed to a hardening of the

communist position. This in turn promoted a backlash from those less

committed to the communist cause.
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Ths school was a central forum for meetings and debate, and some

students began to get fed up with the disruption to their timetables

caused by political rallies and we were told some became aggressive

towards teachers who missed classes because of their political

activities. Others in Tamaphok who had originally supported the changes

brought by the movement in terms of freedom of speech, became less

impressed with other aspects of the communist line. Our fami l y was

critical about the way communists in the community went round canvassing

people to become members of this or that organization, since they felt

people did not really know what they were signing for. However, the

main criticism levelled against communism by many Yakha, apart from the

question of why someone who had perhaps become impoverished playing .iuwa

or other gambling games should be supported by the hard work of others,

was the travel restrictions countries like China placed on their

citizens. "How would people go outside to work?" our sister wondered

one day. It seemed as if she saw communism as threatening a (to her)

fundamental part of Yakha identity.

Other parties, such as the Congress party, were slower to mobilize,

but as they did they offered some sort of alternative to the Communist

party, but without their clear policy aims. In addition, the ex-pradhan

pa~c received letters from people like Surya Bahadur Thape , an old

political hand who had formed a party which was seeking to reinstate the

pancayat system and was count ing on representat i ves of the old system

for their support. (He refused to have anything to do with this party

issues were discussed which

since, he said, Surya Bahadur Thapa's behaviour had been 'bad' during

the pancayat regime).

As political debate developed,
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challenged people's basic values and priorities. As they did so, some

social ties became strained and reformulated. Political allegiances

crossed and polarised kin relationships, sometimes even within single

households. For example, the ex- ward 5 adhyaksha (whose eldest son, a

model capitalist, had used money saved from his father's service in the

Indian army to start the sweet-making factory in Kathmandu mentioned in

Chapter Seven) was incensed by his younger son's activities as a leading

light in the Communist Party at the school.

A rift which particularly affected us formed between our two

research assistants, Kamala and Bhim Bahadur. Most of the teachers were

communist, and we noticed the dynamics of the school staff room changing

as Kamala sat on her own doing her crochet, not joining in with the

other teachers' political discussions. Bhaskar in particular appeared

to be a budding politico, and he, Sharada and Bhim Bahadur worked

closely together, entertaining visiting speakers and going off for

political meetings all over the area. As they did so, they became

increasingly hard-line in their attitudes, and Kamala started to make

excuses for not attending their meetings.

We noticed acute changes in Bhim Bahadur's personality. He lost his

open and cheerful demeanour, and became much more subdued. He sang us a

song one day which he had composed for a big political meeting at the

beginning of August, a poignant reflection on the hardships of life in

his village. The constant articulation of all the problems his

community faced seemed to be affecting his mental state. He started

becoming quite evasive about his movements. He would not tell us he was

going to political meetings, or would say he was going (for example) to

Sansare Mude to 'see a friend' when in fact he went to Tellok. In terms
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of the political struggle, despite our sympathy f or the cause, we felt

we were becoming classed with the enemy. He finally told us he could

not work for us any more because he had too much other work to do. He

said very little else to us for our last six weeks in Tamaphok.

One day we were conducting our survey at the Kami family's house

(our visi ts to which had caused such consternation wi th our fami l y the

previous year - see Chapter One) and were surprised by the arrival of

Sharada and her five year-old son with a sack of rice for dehusking.

The previous day she had told us she was going to "Lok Bahadur's" in the

morning, but as there were two Lok Bahadurs in Tamaphok, one Yakha and

one Kami, we had naively assumed she was going to the former. In fact,

her arrival at the untouchable house to pound her rice was a very

dramatic and marvellous anti-caste statement. The mother of the

household made milk for everyone and gave some to the son. He refused

it and she made a joke to Sharada about a Brahmin not taking milk from a

Kaml. When we went back to this fami l y a few months later some other

influential local people such as the village health worker and an ex

school teacher now working in Dhankuta came to sit inside their bhitrai

omphu, thus breaking the caste rules described in Chapter Five.

The reformulation of social relations was accompanied by a re

evaluation of the traditions on which some of those relations were

based. For example, the kipat system of land tenure wi th its majhiya

headmen, which Caplan (1970) has argued was an essential part of Limbu

identity, was said by Bhim Bahadur (while he was still speaking to us)

to be a feudal system establ ished by Rana Bahadur Shah in the 19th

century (the same Rana Bahadur Shah who, he claimed, had ordered the

decapitation of anyone speaking Kiranti),
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There was also evidence of new traditions in the making. Bhim

Bahadur one day announced that he, along with many educated Kira~ti, was

a follower of Shaiba-dharma ('Shiva's religion'). This he put in

opposition to conventional Hindu doctrine. While for Hindus, the cow is

sacred, for Shaiba-dharma followers, the snake was said to be sacred,

since Shiva wore snakes in garlands around his neck.e:;· The appea 1 of

Shiva (also often referred to as Mahadev) to the Kira~ti, according to

Bhim Bahadur, was because he was regarded as a Kira~ti himself,

originating at Mount Ka i l esh in the Himalaya (as opposed to the Aryan

gods Br ahme and Vishnu). The ex-pradhan pa~c was scept t c a l , however.

He considered Shaibs-dharma was something people followed in the Tarai,

but opined there were no such followers in Tamaphok,

Non-Yakha communists also had to reassess or reinterpret their Hindu

rituals. For example, at the end of July 1990, Bhaskar S8t in his

hostel qU8rters with Shar8da and their son eating sel-roti 8nd curry in

honour of the occasion of Nag-pan~cami (see Chapter Three). We had been

discussing the question of Sh8iba-dharma, 8nd asked him wh8t he

believed in. "! don't believe in anything, hola ('perhaps')" was the

reply. When 1 then went on to ask his son why we were all eating ~el-

that day, he del ighted his father by replying "bhok lagera

khanch8u~" ('we eat because we are hungry').

Thus some people were refining and redefining the bases for their

senses of identity as the political changes played themselves out in

T8maphok. There were also revised, and for the communists more

simplified, perceptions of the wider world. Statements such as "In

America some are rich but some are hungry. In Russia no-one is hungry"

were thrown at us by the school staff-room pol it Ic os , China, for long
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the ambiguously regarded superpower to be played off against India in

Nepal's relations with the international community, became the model of

a communist society which proponents felt would be most appropriate for

Nepal. When I brought up the quest ion of Pek ing' s Tianamen Square

massacre, which had happened the previous year and which had been

reported in the Radio Nepal news, Bhaskar told me that China had its

revolution later than Russia and was therefore at an earlier stage in

which massacres like this would happen. Whenever a country (such as

Iraq) featured on news broadcasts non-communists would often ask us what

sort of political system it had. There were also earnest questions

about the political systems of Britain and the USA. Bhaskar told people

authoriatatively that in Britain, huge fields were farmed using seeds

sprayed from hel icopters. Everyone seemed to be storing up often

fictive ammunition for their own arguments about how the world system

should be organised.

Another change in people's perception of their environment was the

growth of a sense of lawlessness. We were some of the first victims of

this, since when we returned from a trip to Kathmandu in July we

discovered our house had been broken into. The burglar (s ) had eaten

some packets of Baba Glucose biscuits <and had left the wrappers stUffed

inside various crevasses around the house). It was interest ing that

some very expenSive Swiss chocolate which we had brought in from

Kathmandu and which was in the same bag was left untouched. Half a

'wheel' of jaggery had also been stolen, along with several noodle soup

packets, a lighter and some Chinese medicine. Virtually all our whisky

had been consumed. More potentially disastrous but luckily simply

annoying was the fact that all our plast ic American I Ziplock' bags, in
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which we kept all our fieldnotes and other important documents, had been

cut open with a knife, presumably by someone looking for money, but

everything inside them was left as it was. This was a tremendous relief

- no 'remembered Village' for us!

News of our break-in travelled quickly around the communi ty and

everyone was very concerned. Our fami ly said they had warned us about

moving 'across the stream' but were sorry nonetheless. People came

around to thinking that it had to have been someone we knew locally,

probably some boys (in view of the kinds of things that were taken), and

a few weeks later the nephew of our landlord was seen wi th the yellow

lighter, although this was no proof that he had actually taken it. We

did not want to pursue the culprits, and fortunately (for us at least)

attention was diverted from our case by a far more substantial robbery

which took place elsewhere.

On the night of August 9/10th a partially sighted old man liVing on

his own had his life savings of 16,800 NRs (nearly £340) and a tala

(about Y.!oz.) of gold stolen. At a time when there were many rifts

developing in the community, the crime appeared to bring people closer

together for a few days. We sat in the tea shop on August 11 th and

watched posses of men setting off in all directions. Suspicion was

qu i ck l y directed to the old man's granddaughter, who was said to have

stolen 750 NRs (about £15) from him once before, and a friend of hers

who had run away from her parents in another pancayat and had been

living wi th her mama in Temaphok , Neither had been seen since the

break-in was discovered. People took these crimes very seriously. The

tea-shop owners embarked on major renovations, replacing the old bamboo

mats, bits of cardboard and wooden poles which had constituted the walls
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of their shop with stout wooden planks.

Another theft occurred which made the rift between Kamala and Bhim

Bahadur acute. Bhim Bahadur's younger brother allegedly tried on a

watch belonging to a female student while she was working in the fields

and did not return it. When challenged about it later he said the watch

was lost. The student went to Shim Bahadur, who, rather than

castigating his brother, apparently turned on the girl and questioned

her morals. The girl became distraught and, as she had previously been

l i vIng in the 'girl's hostel' at Kamala's house she asked Kamala to

intervene. Kamala was most upset by Bhim Bahadur's behaviour. As a

teacher she felt he had no right to act in such a way. She had always

regarded him as a brother (they shared a common ancestor four

generations back), but he had betrayed her trust in him. While the

watch episode was undoubtedly serious, we felt that there were other

tensions which exacerbated the situation.

That Dasai~, many people in the village were sporting 'democracy' T

shirts like those we had first seen in Kathmandu the previous April.

They symbolised for us the way in which political events at national

level impinged on the lives of the inhabitants In Temaphok . In the

subsequent turbulent times, some social relations became strained, new

ones formed. Yakha identity became more complex as new allegiances were

established and people related the new doctrInes to their own lives and

cultural values. New dimensions of knowledge about the world outside

also had to be added to the cultural repertoire.

Many of the political debates which followed the pro-democracy

movement tended to emphasise ethnic rights and empowerment. Both Kamala

and Shim Bahadur independently asked to borrow our copy of van Driem
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(1987) because of the Limbu orthographies it contained. They were

interested in the possibility of writing Yakhe , and in using something

other than the Devenagar I script to do so, as well as teaching such a

script in the school. None of the Tamaphok Yakha to whom we spoke

appeared interested in becoming involved in a political movement based

on ethnic affiliation, however, although this was an option which was

being pursued by certain elements in Limbu society.7. Perhaps this was

because, real l s t t c a l l y , if the Yakha followed the Limbu too closely,

they could have risked losing their ethnic identity in the process. As

we saw in Chapter Three, the Yakha steered diverse but chary courses in

their negotiation of ethnic and caste loyalties. Here perhaps we have

seen their caution exercised in the transfer of ethnic concerns to the

political arena.

8.4 Development

The trappings of development (vikas) came not just wi th the school

but with a host of other material and social innovations originating

outside the pancayat which influenced the Tamaphok communi t y, Some

developments aimed for a tangible effect on the environment <e.g.

through forest management or water prov Ls t on r : others aimed to change

people's perceptions of the environment (through health education, for

example). All, in subt l e ways, affected people's sense of identi ty and

the worth of their community.

There were three different development projects which we observed in

operation during our time in Tamaphok: the ODA's Koshi Hills Development

Programme, the Heal th Educat ion and Women's Li teracy Project run by the

Britain-Nepal Medical Trust, and a water project run by Water-Aid. This
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section looks briefly at how these three projects were regarded by the

Yakha of Tamaphok, and what their long-term implications were for

people's perceptions of the environment and of their identity within it.

The people of Tamaphok only seemed to have the haziest notions of

the aDA project and what its staff were responsible for in Dhank ut e ,

The project had been operating for over ten years, and, as we have seen,

had made a major contribution to life in Tamaphok through the completion

of the road to Basantapur. 8 , There had also been a suspension

footbridge bui 1t wi th aDA funds across the Maya Khola between Temapbok

and Madi Mulkharka. Other developments in neighbouring panceyats had

indirectly affected Tamaphok. There was a new veterinary centre and

health centre in Mamling, for example. People sometimes brought cattle

to the veterinary centre (e.g. for artificial insemination), but the

health centre was not high in people's hierarchies of resort. There was

a well respected Village Health Worker resident in Tamaphok itself, and

if people were really seriously ill such that the dhemi could do nothing

more, they might consider going up to Basen t epur and on to hospi tal in

Dhankuta or the Tarai.

It was the Community Forestry component of the 'K3'

which we became most familiar during our time in Nepal.

project with

The staff in

Dhankuta, as we saw in Chapter One, were mostly involved in working in

more densely populated parts of the region, and wi th Forest Department

staff. Since the nationalization of forest land in 1957, the role of

the forest department staff had been one of keeping local people out of

the forests. Underpaid, there remained much scope for their corruption

as local people tried to maintain access to the forest resources on

which they depended. Although the 1961 Forestry Act gave provision for
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land to be made available for small private forest plots and introduced

the idea of transfering government land for use by the pancayat, the

means of implementing this proposal were not clarified, and the general

approach at the grass-roots level remained still overwhelmingly one of

keeping people out of forests. This policy was strengthened by the

Forest Preservat ion Act of 1967, which def ined forest offences more

accurately and announced penalties.

This was a poor preparation for the drastic change of role for

Forest Department staff that was envisioned in the 1978 Panchayat

Forest, Panchayat Protected Forest and Leasehold Forest Legislation

(sometimes known simply as 'Forest Rules 1978'). This progressive

legislation, amongst the first of its kind in the world, gave formal

rights to villagers to manage forest reserves themselves. The 1982

Decentralisation Act further empowered pancayats to form committees for

the management and use of any specified forest area. In this change in

government pol icy from' forest-centred' to 'people-centred' approaches,

community forestry was born, and the concept of 'user groups' became a

focus of attention.

However, it was one thing to introduce innovative legislation in

Ka t hmendu, and another to put it into practice in rural areas. Staff at

district forestry offices had to become community co-ordinators and law

facilitators rather than community coercers and law enforcers. There

was a real need for new directions to be taken in people-centred

forestry with more emphasis being placed on changing attitudes amongst

forestry department staff (Westoby 1987). This then was the major role

being played by the Community Forestry Project staff involved in

extension work at 'K3'. Their strategy appeared to be primarily to look
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for individuals within the prevailing social and political system with

whom they could work; a pradhan P8~C willing to allocate the necessary

powers needed for forest management to a c omm l t tee, for example, or a

District Forestry Officer <DFO) or ranger sympathetic to local needs.

As mentioned in Chapter One, because of its remoteness and

relative abundance of forests, Sankhuwasabha did not feature much in the

KHCFP' s work. However the Sankhuwasabha DFO was also sa I d to be a most

difficult man: he had told the 'K3' team that he wanted to organize his

own community forestry programmes without their help. met him one day

in 1989 at the Chainpur range office before he set off down the hill, on

horseback, to meet the Zonal Commissioner who was flying into

Tumlingtar. He told me there was nothing organized in Tamephok , but

that there were plans to set up a User Committee in the follwing year's

budge t , 'E', Nothing seemed to materialise, and we saw in the previous

section how strained relations became between people in Tamaphok and the

Forest Department. Insofar as the KHCFP operated through the pre

existing government department and insofar as staff from that department

were operating in Tamaphok, then the KHCFP was operating there.

However, this link appeared nebulous indeed.

Other aspects to the ODA's work may arguably have been haVing more

of an impact in Temaphok . There was an Agricultural Training School at

Uttarpani near Hile, as well as the Pakhribas Agricultural Centre which

conducted research and ext ens i on services. The Uttarpani school had a

policy of recruiting on the basis of personality as well as academic

ability, and one male Yakha student from Tamaphok went there. On the

other hand, while people knew of the existence of Pe khr l bas (which had

prev t ous l y been a British Gurkha Rehabilitation Centre) there was not
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much interaction between the centre and the people of Tamaphok.

Once while we were away from Tamaphok, a VSO volunteer working with

the livestock section of 'K3' and based in Khandbari visited to

investigate potential new initiatives. He told us afterwards he had

found the people very responsive, and was keen to establish something

bringing the different sections of the 'K3' project together. However,

constraints of time and geography conspired for this never to happen

while we were in the village.

The Britain Nepal Medical Trust (BNMT) project was far more

impressive in terms of the impact it was perceived to have at local

level. BNMT was a small British charity with its headquarters in

Biratnagar that aimed at introducing effective and appropriate health

programmes to the eastern hi l l s , There was a team of <generally

expatriate) doctors running c l inics for the treatment of leprosy and

tuberculosis. BNMT had also initiated a drug supply scheme, aimed at

imprOVing the chronic drug supply problems of the hills. There was also

a dhami-ih8~kri project which was designed to work wi th local healers

(rather than against them) by organizing workshops on particular

diseases and establishing a priority referral system for healers to pass

on patients they felt needed other forms of medical treatment.

The Women's Literacy and Health Education Project operating in

Tamaphok aimed to impart basic literacy skills and through them health

education to women across the pancayat. The project ran for a year,

after which the staff involved moved on to a different pancayat. A pair

of women organizers were based in the ~ncayat, responsible for the work

in four and five wards between them. A woman was selected from each

ward of the pancayat to recruit and work with interested women in her
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particular ward. Books and other materials designed for use at village

level were employed. There was an energetic young Bantawa Rai

supervisor <male) who oversaw the programme and was widely regarded as a

potentially excellent 'match' for Kamala. The BNMT staff worked in

close collaboration with the Village Health Worker who ended up moving,

wi th his wife and daughter, into the lodgings of the BNMT staff woman

responsible for the wards in our area once the project had ended. BNMT

had previously been involved in a training and supervision programme for

Vi llage Heal th Workers in Sankhuwasabha (Just ice 1986: 108-9).

was particularly impressed by the close relationships the BNMT

staff had built up with the local community in the short time they had

been there, particularly the two female organizers who, it seemed to me,

were something of an anomaly as educated, single women without relatives

in the community and who stood out with their Punjabi-style clothing and

short hairstyles. They always had to be friendly and extrovert, always

on show. They carried this off with great aplomb.

The warmth and enthusiasm the project had generated was obvious at

the end-of-project event organized outside the pancayat office in

October 1989 when certificates were distributed to all participants and

helpers involved in the programme. The event began with everyone

standing to sing the national anthem, after which everyone went to put

flowers, garlands and powder on framed photos of the King and Queen

which were set on chairs in front of the speakers' table. The pradhan

began the gar land i ng. f 0 11 owed by the BNMT s t aff, ward adhyak shas,

the teachers and then the general public. It seemed as if the pictures

would disappear under the weight of flowers and powder put on them <and

this again only six months before the dramatic events which took place
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The woman who had been selected as a trainer in ward 6

was a Kami, an impressive symbol of the social goals of the project.

She was asked to speak on beha I f of a 11 the tra iners fo 11ow i ng the

supervisor and one of the organizers.

The distribution of certificates, presented by the pradhan paNc, was

a very jolly affair. When the name of a woman was called, that woman

stepped up to the table in a storm of clapping to receive her

certificate from the pradhan paNc. The woman namaskar-ed him and

sometimes did the same to the assembled participants. Some (not Yakha)

did a little dance as they returned to their seats. Over 240

certificates were given out in all, an indication of the high level of

participation there had been across the whole pancayat. The affair

ended with the pradhan paNc giving a short speech, while people behind

him talked (as usual). After this most of the women began to disperse,

those with the furthest distance to go leaving first.

thought that was it, but afterwards a bench and table was set up

with powder and garlands at the ready. The Kami woman, who was

obviously quite moved by the whole event, called everyone over for a

special ceremony of thanks and farewell to the project organizers. All

the women around assembled and covered them wi th powder, garlands and

flowers. It was obvious that the women and their supervisor had

developed close relations with members of the community. Afterwards,

was invi ted wi th the BNMT workers into a room beside the general store

where the headmaster's mother-in-law cooked her meals. The Kami woman

sat outside. One of the organizers tried coaxing her to come in, but

she would not: this was a Brahmin's kitchen and the renter would have

been furious. There was therefore a limit to how much old values could
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be overturned: the visiting BNMT worker was trying to make a point but

the Kami woman had to live long-term in the community and did not want

to cause offence. The BNMT worker had to be satisfied with ensuring the

woman outside was given biscuits and tea along with everyone else.

The BNMT programme and the 'K3' project had different goals, but

seeing them both in operation at the village level one had to agree with

Justice's comment that "although small voluntary and mission programs

have their disadvantages, my field observation indicated that the

personnel in these groups, because they work at the grass roots, were

frequently more sensitive to the social and cultural aspects of

delivering health services" <1986: 109).

Water Aid was also a small voluntary organisation with a specific

mandate, to improve water supplies in rural Nepal. The organisation

took on a project to do just this in the three pancayats of Temaphok ,

Mamling and Ankhibhui. In Tamaphok the main work consisted of replacing

a water pipe which brought water down one of the hill ridges. Many

people obtained their water from naturally flowing spouts (dharas), but

there was a concentration of population along the path of the pipe,

which, since it had been put in close to the surface was always breaking

or being broken for irrigation purposes and was extremely unreliable.

Water Aid replaced the pipe, put in new water taps and followed this up

with an educational programme about sanitation and health organized by

the Red Cross. This was run in Tamaphok by a Yakha woman who had failed

her SLC exams but was obviously quite bright with a warm personality.

Part of her training for the job took place in Gor khe , to the west of

Kathmandu.

The Water Aid project was successful in its remit, although people
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in Tamaphok did not seem to have heard of the organisation, believing

the new pipe had been installed by the Red Cross. There was something

of a 'welfare mentality' which developed amongst some people about the

provision of the taps. Only one person complained about their water

supply during our survey, a man who said he thought it was too far from

his house. Our research assistant Shim Bahadur told him to ask the Red

Cross to do something about it.

It was impossible, without conducting a formal study. to evaluate

properly the success of these projects, but it seemed that the two more

'grass roots' ones had more obvious effects on the community. Perhaps

with the change in DFO and the completion of the work of the cadastral

survey <napi), there would be scope for the KHCFP to work through the

Forest Department staff and with the people to change the environment of

the Yakha for the better. While forest cover did not seem to be a major

concern of the Yakha when we conducted our fieldwork, it was likely that

pressure on the forest reserves in the pancayat was going to increase in

the future.

As mentioned in the previous chapter, a road was planned which would

link Basantapur to a hydro-electric project for the upper Arun valley,

After a period of uncertainty (during which time the pradhan pa~c stated

categorically the new road would be coming nowhere near Tamaphok) during

our fieldwork it was decided that the road would skirt the edge of

Tamaphok pancayat, passing through Sansare Mude en route for Maml Ing ,

Chainpur. Tumlingtar, and Khandbari on its way northwards to the

project. This was going to reduce the length of time it would take to

walk to the road from Tamaphok from four hours to one hour, <81 though

since the bus fares would also presumably be higher from Sansare Mude !
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wondered whether everyone was likely to avail themselves of this

facility), The construction of the new road was also likely to put

extra pressure on the forest resources of the pancayat, since the sudden

influx of labourers brought in by contractors from outside would all

need fuel for cooking.

8.5 Conclusion

Early on in our fieldwork, some teachers at the school who had been

puzzled by a question in an English exam asked us to explain the

difference between the English words' improvement' and 'development'.

We were hard pressed to explain that 'development' did not necessarily

imply , i mprovemen t ' , and were uncertain whether , improvement'

necessarily involved 'development', It seemed that, in Nepali, the

mean i ng of t he two words in Eng 1 ish, one concept ua 1. one j udgmen ta I,

were condensed into the word 'vikas'. It was becoming a potent concept

in the everyday life and value judgements of the inhabitants of Tamaphok

in much the same way the word 'environment' (as I argued in Chapter Two)

has become a powerful concept in western discourse. The changes

associated with vikas, which could be perceived as coming initially from

the outside world, became part of the Tamaphok scene, and broadened

Yakha percept ions of thei r ident i ty and thei r env ironment as they did

so. To use a piece of 'post-modern' terminology, there was a

localization of the global, just as conversely, in the previous chapter,

we saw a globalization of the local.

It may

development

have seemed that, while have argued for change

to be seen as an intrinsic part of Yakha culture

and

and

environment, the changes discussed here have all been one-sided. There
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were certainly few constraints on elements from the outside world

entering Tamaphok apart, perhaps, from the Yakhe reputation for

aggression and the obvious limitations of terrain. However, the Yakhe

were not mere puppets pulled and shoved by forces of the wider political

economy. Their responses to these influences were incorporative, but

incorporated into an existing cultural matrix rather than swamping it.

In this we can see parallels with the processes of Sanskritization

described in Chapter Three.

had incorporated parts of

conf igurat ions) I so too

Just as the Yakha had become 'H indu' (but

the Hindu religion into existing cultural

were they involved in the process called

• deve 1opmen t • . Aspects of this were somet imes accepted, such as the

value of education (although in the case of girls, as we saw, this was

still the subject of campaigning). Other aspects were sometimes

rejected, such as the threat to patterns of Yakha international

migration which were perceived as emanating from communist party

doctrine. There were also mixed feelings about the increased sense of

'ethnic identity' which some of the political changes were engendering.

Many did not want to become, or could not see the point of becoming,

more 'Yakha'. They wanted to build on the concept of being 'Nepali',

or, in some cases, 'Kiranti'. Finally, some of the changes brought by

development projects were taken on board, others just did not seem to

work.

As the changes occurred, so the identi ty and sense of place of the

Yakha (itself the product of past incorporations) was being

renegotiated. The Shaiba-dharma expounded by our research assistant may

have been idiosyncratic at the time, but he was an influential person

(the highest educated Yakha teacher in the school) and it could be seen
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that, with his influence, a nascent cult such as that was one which, in

the changing political and cultural traditions of the time, could become

established amongst the Kiranti in general. It fitted in with both

Kiranti political and cultural aspirations, while for the Yakha it

maintained a tradition of observing but subverting those ts of the

religion of the Hindu state which best fit into pre-existing cultural

forms.

Thus, development took place through a socio-cultural matrix. This

matrix also helped define 'people' and their 'environment'. We have

looked now at both, and how it was impossible to understand perceptions

of one without also understanding perceptions of the other. The

observation and recording of other people's perceptions is

conventionally taken as the forte of the social anthropologist. In the

process of attempting to understand how the Yakha of Tamaphok viewed

themselves and their world, it was easy to forget wider issues such as

the theoretical problems within anthropology to which our understanding

could contribute, or how our understanding could be used in an applied

context. It is to these questions that the last chapter will return.

Notes: Chapter Eight

1. Cf , Smi th's comments in a review of the pancayat system: "there are
few, if any, villages among the 3,000 [in Nepal] that have not benefited
by receiving help in agriculture and education or funds and technical
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assistance for small-scale development projects such as roads, trails,
drinking water, schools and bridges. No other political system in Nepal
has made such an effort at village level" <1981:77). As we shall see
later in this chapter, the pace at which such infrastructure developed
was subsequently regarded as unsatisfactory, while the arrival of
schools in its own way contributed to the demise of the system which
Smith claims was operating so effectively at Village level.

2. Cf. the pradhan pa~c in Kat t l ke , the village studied by Boulllier,
whose attitudes and activities with regard to education were similar
<1979: 24).

3. According to government figures shown to me by the headmaster, in
2044 V.S. in Sankhuwasabha district of 555 students taking the SLC exam
(4-04- males and 151 females) 25'4~h had passed, 28·5% of the males and
17·2% of the females. Sankhuwasabha seemed close to the eastern region
average (27'4% overall pass rate, 29·8% of the males and 19% of
females), In Tehrathum, the pass rate was only 16·8% overall, in Ilam
19,7%, Dhankuta 30'41, but in Bhojpur it was 42·3%. Even these
disappointing figures have to be taken with some degree of
circumspection, however, since they do not reflect the numbers of
students who wanted to take the SLC exams but were prevented by poor
performance in the qualifying tests. Each year, between Dasai~ and
Tihar, the district education office administered what was known as the
SLC 'sent up' exams. These tests, which cast a pall over the Dasai~

festivities for the students involved, selected which of Class 10
students could take the SLC matriculation exams proper the following
year. The tests were qUite strictly administered. Every student had to
attend school on the Thursday after Tika lagaune to obtain their pravesh
patra (admittance card), The exams (starting with English) were
invigilated by the teachers under the eye of a super-v tsor from the
district headquarters in Khandbari. The 'sent up' exam was more
difficult to get through than the SLC itself. In 2047 of the 64 who
took the qualifying exam only 24 passed. The previous year, 62 had
taken it and 25 had passed, of whom 13 had gone on to pass their SLC.

4. The answer to the second question, which makes sense in the
Devanagari alphabet, was the girl's name 'RI-ma-ku-ma-rl t

•

5, As Burghart and Gaenszle remark, while the pro-democracy movement
gathered momentum. uincr'easing numbers of citizens led a double life:
outwardly observing the laws and constraints of pancayat democracy,
inwardly oppOSing the constitution or treating the Panchas with
cyn i c l sm" <1991:6).

6. He conveniently ignored the fact that Nandi the bull is also a
constant companion of Shiva.

7. Cf. "A leaflet circulated in the name of the Limbuwan Liberation
Front demanded that there should be a separate state of Limbuwan (in the
far-eastern hill region), with full autonomy, except on matters
concerning currency, foreign affairs and defense. It also demanded a
federal system in Nepal (Samaj, May 18). The leaf let was signed by Bir
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Newang, President of the Front. (Hindu, May 24)11
1990:220).

(Nepal Press Digest

8, A brief account of the project is presented in Sill and Kirkby
<1991: 114-118),

9. The DPO was subsequently relocated (along with the Chief District
Officer) after a scandal involving them in the profitable redefinition
of forest boundaries around the district headquarters in Khandbari.
Hence his plan did not come to pass.
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Concluding Remarks

This study of the Yakha of Tamaphok, like the spirit Sagun1 in the

relevant myth, has traversed many environments, It began by looking at

the history of my research, in Oxford, London and elsewhere, which

explained much about the nature of the fieldwork subsquently undertaken

in Nepal, and the structure of the thesis produced as a result of it.

then looked critically at a range of anthropological orientations to the

study of the environment,

what two key concepts

in which

inhuman

argued for the need to quest ion

ecology, namely 'people' and

'environment', meant locally. Both, on closer inspection, became

problematic. 1 found that there was both diversity within the group

labelled 'Yakhe' and homogeneity between it and other groups. There was

also ambiguity as to where +'he outer boundaries of the group should be

drawn (if indeed they could be). This was subsequently demonstrated

across a range of identity markers, such as language, religion and food.

"Yakha ' was only one of a range of identity labels an individual could

use. Different labels were used in different environmental contexts,

'Environment' was likewise not the neatly bounded, reified entity it

is often taken to be. Yakha moved physically (and in their

imaginations) through mul t i p l e environments. These included the other

caste and ethnic groups living within and around Tamaphok (in comparison

with and contrast to which Yakha identity was negotiated), the spirit

world, the household environment, and the world beyond 'I'amaphok, as well

as the fields and forests we might conventionally think of as

'environment' .

The questions 'who are the people?1 and Iwhat is the environment?',
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argued, are particularly pertinent in the Nepalese context since

scientific understanding of the human ecology of the region has entered

a phase which could be called 'post-environmentalist'. The 'modern'

of environmentalist thinking in Nepal tended to see people in

terms of old-fashioned, inappropriate habits and behaviours to be thrown

out of the window in the path of progress. The 'post-environmentalist'

phase, by contrast, sees people in terms of the actions and strategies

they adopt in their dealings with an uncertain world, Reinstating

people in this way gives human ecology more common ground with social

anthropology, which has, of course, always had plenty to say about

'people',

In asking 'who are the people?', this study of the Yakha, with its

emphasis on the inherent 'fuzziness' of culture and the negotiation and

manipulation of identities, raises themes which are current in the

an thropo l og Ic e I 1 i t er-e t ur e . The quest ion 'what is the environment?'

seems less familiar in anthropological studies, Even the most recent

works looking at 'environment' through anthropological lenses (including

many of the papers presented at the ASA annual conference in Durham in

April 1992> seem to take the meaning of 'environment' as given. This

thesis, therefore, challenges the ease wi th which 'environment' as a

category is conventionally used,

! have also argued that the connection between the two concepts,

'people' and 'environment', is problematic, Rather than seeing the

environment as something to which people 'adapt', or with which they are

simply in some kind of 'relationship'. I have argued that the more

useful anthropological approach is to look at the social construction of

the environment (and of the Ye.kha themselves) by observers and the
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In such an analysis, the boundaries dividing 'people' and

'environment' dissolve: the Yakha become part of the environment, and

the environment becomes part of them." In fact, use of the term

'boundary' seems somewhat misleading in this context.

So has the 'post-environmenta 1 i s t ' approach succeeded? In

questioning what was meant by 'people' and 'environment' in the Yakha

context, , environment' in particular has largely dissolved as a

conceptual category, even though it remains a useful peg board on which

to hang the ethnographic information here presented. Perhaps, as Ellen

warns us, the fate of human ecology in the hands of non-materialist

social anthropologists is always to be reduced to the study of human

society (1982:277),

All this seems a far cry from the 'applied' focus with which this

research began. There is in development work usually no time, money or

inclination to question the categories in everyday use, or to

investigate the cultures and beliefs from which they derive.

'Population' and 'environment' are used repeatedly without definition.

but with the unspoken assumption that they are linked, like development,

to material resources, Conlin and Falk, for example, writing about East

Nepal, argue that lito a certain extent an understanding of religious and

ethnic attitudes is useful in framing development policy ... I bu t l

al though caste and ethnici t y ere important to local people, economic

factors provide a greater understanding of the situation as a whole"

( 1979: xx i ) .

However, it is precisely what is 'importent to local people' that

social anthropologists try to understand. This information is not

necessarily I rrelevant to deve lopment work. In my descr i pt Ion of the
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Yakha, I have produced a text wh i ch may serve more than one funct ion.

It is hopefully a useful contribution to the ethnographic record,

especially since it deals with an ethnic group never before studied

anthropologically, In addition, it attempts to incorporate some

theoretical issues current in social anthropology within its

description. It also, perhaps quite inadvertently, addresses questions

which a development worker might find useful.

Smokeless stoves which do not warm winter homes, slippery paths on

which people (not just the anthropologist> regularly fall and break

limbs, an impending road development with all its incumbent risks and

benefits: these are all examples of concerns relevant to the study of

culture, environment and development presented in this thesis which

would, in an ideal world, lead to constructive change. Other 'social'

and 'cui t ura l ' components discussed which have direct l mp l ications for

development efforts include people's perceptions of agricultural inputs

such as fertilizer, their beliefs about health and disease, and the

presence and absence of different types of formal and informal

organisations at village level.

Above all, there is the call to consider the environment as a

cu l t ur a l construct, intimately enmeshed with not only loca 1 but our own

'religious and ethnic attitudes'. This may require more of a leap of

the imagination on the part of the development worker, but if an

ul t imate aim of development is to promote acceptable, sustainable and

beneficial t n t t t a t i ves at the local level, then the mental effort is

perhaps worth making.

There are two types of interface (amongst others) between 'academic

anthropology' and 'development' which can be distinguished here. One
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involves anthropologists with a background in ethnographic research and

a knowledge of the ethnographic literature going off to do short- or

long-term studies for development institutions. Another sees

development practitioners, with or without a background in anthropology,

coming to see anthropological studies as relevant to their work and who

consult the literature of an area in which they are working. My initial

proposal was to do an applied/collaborative study in East Nepal. To a

large extent, this proved impossible at that stage. I also became less

interested in maintaining an applied focus to the exclusion of

legitimate interests specific <perhaps) to social anthropology, what

Allen calls "the cultural richness and creativity of the Nepalese

peoples" <1978:253). Thus, this thesis has sketched out some of the

minutiae of everyday life in Tamaphok, the unfolding of events and the

complexity of people's dealings with the world around them.

This work is continuing. While I have written this thesis in the

past tense, things have happened since the completion of my fieldwork.

General and local elections have been held. Village friends in a letter

dated August 7th 1991 informed us that in the general elections, the

communist party took 73% of the vote in Tamaphok and the Congress 24%

<proport ions which appear to have been simi lar in much of East Nepa 1).

They a 1so added tha t po I I t i ca 1 ec t i v ityin Tamaphok had subsequen t 1Y

died down considerably. We subsequently learned that Sharada <the

Brahmin schoolteacher who was so involved in the social and political

changes at village level) had a much desired second baby. It died, and

she went to live with her parents-in-law in the Tarai while Bhaskar went

to continue his studies in Kathmandu. Kamala, to escape the political

maelstrom at the school in the run-up to the elections, went to
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Kathmandu where she enrolled in Engl ish language and sewing courses,

She has subsequently returned to her parents. It is the minutiae of

life such as this, generally based on the detailed knowledge of a

limited set of characters, which is grist to the anthropologist's mill.

We have also had Tamaphok come to us. As descr i bed in Chapter

Seven. a Yakha from the British Gurkha regiment stationed in Church

Crookham came with a friend to visit us in Oxford (Plate 34), We shared

our version of dal-bhat, and we gazed together at the slides of a

wedding ceremony in Tamaphok which Tanka, Tamara and I had all attended,

projected larger than life on the white wall of a neighbour's living

room, We have returned to Tamaphok pancayat through our notes, letters,

pictures and imaginations on many occasions <Plate 35). In such ways,

the social environment of the Yakha of Tamaphok stretches still further

to encompass my own home.

Note: Concluding Remarks

1. Cf. Croll and Parkin: "Humans create and exercise understanding and
agency on their world around them, yet operate within a web of
percept ions, bel iefs and myths which portray persons and their
environments as constituted in each other, with neither permanently
privileged over the other" <1992:3). Their book, with its subtitle
identical to that of my thesis, was unfortunately published too late for
me to include a discussion of it in this thesis.



Plllte 34 : Uttar Bahadur Meger end Tanka Rei <Yekhs) vlsl\ Oxford



a

8'Wd

aa
8chia
ach::Jtamum
ach::ltapum
acim
ahil)kuba
ahil)kuma
ai
aicha

aisaba

aisama

akektumum

akektupum

akol)ba
akma'
sku
ekucbe
akhokniba

akhoknima

ama
ambibu
amma
Bmum
ana

anamba
BnamB
ananama
anapniba
anapnimB
ani
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Appendix I

Selected Yakha - English Word List

(For allophones and phonetic description of phonemes,
see van Driem 1987:2-15)

crow
yes
ego's son/daughter
ego's great grandmother
ego's great grandfather
ego's father's younger brother's wife
ego's husband
ego's wife
yes, i sn 't it?
ego's brother's children/ husband's brother's
children/ wife's sister's children
ego's sister's son/ husband's sister's son/
wife's brother's son (7)
ego's sister's daughter/ husband's sister's
daughter/ wife's brother's daugher
ego's great great grandmother. Also kektu
amum.
ego's great great grandfather. Also kektu
8pum.
ego's mother's brother
to kick, to weave
ego's father's sister's husband
yeti again
ego's father's sister's son/ mother's
brother's son
ego's father's sister's daughter/ mother's
brother's daughter
ego's mother, and familiarly 'mother-in-law'
mango
to shake off (e.g. water)
ego's grandmother <and grandparent's sister)
ego's elder sister/ father's elder brother's
daughter/ father's younger brother's
daughter/ wife's elder brother's wife
ego's father-in-law
ego's mother-in-law
ego's spouse's elder sister
ego's mother's sister's son
ego's mother's sister's daughter
ego's father's sister/ mother's brother's
wife



snuncbe

ar.Jap
ar.Jgalu'mar.J
Br.Jma

ar.Joter.JmB

apB
Bpum
aphafJ

aphl tim
ephu

spbunsmb«
apma
aslen
asokmB
atokumBk
aYBfJmen
ayem

ayep

ayufJnl ma

b

bagauta
bahun
balchl
-bang
bart
batase
-be
be-ju
bel:::! t1
besare
borBk
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younger siblings! father's brother's younger
children! spouse's younger sister's husband!
wife's younger brother's wife, (Cf. Limbu
nues", -nsa ')
ego's wife's brothers
locust
to cut (e,g, grass, bamboo), to sit quietly
when hurt
ego's husband's younger brother! siblings'
spouses' male siblings. Previously elder
sister's husband (woman speaking),
ego's wife's younger sister! siblings'
spouses' female siblings. Previously elder
brother's wife.
ego's father
ego's grandfather (and grandparent's brother)
ego's father's younger brother! mother's
younger sister's husband
fireplace!oven
ego's elder brotherl father's elder brother's
son! father's younger brother's sonl spouse's
elder sister's husband
ego's husband's elder brother
to bring!to come, to give birth
yesterday
to distil
alone
ego's grandson I granddaughter
ego's father's elder brother's wife! mother's
elder sister
ego's father's elder brother! mother's elder
sister's husband
ego's husband's brother's wife

Chir pine (Pinus roxburghli)
Elephant creeper!Mackay bean (Entada
phaseoloides)

loan
Brahmin
fish hook
from
very
square flat 'dustpan' of woven bamboo
to
onlon (Allium cepa)
guava (Psl.dium guajava)
yellow
cow pea (Vigna catjang)



bh

bha'mabu
bh€'nik
bhusu'na

c

ca
cama
camclm

cami uT}ba
camokkwa'
camokla
camma
casak
cancan
ceubend i
ca'
cB'bak
cB'bak lakhma
ce-Lepe
ca'ma
CB'ma'
cB'me/mB
cek c i
ce-Lemsn«
ce'kmB
ce'mmB
ce rmbe- /

ce'pmB
c€kma
C€mCamB
C€f]mB
c€'mma
c€'ndl
cl'a
c i ' mB
c i ' macimB
cia
c1CB
c iceme
c i c inkute
cima
c ine
c1ni
c1'mma
cokpu

coma
comna'
conci
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(Lindera pulcherrima)
morning
mosquito

also
to lead/to guide
leaves cut up from small bush/branch and put
into water at funerals
food
(Engelhardtia spirata)
banana
to go up (e.g, to heaven), to fill
uncooked rice
tall (for things, not people)
velvet long-sleeved blouse worn by women
food for pigs
rice paddy
paddy dance
doughnut
to eat
cooked rice
to feed
iron
white patches in hair
to close
be awake/awake, to cut
soya bean
to wrI te
to talk/to speak
to scare
to bu i ld
to mock/to tease
nail/claw
language
to pinch, to measure
to urinate
chi l d
fly
wheat, barley
wren
to teach
cold (ciso)
sugar
to learn
finely woven large basket for carrying and
washing mi llet
to push
beak (of bird)
a fight



co-Rms
co'mma
c:Jkc:Jk i
c:Jkma
cube
cull tala
cumma
cur]
cunme
cupma
curuk
cyaf]

ch
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to do
to sharpen
stars
to point
beer
at tic. Also
to gather up
cold (iaro)/
to wrestle/to
to close
cigarette
spiri t/god

i ukuruk tal

winter
fight

ctier tu-ne
chebok
chachibok
chapma
cha'k
chalumba
cha-na
cnectiet l en
chem
chef]a
che -ba
che-m-na

chi
chigik

chikpu
cb i nden
ch i r m«
ch i r mm«
chof]
ch:Jn
chubu
chubuk
cbuwe
chu-ha
chumbu
chuptaf]

d

dal]gak
daf]gale
din
dok u
doprak
d:Jf]gren

strong
pumpkin
fat
to taste
difficult
second born
roof
broom
song/verse in song
residue from cuha
woman's natal home
clear <like water), Also euphemism for raksi
- chemho. che'mdi sif]ha - we are pure.
dirty
bow made from bamboo for shooting animals and
birds with pellets
clay pot with wide mouth
pillar/column <also toklaf])
to cool
to ask
sub-caste/clan
thorn/splinter
sal tree (Shorea robusta)
wh i te ash
sugar cane
tasty
mortar
right <side)

stick
walking stick
day
carrying basket with holes (doko)
leaf plate
big man



dukka mana jogBn
dunB
dune
du'ru

J)

[)alo

e

eso
emmll

e'
e'ma

ekmll
Encho'
encho ' n i f}ll

gEmpa
gobar
-goda

g::Jmcd
gumtal i
gyu

gha'

h

ha'lo'
haikbwa
-ha'nlf}
beku
he-krio- ,
hell a
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. don I t worry
small leaf plate
easy
mi 1k

small basket

one
to uproot

cane strips
to defecate

to break I to snap
the other day/before
the day before yesterday

big earthenware pot for millet beer
cow dung
classifier for things (in questions only,
such as ikhif} godo how many of them)(?)
muff 1er I scarf
swallow (bird)
ghee (purified butter)

all

then
other
-than
now (haku Cd yet)
later (same day)
plough



hamma
hamma kl· wa
hapma
bev«
be- 'ma
ha'l]
bet k ecal
berne
he'nen
he'ne'
he'nlf] (B)
heJrSdf]
hen in
hen
he-rana
he'ma
he-ll
he -l]ma
b i ' wa
hlc1
hlpaf]
hipu sowa'
hoks l i :Jr
hokma
hokslf]

homma

hOf)mB
h:mna
hu'ma
bu- f)ma

1

ica

1dZBf)
lJrhif]
lmino
i01mB
ina
incama
iomB
lsa
isagB
iSBfJ
l s i s i ' ns
izafJbal]nil]
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to divide up, to cover head, to burn
kerosene (lit. - oil to burn)
to cry/to weep
woodpecker
to bite
spicy (ha'f]na machl - pickle)
where? (for living things)
which?
from where?
where? (for non-living things)
when?
after (time)
this year (also na sal)
today
dry (also heramana. or for grass, hera)
to cut (grass)
blood
to saw/ to cut meat
wind
two (things)
two (people)
fruit of the chestnut (also hlpu cows')
lizard
to carry
Nepal pepper/prickly ash (Zanthoxylum
armatum)
to dr ink (tea and rice beer), to swell, to
open
river
that
to burn (wood), to seal (a hole)
to pay

nothing (lca coomencina - they're not doing
anything)
why?
how many?
what sort of?, how? (also lminio)
to plow
what is it?
to se 11
to strain CUhB
who is it?
whose is it?
don't know
bad (singular)
because



1'kma
l'mma

k

ka'nl110
kacek
kambar
kamnl bak
kapkuba
kapma
ka' lpoke-

ka'ma
ka'l1yUI1

kekpu
kepma
ketma
kel1ge'
ker:::Jl1s111
ke' 'ma
ke'1
ke'kma
ke'mma
ke'l1
ke 'I1ma
k i ' ma
k1mek
k1ndha'

k1 ' wa yu' mana

k1sa'n
k trtr ibe
k l ' wa
k1rumba
klsa
ko'1111wa
kolem
k onbe
kongu
kopma
kO'kome
k o-ku
k:::Jmd1' ma'
kuc 111
kucbum«
kuma
kumd1na
kumd1nna
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to chase/to follow
to buy

but
sickle
waist
friend <also placenta)
porter
to carry
husks of maize blackened by fungus disease
which can be used as poultice for boils
to say
vase-shaped open-weave basket to put over
chickens
clay pot with small mouth
to scrape
to take
long (kel1ge'ha YE'mlcl - tall (people»
bamboo pole used by shaman at funerals
to come up
drum
to mix
to hear
tooth
to put/to plant
to wrap/to roll up
young girl
flour gruel (made from either maize, wheat,
millet or rice)
hole in earth bank used for making mustard
oil
farmer
epilepsy
oil (especially mustard oil)
tiger
deer
cockroach
slippery
rice flakes
mountain/hill
to pick up (from ground)
but terf ly
cuckoo
hunchback (c.L undr me-:
darkness/dusk
dog
to wait
not tasty/ not sweet (plural or uncountable)
not tasty/ not sweet (singular)



kumduna!
kumduwa 
kun«
kuncekube
kupm«
kuyumna
kwa
kwsnchas«

kh

kti« I l e
khBmburuk
khBWB
khB'm
khB-ma
kheQma
khe'ma
khe'm
khi'l)a
kh t
khibak
khibu
khima
khil)ma
ktio- I mUI)

kbonder t ck
khu'ma
khusubBlJ
kbyu-

1

la
l egw«
-led
lakma
l skphe]:
lalama
lambu
lamdBf)
lan
laf)be
l snko):
lar}met
lapma
lB'mma
1e'pet'
lekma
letni
le-m
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tasty/sweet (singular)
tasty/sweet (plural or uncountable)
very hot (singular)
thief (c.f, khusubaQ)
to make warm (another person)
darkness
exclamation (there! I l ook l )
for a walk (ka kwanchase kemeQna - I go for a
walk)

like this
clay pellets for shooting with chigik
round cakes of yeast for making beer
soil! earth
to be full/satiated
to crunch
to go
already
bitter <also khi'kha)
yam
rope
walnut
to quarrel
to eat (rice), to stretch out
flour
hoe
to steal, to carry
thief
juice/curry

moon
bat
question tag
to dance
leech
to bring (wood)
path
bari
leg
near/ down a little (direction)
shoes
to husk (rice)
to catch/to hold
to walk
man who takes another's wife
to happen
afternoon
tongue



1e'mB
l e-ncb i
1e- pma
1e'kma
1e 'lJma
l the
likmB
l i mn«
11'1011
l in top i
1i . ,ma
10'mB
l okondi
10kpha'
lop
10p1
10' , a
1:;;'k1 1B''1sukmB
1u'mB
1uk 1uk
1ukmB
1u'
1u· mek
1u'1khw:::lk
l upl ibe
1utena

OJ

mech i
mech i 1u'1kw:;;k
mBgyen yB'm1
me-Fct»! ''1glek
msk LupnB
mBksB
mBkurnB
mB'nnB
mBndi
mB'1B'1ba
mencuhe
mendune
mand1 'ma
msnm!
mara
mare
me'kwB
mendok
me'CB
me t w«
011 '
011'mB
ml Les
m1ma
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to exchange, to bake (bread)
small bamboo
to throw
to lick
to smear with cow dung (lipnu)
heavy
to pour out/to move
sweet
grass thatch
cane strips (for thatching roof)
to plant
to boll
bride's female friends
large bamboo
now
perhaps
like (e.g. OJaQcuwa 10·'a - just like water)
daura suruval - man's costume
to say/to speak
short
to run
mat
needle
rock/ stone
earthquake
weak

vegetables, chilli, pickle
grinding stone (for spices)
old woman
black ash (charcoal)
dark (e.g. skin)
bear
black
is not
paddy field (old word)
priest
water
far
to be lost
eagle/kite/hawk
big (s.)
mallet (old word>
smoke
goat
female (e.g. me'CB ya'm1 - woman)
tit species
eye/eyeball
to think/remember
tall
rat



mimik
mimiyB
minums
mi-
mi' gB bunro
mi-k1B'
mi -rie
mo
mopmB
mo-kmB
mu'mB

muk t ep:
mun tum
mUf]
mu-k

n

nB
nBbBk
nBbu'
nBmmB
nB'wB
nBm
n8mphBk
nBmBse·k
nBmmB
nBmnif)
nBf]
nBf]hB
nBSB
ne- c ik
nebe
nepB
ne- 'rie
nif)
ni f] wa

n i- 'mB
ni 'ma
nkhB'lB
nkb«' 1BhJf]
nkwJf]maf]
nnehe
nu-
nWBk
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a little
little
cat
fire
live ashes
Red Himalayan bamboo
small
down
to choose
to hit, to make tea
to blow (with mouth, e.g. balloon, dust,
instrument)
five rupees
religious lore
mushroom/fungus, hair
hand/arm/one cupped hand (measurement)

this/that
ear
nose
to grind, to smell/to sni ff
loan
sun
wild boar <lit. 'sun pig')
evening/night
next year
last year
snow
afterwards
fish
face
here
near
soft
name
mind (e.g. nif]WB dugan - don't worrYi ni~wa

to~naya'mi - close friend, people who share
secrets; ni~wa ucuna ya'mi - clever person)
to count, to cook rice
to see
like that
therefore
therefore
there
fine
bird



Plate 35 : The Maya Khola valley



o

0 ' i
ocon
obon
o'hop
olafJdal]
olempak
olokh
om/omna
omserere
ophek
otek 1up
ot emme- Tol

p

pBgyem ya'mi
pBkga o'hop
peknu
pB·lma
pB'fJ
pB' ns«:
petB
pe'ma
pEfJma
perche- I WB

pi' 'mB
pi' ca
pik
pi'sik
po'ma
pO'kma
pO'khima'
pom-
popc ibe
pUbBI]
pucBk
pukm«
pU/Jham
put uw«
pyBk pyBk
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enough!
new (of things)
hole
nest
door
four days time
seed
light
dawn/first light
money
half
flat place

to delay/to prevent
to dig, to shout

old man
pig's pen
youngest
to grind (spices)
house
millet
wet
to fly
to scrape (fields)
thunderbolt
to give, to suck
child
cow
arrow
to dry (v.), headscarf/shawl (n.)
to rise/to grow
material used as belt
lazy
owl
monkey
snake
to jump
garden
bo i led
very much/many



ph

pha'mB
phak
pharog
phamnB
pha'bu
pha'mi
pha'nBbu
phe'phe'/']
ptiekset;
pbenm«

phendik
phibak
phimma
phimna
pbo-k
phuna
phufj

r

ropB

s

SBki
sBlB
SBmma
sBmmetli/']
sBmibfj
SBoma
saowa
sa'
sa .ga oee- 1B

sB'ksifjbu
sa 'mbakhi'
se
se'ni
semafJ
se'kma
se'mmB
se'fjkw::J'k
se: f)mB
sida'
sima
siO
siogausa
sioka
so'ma
sommB
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to help, to knit/crochet
pig
frog
red
bamboo
bamboo shoot
jackfruit
thin
left
to sweep. to push down, to plough. to split
<wood)
axe
insect
to squeeze out <e.g. cube)
green/blue
stomach, belly
white <also 'white man')
flower

rice paddy

thread
talk
to cover
spiri tual clan
gold
to wipe
buffa 10
meat
dried meat
alder
potato <old word)
only
night
dream
to select out <e.g. stones in rice)
to pick
bone
to clean, to clear <e.g. slash and burn)
medicine <herbal and chemical)
to cut <wood) I to die
tree/wood/firewood/stem
nut
splinter
to look
to feel/to touch



sO'rJ
eu-h«
sumchJ
sumpBk
SUpmB

t

takmB
tama
t emb«
t smphow«
tant J
taf1kJf)
taf1mB
tapmB
ta'bek
t ec i
ten
t im«
tokma
toknJmB
tOr]ma
tu'ma
tukoruk
tukma
tumma

tukhJ
tumnB
tupma

th

tn« I 1um
thBkmB
thBf1ma
thBf1Suga uha
thBpmB
thekm«
thomma
tho'kmB
thukubs

T

Tar]
Tumbuk
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together
sour
three
leaves (for leaf plate or cigarette)
diarrhoea

to fall
to come
slowly
hair (of head)
wedding procession
sky
to pullout, to pound (rice)
to take, to catch
kni fe
clothes
village
to spli t
to find
to touch
to arrange
to blow (a fire)
head
to be ill
to tie, to understand, to burn, to ripen, to
find
miserable/unhappy
eldest
to meet (6 person)

bridge
to chant (priest>, to weigh
to climb up (using branches)
honey (1 it. 'bee's j u i ce' )
to winnow
to overcrowd/to stuff yourself
to support
to spit, to hit (oxen)
t a i lor

horn
gun



u

ueun
ueumphakl] a
una
uhal]ma
ukma
ulip-
und i t me
unm«
upkub«
upme
utamalal]
utap
utit]
u-sa-

u·

u-mma

wa'
veb! I

wagakpa
wall'll] tar)
wama
wend i '
waf]ma
wasik
wa- in
wa-ndi'l]<3
wa-pma
wa -r ik
wempha
we-nam
wbhapmB
wbh01]ma
wimalal]

y

ya
ye i ingok
yakpuea
yaktu
yamul]
yaf]
yaf]li
yaf]um
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eas i ly
the day after tomorrow
juice
sweat
to come/to bring <from above)
old <of things)
hunchback
to drink <raksi, cube:
b Iacksmi th
to punch
steep (going up)
plant
thorn/porcupine's spine
frui t

to hold in mouth/to suck

chicken
cucumber
hyacinth beans
door
to be pregnant/to give birth
later
hot (of places)
rain
egg
tomorrow
to wear
skin
male <wempha ya'mi - man)
strap
to wash <e.g. clothes)
to boil/to distil/to sweat
steep (down)

mouth
grains of rice
porcupine
enough!
moustache
money
seed
low ground/warm place



ya'ksar]
yemma
YEpma
yonnum«
yO'r]!tJs
yurn«
yukths!tJ
yum
YUQ8lS
yups
YU'nCB8lB
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weed
to agree/to approve
to stand
rules/customs/habit
to tremble
over there
place
salt
to sit/to stay put
s l 1ver
to laugh
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Appendix II

Interview Schedule

<The idea was not to st ick rigidly to this, but to make the quest ions
the basis for a discussion)

lA. Who lives in this house? (record for each household member)
Name
Age
Relation to speaker
Place of Birth
Education
Occupation/Salary
Furthest Place Reached

Who has lived in this house now living elsewhere?
(Questions as above)

Have any adults from this household died in the last 10 years?
<Questions as above)

lB. When was this house built? By whom?

2A. People above who are now living or have lived away
Name
Place
When did you/they leave?
How long were you/they away for?
How/from whom did you/they get work?
Did you/they visit Tamaphok when based away?
Did you/they go alone, or with family or friends?
If you/they have returned, why?
If they have not yet returned, when do you/they plan to

do so?

2B. Benefits and Expenses (for above)
Name
Wage
Costs for lodging and food
Other big expenses
Amount sent back to Tamaphok
Amount brought back
What was done with savings (if any)?
What presents or other goods were brought back?
Any pension received? If so, how much?

3A. Marital History (for all in household)
Name
Name of spouse
Year of marriage
Age of man at time of marriage
Age of woman at time of marriage
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Caste and clan of spouse
Woman's natal home and distance from Tamaphok
Languages spoken
Type of marriage (e.g. arranged, love marriage, by theft)
Amount of gold (for bridewealth)
Approximate cost of wedding
Total of money gifts (nimto) received
Number of children living, and their age and sex
Number of children dead (sex, year of death, age of death,

cause of death)

3B. Are other children wanted?
If so, How many?

(For wife only):
Do you speak Yakha now?
How did you learn it?
How do the customs of Tamaphok differ from those of your natal

home?
Were you happy to come to Tamaphok?
When you first came to Tamaphok, did the women here help you?
How?
Do your children speak Yakha?
Do they speak Nepali?

(For interviewee)
Do you think the population of Tamaphok is increasing or

decreasing? Why?

4A. Adul ts in household who have died in the last ten years: (record
for each)

Name
Year of death
Cause of death
Cost of funeral
Money gifts received for funeral (nimto)
Name of dhami attending funeral

4B. Illness Beliefs
When you have been ill in Tamaphok, which dhamis have been

sent for?
If/when you lived away from Tamaphok, were you ever ill?
If so, with what illness(es)?
What did you do?
What spirits did you see?
What did your family in Tamaphok do for you?
Did you also take medicine? Forest medicine?

5A. Household Land and Main Crops
Locations
Names of plots
Total ropanis of rice paddy (kheT)
Total ropanis of dry field (bari)
Total ropanis of uncultivated land (pakho)
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Annual production: rice, maize, millet, wheat,
buckwheat/barley

Kipat or tenanted; sharecropped or fixed
What land have you bought in the last ten years <and cost)
Who is your maihiya/landlord?

58. Total Production and Land Transactions
Number of months of own food
Coping strategies/use of surplus
Land rented out
Land sold in last ten years
Other crops produced (types and amounts)
Crops sold and money earnt

5C. Major problems during the growing season
Have your agricultural practices changed? Have crops changed?
Has fertility decreased?

50. Labour
Any organized work group? If so, how many houses?
If not, how is work organized?
What houses do you do parma with?
After others help you, do you return parma or pay? If you

pay, why?

6. Animals
Number, best food/fodder for and comments on:

Cows
Buffaloes
Oxen
Pigs
Goats
Sheep
Ducks
Chickens
Pigeons
Rabbi ts
Dogs
Cats

Amount of compost produced

Have your numbers of livestock increased or decreased in the
last ten years?

Where do you obtain fodder?

7A. Loans
Sour-ce name
Amount: original and outstanding
Interest
When taken
Why taken
Security offered
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7B. Loans to others
Is your family giving loans to others?
If so, to how many people?
What is the total amount of loans outstanding?
Last year, how much interest did you make?

8A. Natural Resources: Forests
How many Dokos of firewood this year?
Is it enough? If not, how many more are needed?
Do you cut your own. pay labourers or do parma
Which jungles do you cut in? Are they communal or private?

If private, whose?
Do you also obtain medicinal plants from the forest?
If so, which ones and for what diseases?
Do you also sell medicinal plants? If so, how much money did

you make last year?
How many trees do you plant a year?

8B. Water
How/from where do you get water for kheT
Is water a problem or not?
Do you catch fish? How many times a year?
How many fish do you catch in a year?
Do you eat fish/sell them/give them to relatives?
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